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"In an age of conformism and 'team-work', where com
promise and harmony are offered as the watchwords of hu
man activity, being critical may be considered antisocial.
But science without criticality is unthinkable, for the only
route to scientific objectivity is to question, not to 'accept'."

The Joumal of the American Medical
Association, Vol. 185, Page 508, Nov. 1963.

PREFACE

For eleven years I have been engaged in medical research
on the effect of fluoride on the human organism. Some of
my data have been published in medical journals. They in
clude three monographs which encompass original obser
vations and much of the world's medical literature on flu~

ride with emphasis on research which is difficult of access.
Because of the constantly increasing interest in this sub

ject and because of the many conflicting data, I decided to
make some of the information, thus far gleaned, available
to the general public.

While exploring this subject, I have observed many prac
tices usually not encountered in medical research. My orig
inal plan was to confine myself to presentation of purely
scientific data in a book of encyclopedic proportion. This
has been temporarily laid aside in order to narrate personal
experiences in an unending struggle and the trials and trib
ulations of one who found himself swimming against the
stream.
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CHAPTER ONE

WHY I BECAME CURIOUS

"What do you know about fluoridation?"
This was my wife's greeting late one afternoon in the

spring, 1953, upon my return from a busy day in my
office.

"Fluoridation?" I questioned. "Fluoridation? - I do
fknow something about fluorine. It is a poisonous gas. Like f
\ chlorine it belongs to the halogen group, but-Huori

dation? I confess that I am only vaguely familiar with the
subject."

"I just read an article about it in a magazine called The
Freeman\" she replied. "It told the full story. The Unit
ed States Public Health Service is adding fluoride to drink
ing water in a number of American cities. It is supposed to
prevent tooth decay."

"Fluorine is a gas. Is it being added to drinking water?"
I inquired. "Who wrote this article?"

"The author? What was his name? Let me get it. His I
name is Rorty, James Rorty. No, it isn't the gas that is add
ed to the water, it is a fluorine salt, sodium fluoride."

"Fluoridation? The current U.S. medical literature has
only occasionally dealt with it. If sodium fluoride really
prevents tooth decay this would certainly mean progress.
It would reach every person in a community. But is it wise
to add a chemical to water other than to purify it?" I asked.

"This is the very idea. The article objects to it. It says
that fluoride salts are extremely poisonous. They are used

.,. --" ~._,.----------
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to kill rodents." This remark aroused my attention, but 1
felt sure that in such small amounts it would not be
harmful.

"Oh, I wouldn't be concerned. The U.S.P.H.S. certainly
must have made enough studies to make sure that there
cannot possibly be any harm. They have excellent scien
tists. They have every medical and dental school at their
disposal to carry out controlled studies. They must know
what they are doing. Who are we, you and I, to question
their decision1"

This settled the matter for the time being. I had
my hands full. It was hay fever season, the time when I am
unusually busy in the office and dead-tired in the evenings.
Furthermore, I was devoting iall my spare time to prepar
ing an article for the newly formed medical magazine, GP.
I was on their consulting staff and felt that I should make a
contribution. I had just completed some studies on derma
titis, an allergic skin disease. In my book entitled Contact
Dermatitiil where my observations had been assembled,
I had proposed a new approach for determining the cause
of this disease. A most intriguing endeavor, it presented to
the profession a glimpse into the detective workshop of an
allergist. I was thoroughly preoccupied and my good wife
knew it.

That night, after the lights in the bedroom had
been turned off, she asked again;

"I have been thinking about that article. There was a
Hearing in February, 1952, in Washington, D. C., before
the House Select Committee to Investigate the Use of Chem
icals in ·Foods and Cosmefics, according to the article. Ex
perts on both sides were heard. It was brought out that the'
question of toxicity and possible damage from fluoride
added to water is very much up in the air. There are still
too many unanswered questions."

"If this is true," I assured her "they will be answered by
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the proper authorities, particularly by the American Medi
cal Association, before the U.S.P.H.S. introduces fluorida
tion on a large scale."

"But, no," she explained, "it is already being used in
many cities in the United States and no one knows how
much harm it can do!"

"Nonsense, my dear, I am satisfied," I replied somewhat
impatiently. "These people know what they are doing. One
thing is certain: no organization in this country has a high
er scientific standing than the U.S.P.H.S. and the National
Research Council. Let's forget about it."

At breakfast she brought the subject up again.
"I have been thinking about that fluoride business again

during the night. Couldn't the American Medical Associa
tion be in error? Don't medical ideas and medical practices
change, especially when they are new and inadequate
ly tested?

"Look at your own experience with the case of a penicil
lin death! No one would ever have predicted that this most
valuable wonder drug could be harmful under certain con
ditions; that it could even cause death. There is evidence
that milk contains penicillin in small amounts. Isn't this li
able to sensitize people, especially your own allergic
patients?" .

The reference to penicillin aroused mixed feelings. One
of my patients had died suddenly after an injection of peni
cillin for a chronic lung infection. It was the first case of its
kind ever reported in the medical literature.s It appeared
in 1949 in the Journ. of the American Medical Associa
tion. A middle-aged lady with asthma had been given sev
eral injections of penicillin. Since she had greatly benefited
from this drug, she asked me to instruct her sister, a reg
istered nurse, to let her have a few doses at home. Within
ten seconds after the injection of a relatively small dose of
30,000 units she collapsed and expired. No one could have
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known that during the tWo to three weeks which had
elapsed from one injection to the other she had become al
lergic to the drug.

The wonder drug-penicillin-which was, and still is,
the greatest saver of lives also has the power to kill. My re
port, the first of its kind, made a definite impact on our ap
proach to penicillin therapy. Time magazine covered it in
its March 7, 1949, issue. Up to that time hives, dermatitis
and other allergic trouble were known to result from peni
cillin, but no one had died from it. My report alerted phy
sicians to the potential danger of using it indiscriminately.

"Valuable as penicillin is, do you think anyone would
even so much as suggest that it be added to drinking water
to prevent imminent infection on a large scale?" she asked.

I had nothing to add. Somehow I couldn't entertain the
thought that the AM.A would endorse anything unless
they knew exactly what they were endorsing.

"You can't discount," she continued, "the importance of
the testimony of some of the country's most respected ca
reer scientists who presented unfavorable evidence at the
Washington, D. C. hearings."

"If they were competent scientists," I replied, "they
would have registered their views with the AM.A Every
so often quacks and charlatans are admitted at public hear
ings to give medical testimony. They act as so-called ex
perts, yet they are in no way qualified. Do you remember
ten or fifteen years ago when I appeared at a Detroit Fed
eral Court as a key witness for the U. S. Food and Drug Ad
ministration in the trial against a physician who claimed to
cure cancer and 'allergies' with a single injection? What an
assortment of so-called 'experts' appeared in his behalf.
Their testimonials regarding cancer cures made no sense
to anyone with a scientific background; yet most of the men
testifying for him were bona fide M.D.'s, qualified physi
cians."

"But-No! The hearing in Washington was quite differ-
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ent," she retorted. "The witnesses representing the oppo
sition were outstanding scientists, leaders in fluoride
research! Some of them had done research for a lifetime
let me ask you this: Can't 'real experts' be mistaken, too,
on some questions?"

My wife had seen an article in the Seattle Times of Dec.,
16, 1952, which stated that The Aluminum Company of
America had offered many grants to research groups for a
solution of their serious disposal problem. Fluorides, by
products especially of the luminum, steel aiid fertilizer in-

ustnes, con ammated the atmosphere and jnduced poi-
soning of livestock and damage to plant life. _

-- ''The p.lrX"', she stated, "is collaborating closely with
industry in the disbursement of research funds to overcome
the menace. Isn't it possible that a conflict of interest might
tarnish the objectivity of a researcher holding an influential
position?"

This thought was revolting to me. To think of scientists
in the P.H.S. as being motivated by politics and/or by per
sonal gain-a fantastic accusation!

"How can you make such a statement?" I retorted irate
ly. "The men in the P.H.S. are scientists, highly respected
altruistic scientists."

At that time I would not have believed what happened
a few years later. According to Time, May 30, 1960,
p. 36, a director of a branch of the P.R.S., Dr. Henry Welch
was obliged to resign his post because he had received
"$260,766.00 derived in one way or another from the in
terests he was sworn to regulate." How a scientist with the
best intentions can be caught in a dilemma I learned from
my own experience.

Indeed, at this moment I myself, was the recipient of
a sum of money "for research." Strangely enough, I was
completely unaware of what later turned out to be its real
purpose, namely to bury the facts should the study produce
results not in harmony with the donor's aims. Whether or
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not such money is "compensation for services" is a matter
for individual interpretation. This is how it happened:

In 1953, I described a new disease in the Journal of the
AM.A. which I termed "Smoker's Respiratory Syn
drome."~

This condition closely simulates asthma. It begins with a
chronic inflamation of throat and pharynx which gradu
ally descends into the bronchial tree. I had observed it
many times in my extensive allergy practice among people
who had been steady cigarette smokers. I had never attrib
uted it to smoking. These patients cough and wheeze as
though they had real allergic asthma. They have pains in
chest and arms in conjunction with this cough.

Through a peculiar coincidence I was able to discover
the cause of a disease which others as well as myself had
encountered many times in their daily practice but had
never been able to explain:

I, myself, had suffered from it.
Wheezing in the chest had gradually increased. It was

especially noticeable in the morning. Day after day I
coughed up heavy mucus. My throat was constantly irritat
ed. I realized it could not be bronchial asthma, a disease to
the study of which I had devoted my life's work. The next
logical diagnosis to consider was cancer of the lungs.

I was faced with hospitalization for bronchoscopic exam
,ination, a rather unpleasant procedure. Reflecting upon the
course of my ailment, it occurred to me that my cough and
wheezing were usually worse on Monday mornings than
during the balance of the week. On Sundays I was in the
habit of smoking incessantly; during the week I could only
smoke at mealtime, since most of my asthma patients could
not tolerate tobacco smoke in my office. I decided to stop
smoking. To my surprise, after about three weeks' time, this
peculiar disease which had been a source of much concern
to me had promptly and completely subsided.

Those who have done research know only too well how
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practically every new discovery is subjected to criticism.
Most of it comes from individuals with little knowledge of
the subject. Critiques, however, are desirable. They stim
ulate further thought and work. Surprisingly, my report in
the AM.A Journal aroused very little adverse criticism.
Numerous physicians throughout the country congratulat
ed me on pinpointing this new disease and its source. Many
who read my article recalled cases in which they had made
an incorrect diagnosis as had I many times.

Eight years later, two Boston clinicians, Dr. F. C. Low
el and Dr. W. Franklin,5 followed my lead and reported
on the more advanced state of this disease, chronic emphy
sema. This represents a serious complication interfering
considerably with the function of the lungs and even affect
ing the heart.

One morning a letter arrived from a well-known physi
cian, a consultant to many news magazines and drug com
panies. He asked me to do some research for one of the cig
arette companies for which he acted as intermediary. He
suggested that I set up a research program to determine
whether or not a newly devised cigarette filter might pre
vent the disease that I had described. He asked how much
money such an investigation would entail.

For a controlled study I suggested that patients, once
they had recovered their health, be asked to smoke the par
ticular brand of filtered cigarettes. Bacteriological tests, tis
sue examinations and lung function studies were to be done
before and after the experimental period. I determined the
amount of money necessary for those who were to assist
me in this project, for the equipment that had to be pur
chased and for my own services. The research was bound
to make considerable demands on my time. Several thou
sand dollars were involved.

When the work was completed and ready for publica
tion I was told that the company would publish it at some
future date. It was to be a portion of a comprehensive re-
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port together with two or three other pieces of research by
other investigators who had made similar studies. I
dismissed the entire subject from my mind in the firm be
lief that the company's representative would eventually pub
lish it in one of the medical journals which he edited.

This was never done because my report had not shown
that the cigarette filter prevented the disease. Mter several
months, when I inquired about its fate, I was assured that
the article would be published eventually. Mter the lapse
of many more months I requested the article's return, but
no answer was ever forthcoming.

As I was later to realize, the outcome of this research is
related to what is happening with respect to research on
fluoride:

As physicians we may be confronted with a common dis
ease. We would never suspect its origin or its precipitating
cause until someone first clearly pinpoints its manifestations
and relates cause to effect. Since I became aware of the ill
effect of smoking by the simple expedient of advising a per
son to discontinue it, many others, like myself, have been
cured-and I use this term advisedly. Many of these pa
tients had been incorrectly diagnosed as "intrinsic" or
"idiopathic" asthma, i.e. asthma without cause. Indeed this
disease has taken many a life without anyone, not even the
greatest experts in medicine and pathology, so much as
suspecting that cigarettes were the cause.

My experience with the cigarette company demonstrates
something much more significant than the establishment of
a scientific fact or the discovery of a new disease:

Research which does not prove a predetermined theory
is often not published. Its results can be shelved by its spon
sor. Even the investigator engaged to carry out research
may not ever learn why. Nevertheless, my wife's suggestion
that scientists cooperating with industry might abandon
their objectivity to do their benefactors' bidding did not
shake my faith in their integrity.
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A few years later, in 1956, a newspaper report in the S1.
Louis Post Dispatch, May 18, evoked further skepticism
about the U. S. Public Health Service concerning their pro
motion of fluoridation:

The late famous S1. Louis, Mo., surgeon, Dr. Evarts A.
Graham, had delivered the Roy D. McClure lecture at De
troit's Henry Ford Hospital. Dr. Graham was critical of the
U.S.P.H.S. because they failed to warn the public about the
hazard of cigarette smoking.

"If there were as much evidence that spinach caused can
cer of the stomach, the U.S.P.H.S. would have plastered
the country with placards", Dr. Graham stated.

He expressed the hope that the scientists conducting a
$1,500,000 dollar research program for the tobacco com
panies "won't set up a smoke screen."

Dr. Graham "charged the tobacco companies with cam
paigning to offset lagging sales by starting people smoking
at a younger age", the Post-Dispatch reported.

The P.H.S. seemed to accept the explanation of manu
facturers of cigarettes that air contamination, not smoking,
is the principal cause of lung cancer.

I wrote to Dr. Graham concerning his views on fluorida
tion. Judging from his own experience, he was convinced
that not all was well on the fluoridation front. He blamed
the P.H.S. for launching a project fraught with danger.

My experience with the tobacco company had aroused
my misgivings about some industry-sponsored research.

My strong rebuke to my wife when she mentioned that
scientists might have ulterior motives ended our discussion
of fluoridation.

She, however, was not satisfied with my answer. The
next morning several letters were ready for mailing, ad
dressed to scientists who had appeared as expert witnesses

, in opposition to artificial fluoridation at the Washington
hearing in February, 1952.
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CHAPTER TWO

ORIENTATION

My good wife has a searching mind. For years she had
been assisting me in gathering literature on my research in
allergy, reviewing my case records, editing my scientif
ic writings, which had numbered by then more than 130
publications.

Her mail brought reprints of articles published in scien
tific journals, statements on fluoride by scientists and lay
persons, magazine articles and clippings from newspapers.
This soon placed her in a position to bring me up to date on
a subject about which I, like so many of my medical
colleagues knew very little: the whys and wherefores of wa
ter fluoridation.

My interest in the matter was lukewarm. Some of the pub
lications which she had dug up seemed to lack scientific
merit. Other articles which did exhibit scientific validity
were published in second class medical or dental journals.

She received. a rather primitive brochure written by a
lay person, a working man, Michael Ambrose, of Pirtsfiel<l,
Mass. He apparently lacked an advanced education. Never
theless, in his eager search for knowledge he had accum
ulated a remarkable fund of information. It contributed
materially toward broadening my wife's background.
Among other things he had watched the death notices in
Grand Rapids, Mich., the first city in the U.S.A. to be fluori
dated. By this crude method he attempted to compare the
death rates in this fluoridated city wi.ll those in nonfiuori-
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dated cities. Although a rather futile endeavor, it neverthe
less indicated his basic understanding of the problem. Had
he had statistical training and ac~ess to the death certifi
cates in fluoridated cities he might have brought forth data
on which, even' to date, only fragmentary research exists.

From Mr. Ambrose my wife first learned that the
P.R.S. did not consider fluoride one of the essential miner
als. As late as 1958* the Food and Drug Administration
did not list fluoride among minerals necessary for life. J
Again on Aug. 15, 1963, it stated, "Fluoride has not been
determined essential to human nutrition."**

In January, 1954, a series of eight articles appeared in
the Toronto Globe and Mail entitled "Boon or Blunder" by
Betty Lee, a staff writer.

These articles constituted the first-indeed one of the
few-accounts of both sides of the fluoridation controversy.

The most reliable critics, the writer observed, are those
who back their arguments with scientific facts and research.
Miss Lee related some of the research unfavorable to the
project with respect to both its efficacy and its safety:

Prof. Margaret Cammack Smith and her husband, H. V. \
Smith, at the U. of Arizona Agricultural Experimental Sta
tion, were first to establish, in 1931, that fluoride in drink
ing water was responsible for "mottled" or Texas teeth.s

They made their discovery simultaneously with Mr. H. V~

Churchill, a chemist of the Aluminum Co. of America, to
whom health officials give credit for this discovery.7 The
Smiths proved that as little as 0.9 parts of fluoride oc
curring naturally in 1 million parts (ppm) of water pro
duces white flecks on tooth enamel, which turn yellow and
brown in later life.s The Colorado Springs dentist, Frede
rick S. McKay, was first to bring this enamel defect, "Colo-

• Ramsay, M. M.: Bureau of Enforcement F. D. A. to Miss N.
Logsdon, Decorah, la. 9/11/58.

•• Lovering, E. M.: Consumer Inquiries Section, F. D. A. to N. M.,
Wellesley, Mass. 8/15/63.
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lado brown stain," to the attention of the U. S. dental pro
fession. For a decade after this discovery, municipal author
ities sought to abandon sources of drinking water contain
ing 1 ppm or more which caused this defect.

In 1940 Drs. M. C. and H. V. Smith stated in
the American Journal of Public Health in an article entitled
"Observations on the Durability of Mottled Teeth"ll:

"Although mottled teeth are somewhat more resistant to
the onset of decay, they are structurally weak; when decay
does set in, the result is often disastrous."

The Smiths sounded an ominous warning, according to
Miss Lee: "If intake of fluoride (through drinking water)
can harm the delicate enamel organ to such an extent that
it fails to enamelize fully the unborn teeth in children, is
there any reason to believe that the destructive progress of
fluoride ends right there?"

In their St. David, Arizona, survey, where the fluoride
content in water ranges from 1.6 to 4 ppm, Drs. Smith found
relatively few individuals beyond age 21 in whom caries
had not developed; there was a high incidence of extracted
teeth in all age groups. Caries once started seemed to spread
rapidly. Steps taken to repair the cavities were unsuccess
ful in many cases. When attempts were made to anchor a
filling, the tooth broke away. Extraction was the only
course. Drs. Smith noted more than 50 per cent false teeth
at ages twenty-four to twenty-six...... .

,- "This high incidence of false teeth appeared in all sub
sequent age groups. Very rarely, adults were found whose
teeth, though mottled, were free from caries. It was the ex
ception rather than the rule to find dentitions from which
there had been no extractions because of inability to repair
carious teeth successfully," Drs. Smith added in the 1940
article.

Under the impact of fluoridation promotion, this impor
tant research has fallen into oblivion today. In 1940, how
ever, it constituted an impressive breakthrough in our
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knowledge. It was the subject of editorials in the journals
of the Amer. Med. Assoc.* and Amer. Dent. Assoc.*.

"The range between toxic and non-toxic levels of fluo
ride ingestion is very small," Drs. Smith warned. "Any pro
cedure for increasing fluorine consumption to the so-called
upper limits of non-toxicity would be hazardous." This
was the Smiths' response to the suggestion that fluoride
should be added to drinking water.

The Globe and Mail articles quoted another scientist,
Dr. Charles Dillon, a dentist from Caladh, Fort William,
Inverness-Shire, Scotland. He had carefully compared teeth
extracted in W. Hartlepool where water contains 2.6 ppm
of fluoride naturally with teeth from South Shields where
only 0.73-0.85 ppm fluoride was in the water. The pulp
chamber of mottled teeth was blocked by calcific matter,
conspicuous enough to be demonstrable by X-ray. (Fig. 1).
In 1956, in the Dental DigestlO

, he pointed out that fluoride
causes a progressive degeneration of vital tissue in the root
and the dental periosteum, the membrane which separates
the tooth from the bone. This results in progressive perio
dontal (gum) disease and in wholesale loss of teeth.

Fluoride's toxic action on teeth, Dr. Dillon demonstrated,
is not the same in everyone residing in a natural fluoride
area. There are wide individual differences. (Fig. 2). The
climate, the geographical area where fluoride appears in
water, a person's constitutional and nutritional state, all
these factors are involved in the kind and extent of damage
fluoride may do to teeth.

There was a big question mark on how much other min
erals, especially calcium, phosphate and magnesium con
tribute to the prevention of tooth decay in areas where fluo
ride occurs naturally in water.

Even Dr. H. Trendley Dean, one of the pioneer crusaders l
for fluoridation was hesitant to conclude that fluo-

• lAMA, 123:150, Sept. 18,1943.
.. lADA, 31:1363, Oct. 1944.
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ride was the only factor involved in decay prevention in
natural fluoride areas.ll He suggested that differences in the
mineral composition of water other than fluoride, especial
ly the presence of calcium and phosphorus, were a factor
that should not be overlooked.

This point was further illustrated by the research of a
Boston nutritionist, Dr. Robert S. Harris, Director of the Nu
tritional Biochemistry Laboratories of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and his co-worker, Dr. A E.
Nizel.12 Of two groups of hamsters, one was fed milk and
com produced in Texas; the other, New England grown
com and milk. The former group developed only half as
much tooth decay as the latter group. The fluoride content
of Texas food was too minimal to have influenced the con
dition of teeth. Something other than fluoride must have
been involved.

Indeed, in the first magazine article to popularize the
fluoridation idea among lay persons, the question whether
fluoride or other minerals in food and water were the key
to sound teeth was emphasized. The Reader's Digest, Feb.,
1943, in an abstract of J. D. Ratcliff's article (Collier's, De
cember 19, 1942) related that Hereford, Deaf Smith
County, Texas, "The Town without a Toothache," "had 2.5
ppm of fluoride in water naturally but fluorine alone wasn't
the answer." "In another Texas town with exactly the same
concentration of fluorides," the Digest stated, "the decay
rate, though low, was more than twice the rate at Here
ford." Now, in 1965, Dr. A L. Russell of the Natl. Insti
tute of Dental Research has reported, according to the De
troit News of March 17th, that citizens in Colorado Springs
"have a very high incidence of dental decay." Its water sup
ply naturally contains as much fluoride as Hereford (2.5
ppm). But the water is low in content of minerals other
than fluoride.

Foods in Hereford were "astonishingly high in phos
phorus, probably the most vital of all soil minerals," the
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article stated. "Carrots contained 50 per cent more (phos
phorus) than usual, turnip greens 30 per cent, cabbage
and lettuce 60 per cent. Meat and milk were similarly high
in phosphorus. Wheat, the chief food product, ran 600 per
cent above normal (in phosphorus). Calcium content also
was high."

How minerals other than fluoride affect dental health
came into focus again in the New Zealand city of Hast
ings. * After four and one-half years of fluoridation in Hast
ings, children-to everyone's surprise-had more tooth de
cay than children in Napier, the "control city", i.e. the un
fluoridated city with only 0.13 ppm oifluoride in water.

After intensive investigation it was shown that traces of
molybdenum accounted for Napier's sounder teethY The
question arises whether minerals associated with fluoride,
when it occurs naturally in water, should receive the credit
for preventing tooth decay rather than the fluoride.

This question was also posed in the Journal of Dental
Research14 and later in the Journal of the AM.A1

5 by Dr.
C. A Mills of Cincinnati. His survey of 75 American cities
showed that in water containing fluoride naturally "there
is always** an accompanying high degree of total hard
ness." He stated that this was borne out by Dean and as
sociates and added: "So far as human caries statistics are
concerned, no greater importance can be attached to the
fluorine content of drinking water than to its total hard-·
ness."

Dr. Mills could have added that according to the 1950
U. S. Geological Survey the calcium content of fluoridated
Newburgh, N. Y., drinking water was 35 ppm, 5 times
greater than that of the nonfluoridated control city of
Kingston, namely 6.6 ppm; the total dissolved solids were
137 and 30 ppm, respectively. This factor alone should

• Hawke's Bay Herald Tribune 9/ 16/58.
•• Colo. Springs with soft water and fluoride content of 2.5 ppm

is a notable exception.
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have produced better teeth in Newburgh than in the "con
trol" city Kingston, regardless of the fluoride content of
Newburgh's water. The influence of other minerals besides
fluoride, nutritional factors and the benefits to teeth from
breast feeding have recently received attention in an excel
lent review by G. Tank, D.D.S.1

I1a

Another significant feature was brought to light in the
Globe and Mail articles: Even though an individual were
to drink fluoride-free water he could never escape taking
into his body unpredictable amounts of fluoride during the,
course of a normal meal.

Two Australian dental scientists, Sir A.B.P. Amies and
Dr. P. Pincus16 quoted studies from Dunedin, N. Z. In

~
~rdinary infusions of tea there is enough fluoride to con
tribute from 0.45 to 0.93 mg of fluoride to the daily diet.
Thus a tea-drinking person can take into his system approx
imately 1 mg of fluoride per day from tea alone. This is the
amount which health officials consider desirable for preven
tion of tooth decay; however, in conjunction with water
borne fluoride the total is within the range known to induce
mottling of teeth if ingested during early childhood.

Some phYsicians look upon mottling as a real disease,
not an esthetically desirable condition, according to Betty
Lee's article in the Globe and Mail.

Dr. D. C. Badger, a pediatrician with much foresight,
in Hobbs, New Mexico, where fluorides occur naturally at
0.9 ppm, reported in the American Journal of Diseases of
Children, 194917 that 30 per cent of children under her
care were afflicted with mottled teeth. She advised parents
to provide their children with bottled fluoride-free water up
to ages eight or ten.

Prof. T. Gordonoff, Chairman, Dept. of Pharmacology,

~
univerSity of Bern, Switzerland, noted that fluoride in drink
ing water aggravates certain kinds of goiter. He reported

i this at the International Physiological Congress in Montreal
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in September, 1954. He supported his data by experiments
on rats.

Another top scientist, V. O. Hurme, D.M.D., Director
of the famous Forsythe Dental Infirmary for Children in
Boston, joined in the warning against fluoridation. 18

"Among the very inadequately studied physical signs of I

fluoride toxicosis," Dr. Hurme stated in Dental Items of In- \ J
terest in June, 1952, "are inflammation and destruction of ~
gingival and periodontal (gum) tissue. Published and un- I
published observations by many men suggest rather strong- I
ly that periodontoclasia (gum disease) may be induced or (\'
aggravated by certain chemicals, including fluoride." .

This conspicuous evidence of fluoride poisoning, Dr.
Hurme cautioned, may not always show up as a warning
sign. He stated:

"Once enamel formation is completed the intake of fluo
ride has little or no visible effect on normal enamel. Thus
it follows that when the crowns of the third molars are fully
calcified, the visible parts of the teeth cease to serve as indi
cators of excessive fluoride intake."

In the Journ. of the American Water Works Association,
Vol. 35 (pages 1191-97), 1943, Dr. D. B. Ast, the director
of the Newburgh fluoridation experiment, a~ticipated a
trial of ten to twelve years in order "to determine the effi
cacy and practicability of increasing ~e fluoride content
of drinking water."

The trials in Newburgh, N. Y., Grand Rapids, Mich. and
Brantford. Ont. had been under way for only 4 years when
Oscar Ewing, Director of Social Security in charge of
the P.H.S. gave fluoridation the green light: 58 per cent
reduction in tooth decay was claimed. Health officials were
encouraged to approach city councils with the ques
tion "what are we waiting for?"

According to the Globe and Mail, the Canadian Medi
cal Ass'n adopted a report by its Ad Hoc Subcommittee at
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Its 1954 Winnipeg convention. It pointed to the following
gaps in fluoride research:

"We don't know enough about physical and oral dam
age whieh may be unrecognizable in the absence of dental
fluorosis.

'1{ "We don't know enough about the toxic effects of fluo-
~ rine on tissues other than teeth.

~
"We don't know enough about the effect of fluorine over

long periods of time.
"We don't know enough concerning fluorine levels in re

lation to fluorine bearing food combined with artificially
fluoridated water.

"We don't know enough about the relation of nutritional
factors to the action of fluorine.

"We don't know enough about the toxicity of fluoride as
allied to climate and geography which may increase absorp
tion or diminish excretion."

Indeed every one of these statements which were made
10 years ago is still unanswered today.

Miss Lee quoted Dr. Austin Smith, who was then direc
tor of the A.M.A.'s Division of Therapy and Research. He
seemed, she said, "to echo many cautions about fluoride"
when he referred to wonder dnlgs in general as follows:

"Unfortunately not all the published reports (of new
drugs) are entirely dependable. Errors in work may be re
ported, erroneous interpretations may be drawn and enthu
siasm or wishful thinking may creep into the conclusions.
No one can deny that many accidents have occurred be
cause drugs were not properly tested or their actions t~or

oughly understood before they were used."
These crumbs of knowledge, gleaned from the Globe

and Mail article, impressive as they were, did not sway
me in either direction. True, they constituted evidence un
favorable to fluoridation. Any measure which could elim
inate 65 per cent of the dental decay among U. S. children,
I felt, warranted support. But did proponents of this meas-
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ure disregard the possibility of ill effect? On what basis did
the A.M.A. give it their qualified endorsement in 1951?

Mrs. Waldbott came forth with the reprint of a scientific
article by Dr. G. W. Rapp, Professor of Biochemistry and
Physiology, Loyola University School of Dentistry, pub
lished in The Bur in April, 1950.19 It furnished much food
for thought. It presented a concise review of the properties
of fluoride, its physiological action and its effect on human
and animal life.

Fluoride when taken into the system is either imbibed
with water or ingested with food. From the stomach and
upper bowel it is absorbed into the bloodstream. Fluoride
also reaches the bloodstream through inhalation from con
taminated air. Some fluoride compounds, Dr. Rapp
showed, are more soluble than others. Therefore, they are
more readily absorbed from the stomach. The greater the
acidity of the stomach content, th... faster and more com
plete is the absorption. If administered in water, fluoride is
absorbed more readily than fluoride contained in food.

There is no difference in the fluoride ion itself, Dr. Rapp
pointed out. The ion fluoride always remains the same.
However, the presence of other elements-in other words
the company it keeps-makes the difference with respect
to its toxicity. For instance, fluoride associated with cal
cium, aluminum and magnesium is less toxic than fluoride
combined with sodium, hydrogen or silicon in salts which
are used in water fluoridation.

Dr. Rapp questioned the effect of other minerals on the
action of fluoride:

"What is the response of the body to fluoride that is not
accompanied by the other mineral substances invariably
found in natural fluoride waters? Do these other substances
augment or limit the effective activity of fluoride even
though they do not affect its concentration?"

Fluorides are stored in the body especially in bones and
teeth, according to Dr. Rapp. Elimination of fluoride from
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the body takes place through the kidneys, some through
the bowels, the saliva, tears and sweat. After intake of
fluoride into the system for a prolonged period, elimina
tion equals or may even exceed that of the daily intake.

Fluoride, the Rapp article stated, affects the enzyme sys
tem. Enzymes are chemical substances which mediate the
function of every organ. Fluoride affects particularly the
phosphate transporting enzymes and therefore interferes
with many cell activities, especially with carbohydrate
(sugar) metabolism, i.e. breathing of living cells.

Fluoride combines with the calcified structures of the
teeth and causes hardening of the tooth enamel. Dr. Rapp
emphasized that more fluoride is retained if given in small,
multiple doses than when a similar quantity is given in a
few large doses.

Referring to mottling of teeth, Dr. Rapp stated:
"It appears to be simply a matter of concentration con

trol in order to achieve either of the two results mentioned,
mottling and prevention of decay. Unfortunately the line
between mottling and no mottling is an elusive one and the
degree of control to be exercised seems to be very fine."

My wife must have sensed that I was impressed by the
Rapp article.

"Why," she asked, "is such an instructive article by a
competent scientist not published in one of the widely cir
culated U. S. scientific journals?"

I had no answer to this question. The answer became
apparent later, through my correspondence on another
matter with Dr. G. F. Lull, Secretary of the A.M.A. In his
letter to me dated April 23, 1954, he stated:

"I am aware of the fact that the American Dental Associ
ation may only publish what it desires on the subject."

I learned later, to my great astonishment, that the lour
nal of the A.D.A., as well as other scientific journals, in
cluding medical journals of the highest reputation, publish
only what they desire, regardless of the scientific caliber of
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the article in question.
Another strange thing happened which puzzled me no

end. I commended Dr. Rapp on his infonnative article and
asked for additional data. For some unexplained reason,
Dr. Rapp was on the defensive. In his reply of June 8th,
1954, he did not answer my specific questions. Instead, his
answer used a standard phraseology with which I became
familiar in the years that followed when making similar
inquiries:

The "mass of evidence afforded by reputable scientific
investigators," he assured me, "attests to the inherent non
toxicity of the procedure" (fluoridation).

"I am persuaded by a reputable scientific investigation
that the procedure (fluoridation) has merit, so long as it is
not construed to be a panacea against tooth decay."

"[ insist that many self-seeking individuals have mis
quoted me and have taken out of context statements made
by me. ... ." I failed to understand this reply.

Here was a scientist who had presented an excellent re
view on a complicated subject. He was now not only re
versing his previous stand, but even apologizing for having
brought valid research to light. Had he actually become
convinced during the months which had elapsed since pub
lishing his article, that fluoridation is absolutely safe? Dr.
Rapp is Professor of Biochemistry at a school of dentistry.
All American dental schools are beholden to the U.S.P.H.S.
for grants. Could appeal to group loyalty here have caused
Dr. Rapp to abandon his objective approach to the sub
ject? Like most American dental schools, Loyola had en
dorsed fluoridation.

If this were an isolated case it would have mattered very
little. I learned subsequently of other instances wherein sci
entists, who had presented data unfavorable to fluoridation,
withdrew their objections in order to avoid friction with
those with whom they were associated.

Dr. Ludwik Gross, Chief of the Cancer Research Unit at
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the Bronx Veterans' A-dministration Hospital, is known as
one of the country's most outstanding scholars. He has re
recently received the 1963 Bertner Foundation Award from
the U. of Texas for important contributions to cancer re
search. Dr. Gross had publicly stated his reasons in a letter
to the New York Times, April 1, 1957, for disapproving
fluoridation. After he was named among other scientists
who oppose fluoridation, prior to a referendum. in Need
ham, Mass., he wrote to Mr. J.C.S., Needham, Mass., Janu
ary 1, 1959, as follows:

"My views on fluoridation have not changed. I still be
lieve that water is not the proper vehicle for distribution
of fluorine and that if fluorine is administered, this should
be done by other means, in proper dose, and to the proper
group of population, that is to children only and for the
necessary period of time, not throughout lifetime. I must
stress however, that these are my personal views.

"I have a full-time position with the Veterans Adminis
tration and I cannot have my name, particularly when as
sociated with my official position, used publicly in such a
controversial matter so as not to embarrass the Veterans
Administrati0n which has so generously supported my re
search in cancer and leukemia."·

The factual data presented in the Rapp article and the
information gleaned from the Globe and Mail had aroused
my interest in this fascinating subject. I decided to learn
more about it. As a physician I was naturally interested in
preventing tooth decay. Was the widely propagated thesis
that fluoride reduces the incidence of tooth decay by 65 per
cent truth or fiction? How would fluoride affect the human
organism? I recognized that this area of research has an
important bearing on human health. Its surface had hardly
been scratched.

In the past thirty years during the development of allergy

• On 7/19/63 Dr. Gross again openly confirmed his opposition to
fluoridation in the New York Times.
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as a specialty, I was intrigued by the many unusual phe
nomena encountered in allergy, some of which I had helped
in a small way to unravel. The study of fluoride's effect on
the human organism promised to be more challenging than
anything with which I had previously been confronted.

Fluoride, I realized, is not a harmless electrolyte like
chloride or iodide. It is an extremely active and toxic ion
liable to tum many harmless agents inside and outside of
the human system into poisons.

A wide range of studies on fluoride was available in the
field of biochemistry; there were many epidemiological sta
tistics; there were case reports of acute intoxication. How
ever, very little was known concerning the long range effect
of repeated minute amounts of fluoride on the human or
ganism and ,its significance in clinicai medicine.

I began to wonder whether or not some of the manife&
tations which we, as allergists, encounter in our daily prac
tice and which do not fit in with allergic phenomena were
in any way connected with trace quantities of fluoride, par
ticularly with inhalation of fluoride from the air.

At that time, a Mrs. S. S., a resident of Bay City, Mich.,
aged 40, was referred to me for allergic studies. She had
spastic bowels, gastric disturbances and persistent mi
graine-like headaches which the family physician consid
ered of allergic origin. My tests failed to indicate food sen
sitivity.

She stated that every morning upon awakening she was
so thirsty that she had to drink several glasses of water.
Out of a clear sky she asked me:

"Doctor, could the Bay City water do that to me?"
"What makes you think so"? I inquired.
"For the past two to three years, I have had a continu

ous desire to drink lots of water."
Neither she nor I realized then that Bay City's water had

been fluoridated since 1951.
"When I am away from the city, my mouth and throat
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no longer feel dry; the constant thirst, cramps in my stom
ach and headaches are gone."

The cramps in the stomach and the intestinal spasms
usually occurred in the morning after imbibing a few
glasses of water to quench her thirst., I learned years later
that excessive thirst, so-called polydipsia, accompanied by
constant dryness in mouth and throat and polyuria (in
creased excretion of urine), is a common feature of acute
and chronic fluoride poisoning.

At that time I failed to give much credence to her theory.
After many years of study, after viewing X-rays, carrying
out blind tests and after having gained much more knowl
edge about this disease, I am convinced that hers was a
case of chronic intoxication from fluoridated water.

Drug allergy and drug intolerance in allergic patients
had interested me for many years. An otherwise harmless
dose of a drug can cause serious difficulties in allergic in
dividuals. Some drugs, even in minute amounts, can induce
attacks. In 193320 I studied sudden deaths from local and
general anesthetics in several Detroit hospitals. I was one
of the first to link such deaths with allergy. Like other al
lergy specialists, during years of practice, I have been con
sulted by local physicians concerning at least a dozen·
deaths in asthmatics from a single aspirin tablet. Persons
with chronic nasal polyps are especially predisposed to such
accidents. They tend to take aspirin tablets periodically
for relief of their headaches. An interval of ten to twenty
days is particularly conducive to development of allergic
shock, similar to the manner in which this phenomenon is
induced in the experimental animals. If immediate relief
is available, especially large doses of life-saving epine
phrine, these patients may recover. Such an attack may be
followed by a short siege of pneumonitis,21 a harmless
form of pneumonia.

A condition different from drug allergy interested me
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now, intolerance to drugs. To my knowledge, relatively
little attention had previously been paid to it.

A young interne gave an asthmatic patient a 11;2 grain
tablet of Phenobarbital, a harmless sleeping medicine, for
relief of a severe asthmatic attack. Within ten minutes he
became comatose. His lungs filled up and death occurred
within one hour. It was thought that he had died of asthma.
However, the manner in which the patient had reacted and
the autopsy proved otherwise. Hemorrhages and conges
tion in the brain, liver and kidneys indicated that the pa
tient had been poisoned by this drug in a dosage harmless
to others.

Soon afterwards another experience supported my the
ory that an allergic person may be less tolerant to drugs
than normal people.

Mrs. McD., a patient with asthma associated with an ex
tensive chronic sinus infection had been receiving through
her physician intravenous injections of sodium salicylate,
a drug closely related to aspirin. This treatment was sug
gested by an allergist at one of the leading midwestern uni
versities who had found it effective for relief of sinus infec
tions. In the days before antibiotics such a measure was
most welcome.

The first two injections caused no ill effect. Two weeks
later, within minutes after she had received the third in
jection, namely 1;2 gram of sodium salicylate in 10 cc of wa:'
ter intravenously, she developed severe pains in the stom
ach, nausea, vomiting, and fainted. When I was consulted
three hours later, shortly before she expired, there was no
evidence of asthmatic wheezing, hives or nasal congestion,
symptoms which would have manifested themselves had
she been allergic to the drug.

Instead, she showed the earmarks of true salicylate poi
soning at autopsy with small hemorrhages in the stomach
and in the upper bowels.
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Many physicians, especially those dealing with allergic
patients, have been faced with similar experiences in their
practice.

I decided to look into this case more thoroughly. Ani
mal experiments were initiated at Harper Hospital in con
junction with my associates, Dr. K. Blair and Dr. G. E.
McKeever.22 We determined the minimal lethal dose of
sodium salicylate-the smallest dose which would kill the
animal-in a "sensitized" and in a "normal" state.

Guinea pigs were given intravenous injections of sodium
salicylate. Some had first been made sensitive to horse se
rum. Other animals used as controls had not received the
preliminary sensitizing horse serum injection. The experi
ments showed that a smaller dose of salicylate will fatally
poison animals sensitive to horse serum than normal ani
mals.

My experience with true poisoning from otherwise
harmless doses of phenobarbital made me realize that al
lergic patients, patients with whom I was dealing day in
and day out, would be the first to suffer harm from fluori- .
dated water. Research in this area was nonexistent. There
was no support for the persistent claims of dentists that
an "overwhelming mass of evidence" proved fluoridation
absolutely safe. Indeed, I had never heard of any new ad
vance in medicine in which side effects could be ruled out
with 100 per cent certainty.

An article by George A. Swendiman, D.D.S.,23 which ap
peared in Oral Hygiene, September 1951, pinpointed this
crucial fact when he quoted the Latin writer, Lucretius:

"Quod alii cibus est aliis fiat acre venenum." "What is
food to one may be fierce poison to others."

By this time my interest was thoroughly aroused. I was
eager to learn more, much more, than I could glean from
the fragmentary data thus far accessible to me. The Rapp
article and the Globe and Mail series had made me cu
rious. The experience with my Bay City patient was worthy
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of follow-up. My interest in drug sensitivity and drug intol
erance inspired further exploration in this area. The two
fatalities from drug intolerance pointed to the need for
further studies. I decided to do some research on fluoride
and its effect on humans.

In the past I had been credited with several basic con
tributions to knowledge in allergy. I did not anticipate the
inevitable repercussions involved in carrying out research
on fluoridation-totally different from engaging in research
on allergy: I was not aware that it might wreck a man's
career.
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CHAPTER THREE

A FATEFUL DECISION

There were two logical approaches for me to gather pre
liminary information: To contact the American Medical As
sociation and to ask the local Health Department for all
available data. I had reason to believe that I would obtain
objective advice from both sources. The Detroit Health
Commissioner, Dr. Joseph G. Molner, as well as his two
predecessors, Dr. Bruce Douglas and Dr. Fred Meader,
had consulted me frequently on matters pertaining to aller
gy. I was certain of his full cooperation.

In a dinner discussion on fluoridation at our home, Dr.
Molner assured me that his statisticians had been checking
all data carefully. They had found nothing wrong with
them. Fluoridation was effective and safe, he stated. He ad
mitted, however, that the Public Health Service had termed
the project" a "calculated risk."

He was surprised at some of the facts which my wife
had dug up. They evidently had not reached Dr. Molner's
desk. My wife referred to the article by James Rorty in the
Freeman, 1953, which reported the Hearings in Washing
ton, D. C. of the House Select Committee to Investigate the
Use of Chemicals in Food and Cosmetics, January to March,
1952, under the chairmanship of James J. Delaney.24 The
Committee included two physicians, Dr. A L. Miller, for
mer Nebraska State Health Commissioner, and Dr. E. H.
Hedrick of West Virginia. Its counsel was Vincent Klein
feld, one of the ablest and most experienced food and drug
attorneys in Washington.
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After all testimony had been heard, the Committee
which had split wide open on all its other reports dealing
with food, fertilizers, and cosmetics, was unanimous in its
position (egarding fluoridation. It recommended a "go
slow" policy. It pointed to a sufficient number of unan
swered questions concerning fluoridation's safety to warrant
a conservative attitude. Yet, instead of heeding this advice,
the Rorty article stated, both The Public Health Service and
the American Dental Association redoubled their drive for
fluoridation.

The principal feature which had characterized the pro
motional campaign up to this date was elucidated in the
Rorty article: Promoters attempted to mimimize the cali

_ ber and the competency of the opposition.
J. Roy Doty, an official of the American Dental Associa

tion, complained bitterly in their JOUrlUll that the Commit
tee had accept€?d "misgivings of a few individuals who ap
peared as witnesses in spite of the weight of evidence fur
nished by such organizations as the American Dental Asso
ciation, the AM.A, the U.S.P.H.S., The National Research
Council and the Association of State and Territorial Health
Officers."

Mr. Rorty continued:
The "few individuals" referred to by Dr. Doty numbered

seven scientists whose "breadth of training and experience
as toxicologists, clinicians, biochemists, nutritionists and
research dentists qualified them thoroughly to appraise the
issues involved."

"In contrast, most of the eleven witnesses who testified
for fluoridation were qualified to talk solely about teeth;
they were neither toxicologists nor doctors of medicine."

Dr. Molner told us of his own investigation. At his re
quest, a committee of dentists, Wayne University profes
sors, technicians and engineers had studied the question in
1950. This committee's report came to my attention several
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years later when .it was resurrected from the files of Detroit's
Municipal Libray.25 The followin3 are pertinent passages
quoted from the Report of the Medical Committee:

"1. Soluble fluoride is an extremely poisonous substance,
even more so than arsenic, and its addition to the water
supply of a large metropolitan area cannot be undertaken
without creating certain possible hazards to the public
health. With this in mind, your Committee wishes to pre
sent these points:

"A. The intake of city water by this age group (children)
is highly uncertain because of the established high con
sumption of milk and fruit juices.

"B. Certain adults have an abnormally high water intake
due to occupation, disease and dietary peculiarities. The
fluoride intake of this group might become dangerously
high.

"C. Certain occupational groups of substantial size in
this metropolitan area are already exposed to fluorides. The
effect of an additional fluoride intake on the health of these
adult groups is unknown.

"D. The effect of prolonged fluoride ingestion on the
health of a large industrial population is not clearly estab
lished. It will be necessary to extend studies over a period
of at least ten to twenty years to determine the possibility of
delayed injurious effects.

"2. In view of the above uncertainties this Committee be
lieves that it is undesirable to undertake the fluoridation of
the water supply of metropolitan Detroit."

The Committee recommended the consideration of topi
cal application of fluoride to teeth and exploration of the
possibility of adding it to milk.

Dr. Molner expressed some concern about whether or
not an even flow of fluoride could be maintained through
out Detroit's water system. Indeed evidence published sub
sequently in the Journal of the American Waterworks As
sociation in Oct., 1957, pages 1268-70 and the American
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Journal of Public Health, Dec., 1958,26 testifies to the validity
of his doubts.

Many years later, on June 11, 1962, Mr. Gerald J. Re
mus, Detroit's Water Board Manager, who had made an un
usually thorough study on this question, wrote as follows
to the Detroit Common Council: 27

...."Doubt exists as to whether uniform fluoride concen
tration could be maintained throughout the more than 6,
000 miles of distribution mains in the Detroit system. Data
reported in the American Water Works Association Journal
reflects this un-uniformity..... we checked 482 samples
of water taken from eight Michigan cities that fluoridate
their supply and we found considerable variation in con
centrations."

Our discussion demonstrated that Dr. Molner still fa
vored fluoridation subject to the same provisos which had
been established by the Health Department May 3, 1951,
namely:

"1. The Health Department now recognizes the public
health value of the fluoridation of water.

2. There are very definite risks associated with the intro
duction of fluoride into acommunal water supply from the
point of view of workers. Therefore, certain protective
measures must be adopted.

3. Baseline studies must be established. At least 5,000
children should be examined· annually to determine the
amount of good accomplished.

4. Laboratory controls must be continuously run on the
water at source and point of usage.

5. Neighboring non-fluoridated communities with sim
ilar sources of raw water supply and geographical location
should be used as controls.

6. Fluoridation of water must not be looked upon as a
complete and only answer for the prevention of dental car
ies; it is not a panacea, but rather one factor involved in
the prevention of dental caries."
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ll.LUSTRATIONS

1. TEETH FROM WEST HARTLEPOOL,
ENGLAND (2.6 ppm)

Calcifications (bone-like depositions) inside of pulp chamber
(central cavity). Drawn from X-ray photographs by Charles
Dillon, D.D.S., Caladh, Fort William, Scotland.

2. FLUOROSED TEEm FROM INDIA
Calcified deposits on the outer surfaces of teeth due to
fluoride in water. Drawn from photographs of Professor A.
Singh, Patiala, India.

4. MOTTLED TEEm
A thirty-two year old asthmatic who always lived in "low (0.1
ppm) fluoride" Detroit. Probable cause: Fluoride in drugs
(calcium preparations) or baby foods taken in early life.

1

2

5

5. ADVANCED MOTTLING _
In addition to discoloration, the enamel is marred by irreg
ular defects. Courtesy, Dr. G. Nalbone, Palermo, Italy.

9. HYDROFLUORIC ACID ''BURN''
In contrast to a true bum so-called fluoride "bums" cause
little superficial damage at first, but affect the tissue beneath
the skin; Courtesy Dr. H. Wild, Basel, Switzerland.

10-11. FLUOROSIS IN CATTLE
Lameness, painful protrusions on legs, emaciation. Fluoride
contaminated forage causes the disease. Courtesy, Professor F.
Cohrs, Hanover (Germany) Veterinary Institute.
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Our discussion had been constructive. Dr. Molner as
sured me that he would furnish me with whatever material
he deemed convincing and worth-while. I offered him the
same courtesy. I made it clear that I was considering a
more thorough study of this matter. As an allergist, I was
concerned about the long term effect of fluoridation on al
lergic patients.

Our second approach was to consult the AM.A Mrs.
Waldbott had an unusual entree into AM.A's professional
staff. It was brought about by a rather fortunate coinci
dence:

An article appeared in the Alumnae Magazine of Vas
sar College, her alma mater, by two members of President
Truman's Committee for the Nation's Health. It presented
the case in favor of socialized medicine. In a letter to the
magazine's editor published shortly thereafter, Oct., 1949,
page 18, Mrs. Waldbott presented her own appraisal of
the subject.

The daughter of a Mr. T. A Hendricks of the AM.A's
educational staff,· at the time a Vassar student, brought Mrs.
Waldbott's letter to her father's attention. He immediately
wrote Mrs. Waldbott* that he considered her letter the
"best one-page round-up on a subject which had been much
misunderstood and misrepresented that had ever reached
my desk". He asked for her permission to reproduce the let
ter for nation-wide distribution among physicians. She
gladly complied with his request.

With this entree into the AM.A, Mrs. Waldbott thought
she would easily obtain the full cooperation of its staff. She
was mistaken. Mr. Hendricks suddenly acted as though
he had never heard of her. He transferred her request for
information like a hot potato to a "Dr. B." Dr. B's reply
did not furnish the information which Mrs. Waldbott had
requested. She therefore asked for additional information.

In his reply Dr. B. seemed to be quite impatient: "Of
• T. A. Hendricks to Mrs. G. L. W. Oct. 12, 1949.
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course it is simply silly," he wrote, "to talk about any dif
ference between 'natural' and 'artificial' fluoridation of
drinking waters. The fluorides are exactly the same, and
have exactly the same effect."·

This statement is misleading. Of course, the fluoride ion
is always the same; its poisonous action, however, is influ
enced by other minerals associated with it.

W~ereas my wife had previously been considered by one
AM.A official intelligent enough to write an excellent ex
pose of the shortcomings of socialized medicine, her care
fully expressed and logical reasoning on the subject of fluo
ridation was tossed aside as "silly."

In a letter to the AM.A office, I firmly protested this
rebuff to my wife. I did not realize at that time that such
high handed treatment was an integral part of the promo
tional campaign, which did not originate in the AM.A of
fice or with Dr. B.

It came to the fore in an editorial written subsequently
by the A.M.A's Secretary and General Manager, Dr. G. F.
Lull, June, 1955,28 when he used such phrases as:

"The unscrupulous opponents of fluoridation."
". . . . . . . those who take every opportunity to discredit

medical science and. legitimate public health progress."
Dr. Lull's editorial has been widely utilized for propa

ganda purposes wherever fluoridation has become an issue.
My correspondence with the AM.A secretary·· dis

closed how little the AM.A officials and the membership
of the organization actually knew about the subject. On
nearly every question concerning the purely medical as
pect of fluoridation, Dr. Lull, the AM.A secretary, had
to refer us to none other than-the American Dental As
sociation (as though dentists were better qualified to eval
uate harm to general health than he and the scientific body
of the AM.A)

• A. M. A.letter signed Dr. B. to Mrs. G. L. W. 4/8/54.
.. Dr. G. F. Lull to Dr. G. L. W. 4/23/54.
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This impression was confirmed in a letter to me by Dr.
Elmer Hess, who was president of the AM.A in 1955. He
wrote on August 9:

"I think most of us in the American Medical Association
feel that we have to depend upon the American Dental As
sociation and the United States Public Health Service pri
marily for sCientific facts concerning a situation of this kind
and I am unable to express an opinion as to whether it is
safe or not safe."

Our correspondence had brought into focus how sorely
the medical profession was in need of truly scientific infor
mation on the systemic effect of fluoride.

It did much more to me. It made me more and more
curious. It stimulated an intense interest in this subject. .

I decided to write a scientific article for the American
Medical Association. I began to spend all my spare time in
the library studying the available data. My efforts would
furnish factual evidence which could be made available
to physicians. AM.A. officials would then no longer be
obliged to resort to opinions and views of dentists and
health officials. Surely, once the basic facts concerning fluo
ridation were recorded in the literature by one of their own
members, they would look into the subject more thorough
ly before continuing their endorsement.

Dr. Molner's offer to furnish me information soon ma
terialized. I received a Newsletter29 stating the position of
the Commission on Chronic Illness regarding fluoridation.
This Commission was an independent national agency
founded by the American Hospital Association, American
Medical Association, American Public Health Association,
and the American Public Welfare Association, for the pur
pose of studying problems of chronic disease, illness and
disability. The newsletter approving fluoridation had been
sent to every prominent health official throughout the land.

The commission's members were professional and lay
persons guided by P.H.S. officials. They included such no-
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tables as Miss Sarah Gibson Blanding, President of Vassar
College; Leroy E. Burney, M.D., future surgeon general of
the P.H.S.; Theodore G. Klumpp, M.D., president of a drug
company; The Most Rev. Wm. T. Mulloy; Thomas Parran,
M.D., a former surgeon general; Walter Reuther, represent
ing labor; and other civic leaders.

The pamphlet was written by a Committee of three scien
tists: Dr. Nathan Shock, Chief of the Section on Geronto
logy of the National Institutes of Health, a branch of the
U.S.P.H.S.; Dr. K. F. Maxcy, Prof. of Public Health, Johns
Hopkins University, Baltimore; and a noted gerontologist
(specialist in diseases of old age), E. J. Stieglitz, M.D.

The composition of this Committee of scientists is worthy
of note. In all subsequent investigations of fluoridation ini
tiated for the purpose of obtaining endorsements, whether
from professional or from lay organizations, whether on the
national, state or local level, so-called "study committees"
have been formed. They are guided by one or more out
standing scientists who are thoroughly familiar with sta
tistical surveys furnished by the U.S.P.H.S. and the AD.A
The less informed Committee members thus receive all
their information from promoting agencies. Rarely if ever
are scientists with knowledge unfavorable to fluoridation
represented on the committee.

The principal feature of the Chronic Illness Report was
its acknowledgment that the Commission had carried out
no independent investigation. The three Committee mem
bers charged with studying the subject had adopted the
opinion of another committee, namely the Ad Hoc Commit
tee of the National Research Council.30

This council, set up by the National Academy of Sci
ences, consists of top leaders in science in their special
fields. It acts as liaison between the Public Health Service
and industrv. It was on~anized in 1916 with the coopera
tion of major scientific and technical societies to enable the
scientists of the country to associate their efforts with those
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of The Academy in service to science and to the group.
As customary, this body likewise appointed a special

"Ad Hoc Committee for .... the Study of Fluoridation."30
The nine-member Committee was guided by three scien

tists two of whom were closely connected with industry,
namely Dr. B. G. Bibby, Director, Eastman Dental Dispen
sary, who had been carrying out research for the Sugar Re
search Foundation, Inc.;31 Dr. F. F. Heyroth, Cincinnati's
Health Commissioner, and Assistant Director, Kettering
Laboratory, University of Cincinnati, an institute spon
sored and supported by industry where research on fluoride
has been financed by Alcoa and eight other corporations;
Dr. H. T. Dean, the "father of fluoridation," who has per
sonally been responsible for obtaining endorsements in at
least a dozen national and international organizations. The
only physician member of the Committee, Prof. A McGe
hee Harvey of Johns Hopkins Medical School, had never
carried out research on fluoride. He therefore had to rely
on his dental and P.H.S. advisors for background material.

With such a set-up valid scientific evidence unfavorable
to fluoridation was bound to be disregarded or presented
to the group with adverse comments. Any "neutral" mem
ber of the Committee could not have become aware of the
true facts without great personal effort.

The Committee based its deliberations according to their
Final Report on the evidence of some 30 authors, whose
names read like a "who's who" in fluoridation promotion.
The only two not linked with a promoting agency were the
late Danish scientist, Roholm32 (Fig. 3), and Dr. P. C.
Hodges and co-workers.33

Significantly, the National Research Council's Commit
tee was chaired by Dr. Kenneth F. Maxcy; who later be
came one of the three members of the Study Committee for
the Commission on Chronic Illness. Such interlocking of
board and committee members of scientific organizations
explains how endorsements are brought about through the
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DR. KAJ ROHOLM
of Copenhagen, Denmark

October 7, 1902 -March 28, 1948
This brilliant biochemist and physician is- considered the
world's greatest authority on fluoride. His classic book, F1zJo..,
rine Intoxication, published in 1937, covers all available data
ali fluoride's effect -known up to that time. -

Fig. 3
influence of a few top scientists. They do not reflect the po
sition of the members whose views have not been can
vassed and who in most instances have given the matter
little if any consideration.

The most frequently quoted and most impressive en
dorsements of fluoridation are those of the National Re
search Council and of the Commission on Chronic Illness.
Both represent the same group of scientists.

One item in the National Research Council CODllD1.ttee's
Nov. 29, 1951, report deserves special mention. It contains
the following information:
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"Concurrently (with the decline of tooth decay in Grand
Rapids) there has been a slight decline in the caries rate
reported by Muskegon with its fluoride-free water supply,
22 per cent in the six-year-olds and 28 per cent in the sev
en-year-olds. This is unexplained."

Studies on the decay rates in Muskegon had been made
simultaneously with those in Grand Rapids, the experimen
tally fluoridated town. In the 6 and 7 year age groups of
the nonfluoridated "control" city a simultaneous reduction
in tooth decay occurred. This observation suggests that
some factor other than fluoride added to Grand Rapids'
drinking water may have been responsible for improving
the conditon of children's teeth.

Had this observation become generally known, it would
have been embarrassing to the health officials conducting
the Grand Rapids-Muskegon experiment. Thus upon be
coming aware of this development they initiated in 1951
a drive to add fluoride to Muskegon's water.

The precipitous abandonment of the control for the
Grand Rapids fluoridation experiment was explained by
health officials-as stated by Dr. Philip Jay to the Michigan
House of Representatives Committee Investigating Fluorida
tion Oct. 7, 1963-on the basis that Muskegon's chil
dren could no longer be deprived of the "great benefits" of
fluoridation. Muskegon citizens' sole source of information
concerning what was transpiring in Grand Rapids was the
one-sided proponent releases.

Comparisons between Grand Rapids children's teeth and
those of a non-fluoridated control city were no longer pos
sible. This tended to weaken the claimed benefits to chil
dren's teeth made for this major American fluoridation ex
periment.

It should be emphasized that the members of the Com
mission on Chronic Illness and of the National Research
Council attempted to arrive at an objective appraisal of
fluoridation but must have been unaware of the one-sided
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orientation of their committees. The subject is extremely
involved. Valid research is difficult of access. It is only
logical to consult those who have done most research. To
separate the wheat from the chaff, to distinguish genuine
research which sets out to find the answer to a question
from research designed to "prove" a thesis determined in
advance for sheer propaganda purposes is a laborious pro
cess indeed.

Let us return to the Report by the Commission on Chronic
Illness: The three scientists who were charged with the
investigation accepted several highly controversial theories
as though they were proven facts. To name a few such
claims:

• Fluoride is a trace element in human nutrition-neces
sary for sound teeth: An essential trace element to be so
designated must be proven to be required for existence of
life. Although a board guided by Dr. F. J. Stare, Harvard
School of Public Health, and several other proponent sci
entists heavily endowed by industry, have listed fluoride
among essential minerals, nowhere in the scientific lit
erature has fluoride been proven necessary for maintaining
human life. There is no difference in the fluoride content
of sound and decayed teeth.* In other words, decayed
teeth are not "deficient in fluoride." Fluoride is not needed
for healthy teeth.

Another claim made by the Commission on Chronic Ill
ness:

• Storage of fluoride in the skeleton is of no "functional
disadvantage." This statement has also been subsequently
disproven in humans.34 Serious crippling fluorosis has been
reported in areas where natural fluoride water levels are
less than 1 ppm.a.

The Report further claimed:
• "Minute" amounts of fluoride present in food and bev

erages, particularly in tea-which contains 30 to 60 parts
• For further details see Chapter VII, page 119-121.
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of fluoride per million parts of water-are of no signifi
cance. Data are available35

-
36 which show that food alone

can provide amounts of fluoride up to or far above the so
called safe daily amount of 1-1.5 mg.

• An extraordinary statement constituted a part of The
Report. It implied that fluoridation must be harmless be
cause more than 3 million people have been drinking water
containing fluoride naturally for generations.

Of all problems encountered in medical science, the re
cognition of the cause of a chronic illness, especially of
chronic poisoning, is one of the most difficult tasks, as dem
onstrated by our experience with smoking. Millions had
been smoking for many years before its ill effect was rec
ognized. If physicians are not looking for harm from fluo
ride they cannot be expected to recognize it.

Since the dental profession was the major promoter of
fluoridation, I assumed that dentists were thoroughly fa
miliar with every phase of the subject. I expected to obtain
further information by addressing a circular letter to De
troit's dentists, which I did in May, 1954. I asked for ex
pression of their views. This letter was based upon what I
had thus far learned. Essentially it presented an answer to
the Report by the Commission on Chronic Illness.

Unaware of the explosiveness of this hot political issue
and inexperienced in public relations, I had made ref
erence to Oscar Ewing. Shortly after becoming Director of
Social Security in charge of the U.S.P.H.S. he had given
the green light to fluoridation before the permanent teeth
of children born in the pilot cities had erupted. At the
Washington, D. C., hearing24 it was brought out tIrat Oscar
Ewing, Alcoa's former legal counsel in that city, as a mem
ber of President Truman's cabinet, had committed the
P.H.S. to promotion of fluoridation.

For the sake of good public relations one was not sup
posed to. mention such things.

My letter stirred up a hornet's nest. I received many re-
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plies; most of them critical, some abusive and unbecoming
to members of a learned profession. A few reached a high
emotional pitch, others were most illogical.

"Don't you know that dentistry's greatest experts, Dr.
Phillip Jay of Ann Arbor, Dr. F. A. Arnold, Jr., Dr. John
Knutson, consider fluoridation the greatest health meas
ure of modern times?"

"Aren't people allergic to penicillin, too? Would you
abandon penicillin treatment?" (As though anyone would
ever have proposed adding penicillin to the water supply
for everyone tu consume daily for a lifetime!)

"You are an allergist and a physician. How dare you of
fer an opinion on fluoridation-a purely dental subject?"

There were a few voices in the wilderness: Several den
tists were interested in the information which I had fur
nished to them. They suspected that not all they had read
in their journals and heard at their meetings was cricket.
They sensed that something strange was going on in the pro
motion of fluoridation. They realized that ordinarily gen
uine advances in dentistry are handled quite differently.
They asked, why are not both sides, the pros and cons,
discussed openly in dental journals and in dental meetings
as is customary with new advances in dentistry? They were
aware that every new measure in medicine or dentistry is
bound to. have some side effects. Some knew that fluoride
was a treacherous poison. How had it suddenly become a
"nutrient," they wondered.

Their uniform demand was, "Please don't quote me."
Subsequently, when several Detroit physicians joined me

in forming a group to study fluoridation a local dentist ap
proached every one of them. This group was short lived.
Each member in turn received his share of harassment and
embarrassment. One of these men was the dean of Detroit's
pathologists, the late, beloved Dr. Plinn Morse; another, Dr.
Ralph Pino, who had taken an active part in the affairs of
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the Michigan State Medical Society and the A.M.A.; a
third, a greatly respected and highly reputed Detroit inter
nist, the late Dr. William H. Gordon.

One internist, still practicing in Detroit, received a warn
ing from a member of his hospital staff. Should he continue
to publicly oppose fluoridation he would jeopardize his con
sultant practice, even his hospital staff appointment. He
was profoundly distressed. Reluctantly he withdrew. He had
no other choice.

I learned subsequently that intimidation and harassment
of opponent professional men by dentists and health offi
cials is another major feature of fluoridation promotion. To
quote the Joumal of the American Dental Association of
May, 1955,37 from a letter by the late journalist George
Sokolsky:

"I find that as many of those whom I interviewed who
are members of your association are opposed to the proc
ess as favor it. I also find that they live in terror of being
quoted. They tell me that they may be brought up (before
the ethics committee) on charges should I quote their
names. I regard such intimidation of any citizen for what
ever reason as un-American. I should like to see a Con
gressional Committee investigate this whole subject."

The Public Health Service has spent thousands of dol
lars for so-called "research" to "discover" what motivates
fluoridation opponents. Sociarscientists call opponents "un
sound," "erratic" and "hard to comprehend." Such views
indicate that these scientists have not had access to the gen
uine case against fluoridation. They have based their opin
ions upon one-sided information given them by pro
ponents.S8

Shortly after I had written the circular letter to dentists,
representatives of the Detroit District Dental Society request
ed the Councilof my medical society to censure me. To op
pose fluoridation, they claimed, was unethical. It should
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not go unpunished. Two members of the Council subse
quently told me what went on during that meeting behind
closed doors.

After a brief discussion, one of the Council members set
the tone: If one of our members has knowledge on a sub
ject about which we know very little and if he does not bring
it to our attention-that would be reason for censuring him.
The Society promptly dropped the matter as did societies
in Dayton, Ohio,* and in Greenwich, Conn.**

This experience had cooled my enthusiasm for the study
of fluoride's action on the human organism. I was obliged
to re-appraise my situation before going farther. I had to
decide whether I should continue looking into the matter
or simply drop the subject for good. Persistent open opposi
tion to fluoridation was bound to affect my practice ad
versely.

Up to this time I was not aware of having ever made
enemies. Most of my colleagues, I assumed, had considered
me competent. They respected my contributions to the ad
vancement of my own specialty. All of a sudden a large seg
ment of Detroit dentistry, little acquainted with medical re
search, was questioning my competence. Under such cir
cumstances could I continue to practice medicine? True, I
had hosts of satisfied and grateful patients. Numerous phy
sicians were referring their allergic patients to me. Would
these physicians be influenced by the wild stories which
were already being circulated about me?

There was another side:
Should I drop this extremely challenging study? Should

I disregard the very patients for whom I had taken up the
cudgel?

My friends told me: "It isn't worth while!"
I had just been elected vice-president of the American

College of Allergists, one of the two leading national scien-

• Dr. J. J. Shea to Dr. G. L. W. 7/25/55.
.. Greenwich (Conn.) Time, Editorial 5/6/63.
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tific organizations devoted to the study and teaching of
allergy. This was solely due to having made important
research contributions to this specialty. I had never taken
an active part politically in this or in any other organization.
Nevertheless, I was in line for the presidency. Any activity
in opposition to fluoridation would almost certainly pre
empt my becoming president.

"Am I a coward?" I asked myself. "Can I be intimi
dated?"

Actually these considerations were minor. My curiosity
had been aroused. I wanted to learn more about fluoride.
I was interested in its effect on those to whom I had devoted
my life's career, especially the patients with chronic asth
ma. Here was a completely virgin field of endeavor. I was
thinking of some of the unfortunates who had been ex
tremely allergic to iodide. How much worse would their ill
ness become were they obliged to ingest, day in and day
out, trace quantities of fluoride, another halogen much
more toxic than iodide?

Few scientists were in as strategic a position as I to pro
duce the sorely needed evidence. My research background
of many years, my financial independence and my indif
ference to political emoluments, the high repute in which 1
was held by my patients and by my colleagues in the com
munity, throughout the country - and internationally 
surely they could withstand a campaign of disparagement
and slander which had already begun. I could not stop now.

I decided to go on.
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CHAPTER FOUR

MEDICAL EVIDENCE

The first step in research on a scientific subject is to find
cut what is known about it in the available literature. This
study was fraught with indescribable difficulties.

In spite of literally thousands of publications on the den
tal, biochemical and statistical phase of fluoridation, little
research was available on its medical aspect. Textbooks on
pharmacology dealt mostly with acute intoxication from
fluoride, particularly with poisoning resulting from homi
cide, suicide and accidental ingestion of fluoride salts.

There was only casual mention of chronic poisoning
which is termed fluorosis. It is characterized by mottling
of teeth and by skeletal changes. The white spots or opaci
ties of mottled enamel, which in later life tend to turn yel
low, brown and even black· are recognized as an enamel
defect due to absence of the cementing substance and to
irregular formation of the enamel rods, the building struc
ture of the tooth (Fig. 4, 5).

I spent many months at the library searching through
the literature and collecting reprints, abstracts, doctors' dis
sertations, foreign correspondence. I consulted biochem
ists and dentists in order to clarify points with which I, as
a physician, was not too familiar. I sought advice from sta
tisticians for their interpretation of available Public Health
Service surveys. I studied microscopic sections of teeth and
bones, the organs most conspicuously affected by fluoride. I
even took up the study of Italian and Spanish in order to

• According to T. Ockerse and B. Wasserstein (J.A.D.A., 50:536,
1955), such pigmentation may be due to subsequent deposition
of manganese in the enamel.
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acquire at least a reading knowledge of such sources. I had
already covered the French and German literature.

The outcome of this extensive work was a review article
designed to summarize the basic data on the subject.sa

As a physician the following questions concerned me pri
marily:

1. Can intake of fluoride into the human body be regu
lated through the water supply so that benefits can be
gained without accompanying harm?

2. Are the benefits of fluoridation overrated?
3. Is there danger of disease from artificially fluoridated

water?
4. Is the medical profession aware of the manner in

which fluoridation is being promoted?
Whereas the first three points were strictly confined to

the scientific aspect of the problem, point four was des
tined to lead into the realm of politics and was bound to
detract from the value of a scientific article.

In my naivete, I felt that in view of all my tedious work,
I was not only justified but duty bound to present to my
colleagues all the information which I had unearthed
particularly since few of them could have had access to it.
Some knowledge of the political implications, I reasoned,
was an essential contribution to the understanding of the
whole fluoridation problem. To my great surprise, I soon
learned that revealing its political aspect was bound to an
tagonize many members of my profession.

In the scientific portion of the paper I demonstrated that
action in the human body differs from that in a test tube
and in animal experimentation. To rely upon averages in
stead of studying individuals is fraught with danger. For
~stance, in blood samples from persons in artificially fluo
ndated Newburgh, N. Y, fluoride levels varied as much as
900 per cent from one person to another40 as. shown by
Dr. H. C. Hodge and his co-workers at the University of
Rochester, N. Y.
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I brought out in my paper that the U.S.P.H.S. had not
recommended an exact daily dose. They were advocating a
concentration of fluoride in drinking water, an unprece
dented procedure either for preventive or treatment pur
poses. A concentration of 1 mg of fluoride in 1 thousand
milliliters of water or 1 milligram per liter supplies 1 to
1.5 mg a day, provided a person drinks not more than 4
glasses, the average amount of water per day. However, it
is generally known that a person affiicted with diabetes or
kidney disease drinks much more than what is considered
average. If his kidneys are diseased he stores more fluoride
than average. If he happens to be allergic he cannot tole
rate as much as an "average" individual. In fact, there is
no such thing as an "average" individual. No two persons
are alike.

There is also the problem of fluoride reaching our sys-·
tem through sources other than water, especially food,
drugs and contaminated air. Amounts of fluoride thus in
troduced into the system might rise far above the recom
mended average. The amount of fluoride absorption is un
predictable.

"It all averages up," we were told. Yet no one knows
what happens to the person who deviates from the average
and whose fluoride intake is much higher than average. Is
he expendable?

In my article I dealt at length with the dental statistics
from Newburgh and Grand Rapids:

Such outstanding scientists as Dr. V. O. Hurme, the Di
rector of the famous Forsythe Dental Infirmary for Children
in Boston, had pointed to numerous pitfalls. l8 To name a
few: Lack of standardization of the methods employed in
gathering data, the personal bias of the examiner, the in
adequate control of the studies, the relatively short time of
observation of the effect of fluoride accumulation when a
whole lifetime is concerned.

In 1959 these features were further elucidated by
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Phillip Sutton, D.D.S.,41 a research fellow at University of
Melbourne Dental School in a book entitled, "Fluorida
tion, Errors and Omissions in Experimental Trials."41

How personal bias enters into setting up dental statis
tics was demonstrated by two well-known researchers, Drs.
J. C. Boyd and N. E. Wessels.42 They showed that repeat
ed examinations of the same tooth by the same examiner
at different times resulted in an entirely different interpreta
tion from one examination to another. Dr. D. F. Radusch
reported a deviation of 89% in the average number of cavi
ties when 33 patients were examined by eight dentists.43

In the interpretation of the official P.H.S. dental statis
tics, anbther point should be taken into account: Children
who have had periodic examinations of their teeth were, at
the same time, alerted by dental health authorities to the
importance of good dental hygiene, daily tooth care, good
nutrition and avoidance of sweets and soft drinks. How
much did such measures influence the statistics which pur
port to show that fluoridation by itself achieved a 65 % re
duction in tooth decay? How much was actually due to the
fluoride and how much to other supplementary measures?

How much danger to health fluoridation entailed, no one
knew. Two fatalities from fluoride in water naturally were
recorded in the literature, one in the U.S.A. in 194344 and
the other in Argentina in 1939.45 Prior to 1945, the be
ginning of the Grand Rapids· experiment, there had never
been any question but that fluoride had caused these deaths.
In an effort to dispel fears, proponents of fluoridation now
claimed that kidney ailments with which these patients were
afflicted, not fluoride, had been responsible.

It is true, thus far no ill effect had been reported from
artificial fluoridation. Yet, extensive research demonstrated
that the fluoride ion, although the same whether in water
naturally or otherwise, has in conjunction with calcium
aluminum and phosphates a different effect from fluoride
combined with sodium.46 Research had proven that more
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fluoride is stored in the system when it is present in water
than when in food;47 that the malnourished are more sus
ceptible to poisoning than the well nourished.·8 High
fat consumption makes a person more susceptible to poi
soning.·o

There were additional signs that fluoridation is hazard
ous: All chronic poisoning due to persistent intake of mi
nute doses is extremely difficult to diagnose. It may require
years of ingestion of a drug before the first signs can be
recognized. Moreover physicians are not alerted to the dis
ease. They would have great difficulty in identifying harm
from drinking water.

A drug ordered by a physician can be discontinued at
will. III effect from it, therefore, can be demonstrated much
more readily than that from drinking water which is con
sumed day in and day out. Were one to discontinue drink
ing fluoridated water for only a few days this might not be
sufficient to relieve the symptoms. It may take weeks or
months until enough of the accumulated fluoride is elim
inated from the body for the symptoms to clear up.

There were other reasons why physicians could not be
expected to diagnose the disease. In two municipalities of
greater Detroit which had been fluoridated for a number of
years, Grosse Pointe Farms and Highland Park, hard
ly a physician was aware that he personally was drinking
artificially fluoridated water. Were these men to encounter
poisoning from fluoridated water in their practice, they
could not relate the disease to drinking water if they were
unaware of fluoride's presence in the water.

With respect to the diagnosis, the two most conspicuous
manifestations of chronic fluoride poisoning, mottled teeth
and thickening of bones, do not necessarily occur in every
person with chronic poisoning. Mottling develops only dur
ing the formative period of tooth enamel, before the tooth
has erupted. The characteristic bone changes occur late in
the disease. The Danish biochemist and physician, Kaj Ro-
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holm, observed that 9.3 years was the average period of
exposure to relatively large amounts of fluoride before in
creased calcium deposition in bones was demonstrable by
X_ray.32 From the Punjab province in Indiawhere fluorosis
is endemic50 it is reported that it would take as long as 30
years for the first signs of intoxication to develop. On the
other hand, the Italian scientist, Prof. Frada, University of
Palermo,51 observed abnormal X-ray findings in bones aft
er eighteen years. Animal experiments carried out in 1943
by Kettering Laboratory scientists in Cincinnati have dem
onstrated that the early skeletal changes of fluoride poison
ing are not always detectable by X-ray.52

My research led me into the area of mortality statistics.
Would they provide a clue to the degree of damage from
continued intake of fluoride? Could the incidence of deaths
from cancer, heart disease, diabetes, stroke, etc. in a high
fluoride area, compared with deaths in areas with little or
no fluoride in water, tell the story of harm from fluorida
tion?

The basis for such statistics are death certificates. Every
physician knows how difficult it is to unequivocally estab
lish causes of death, both the principal and the contribut
ing causes. Especially in sudden death, the physician usually
is obliged to guess at the diagnosis.

Several years ago I had tried to carry out a survey on
asthma based on the study of death certificates. On check
ing the case histories of a few of the deaths listed as asthma,
the cooperating P.H.s. statistician and I soon realized that
in many instances the individuals proved to have suffered
from an entirely different disease which simulated asthma.
The study was therefore abandoned.

Even after an autopsy, pathologists and clinicians are
frequently at a loss to establish the exact cause of death.
Granted that a correct diagnosis was made, we are still a
long way from identifying the disease with its cause. Who,
for instance, could prove the connection of a certain liver
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or kidney ailment or a heart disease with a single noxious
agent such as fluoride? Pathologists rarely, if ever, test
these organs for fluoride.

Perhaps the greatest difficulty encountered in a study of
.mortality data is the matter of control, i.e. individuals who
have not been taking any fluoride into their system in com
parison with those who are drinking artificially fluoridated
water. Genuine controls were impossible to find because
fluoride accumulates in every human body even in com·
munities where there is little or no fluoride in water.53 The
older a person, the more fluoride he has stored from food,
drugs and from inhalation of contaminated air. Therefore,
there cannot be any genuine controls. There is no way of
knowing how much fluoride a given person has incor
porated in his system.

All these data which I had gathered with such great ef
fort, I thought, would be of interest to the American Medi
cal Association.

Dr. Austin Smith, editor of the A.M.A. journal, pub
lished my article, "Smoker's Respiratory Syndrome," April
18, 1953.4 He personally considered the research impor
tant enough to be the subject of an editorial in his journal.·
Thus familiar with the caliber of my research I assumed
that he would be receptive to my article. I phoned Dr. Smith
at A.M.A. headquarters in Chicago:

"I have just completed an extensive review of the liter
ature pertaining to fluoridation. Some of my data have never
been brought to the attention of the medical profession. If
I were to send the article might the Journal be interested in
publishing it?"

"Of course, we are always interested in new informa
tion. What is the title of your paper?" Dr. Smith inquired.

Aware that it might terminate our telephone conversa
tion, I hesitatingly disclosed the title to him:

"Medical Evidence Against Fluoridation."
• Editorial, J. A. M. A. Jan. 23, 1954, page 340.
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Judging from his silence, he no doubt was somewhat
taken aback. After a brief pause he explained:

"You know, I assume, the position of the American Med
ical Association on this subject. We have endorsed fluorida
tion. Any contribution on this subject must therefore first
clear the policy making body of our organization."

I was about to register my dismay at his reply. During
my long medical career it had never occurred to me that
politics could possibly affect the publication of scientific
data. Scientific journals continuously publish new data, some
reaffirming, some conflicting, all in an effort to present
the truth. Why should a scientific paper which he had not
even read have to be submitted to the policy making body
of the AMA composed of surgeons, internists, urologists,
pediatricians, etc.? There was so little knowledge on this
subject that House of Delegates members would have had
difficulty in properly assessing my data. Shouldn't my arti
cle stand or fall solely on its scientific merits?

I promptly regained my composure. With an air of forced
calmness, I asked him as a personal favor to me to examine
my article and render his opinion because I did not want
to run afoul of politics.

Of course, he was happy to do so.
On July 9, 1954, I received a letter in which he advised

me not to submit the paper to the A.M.A. Journal for the
following reasons:

1. I had done no original research. 2. It had come to hand
too late. It would have been "more effective" had he received
it earlier.

It seemed that by that date the AMA's position was al
ready so firmly established that only original data proving
harm would interest the editor.

This made sense to me. My article was a review of the
literature. I reported no original research. I could not take
issue with Dr. Smith's reasoning.

Nevertheless why had he also suggested that I send my
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paper to the House of Delegates, the policy making body of
the AMA, or to the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry
which was the advisory committee to the Board of Trustees?
Shouldn't the fl?embership of the AMA, most of whom are
practicing physicians, be given the opportunity to hear both
sides which would enable them to. make their own de
cisions instead of being obliged to rely upon the views of
a limited number of scientists, some of whom were closely
connected with the U.S.P.H.S.?

I could not help but recall the action of the Commission
on Chronic Illness with which I noted a close parallel. In
stead of giving the membership the full information and
allowing them to determine the Commission's position, an
Advisory Committee made the decision for them on the bas
is of one-sided information. For the second time an organi
zation which had taken a stand on fluoridation did not ap
prise its members of both sides.

Instead of submitting the article to another medical jour
nal I first contacted its editor. I asked Dr. Joseph Garland,
editor of the New England Journal of Medicine, whether or
not he would be interested in an article on "Medical Evi
dence Against Fluoridation of Public Water Supplies". In
his blunt reply July 2, 1954, Dr. Garland indicated that
"the profession hereabouts (Boston and environs) is preity
well sold on fluoridation ...."

This reply brought the realization that the subject had
already become such a political issue with the medical
profession that it would be impossible to have the article
published in any American medical journal. Even though
it presented no original data, I felt that it was an important
and timely contribution. I therefore had it printed at my
own expense. I sent it to members of my medical society
and to some Detroit dentists.

Its reception was diversified. Some physicians, even a few
dentists, congratulated me on having accumulated data
which was totally new to them. They were grateful for the
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information which my article conveyed. Subsequently it
reached dental groups outside the U.S.A. As a result of
this publication, I was invited by an Argentinian dental
organization, Federacion Odontologica, to present my data
to their national Congress to be held in Mar del Plata,
Oct. 1-4, 1958. Unfortunately I could not appear in person
because of the expense involved, but my paper was read
to the assembled dentists.

The Australian Journal of Dentistry requested the priv
ilege of publishing my article. With a few revisions it ap
peared in February, 1955.811 I had been able to add an anal
ysis of the statistical studies regarding teeth in U.S. pilot
cities through the courtesy of Mr. K. K. Paluev, a brilliant
research and development engineer and outstanding profes
sional statistician, of Pittsfield, Mass. He was associated
with General Electric Company. He had analyzed the P.H.S.
dental statistics from Grands Rapids, Michigan, and New
burgh, New York, published seven years after introduction
of fluoridation. II

••
II11 They proved to him that fluoridation

had achieved no real permanent improvement in condition
of teeth, but only a delay in onset or recognition of decay,
ranging from 1 to 3 years (Fig. 6). The rate in which
tooth decay was developing in Newburgh children indi
cated that it would soon exceed the decay in non-fluoridated
Kingston, the control city for the Newburgh experiment.

He permitted me to incorporate in The Australian Jour
nal of Dentistry article two of his graphs (Fig. 6), which
he had prepared for his testimony in Washington, D.C., in
May, 1954, in support of HR 2341, a bill to make it il
legal to add fluoride to drinking water.

Additional critiques of the glowing reports on decay pre
vention in the fluoridated pilot cities had appeared by then.
T. M. DeStefano, D.D.S., a dentist from New Jersey, re
corded in the Bulletin of the Hudson County Dental Society,
Feb., 1954,IlS an analysis of the Grand Rapids, Muskegon
Study by a N. Y. professional statistical firm, Standard Audit
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and Measurement Service, Inc.· It pointed out that the data
presented by the P.H.S. scientists were "raw", "not capable
of being checked;" the sampling design of the experiment
was "embarrassingly conspicuous by its absence"; that
"variations were not accounted for"; and that the authors

• IIFORE FLUORIDATION

~ 7 YEARS AfTER

Projected and observed averages of decayed, missing and
filled (DMF) permanent teeth per child.

Fig. 6



gave "no attention to the possible operation of other factors
which might affect the health of children's teeth."

As a physician, not too well versed with statistics,. ~ had
not taken a position on this aspect. True, th~se cntlqu~s

made sense to me. Yet, I was reluctant to belIeve that lIt
erally thousands of dentists had accepted an invalid inter
pretation of the P .H.S. statistics. On the other hand, wasn't
the average dentist as incapa~le as I to discern the fallaci.es
in the method by which the 65 % reduction in dental canes

was obtained?
Surprisingly, the Australian article aroused little adverse

criticism after it was published.
Nevertheless, proponents of fluoridation could not permit

my challenge to the safety of fluoridation to remain un~
swered. A systematic drive was initiated to shatter such rn
terference with their "great" project and to eliminate my
opposition. The method to be described here ~epresent~ a
definite pattern routinely employed by promotmg agencIes
to downgrade competent scientists who have produced r~
search unfavorable to fluoridation as will be shown later.

Prof. Philip Jay, University of Michigan, one of the col
laborators in the original surveys and partially responsible
for the Grand Rapids studies, and Dr. Fred Wertheimer
of the Michigan Department of Health, sent letters to some
of their P .H.S. colleagues, requesting critiques of my pa
per~ These critiques were to be transmitted to the Ameri
can Dental Association and the U .S.P.H.S. for propaganda

purposes.
Three scientists were selected for the job:
Gerald J. Cox, Ph.D., who had originated the fluorida

tion idea using a grant from the Buhl Foundation at the
Mellon Institute, Pittsburgh, and who was then Professor
of Biochemistry at U. of Pittsburgh's School of Dentistry; Dr.
F. J. McClure, at that time probably the most noted sci
entist on fluoride and biochemist at the National Institute
of Dental Research; Dr. A. L. Russell, another National In-
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stitute of Health scientist. The replies by these consultants
two of which were addressed to Dr. Jay, one to Dr. Wert
heimer, were copied and quietly distributed by the Michi
gan State Health Department to newspaper editors. I re
ceived the three copies from the editor of Inside Michigan,
a magazine published in Detroit. In Nov., 1954, the editor
had undertaken to publish a brief article of mine side by
side with a promotional one written by the Michigan State
Health Commissioner, Dr. A. E. Heustis.

The three "critiques" by Drs. Cox, McClure and Russell
differed in tone and scientific approach.

Dr. Cox's letter· abounded in unprofessional, indeed,
slanderous statements and in undocumented assertions pre
sented as though they were proven facts. He disparaged
not only me but every scientist quoted by me with whose
views he disagreed.

A German scientist, A. Kantorowicz, for instance, had
observed no correlation between the fluoride content of
drinking water and dental decay in 18 German cities.GT

Dr. Cox criticized "his childish effort"; he even implied that
Dr. Kantorowicz had "selected his subjects" (patients) in
order to make his statistics come out right. In view of the
thoroughness and accuracy of this German scientist's re
search, such an accusation was totally unwarranted.

The British scientist, Dr. Robert Weaver, who made a
careful study in the cities of N. and S. Shields, was accused
of "attempting to hamper fluoridation by his delay theory."
Dr. Weaver had observed that "children 15 years of age in S.
Shields (1.4 ppm fluoride) have the same average amount
of caries as children in N. Shields (0.25 ppm) at 12 years
of age."IIS

The two American authorS, Linsman and McMurray,
who deserve much credit for reporting the first deathH

from fluoride water in the U.S.A. were, according to Dr.

• Letter to Dr. Fred Wertheimer, Michigan State Health Dept.
Lansing, undated. '
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Cox, "so inept that they could not detect the presence
of fluoride in normal bone."

Dr. Cox even accused the British scientists, Kemp, Mur-
ray and Wilson59 who reported severe mott~g f~o~ 0.3 to
1.3 ppm fluoride in water naturally, of havmg ffilSplaced
the decimal point." "The fluoride content at Bamptom may
have been 3 to 13 ppm", Dr. Cox claimed. (According to
the official Water Board figures Drs. Kemp and co-workers
were correct).

Speaking of me, Dr. Cox stated:
"He can never be strictly honest." "He attempts to fal-

sify."
Such mottling of teeth, which occurs at 0.9 ppm and

which Dr. Cox considers harmless, is, in his words, a
"pathological process only in a pathological mind".

"Waldbott would have been among those to oppose vac
cination against smallpox, chlorination of drinking water
and pasteurization of milk if he had chosen to read the op-
position literature." .

This latter remark was curious indeed. At the very tIme
when I received a copy of this letter, I had volunteered like
other members of the Wayne County Medical Society to ad
minister polio vaccine for the Board of Health in one of De
troit's public schools.

Dr. Cox repeated the threadbare slogans: "almost com
plete absence of decay in fluoride areas," or "three million
have been drinking fluoridated water in this country all
their lives with 0.9 ppm or higher." This, according to Dr.
Cox, a scientist, constitutes proof of fluoridation's safety.

I was again reminded of my patients afflicted with chron
ic emphysema due to smoking. For years I had encountered
numerous patients with this ailment which neither I nor
any other physican had attributed to smoking until I my
self had suffered from the eady stage of this disease.

Dr. Cox concluded his letter by referring to a footnote in
my article. I had stated that this was "a preliminary com-
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pilation of data which will be followed up by a survey of
cases of fluorine intoxication from drinking water". With
the assurance of a prophet he 'categorically asserted: "He
will find no such cases from water with fluorine at the 1
ppm level."

Since Dr. Cox is a biochemist, he does not have personal
contact with patients as physicians do. When in 1939, at
the Mellon Institute, he first suggested that fluoride should
be added to drinking water, he presented no sound factual
data to back up his theory.80 Previously the emphasis had
been on removing fluoride from water. Dr. Cox's research
on animals had indicated that up to 20.6 ppm fluoride in
the diet of pregnant and lactating rats did not benefit the
teeth of offspring60a and that humans are more sensitive to
fluoride toxicity than animals.60b

The other two letters addressed to Dr. Jay, by F. J. Mc
Clure, Ph. D., dated Sept. 29, 1954, and by A. L. Russell,
D.D.S., Sept. 28, 1954, both of the National Institutes of
Health, were written in a conservative, less emotional vein.
They were confined to scientific critiques of my data and to
the defense of their own position.

Some of Dr. McClure's statements made at that time have
subsequently been proven erroneous. For instance, at the
concentration of 1 part per million, he maintained, the dif
ference in solubility between sodium and calcium fluoride
was not a factor in their "physiological availability". In oth
er words, he claimed that the two compounds behave alike
with respect to their absorption from the stomach into the
bloodstream and their deposition in body tissues.

This idea has been a major bone of contention in fluori
dation promotion. It implies that sodium fl\loride, artifi
cially added. to drinking water, is no more harmful than
fluoride naturally occurring in water where it is almost al
ways associated with buffering minerals and much higher
concentrations of calcium ions which tend to counteract flu
oride's toxic action.
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Dr. McClure was not aware that typical mottling of chil
dren's teeth occurs from fluoride-containing foods,B6 vita
min preparations61 and fluoride-contaminated air62 even
when water is practically fluoride-free.

Dr. McClure acknowledged that amounts added to
drinking water were "inconsequential" compared to fluo-'
ride exposure in certain industrial operations. Nevertheless,
he minimized the hazard due to exposure to fluoride-con
taminated air. He claimed that industry takes adequate pre
cautions to prevent fluoride damage.

Whereas precautions are being taken, they are far from
adequate. Only a year later, on September 17, 1955, a fam
ily of three was awarded $38,292.90 by a Federal Court in
Portland, Oregon,* because of serious damage to the health
of each by fluoride which escaped from the smokestacks of
Reynolds Metals Company's Troutdale aluminum plant and
contaminated the atmosphere. They had suffered damage
to liver, heart and kidneys. In Tampa, Florida, I had the
opportunity to examine persons with similar damage from
fluoride which had emanated from chimneys of phosphate
factories. 62 These patients showed fluoride levels in urine
in amounts far higher than that considered harmless. Fig
ure 7 shows urinary fluoride levels which on one day
reached 30 mg as c.ompared with between 0 to 1 mg, on
the average, in other cities (see page 95).

Dr. McClure claimed that at 1 ppm fluoride's behavior
differs from that at higher concentrations, as though this
"magic concentration" could alter the action of a toxic
chemical.

Subsequent research by Drs. Patricia Wallace-Durbin of
Berkeley, Calif.,sB and P. H. Phillips,s4 at the Agricultural
College, University of Wisconsin, Madison, showed that
fluoride storage in rats takes place when there is as little as
1 ppm in drinking water.

In his letter, Dr. McClure was defending his own studies
• Portland Oregonian 9/17/55.
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on 5 young men.65 He claimed to have observed that 90 per
cent of fluoride taken into the system was eliminated in urine
and sweat. Other scientists, for instance M. J. Wagner and
J. C. Muhler,66 have found much greater retention of fluo
ride in the body than he.

The third letter addressed to Dr. Jay from Dr. A. L. Rus
sell maintained that in Boulder, Colorado, without fluoride,
d~ntal caries was 25 times higher than in Colorado Springs
WIth 2.5 parts per million fluoride in water naturally. He
conceded, however, that five-sixths of Colorado Springs'
P?pulatio~, was afflicted with mottled teeth. According to
his letter there were 3 or 4 times as many teeth lost in
Boul.der (without fluo~ide) as in Colorado Springs". In his
published report, however, in 1951, he stated67 that "3rd
molars had been excluded from all data (Boulder and
Colorado Springs) so far presented". This is significant.
An analysis of his published figures regarding 3rd molars
revealed that in "high fluoride" Colorado Springs, 19 times
as many third molar teeth were lost as in "low fluoride"
Boulder, because of malposition or crooked position of
teeth.

In this connection it is of interest that, since 1935, an un
known number of Colorado Springs children had not been
drinking Colorado Springs water with 2.5 ppm of fluoride.
In 1957, two health officials, Dr. N. F. Gerrie and F.
Kehr, reported in one of the official P.H.S. joumals68
that local dairies, on the advice of pediatricians and den
tists, had been delivering low fluoride (0.2 ppm) bottled
water to Colorado Springs homes for the past twenty-two
years. Many families purchased this water.

These facts raise serious objections to the validity ofDr.
Rps~ell's assertions expressed in his letter to Dr. Jay.

Like Dr. McClure, Dr. Russell insisted that mottled en
amel "is of no consequence at 1 ppm."

This statement has been echoed and re-echoed. It has
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ILLUSTRATIONS

12. FLUORSPAR (CaF2)
Bright crystals of many different colors, extensively used in
industry, especially for the production of hydrofluoric acid.

13. CRYOLITE (NasAIFs)
Utilized in the manufacture of aluminum.

14a, 14b. FLUORIDE DAMAGE TO PLANTS
Marginal destruction ("basket" and "spoon" formation) is
characteristic of damage from fluoride. (Sulphur dioxide, the
other major air contaminant, affects mainly the ribs and cen
ter of leaves.) Courtesy, Dr. L. Gisiger, Swiss Government Ag
ricultural Experiment Station, Liebefeld, Bern.

14c, 14d. Apples, beginning to form, and Beech leaves
damaged by fluoride fumes. Courtesy; Dr. K. Garber, State's
Institute of Botany, Hamburg, Germany.

19. FLUORIDE DAMAGE TO BEES
Destruction of bees by fluoride contaminated air near a Swiss
aluminum factory. Courtesy, Dr. L. Gisiger.

20a, 20b. FLUOROSED BONES
Bones of cattle which had grazed on fluoride contaminated
forage near a German superphosphate factory. New bone
formation in the periosteum (tissue covering the bones) near
joints and in ligaments induce pain and crippling. Courtesy
Professor P. Cohrs, Veterinary School, Hanover, Germany.
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been accepted as gospel without questioning merely be
cause it issued from someone in authority. To disprove that
mottling is of no consequence one need only examine
the microscopic sections of such teeth which show a de
fect in the enamel tissue. In the words of the great pioneer,
Dr. H. V. Smith, "Mottling, no matter how mild, is an ex
ternal sign of internal distress."·

The suggestion that mottling is "desirable" from the es
thetic point of view originate(,i at the Fourth Annual Con
ference of State Dental Health Directors with the P.H.S.
and the Children's Bureau, Washington, D.C., June 6-8,
1951, where officials were briefed in the strategy of fluo
ridation promotion.69

The transcript of the minutes of this conference ltad
come to my attention through the courtesy of Congressman
T. M. Pelley, from the state of Washington. The late Frank
Bull, D.D.S., Wisconsin Dental Director, the principal
speaker at the meeting, had instructed his fellow dental
health officials how to answer citizens' protests that mot
tling, the first sign of chronic fluoride intoxication, will
.result from fluoridation:

"Now we tell them this, that at one· part per million den
tal fluorosis brings about the most beautiful teeth that any
one ever had. And we sbow them some pictures of such
teeth. We don't try to say that there is no such thing as
fluorosis even at 1.2 parts per millionwhich we are recom
mending" (page 24 of the transcript of the minutes.)

The above-mentioned letters by Drs. Russell, McClure
and Cox were sent to the ADA in Chicago. Instead of
pursuing the traditional method of openly criticising a
scientific publication through the journal where it was pub
lished, L. S. Kleinschmidt, M.S., Secretary of Council of
Dental Therapeutics, American Dental Association, pre
pared a dossier about me based on the three letters: It was
issued on March 4, 1955, entitled "Information about
• H. V. Smith to Dr. G. L. W. 1/3/64.
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George L. Waldbott, M.D., F.A.C.P." It subsequently be
came a part of a mimeographed brochure called "Com
ments on Opponents of Fluoridation," disseminated by
the Bureau of Public Information of the American Dental
Association.

This dossier accused me of intellectual dishonesty and in
competence. I was grouped with lay opponents, one of
whom was alleged to have escaped from a mental institu
tion, the other was claimed to be an imposter.

Subsequently, wherever I raised my voice against fluo
ridation, this dossier always showed up like a steady com
panion. It was made available by the American Dental As
sociation through local dentists and by the U.S.P.H.S.
through local health officials. It was sent to fluoridation
committees of district dental societies. It was handed to
newspaper editors, physicians, dentists, medical editors, of
ficials of medical societies, key lay persons, leaders of clubs
and organizations, wherever and whenever there was need
for countering my data. It reached the desks of the Sven
ska Dagbladet, Stockholm, Sweden; the Berner Bund, Swit
zerland; the New Zealand Fluoridation Commission. It
showed up in Germany, in Holland and in hundreds of com
munities in the U.S.A from Jacksonville, Florida, to Bos
ton, Mass.; from New York City to Seattle, Washington.

Rarely, if ever, was I aware where it had appeared until
it was too late to reply to the allegations.

The American Dental Association advises dentists and sci
entists not to debate fluoridation with opponents.70 The
dossier and the public image created by it justified dentists
and other promoters in resolutely denying me an opportun
ity to publicly counter their claims regarding fluoridation.

The dossier accomplished much more: On several occa
sions when I sent an account of my research to a medical
journal or when I wanted to be heard at a medical meet
ing, this dossier was placed in the hands of the journal's
editor or the program committee chairman of the medical
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society by its P.H.S. "consultant" or through a local dentist
via the State Board of Health.

My experience with the publication of the article in the
Australian Journal of Dentistry taught me a lesson. The
title, "Medical Evidence Against Fluoridation" was poorly
chosen. A positive approach to the subject was needed,
namely new original data which would shatter some of the
extraordinary promotional statements constantly emanat-
ing from the A.D.A. and P.H.S. headquarters. ..

In spite of the efforts by the two proponent orgamzatIo~
to eliminate me from the fluoridation battleground, my arti
cle gained me the reputation of a conscientious and thor
ough student of the subject among many of my colleagues
-certainly among those in the habit of arriving at their
own conclusions without relying upon so-called "authori
ties" to do their thinking for them.
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CHAPTER FIVE

THIS IS FLUORIDE

Nowadays there are few people who have not heard of
fluoridation of public water supplies. Many, however, have
only a vague concept about fluoride, what it is and how it
acts. Some lay persons have the mistaken notion that fluor
ide "purifies" and "disinfects" the water like chlorine. In
Richmond, Va., for insta,nce, the Utilities Department
budget provides for fluoridation under the heading of "puri
fication expenses."·

Most physicians are unaware of how fluoride affects the
human body. The younger generation which has received
its medical education under the shadow of fluoridation pro
motion has been taught that fluoride is a "nutrient", that
a mottled tooth is a harmless abnormality without signifi
cance other than that it might not be esthetically pleasing. .

At the time of Christ, a Roman poet, Marcus Valerius
Martialis71 (40-104 A.D.) referred to mottled teeth in one
of his poems when he described the teeth of Thais, a courte
san and companion of Alexander the Great, as follows:

"Thais habet nigros, niveos Laecania dentes.
Quae ratio est? Emptos haec habet, illa suos."

"Thais has black teeth, Laecania has snow-white teeth."
"Why? The latter has teeth that have been bought,
the former has her own."

• Richmond, Va. News Leader 5/30/58.
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Fig. 8. Mottled teeth in Italian peasant (Courtesy Prof. Frada,
Univ. of Palermo).

This is undoubtedly the first reference to ill effect from
fluoride. Martialis had been residing in Italy. He was famil
iar with stained teeth, varying in color from yellow to brown
and black. (Fig. 8) Such teeth are as prevalent today in (
the same volcanic areas of Italy as they were in the days of
Martialis. Contemporary Italians call such defective teeth
"Denti Scritti", "marked teeth" or teeth which have been
"inscribed."

It took nearly 2000 years to discover that this abnormal
ity was mainly due to intolerance to fluoride in water, food
and air.

In the U.S.A. black teeth were first reported72 in 1901
by J. M. Eager, an officer of the U.S.P.H.S., then stationed
in Naples, Italy, among Italians who had emigrated from
nearby Pozzuoli. Eager attributed "the disease to emana
tions of subterranean fires, either fouling the atmosphere
?r ~issolved in drinking water." Earlier mention of mottling
18 Cited by Dr. F. B. Exner in "The American Fluoridation
Experiment:'127a

In Italy such teeth at' that time were called Denti di Chi
ale after Professor Stefano Chiaie, a physician living near
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Messina, Italy, where the drinking water ran through lava.72

He was among the first to describe this defect of tooth en
amel in detail.

In Germany the history of fluorine dates back to 1670.
The artist, Schwanhard, observed an unusual phenome
oon82 in Nurnberg, the ancient city of craftsmen. While ex
perimenting with the colorful, transparent fluorspar, fumes
emanated which corroded glass. He had treated the fluor
spar with sulfuric acid. The fumes were the highly corro
sive and poisonous hydrofluoric acid which today consti
tutes one of the most useful chemicals in industry. Not
until 1771 did the chemist Scheele produce a solution of
hydrofluoric acid in water.32 Two years later, the French
chemist Thenard reported, for the first time, that this acid
corroded the skin and induced severe burns.32 (Fig. 9)

The term "fluorine" (French "Ie fluor") was first used by
the famous Italian scientist Ampere in a letter dated August
25, 1812, to Sir Humphrey Davy.72a The latter recognized
that hydrofluoric acid contains the element fluorine, a
member of the halogen family. Others are bromine, iodine
and chlorine. Fluere in Latin means to "flow". The term
fluorine refers fo its use as a flux in smelting of metal.

In 1803, Dominico Morichini made another significant
discovery. He demonstrated the presence of fluoride in a fos
sil tooth of an elephant disinterred in the vicinity of Rome.82

This discovery gave rise to a lively controversy among sci
entists: could the fluoride content of bone provide a clue
regarding the age of the fossil? It was assumed that calci
um salts in bones attract fluoride from the soil. Some thought
the more fluoride thus attracted, the older the fossil might
be. Archeologists, however, were unable to accept this
theory.

In 1851, the 32-year old Belgian chemist, Louyet, died
from a lung disease due to inhalation of fluoride gases, the
first recorded fatality.82

Fluoride research was further stimulated by the famous
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chemist, Gay-Lussac. In 1805, for the first time, he demon
strated fluoride in human teeth. However, not until 1886
was the pale yellow fluorine gas successfully isolated by
Moissan.82 This element remained largely a useless labo
ratory curiosity until World War II when its great poten
tialities and unlimited uses in industry became apparent.

In 1845, an unusual illness was noted in animals graz
ing in a volcanic area in Iceland, following eruption of the
volcano, Hekla.32 They developed bony protrusions on
their legs and ribs, painful joints, lameness and deteriora
tion of general health (Fig. 10).

Many animals died of acute poisoning within a few
weeks. Strangely enough, however, the majority remained
in good health until the following year. Emaciation, de
creased milk production, general weakness and inability to
use their limbs, thickening of the joints and development
of bony protrusions especially op. the legs and jaws charac
terized their illness. Young animals were more adversely af
fected than older ones. They showed damage to their teeth
with staining and abrasions. When these same animals
were confined to the barns and were fed hay produced prior
to the eruption, their disease promptly subsided, except for
the dental manifestations.

In 1927, Bartolucci78 described the same disease among
cattle on a farm close to a superphosphate factory in Italy.
The cattle became thin, the coat coarse and lifeless.
The animals lay down and got up with difficulty. They
limped and stood with curved, stiff back and stiff hindquar
ters. Tender swellings appeared at the joints. Four to five
months later there was thickening of the ribs and bones of
head and shoulders. They died of malnutrition due to grad
ual cessation of appetite, a characteristic feature of this
disease.

Since that time numerous battles have been waged in
various countries between farmers residing in the vicinity
of factories and the respective corporations involved. In
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spite of evidence implicating fluoride, industry attempted
to prove that causes other than the poisonous fluoride fumes
were responsible for the loss of livestock and produce.

In 1937, a new era of fluoride research began. Dr. Kaj
Roholm, a Copenhagen biochemist and clinician, in his
classical book gave the world its most thorough account of
fluoride's effect on animal and human life.s2 He encoun
tered fluoride contamination of the air in and near a cryo
lite quarry. He proved unequivocally that fluoride induced
the above described disease, both in domestic animals and
in human beings. The data which he presented remain the
foundation of our present day knowledge of fluoride's effect.

The element fluorine is an extremely poisonous gas. It
freezes at -220° Centigrade.73a It differs from the other
halogens, iodine, bromine and chlorine because of its ex
treme reactivity. Although elemental fluorine exists as a di
atomic or two-atom molecule, its atoms have a strong affinity
to other elements. This makes fluorine gas dangerous to
handle and difficult to contain. Wood or rubber held in a
stream of fluorine bursts into flame. Even asbestos, a fire
proof agent, reacts so vigorously with fluorine that it be
comes incandescent. Platinum, another very stable element,
is slowly attacked by fluorine.

Because of its extreme reactivity, the harnessing of ,fluo
rine gas has been most difficult. Containers made of nickel,
copper and steel are attacked by it. They, in turn, become
coated with a layer of copper fluoride or iron fluoride which
protects them from further corrosion.

Nowadays fluorine gas is shipped in plastic containers.
Curiously enough, Teflon, a fluorine-containing plastic, is
one of the most suitable materials for this purpose. Thus,
this gas which for many years had no commercial use, has in
recent years, been harnessed for many purposes. One of
its new experimental roles is the firing of rockets in our
missile program.

At -188°, fluorine gas condenses to a liquid. When liquid
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fluorine combines with hydrogen the reaction is so powerful
that it can produce a temperature of 5000°C.

Very widespread in nature, fluorine is estimated as 13th
in abundance among the earth's elements.74 Fluorine's
strong tendency to combine with other elements accounts
for two characteristic properties: It tears molecules apart
to form new combinations. It can enter into a multitude of
highly complex compounds.

The three most common sources of fluorine are the min
erals fluorspar or calcium fluoride with the chemical formu
la CaF2; the aluminum compound cryolite or NasA1F6; the
complex mineral apatite, containing calcium and phos
phates.

Fluorspar, sometimes called fluorite, is a beautiful, trans
parent, cube shaped, glass-like crystal (Fig. 12). Its wide
variety of colors runs the gamut from clear transparency to
green, blue, yellow, purple, brown or blue black. It is rare
ly pink or red. It is found in veins of limestone and sand
stone.

The largest deposits of flurospar are located in Iceland,
Mexico, England and Germany with some in Newfound
land.75

In the United States, fluorspar is found near the border
between Kentucky and Illinois, in California, Montana,
New Mexico and Colorado. It was estimated in 1956 that
the Illinois-Kentucky fluorspar districf6 had a deposit of
more than eight million tons.

The chemical industry is the largest consumer of fluor
spar, particularly in the manufacturing of hydrofluoric acid.
In steel production, fluorspar functions as a fluxing agent
and assists in· the refining process.

Fluorspar is also used in opalescent glass, iron and steel
enamelware, in refining of lead and antimony and as a cat
alyst in manufacturing high octane fuels. Because of its low
index of refraction and low dispersion of light, clear color
less fluorite of optical quality is used for apochromatic
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Table 1

SOME USES OF FLUORINE COMPOUNDS

was also introduced into pharmaceutical preparations for
the purpose of reinforcing their action.

After 1950, the use of fluorine expanded rapidly into
the area of nuclear energy and missiles. Scientists working
on the atomic bomb found that fluorine was the most ef
fective element for extracting vital uranium 235 atoms
from natural uranium. Once means for dealing with this
violent element had been devised, the groundwork was laid
for further expansion of fluorine's use in numerous com
mercial processes.

Hydrofluoric acid (HF) is the key to many chemical
processes. It is produced in larger quantities than any other
fluorine compound. It dissolves on contact every metal ex
cept gold and platinum. It is therefore used in etching,
frosting and polishing glass, electroplating, cleaning cop
per and brass. Furthermore, it is employed in the making
of filter paper and carbon electrodes, galvanizing metals,
as an antiseptic in breweries and distilleries. In the chem
ical laboratory, sodium and ammonium fluoride are used
for many analytical methods.

The fluorocarbon gases, carbon compounds containing
fluorine, are ideal as refrigerants. They are nontoxic, odor
less, stable and noncorrosive. They do not constitute a fire
hazard.

lenses. A variety known as Blue John from Devonshire as
well as other types have been used for ornamental vases.7li

Cryolite, a compound of fluoride, aluminum and sodium
(Na3AIFa) (Fig. 13) is found mainly in Greenland where
it is deposited through volcanic eruptions. Large deposits

"also occur in USSR, Spain, and Colorado. It has a melt-
ing point of about 10000 Centigrade and disintegrates easily
when heated. Therefore it is in great demand as a flux for
electrolytic production of aluminum. Cryolite can also be
produced synthetically from fluorspar.

Apatites are probably the world's greatest source of
fluorides because of their abundance. Chemically the apa
tites are calcium phosphate combinations of the formula
CalOX2(P04)II, where X represents either fluoride, cWoride
or the hydroxide (OH-) ion. Apatite is present in phos
phate fertilizer derived from deposits in Florida, Tennes
see, South Carolina, and from other continents, especially
North Africa and the West Indies. It occurs in volcanic
rocks.

In recent years, numerous fluorine compounds have be
come increasingly important chemicals in industry. Their
use ranges from automobile bearings which never need
greasi~g to replacements for diseased or ruptured blood
vessels in the human body; from clothing that resists stains
to cancer drugs. Indeed, there is no end in sight to further
expansion of fluorine's industrial uses. (Table 1).

All this development has taken place during the past
thirty years. Throughout the early part of the twentieth cen
tury, up to the thirties, fluorine compounds constituted
useless by-products of many industrial processes, such as
the manufacture of aluminum, of superphosphate fertiliz
ers, of steel, magnesium, beryllium, zirconium, enamel
and bricks. Their only commercial outlet was as an in
secticide and rodenticide.

During the forties fluorine compounds began to enter the
refrigerant, aerosol, lubricant and plastic fields. Fluorine
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In Manufacturing
Aluminum
Steel
Enamel
Pottery
Glass
Bricks
Phosphate Fertilizer
Beryllium
Tantalum
Niobium

In Other Industries
Welding (Flux)
Cleaning
Refrigerant
Preserving Wood
Hardening Cement
Aerosol Propellant
Optical
Rust Removal
Lubricant
Oil Refining
Plastics
Separation of

Uranium Isotopes
Missile Propulsion

In Drugs
Steroids
Tranquilizers
Diuretics
Antimetabolites
Antihistaminics
Anesthetics
Androgens
Estrogens
Calcium-Phosphorus

(Contaminant)
Caries Prevention



Two gases familiar to the consumer, Freon and Gene
tron, are used in three-fourths of all refrigeration and air
conditioners made today. They also constitute the bulk of
aerosol sprays. Their production has risen from 34 million
container units in 1951 to 928 million such units in 1962,
an increase of over 2700 per cent.

Fluorocarbon plastics are noninflammable, insoluble in
organic solvents and stable to chemical agents. They pos
sess a high resistance to heat and are excellent dielectric
materials. They are fabricated into special gaskets and
packings, pump liners, tubing, pipe, wire, cable coating,
nonstaining cloth and many other items.

Teflon is the most important fluorocarbon plastic. It has
a waxy surface with a low friction factor. Because it is non
toxic and durable, it has been used extensively in surgery to
replace blood vessels and heart valves. It is molded into
bearings which exhibit the property of natural lubrication.
As a coating on rollers and pans used for processing food,
it prevents sticking. Automobile manufacturers use Teflon
for bearings in power steering assemblies and for coating
the sockets of ball joints. These joints will never require
a drop of grease or oil.

The space industry has provided a new market for Tef
lon. Oil evaporates to a gas in the vacuum of outer space.
Teflon is unaffected by a vacuum and is therefore valuable
as a lubricant in spacecraft.

The pharmaceutical industry has discovered that fluorine
reinforces the action of many drugs. Frequently the efficacy
of a drug depends on how soon the body fluids attack its
molecule and thus destroy the drug's action. By looking for
the weak point in the drug's structure and inserting the fluo
rine atom at this point, chemists have reinforced its action
and made it more resistant to attack from body fluids.

Fluorosteroids are Cortisone-like preparations used in
the treatment of arthritis and allergic diseases. Fluorouracil
effectively delays the growth of cancer. It is especially use-
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ful in cancer of prostate and bladder. Other fluorine-con
taining compounds are antihistaminics, tranquilizers, anes
thetics and diuretics. The last mentioned increase the flow
of urine through the kidneys and thus counter the develop
ment of edema (fluid accumulation in the system).

Fluorine compouridsare widely used in color photo
graphy and as insulating and cooling dielectrics.

Many of the newer heat and metal resistant ceramics
contain sodium fluoride and calcium fluoride. Because of
their special dielectric properties, fluorine compounds are
used as binders, abrasives and insulating material.

Chemists have added fluorine to elastomer compounds,
stretchable materials used as rubber substitutes.

During air and gas drilling, silicon tetrafluoride (SiF4 )

gas is used to seal off bore holes when there is a threat of
flooding. The gas injected into the well penetrates into per
meable water zones. Combining with water it forms an acid,
fluosilicic gel. This blocks the porous structures.

In their constant search for new products, manufacturers
have frequently been stymied. Having developed a new
product, it could not be released because of its toxicity to
prospective users and to their own factory workers. There
fore, the toxicity of fluorine has been the subject of inten
sive studies. Manufacturers have spent millions for research
in their own laboratories and have furnished large grants to
universities to explore fluorine toxicity.

The element fluorine and many fluorine compounds are
extremely poisonous. Other compounds are inert and com
pletely innocuous. For example, the nerve gas Sarin, a fluo
rophosphate designed for chemical warfare is so toxic that
it was abandoned during World War II for humane rea
sons. Fluoroacetates, salts of ftuoroacetic acid, are also
extremely toxic. They are used as rodent exterminators. Sir
Rudolph Peters, University of Cambridge, England, who
has carried out considerable research on these substances
was commissioned by the British government to deter-
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Table 2

fluorIde Content
%

45.46
48.63
60.57
51.70
40.68
54.26
52.50

Compound

COMPARISON OF SOLUBILITY OF SOME IMPORTANT INORGANIC FLUORIDES

Solubility at 25· C.
per 100 ce.

9
4.210
0.0017
0.759
0.176
0.024
0.039
0.063

Table 3

COMPARISON OF TOXICITY OF INORGANIC FLUORIDES.

Extremely Toxic Gaseous Hydrogen Fluoride .. ~F
Silicon tetrafluoride . SIF.
Solutions of hydrofluoric acid HF.
Hydrofluosilicic acid H"SlF.

Very Toxic Easily soluble fluorides and fluosilicates:
Sodium fluoride NaF
Potassium fluoride KF
Ammonium fluoride NH,F
Sodium fluosilicate Na,SiF.
Potassium fluosilicate K.SiF.
Ammonium silicofluoride (NH.)sSiP.

Moderately Toxic Almost insoluble fluoride compounds:
Cryolite Na.AlF.
Calcium fluoride CaP,

• See page 264 of Roholm's book.32

sodium fluoride (NaP), sodium silicofluoride (Na2SiF6)
or hydrogen fluoride (HP) can be dissolved to give a more
concentrated solution than the 1ess soluble compounds, such
as cryolite (Na3AIPG) and calcium fluoride (CaF2).

Table 2 presents the degree of solubility and Table 3 illus
trates the poisonous action of the important inorganic fluo
rides.

Hydrofluoric acid assumes an unusual role among fluo
ride compounds. Most of it penetrates the body surface as
an un-ionized compound. Once it is anchored to the body
tissues and diluted with body fluids its two ions, hydrogen
and fluoride, dissociate. Free fluoride ions are given off.
Therefore, hydrofluoric acid bums leave' the superficial
layers of the skin temporarily untouched. At first, fluoride's
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Sodium Fluoride
Calcium Flouride
Sodium Silicofluoride
Potassium Silicofluoride

.Barium Silicofluoride
Cryolite
Synthetic Cryolite
See page 2 of Roholm's book.32

mine the source of death of cattle in Africa. He stumbled
upon a poisonous plant called Gifblar (Dichapetalum Tox
icarium) from which he isolated fluoroacetate, a "delayed
convulsant". Even as little as 0.6 mg of fluoroacetate can
kill a 10-pound dog. 711 At first, after swallowing this poison,
the dog appears to be in perfect health; eight to ten hours
later he develops fatal convulsions. In 1960,77 Peters found
another equally poisonous group of substances in gifblar,
a fluorofatty acid.

On the opposite side of the toxicity scale are such com
pounds as the refrigerant gas Freon or the plastic Teflon.
The latter is so stable and innocuous that, when used to re
place blood vessels, it can remain in the human organism
for years without ever causing the slightest harm. •

The problem before scientists, then, has been to find the
dividing line between the harmless and the poisonous fluo
rine compounds.

Chemistry distinguishes between two major groups of
compounds,organic and inorganic. In organic com
pounds, the fluorine atom forms a tight bond with the car
bon atom. The more strongly the two atoms are linked to
gether, the more inert and, as a rule, the less poisonous the
molecule. In many toxic organic compounds, therefore,
fluorine contributes less to the toxicity of the compound
than does the remainder of the molecule.

For this reason toxicologists have devoted most of their
research to the behavior of inorganic fluorides, especially
sodium fluoride (NaF) in which fluorine is loosely linked
as a negative (F- ) ion with sodium (Na+ ) or, in the chem
ist's terms, is more dissociated than in organic compounds.

.. In water fluoridation we are only concerned with inor
ganic compounds. The more soluble compounds, such as
•. When heated above 3000 Celsius, Teflon gives off an extremely

poisonous gas called perfluoroisobutene. A cigarette laid on the
edge of a sheet of Teflon became contaminated with enough of
the plastic to cause the person smoking the cigarette to become
violently ill and die.78
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poi~onous action takes place below the skin where it causes
disintegration of tissue and severe pain. As the process con
tinues, the skin itself becomes ulcerated (Fig. 7).

Dr. Roholma2 divided the inorganic fluoride compounds
into four categories according to their poisonous effect:

1. First and foremost are the fluoride gases which in
clude the very toxic hydrogen fluoride (HF) and silicon
tetrafluoride (SiF,).

2. Solutions of these gases in water such as hydrofluo
silic acid and hydrofluoric acid are likewise extremely
toxic.

3. Easily-soluble fluorine salts such as sodium fluoride
(NaF), potassium fluosilicate (K2SiF6), and ammonium sil
icofluoride ( (NH,hSiF6) have a high degree of toxicity.

4. Fluoride compounds which do not dissolve readily
such as cryolite and calcium fluoride are much less poi
sonous.

What does all this mean in terms of water fluorida
tion? Isn't the dilution of 1 part of fluoride ion in one mil
lion parts of water (or an average individual intake of 1 to
1.5 mg of fluoride per day) present in water "absolute
ly harIQ1ess" no matter whether the compound is sodium
fluoride, sodium silicofluoride or hydrofluoric acid? .

It is true, a few glasses of fluoridated water are not likely
to produce acute sudden poisoning although, as will be seen,
there are exceptions among allergic people who suffer tem
porary harm even from this small amount. They are the
same unfortunate people who may develop an allergic at
tack from minute amounts of a drug harmless to others
such as a single aspirin tablet. These are cases of acute (sud
den) poi~oning. In water fluoridation we are concerned
with chronic poisoning from continuous daily intake of mi
nute amounts in drinking water, a condition called by sci
entists "fluorosis".

Before elaborating upon chronic poisoning, another
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phase of the toxicity question requires clarification.
Most people are accustomed to thinking that water is the

only source whence fluoride reaches our system. This is
far from the truth. Through inhalation of fluoride-contam
inated air, through food and drugs we are constantly tak
ing into our bodies small amounts of fluoride. In some in
dustrial areas both the air and food can be contaminated
by fluoride to the extent that intake from these sources
alone far exceeds the amount taken in from fluoridated
water. It is therefore difficult if not impossible for even the
most competent scientist to compute how much fluoride
enters a particular individual's system.

For example, when a piece of wood or coal is burned,
the smoke contains minute amounts of fluoride. Most fac
tories eject fluoride from their chimneys, some more, oth
ers less. Next to sulfur dioxide, fluoride is considered one
of the most dangerous air contaminants especially near
phosphate fertilizer, aluminum and steel plants, enamel
and brick factories. Many metropolitan areas are thus con
taminated by airborne fluoride. It emanates from the chim
neys in three forms: as a gas such as hydrogen fluoride, as
solid or "particulate" fluoride (such as sodium fluoride)
or as mists or vapors. The latter are formed when gaseous
fluorides, mainly hydrogen fluoride, and fluosilicic acid are
dissolved in fine water droplets. 79 Formation of fluoride
vapors, therefore, depends on the air's humidity.

Two great disasters were attributed to air contaminated
mainly by fluoride. In December, 1930, sixty persons lost
their lives in the Belgian Meuse Valley and an unknown
number, perhaps several thousand, developed upper res
piratory diseases, asthma and emphysema. Dr. Van Leu
wen80 of the University of Leiden, Holland's greatest au
thority on asthma, and Dr. Roholm81 proved after exten
sive studies that fluosilicate in association with sulfur
dioxide gases was responsible.
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In 1948, in Donora, Pa.,· twenty persons died. An inde
pendent study for the Borough of Donora by Philip Sadt
ler, reported in Chemical and Engineering News, 1948,
showed that fluoride was the major culprit. In the blood of
victims fluoride concentrations were twelve to twenty-five
times higher than in blood of normal persons.82 Vegeta
tion north of Donora was severely damaged. Herbivorous
animals in the region showed evidence of fluoride poi
soning.

The corporations whose factories were involved denied
that there was abnormal exposure to fluoride. The denials of
the U. S. Steel Corp. were supported by U.S.P.H.S. scientists
as reported in Public Health Bulletin 306, Washington, D.C.
1949.83 However, these scientists failed to offer a satis
factory explanation. The findings of a team of scientists
at Cincinnati's Kettering Laboratory have not been pub- .
lished.84

Ordinarily in large cities there is up to 0.025 parts per
million·· of fluoride in the air.85 At this concentration a per
son would inhale into his system about 1/2 milligram of
fluoride a day.·· In the City of Baltimore where a fertilizer
factory was located, health authorities recorded 0.08 parts
per million.

On the surface this appears to be an extremely
small amount. We must realize, however, that such
amounts, sometimes much more, sometimes less, enter our
system through the nose, sinuses and lungs day in and day
out. Fluoride gradually accumulates because only a part
of it is eliminated from the system. This was illustrated in
a study by Herman in the Journal of Urology.1l3 In New
York City where the water supply contains only a trace of
fluoride (0.1 ppm) relatively large amounts of fluoride
were found in kidneys, bladder and skin of persons with

• Donora was founded by and named for Wm. H. Donner
and Nora Mellon, the wife of Andrew Mellon, founder of Alcoa.

•• As hydrogen fluoride.
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kidney stones.
The officially reported figures on fluoride in the air re

leased by the Kettering Laboratory85 are "averages." At cer
tain seasons, especially in midsummer, fluoride values may
be much higher in certain locations and under certain con
ditions. Furthermore, most available information upon
which these figures are based came from scientists work
ing with grants provided by the involved industry. When
a committee of independent citizens and scientists studies .
air contamination their results are usually different86 as
shown by the Report of the Florida Air Pollution Com
mission from the Tampa, Fla., area in 1959.

To determine exactly how much fluoride is in the air at
a given time scientists must reckon with a wide variety
of factors. Methods of fluoride analysis and the proce
dure of trapping the air vary from one laboratory to an
other. The same investigator will find widely different
fluoride values from one hour to another. Relying upon
"averages" does not give a true picture of air contamina
tion by fluoride.

A scientific study involving air pollution must answer
the following questions:

How distant is the area under study from the contaminat
ing source?

What are the direction and force of prevailing wind cur
rents from hour to hour?

What are the fluctuations in barometric pressure and
prevailing humidity? .

Has rain washed out the contaminant and cleared the
air temporarily or is fluoride more dispersed because of
dry and warm weather?

Is the location under study surrounded by high hills
which induce upward wind currents87 and thus protect it
from contamination? (Thus an area much farther away
from the contaminating factory may show higher fluoride
levels than a nearby one.)
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Numerous other factors affect the results of a study of this
kind. For instance, high grass or extensive shrubbery88
may catch some of the wind blown fluoride causing low
growing vegetation lying beyond to be less contaminated
than the high grass.

Because so many variables are involved, defendants in a
law suit may come up with figures vastly different from
those of the plaintiff. Judge and jury are hard put to ren
der a just decision.

Much of the inhaled fluoride reaches our bloodstream
through the lungs and upper air passages.62 Therefore we
must realize that air contamination contributes a greatly
variable portion to our daily fluoride intake.

The question arises: To what extent can fluoride intake
be controlled?

Wells throughout the U.S.A. as a rule contain less than
05 ppm of fluoride, naturally. New England springs show
some of the lowest fluoride levels. Springs running over
fluoride bearing rock in western Texas, Arizona, Tennes
see, Arkansas and South Dakota contain higher levels. Wa
ter in Bruneau, Idaho, contained 28 ppm89 according to .
U.S.P.H.S., the highest reported fluoride content in well
water in the U.S.A. (Table 4).

When water runs through fluoride-bearing rock forma
tion, it picks up fluoride. In general, the deeper the well,
the higher the water's fluoride content. Most mineral
springs contain unusually high fluoride levels; the Old
Faithful geyser in Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming,
shows as much as 40 ppm.

Surface water is generally low in fluoride in contrast to
subsoil water which is in closer and continuous contact with
fluoride bearing minerals. River water contaminated by
factory waste has shown up to 25 ppm.90 In the water of
the Peace River, Florida, 46 ppm was reported recently in
a U.S. Geological Survey 1959 to 1961.· Lake Nakuru 10
* Tampa Tribune 9/15/61.



cated in a volcanic area in Kenya, E. Africa, is known91 to
contain as much as 2800 ppm or 0.28 per cent (Table 4).

A study by T. Thompson and H. H. Taylor in 193392

reveals that sea water contains between 1 ppm and 1.4 ppm
of fluoride. This is high compared with levels of iodine,
phosphorus and arsenic. In some sea water, fluoride lev
els are higher. For instance, water in the Persian Gulf con
tains as much as 8.72 ppm.1I3

When it rains, the water takes up minute amounts of
fluoride from the atmosphere, usually less than 0.02
ppm.04 This figure, too, varies widely. From an air pol
luted area in Germany, analysis of rainwater showed up to
3.4 ppm.IIO In a fluoride-contaminated area in Blount
County, Tennessee, 0.02 ppm was reported;62 near a phos
phate fertilizer plant in Florida, as much as 2.1 ppm.

With the addition of fluoride to U.S.A. water supplies,
drinking water has become another major source of fluorine
intake into our system. With a concentration of one part
of fluoride in one million parts of water, a fluid intake
of 1000 or 1500 milliliters (or 1 to Ph quarts)-presumably
the "average" among healthy personsll5 - would supply
between 1 mg and 1.5 mg of fluoride, according to Mc
Clure.95 This amount of fluoride would be provided by
four to six glasses of water a day, or its equivalent in soups,
coffee, stews, etc.

People in hot climatesll6 habitually drink much more
water than in cool climates. Persons afflicted with kidney
diseas~, diabetes or chronic infections, those involved in
strenuous occupations under conditions of heat such as
farmers, foundry workers and soldiers drink more than the
average amount of water.1I7 Fluoride intake through drink
ing water cannot be measured or controlled and is therefore
unpredictable from one person to another.

Difficult as it is to estimate how much fluoride John
Q. Citizen is inhaling from the air and how much he has
imbibed with his drinking water during the past 24 hours,
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it is impossible to determine how much he has ingested with
his daily food.

An "average" typical American diet is estimated by Dr.
McClure to contribute about 0.3 to 0.5 mg of fluoride9~

per day to the total daily fluorIde ration. These estimates
are far from reliable since varying conditions cause wide
differences from person to person. Nearly every food con
tains fluoride, some less, some more than is present in
fluoridated water.3S

How much fluoride is present in a certain food item de
pends upon where it is produced, whether it is grown in dry
~r wet season, on the method of processing and prepara
tIon and on many other factors.

Plants receive their fluoride from two sources; the soil
and the air. Through the fine hair roots of the plant, fluo
ride is transmitted from the soil into the stem; little reaches
the leaf. Sandy soil induces a higher fluoride uptake than
clay; wet and acid soils more than dry and alkaline soils.
Since phosphate fertilizers contain between 1 and 3 per
cent fluoride, fertilized tuber plants, such as potatoes, beets,
radishes, etc. are more susceptible to fluoride contamina
tion from the soil than from air contamination.

The second mode of fluoride distribution in a plant is from
the air. When fluoride is dispersed in air from chimney
smoke, from volcanic eruptions or from insect sprays, it
settles on leaves, permeates through fine pores between the
cells of a leaf into the ribs and tends to bum the mar
gins and tip of the leaf (Fig. 14a; 15b). Leafy vegetables
such as lettuce, cabQage, and fruit are therefore especially
subject to damage from air contamination. Their outside
structures contain more fluoride than their inner parts.
Turgid plants take up more fluoride than wilted ones
(Table 5).
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• The top allowable limit, according to the U. S. Public Health
Service, in drinking water"B is 1.2 ppm where the annual average
maximum daily air temperature is 63.9-70.6; 0.8 ppm where
the average temperature is 79.3-90.5° Fahrenheit.

Tea ranks highest among food items with respect to its
fluoride content. Six cups of an average brew contain
about 1 mg. This is the daily amount which health author
ities recommend for prevention of tooth decay. If a person
drank six cups a day, he should be warned by health au
thorities that this is within the danger zone. •

In food of animal origin, bones and ligaments contain
most fluoride. Therefore, food items made with bone
meal, especially from older animals, must be considered
significant sources of fluoride.

The popular infant food, Pablum, one of the items pre
pared from bone meal, originally contained as much as 18
ppm. In order to lower its fluoride content, bones of young
er animals which contain less fluoride were then used in its
preparation. Now, phosphates containing much less fluo
ride have been substituted for bone meal. The present level
of fluoride in Pablum ranges from 1.33 to 2.12 ppm.

Among foods derived from the animal kingdom, sea
food and fish are richest in fluoride. They inhabit sea water
with its relatively high fluoride content. The large percent
age of calcium in their bodies attracts fluoride espeCially
to the outer portions. The Swiss scientist Von Fellenberg
found in the skin of sardines five times more fluoride than
in the whole fish, and in the skin of codfish 20 times more
than in its meat.""

Two biochemists, Drs. Lee and Nilson,lOo pointed to
the wide variation in fluoride content in a given variety of
fish. In one piece of mackerel they found one-fifth of one
part per million, in another 84.47 ppm.

The question of daily fluoride intake through food be
comes more complicated when we consider food processing
and preparation.SII
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When vegetables are boiled in fluoride-containing wa
ter, for instance, the fluoride becomes more concentrated.101

Chemical preservatives upon which much attention has
been focused in recent years, additives and insecticides con
stitute additional sources of fluoride in food. In Newfound
land a fluoride-containing bone meal used in flour adds
about 1 mg to the daily diet of the inhabitants.sll

Physicians are unaware of the fluoride content of most
calcium preparations. When prescribing calcium tablets
during pregnancy a physician doesn't realize that he is, at
the same time, administering an unknown amount of fluo
ride.Fluoride is considered an undesirable contaminant of
calcium preparations, according to R. Feltman and G.
Kosel.61

Insecticides as already mentioned are one of the hidden
sources of fluoride: A large sized apple sprayed with a
fluoride-containing insecticide provides, on the average,
as much as 1 mg of fluoride, according to Dr. M. C.
Smith,S~ University of Arizona, Department of Agricul
ture. This is equal to the amount contained in 4 glasses of
artifically fluoridated water.

Many people have peculiar food habits which may add
unexpected amounts of fluoride to their daily intake. The
German medical journal, Deutsche Medizinische Wochen
schrift, in 1959102 reported the case of advanced skeletal
fluorosis (chronic poisoning of the skeleton). The patient
obtained practically his entire daily intake of water from
a mountain spring which he mistakenly deemed to be
especially conducive to health. His physicians discovered
that this water contained 7.5 ppm, a dangerous concentra
tion of fluoride. His system had absorbed as much as 11 to
12 mg of fluoride daily.

Newfoundland inhabitants have two unusual habits
which furnish them much more fluoride than is considered
average: 1. They are surrounded by the sea. Therefore,
their diet consists largely of fish. Two Toronto scientists,
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reported in the Journal of Dental Research311 that fluoride
from this source averages as much as 1.74 mg per day.
2. As .good Englishmen, they drink a great deal of tea,
ave.rag~ng ab~ut 6 cups a day. This adds another 1 mg to
theIr dIet. WIth another 1 mg per day of fluoride contained
in bread through a common additive, their daily ration
reaches the danger level. In spite of this, efforts are being
made to add fluoride to their drinking water. This would
contribute another 1.5 mg.

The above facts point up the insurmountable difficulties
faced by those attempting to determine how much fluoride
a person takes into his or her system in 24 hours. No mat
ter how many averages are presented to physicians and how
carefully the statistical studies are executed no one can
possibly predict how much fluoride a given person will con
sume daily from food, much less from drinking water.

Let us now find out what happens to fluoride once it has
entered the human body. Scientists are following one of
two methods in order to obtain the answer to this question.

They measure the total amount of fluoride consumed in
24 hours from all food and drinks and compare it with
measured amounts of fluoride eliminated through kidneys
and bowels. This approach is somewhat unreliable because
additional, although small, quantities of fluoride are elimi
nated through other avenues, namely through sweat sa-
liva and tears.· '

In 1891, two German pharmacologists, Brandl and Tap
peiner,t°3 first employed this idea. During a period of
slightly less than two years they had fed a dog a total of 400
grams of sodium fluoride. This is less than one pound. Dur
ing the two experimental years 330 grams were eliminated
through kidneys and bowels. Of the 70 grams retained in
the body, the bones and cartilage contained about 60 grams
(2 ounces), the skin approximately 1.2, muscle 1.84, the
liver 0.51 grams.

Although this early experiment was carried out with
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Table 6

FLUORIDE IN TISSUE AND ORGANS

A
ln Pati~nt with Kidney Stones In Persons Living in Air Contaminated

ccording to Herman and Areas
co-workerslls According to Call and co-workersl07

Why and under what circumstances fluoride settles in
such vital soft tissues remains an enigma. There are other
wide gaps in our knowledge of the metabolism of fluoride.

Are there people who deviate sharply from the usual pat
tern?

Are there predisposing, perhaps inherited factors in
s?me of their organs which cause them to retafu more fluo
nde than others?

PPM
0.2· 6.1
0.1 - 23.5
0.2 - 10.0
0.1 - 8.1
0.6 - 258.0
0.6 - 17.0
0.2 - 5.6
0.2 - 8.6
0.3 - 8.2

Brain
Thyroid
Kidneys
Heart
Aorta
Lung
Liver
Spleen
Pancreas

PPM
10 - 290
0- 86
0- 181
0- 185

10 - 186
0- 145

13 - 171
S - 1575

of the tissue fluids, largely determine how much fluoride
reAches the tissue.

In b?nes and teeth, fluoride is built directly into their
crystalhne .structure ~alled apatite. During the growing
process ammals retam more fluoride than when their
growth is completed. Young children, therefore, will retain
more than older persons.

Formerly it was assumed that most fluoride accumulates
in hard tissues, namely bones, teeth and nails. We now
know that the extremely- small and diffusible fluoride ion
can permeate into any tissue of the body, sometimes in
rather large quantities. Much is stored, for instance, in the
aorta, the main artery of the heart, in the ligaments and
under certain conditions, in the skin, bowels, kidneys, liv~
er, muscles and other organs.

Skin
Prostate
Kidneys
Bladder
Nails
Fat
Hair
Kidney Stone

methods not considered accurate today, it reflects to
a remarkable degree our present day results with newer
and more sensitive methods of fluoride analysis.

Tqe second approach is employment of the radioactive
tracer technic. Radioactive fluoride, known as FIB, is
imbibed with water or injected into a vein. A measuring
device traces the amount of radiation emanating from FIB.
Thus it determines exactly in which organs the radioactive
fluoride localizes, how much is retained and how much is
eliminated. In these experiments all information must be
obtained in less than 2 hours because of the rapid disinte
gration of FIB.

Radioactive tracer studies were first employed on sheep
by a group of Australian veterinary scientistslO4

; later, in
1954, on rats by Dr. P. Wallace-Durbin63 under the aus
pices of the Atomic Energy Commission in Berkley, Califor
nia; and more recently on two human subjects by Dr. W.D.
Armstrong and his colleagues at the University of Minne
sota as reported in Proceedings of the Society for Experi
mental Biology and Medicine, Vol. 104, 1960.1011

These studies have given us a reasonably accurate ac
count of the fate of fluoride in the human organism. With
in 10 minutes after its entry, fiB is detected in the blood
stream. Approximately fifty minutes later the maximum
concentration in the blood stream is reached.

When fluoride is inhaled through the upper air passages
and lungs it is equally as quickly taken into the blood
stream.lOS

In the blood, the fluoride ion is tightly anchored to albu
men, one of the two protein groups. Some fluoride, how
ever, is transported in the blood as a free ion, not attached
to any other element. The extremely minute "free" or "dis
sociated" fluoride ions easily permeate the walls of the tiny
capillary blood vessels. Thus they reach the cells of various
organs, especially of bones. The acidity of the blood, its
carbon dioxide and calcium content and the composition
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• Abient from fluoride conta",lnated area

In a contaminated Florida area, a person with ill effect from
fluoride eliminated up to 30 ppm one day, about 4 ppm on
others.

Fluoride in Urine
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person's age, the amount previously retained in the body
and other factors.

Some investigators66 have reported retention of 37 to 48
per cent of a given dose, others more, others less.

To determine what wide variations occur, I have adminiS
tered to several patients 15 mg of sodium fluoride as a test
dose. This minute dose is roughly five times the daily

How much do malnutrition, food habits, presence of dis
eases or functional impairment of the organs in question
affect fluoride storage?

How much damage can be expected from the presence
of this violent poison in such organs?

Through the studies by Dr. Joseph C. Muhler of the Uni
versity of Indiana, and Dr. Paul H. Phillips at the Univer
sity of Wisconsin, some of the factors which affect fluoride
deposition have been brought to light.

They demonstrated that in the company of calcium,
aluminum, magnesium and phosphates present in food or
water, fluoride's uptake from the stomach into the blood
is retarded.

When the stomach is unduly acid, as for instance in per
sons with stomach ulcers, the fluoride ion is more rapidly
and more completely absorbed than in a less acid stomach.
On the other hand, once fluoride has reached the upper
bowels with their alkaline content, less absorption takes
place than in the stomach. In this case, instead of entering
the bloodstream, some fluoride leaves the body with the
bowel content.

When fluoride is swallowed with food, less reaches the
blood stream than when taken in water. This is particularly
applicable to milk. Its high calcium and protein content
tends to bind fluoride and slow down its absorption. Less
fluoride is absorbed from a solid salt or a tablet than when
fluoride is dissolved in water.

Continuous feeding induces greater retention of fluoride
in the body than interrupted feeding. Hence, when a water
supply is fluoridated, the consequent continuous fluoride
consumption is more harmful than occasional intake
through food or air contamination.

The foregoing demonstrates how widely fluoride absorp
tion and elimination varies from person to person. Fluoride
storage is further influenced by the dose administered, the
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amount recommended for prevention of tooth decay. One
patient eliminated through the kidneys as little as 3.6 per
cent in twenty-four hours, another 99.5 per cent.

These erratic variations explain why inconsistencies oc
cur in every phase of fluoride research. They also explain
why many statistical studies purporting to prove fluorida
tion safe are of little value when the investigators fail to
consider the innumerable variables.

"The problem of susceptibility to fluoride seems to be
rather unpredictable at first glance," Dr. Rapp stated in his
excellent review18 of the subject. "However, when one con
siders the basic mode of action of fluoride, most of the
symptomatic phenomena can be understood."

In non-scientific parlance, Dr. Rapp suggests that unex
pected and varied reactions in the body must be anticipat
ed as the result of fluoride's action.

To those who have been studying fluoride's effect upon
the human body Dr. Rapp's statement makes sense. In pa
tients with fluorosis residing in fluoridated areas, as well as
in chronic poisoning of domestic and experimental ani
mals, the wide variations in symptoms are striking. This is
due to fluoride's unpredictable intake, to its varying dis
tribution in the body and its inconsistent excretion from the
system. This lack of uniformity, as will be shown in subse
quent chapters, explains why the medical profession is so
slow in accepting new knowledge on fluoride's effect. One
case of fluoride poisoning is bound to exhibit manifesta
tions different from another.
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CHAPTER SIX

ON THE TRAIL

The moment I entered the fluoridation arena I was aware
that I had only one weapon at my disposal, one on which
proponents constantly claimed to have a monopoly: the
ability to carry out careful and well-documented research.
I intended to conduct the battle exclusively on this level.
It was the only approach acceptable to a scientist.

This, it became obvious, entailed a great handicap. Sev
eral experiences with program committees of medical so
cieties in the U.S.A. indicated to me that fluoridation could
not be discussed among scientists. Proponent scientists
avoided open debate.· Dr. C. H. Patton, President, Amer
ican Dental Association, addressing the 91st annual meet
ing of the California Dental Association called fluoridation
"not debatable."·· Unlike all genuine advances in medi
cine, fluoridation was never openly and freely aired at sci
entific meetings by panels with equal representation of both
sides so that both its advantages and disadvantages could
be weighed. The only debates on the subject were taking
place on the political front before city councils, legislators,
parent-teacher meetings, women's clubs and the like. Here
the scientific approach was to no avail.

I had considerable training and background in clinical
research as distinguished from experimental research. I

... Philip Jay, D. D. S., U. of Mich. to Dr. G. L. W. 10/15/54.
See also: Pennsylvania State Health Dept. Brochure, Guide #5.

...... San Francisco Examiner 4/ 17/61, page 5.
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had been credited with describing several phenomena in
clinical allergy, which, up to that time, had either not been
recognized or had not been traced to their cause. In contrast
to the biochemist, the pharmacologist or statistician, I had
practical clinical experience with patients. In 1954, my
clinic records numbered more than 20,000 patients whom
I had personally attended. All had suffered from sensitivity
of one kind or other. Many we.re intolerant or allergic to
drugs.

Allergic individuals could be expected to be among the
first to suffer ill effect from fluoridation. Yet, no tellt was
available to clearly pinpoint sensitivity to simple chemical
substances. Skin tests for drugs are notoriously unreliable.
True, if a patient has a contact dermatitis, an allergic skin
disease from substances in contact with the skin, one can
apply a patch test. Neither patch, scratch nor intradermal
skin test (injection into the skin) would have been helpful
in establishing a diagnosis of allergy to fluoride. Some of the
more complicated blood tests for drug sensitivity were eith
er not sufficiently conclusive or not yet properly elaborated
for clinical use.

In the fall of 1954, I had an unusual experience. A lady
from Highland Park, Michigan, 35 years 01d,200 was referred
to me by one of my patients. She complained of constant
nausea, frequent vomiting and pain in the stomach area,
diarrhea and pains in the lower back. Her general health
had deteriorated in the past year to the point that she was
bedridden. Her dentist had diagnosed the white and brown
stains on her teeth as mottling due to fluoride. When she
told me that a doctor had suggested that her present ill
ness might be related to Highland Park's fluoridated water,
I was skeptical. Indeed, the disease did not bear the slight
est resemblance to the usual concept of fluoride poison
fig with which I had become familiar from my studies.
Chronic fluoride poisoning, I had learned, was character
ized by changes in the bones, by calcification of ligaments
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and muscle assertions and by arthritis especially in the low
er spine.

Two features in this lady's story caught my attention. She
had asthma during the ragweed season and her teeth did
show mottling of the kind which the medical literature iden
tifies with fluorosis.

But, what of it! Highland Park's water could not have
mottled her teeth. Mottling occurs only during the tooth
forming years up to age twelve, prior to tooth eruption.
Highland Park's fluoridation started in 1952, when she was
thirty-three. If it was fluorosis of teeth, she must have ac
quired it in childhood while living in a natural fluoride
area.

The lady brought her two children with her to my clinic.
Their teeth, indeed, exhibited the white dull enamel disturb
ance described as mottling due to fluoride. This was a dif
ferent matter. They had been drinking Highland Park's
fluoridated water during their tooth forming years.

The mother's background was most revealing:
She had passed blood from her kidneys and uterus. Her

eyesight had gradually deteriorated. She had what is called
"scotomata" or "moving spots" in her eyes indicative of an
organic disease of the eye. She had hemorrh'ages in the
skin and reported a progressive weight loss.

She had a constant and, at ~es, unbearable pain in her
head. The muscular power of her hands and arms had di
minished. She was unable to securely grasp certain objects.
When she was doing her laundry, for instance, garments
often dropped from her hands. Potatoes, which she was
peeling, slipped from her grip. She often lost control of h~
legs. Gradually she had to give up her housework and was
confined to bed during most of the day. She had lost her
faculty of coordinating her thoughts, became incoherent,
drowsy, forgetful.

All this was suggestive of a serious brain disease. Could
she be afflicted with a brain tumor? The urinary bleeding,
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hemorrhage~ on the skin, and the diarrhea did not fit in
with this diagnosis.

It did not seem to me that a single disease could be re
sponsible for such a multitude of varied complaints. The
only feature that linked her case vaguely with fluoride was
the mottling of teeth. In her childhood she had resided in
China where white-spotted teeth among children were com
mon and where the teeth of many adults had taken on a
yellow and brown stain.

I needed consultation and a careful clinical work-up for
the diagnosis of this unusual case. The patient was hospital
ized. Some of Detroit's most highly reputed specialists were
called in for consultation: A neurologist to explain the
brain symptoms; an orthopedist for the backache; an oph
thalmologist for the eye disease; a hematologist to explain
the hemorrhages of the skin, uterus and bladder; a cardiol
ogist, an endocrinologist, a specialist in metabolic diseas
es and a gynecologist to evaluate the individual symptoms
which were covered by their specialties. Every one of them
was as puzzled as I. With one exception all considered it a
serious illness; the one suggested that this disease might be
imaginary.

This in itself was remarkable: Frequently when a dis
ease cannot be diagnosed by physicians they seek some
explanation and tend to consider it psychosomatic. Indeed
a psychosomatic element prevails or is liable to be super
imposed upon every illness. Therefore it is not uncommon
for some to call an otherwise unexplained illness imaginary.

The case became more puzzling when the X-rays of
bones, especially the pelvic bone and spine, failed to show
the expected fluoride changes. Whereas the radiologist had
noted minor thickening in bones, he could not commit him
self definitely.

Certain laboratory tests indicated some basic illness: The
blood calcium level was slightly above normal, namely 11.6
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mgm per 100 cc of blood serum.
If this was fluoride poisoning, would an examination of

the 24-hour urine specimen for fluoride help to establish
the diagnosis?

I soon found out that a single fluoride analysis would
cost me $40.00. I could not burden the patient with this
expense. I had pledged myself never to accept compen~a

tion for services to patients who consulted me about an Ill
ness which they suspected was due to fluoride. My prin
cipal interest in these patients was to obtain new informa
tion. I have kept the slate clean to this day. The fee to me
from hospitalization insurance was to be turned over to the
hospital's interne fund.

The Detroit chemist who at that time was working for a
health department assured me that he could do the job dur
ing his free time more thoroughly than through his depart
ment. I was to pay the bargain price of $60.00 for the two
analyses. This I did.

One analysis showed 1.38 mg of fluoride in the 24 hour
specimen, the other a few weeks later 1.37 mg. Actually
this expensive examination proved very little. It showed that
she was eliminating some fluoride, perhaps slightly more
than average in a fluoridated town. It did not tell me how
much and for how long fluoride had been stored in her sys
tem or whether or not she was still consuming fluoride from
water and other sources. No matter how much or how little
fluoride is eliminated from the kidneys, the harm which
fluoride causes during its passage through the body and
through vital organs can be determined only by one ap
proach: Careful and thorough clinical observation of the
patient.

Until completion of the preliminary tests in the hospital,
the patient was instructed to use fluoridated Highland Park
water which she brought to the hospital with her. After the
tests were corq.pleted, she drank Detroit water containing
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little fluoride (0.1 ppm). Within as short a time as two days
the stomach symptoms and headaches improved appreci
ably.

Neither in the hospital nor after her discharge was she
given any medication whatever. She was instructed to strict
ly avoid fluoridated water not only for drinking but also for
cooking her food. She was also asked to avoid tea and sea
food because of their high fluoride content. Vomiting and
abdominal pains cleared up within one week. The head
aches and the eye disturbance disappeared gradually in a
most dramatic manner. She described a complete change
in her personality. In two to three weeks her mind began to
clear. The muscular weakness disappeared suddenly. For the
first time in two years she was able to go about her house
hold duties without having to stop and rest. Within a four
week period she gained five pounds in weight.

Subsequently she was subjected to a series of tests in my
office which definitely proved the relation of her disease to
the HigWand Park water. She was given test injections of
fluoride into the skin and fluoride water by mouth. Water
without fluoride was used in the same manner hypoder
mically and by mouth as controls. She did not know which
water contained fluoride. The fluoride solutions induced se
vere symptoms, the fluoride-free control samples had no
effect. (

My experience with this patient taught me more than I
could have learned from reviewing 1000 statistical studies.
This was a case of serious progressive illness. Judging from
the overall picture it would have terminated fatally with
in a ~e~ months. In case of death even the most competent
phySICIan would not have attributed it to fluoride.

To maintain that this disease was not organic, that the
patient was neurotic, that hemorrhages in the skin, kid
neys and uterus, retinitis leading eventually to blindness,
could be on a psychosomatic basis would have been
illogical.
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I was struck by certain features which rarely occur in
other diseases: The more water the patient drank the
thirstier she became. The deterioration of her brain func
tion was progressive. The painful numbness in arms, hands
and legs and the arthritic pains in the spine were worse
upon awakening in the morning. After a night's rest one
would have expected the reverse.

Never before had I witnessed the reproduction of a clas
sical attack of migraine headaches. One milligram of fluo
ride-the amount called the optimal daily dose-accom
plished this.

The slight but definite disturbance in the calcium and
phosphorus metabolism was more revealing in view of re
ports in medical journals that fluoride intet;feres with the ac
tion of these vital minerals.

Could something other than fluoride have caused the dis
ease, perhaps another kind of poison in the water? This
question was definitely settled by the ease with which this
disease could be reproduced at will with extremely small
doses of fluoride, without the patient knowing the nature of
the test. She had given me permission to carry out any test
I saw fit.

I was eager to further pinpoint certain laboratory and
other diagnostic features of this disease by studying the be
havior of calcium, phosphorus and magnesium in the sys
tem, the activity of enzymes before and after administer
ing a test dose of fluoride and by tracing her brain waves.
These plans came to an abrupt end when the lady suffered
a new sudden episode of severe pains in head, muscles
and spine following another experimental dose of fluoride.
The severity of this condition caused me to refrain from fur
ther tests of this kind. The patient recovered completely
without any treatment other than elimination of Highland
Park water for drinking and cooking her food.

The variety of manifestations which this illness present
ed troubled me. At that time I was not yet aware that fluo-
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ride, once in the blood stream, can actually settle in any
organ of the body. This likewise accounts for the great di
versity of symptoms in chronic poisoning from other toxic
agents such as arsenic or lead. Here, too, dominating the
picture are a few specific major symptoms which can be as
sociated with numerous other, unexpected, manifestations.

A new experience was soon to enlighten me further on
this disease.

In November, 1954, I visited Saginaw, Michigan, in or
der to interview and examine some thirty people who had
suspected ill effect from drinking fluoridated water. Sagi
naw citizens had just voted to discontinue fluoridation. Was
the water really responsible for this illness? Nine of the
thirty people described a disease which in every respect
conformed to that of the Highland Park case.

Some had experienced relief when away from Saginaw for
a week or two. All noted gradual improvement after fluo
ridation was discontinued. Most of these people had not
been aware that they were drinking fluoridated water until
they were confronted with voting for or against it.

On examining these persons, I felt that a few were not
justified in their suspicion. Others suffered from bladder
and bowel symptoms which at that time I did not relate to
fluoride and therefore dismissed from further considera
tion. Subsequent studies indicated that I was wrong. I should
have given these patients further attention.

In one of the nine patients, Mrs. H. M., age 49, the re
semblance to the Highland Park case was particularly strik
ing. She, too, had mottled teeth. During early childhood she
had lived in a Canadian village where other inhabitants,
including members of her own family, had "stained" teeth.

In addition to the constant gastric distress and muscular
pains, she described the loss of control of arms and partic
ularly of the legs which frequently "collapsed under her".
One of the most annoying symptoms was the persistent dry
ness in her mouth which led to frequent mouth ulcers
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which her physicians were unable to explain. Because
drinking more water aggravated the dryness she eventually
associated her illness with the Saginaw water. In October,
1953, when she learned that the water was fluoridated she
began to use distilled water for drinking and for cooking.
Within four to six weeks the illness had completely sub-
sided.

Another typical case was that of a 42 year old sales-
man, Mr. R. M., with the same illness. His condition in
variably improved when he was on sales trips away from
Saginaw. He was about to give up his job because the
gradually increasing pains and weakness in his han~s pre
vented him from grasping the steering wheel of his car.
He, too, eventually found out that Saginaw's water was fluo
ridated and became well upon discontinuing its use.

Whereas the evidence in these cases was convincing, it
would not have satisfied a scientist who required further
substantiation through careful examination and re-exami
nation. This requirement was fulfilled in the case reported
in Confinia Neurologica, Vol. 17, 1957:

Little W. J., 12 years old, was one of the thirty people
whom I examined. He had been suffering from convul
sions for two to three years with increasing severity in
recent months. After fluoridation had been discontinued,
the seizures had gradually subsided.

This case was so different from what I had learned about
fluoride poisoning that I would not have given it a second
thought had it not been for his unusual teeth. !hey bore
some resemblance to mottling. They appeared cnppled, un
derdeveloped, partially deprived of enamel. ~entists call
such teeth "hypoplastic". Causes for hypoplastic teeth are
fever, nutritional disturbances and in an advanced stage
chronic fluoride poisoning.

The patient's physician, Dr. W. P. M. of Sagi~aw, Mich
igan, a capable general practitioner, had seen thIS boy ~ur
ing one of his spasms. Unlike an epileptic attack the patient
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remained fully conscious. Convulsions can be induced by
fever, low blood sugar, advanced kidney disease and vari
ous other irregularities.

The description of these episodes and the appearance of
his teeth suggested a disturbance in the calcium metabo
lism. I was not aware at that time that so-called tetani
form convulsions due to low blood calcium are a feature
of acute fluoride poisoning in persons who use fluoride for
homicidal or suicidal purposes. Fluoride is known to at
tach itself to calcium wherever it can find it in the sys
tem.32 In some persons fluoride induces excessive calcium
loss througq the urine.

The patient entered a Detroit hospital. A pediatrician,
a neurosurgeon and a dentist were called to help establish
the diagnosis. Although these consultants were less in
formed about fluoride poisoning than I, they settled the
case for me. I accepted their diagnosis. This illness, they
decided, was epilepsy and had no connection with fluoride. . (
pOlsonmg.

The neurosurgeon had been most conscientious. He car
ried out test after test. He finally did exploratory surgery
on the child's brain in an effort to locate the area of disturb
ance and to view and remove the suspected lesion, perhaps
a tumor. To his surprise he found none.

By that time, because I had totally abandoned the idea
of damage from fluoride, I failed to ask the surgeon to save
some of the bone particles which would have been avail
able for fluoride analysis. Excess fluoride in the skull bones
would have provided confirmatory evidence that fluoride
had caused this disease.

Several weeks after the boy had left the hospital, I re
ceived the results of the urine analysis for fluoride. The 24
hour specimen contained 4.4 mg. Since the boy was no
longer drinking fluoridated water, he must have stored an
unusual amount of fluoride in his system, which was now
being eliminated.
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The excess elimination of fluoride and the failure of the
neurosurgeon to find a cause for the convulsions induced
me to reconsider the diagnosis. The boy was re-admitted to
the hospital for additional studies.

This time I consulted Dr. Gabriel Steiner, Professor at
Wayne State University, one of the few Detroit neurologists.

He diagnosed the boy's illness as tetany. The diagnosis
hinged on the fact that the convulsions had been confined
to one side of the body. The previous consultants had not
been aware that this condition, common in epilepsy, also
occurs in convulsions due to a calcium disturbance, a rare
condition known as hemitetany. That the child remained
conscious during the attacks was confirmatory evidence
for Dr. Steiner's diagnosis.

After elimination of fluoridated water, the child had no
further attacks. The fluoride levels of his urinary specimens
gradually decreased to zero. Unfortunately, we could not
obtain blood for calcium and phosphorus determinations
during an attack. They might have further confirmed the
diagnosis.

After the child's first admission my reputation in the hos
pital had received a jolt. Several pediatricians joked in the
corridor about my "strange" diagnosis. In all their read
ing they had been assured that fluoridation was absolutely
safe.

Two other members of the hospital staff criticized me
for even considering the possibility of fluoride poisoning.
The result of the first urine analysis for fluoride, they were
told, was faulty because the urine was collected in a metal
container. I should have known, they were told, that this
interferes with the correct measurement. It is true, I now
realize that specimens for fluoride analysis should always
be collected in a plastic container. Metal, like calcium, at
tracts fluoride. This error, however, would have worked
in favor of my diagnosis. Had some of the fluoride in the
specimen beerr lost to the container the original amount
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in the specimen would have been even higher than that
reported to me.

Why was this case so different from the Highland
Park case?

Events in medicine are unpredictable. For instance, if
a person is intolerant to iodide, he may develop one of three
entirely different diseases, namely, a toxic goitre, acne (a
skin eruption), or an acute swelling of the salivary glands.
Where~s all these diseases are due to the single item iodide,
rarely If ever, do two of them occur in the same person.
Why this is so, no one knows.

Nevertheless, there was a common denominator with
the Highland Park case, namely the disturbance of the cal
cium-phosphorus metabolism. As will be shown later this. . . '
IS sIgmficant in chronic fluoride poisoning.

Soon thereafter I had a curious experience. I had a phone
~all fro~ Racine: Wisconsin. A lady who had learned of my
mterest m fluorIde wanted to be hospitalized in Detroit.
She believed that she was being poisoned· by fluoridated
drinking water.
. In the hospital the house staff cooperated with me in giv
mg her a careful and thorough examination. The patient,
a frail woman in her early forties, exhibited vague symp
!oms, dryness and irritation in her nose and throat, pains
m her chest. All laboratory and clinical tests were negative.
There was no indication that fluoride had any bearing on
her illness. Whereas I intended to keep in touch with her
family physician and to follow up on this case in the future
at the time I was reasonably sure that she had not suffered
ill effect from drinking fluoridated water.

When the patient was ready to leave the hospital she had
no cash nor credit to defray the hospital bill, some $270.00,
even though she carried hospital insurance. Since I wanted
to spare her undue delay, I advanced her the money. I
made no charges for my own services.

For several months there was no response to my request
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for reimbursement of the hospital bill. Instead, the patient
asked for my diagnosis and a detailed description of my
findings. I stated in my report to her physician that there
was no indication of fluoride poisoning.

Instead of an acknowledgment of my report and the re
turn of my loan, out of a clear sky a letter arrived from
the patient's attorney, who, as I later learned, was a strong
fluoridation advocate. He asked me to drop my demands
for the money which I had advanced to her. After much
correspondence the matter was finally straightened out and
the money returned to me.

I have often wondered whether this strange episode was
designed by some fluoridation proponent who was intent
upon proving me overzealous. Had he hoped that I would
commit myself to an unwarranted diagnosis of fluorosis?

Another case which came to my attention at that time
was that of Mrs. G. D. C., age 30, from Tecumseh, Michi
gan. When she first entered my office, I was impressed by
her poker back posture, typical of fluorosis. I had seen illus
trations of this posture in medical journals (Fig. 15). Due
to constant arthritic pain in the lower spine her back had
become curved and immobilized. Her facial expression re
flected the mental deterioration which she had undergone
in recent months.

Otherwise the clinical picture was similar to that of the
Highland Park case with cramps in stomach and bowels,
colitis, pelvic hemorrhages, painful numbness in arms and
legs, migraine-like headaches unresponsive to medication,
and mental deterioration.

In the hospital, objective findings of four specialists
were early changes in the retina of the eye (beginning blind
ness) and evidence of hyperparathyroidism, a disease
linked with a disturbance of the calcium-phosphorus me
tabolism.

Mrs. C. completely recovered by eliminating fluoridated
water for about 6 weeks. I admitted her a second time to
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FLUOROSIS IN INDIA

Typical posture of victims (poker-back). In this endemic
area, water contains fluoride naturally at 0.6 to 12 p<pm
(mostly below 3 ppm). Courtesy, Professor Amarjit Singh,
University of Patiala.

Fig. 15

the hospital for further studies. This time I hoped to study
certain laboratory features in greater detail.

Shortly after her admittance she became embroiled in an
argument with One of the nurses, a strong believer in water
fluoridation. As is so often the case, this subject aroused
strong emotions. When I reached the hospital to settle the
matter, it was already too late. She had packed her bag and
was leaving the hospital before a single test had been car
ried out.

In Charlottesville, Virginia, fluoridation was discontin
ued in October 1955. Here, too, a number of people had
complained of illness which they attributed to fluoridated
water. During my visit to Charlottesville a few weeks later,
one of the ladies guardedly described her husband's
illness to me. In view of his remarkable improvement after
fluoridation was abandoned, she wondered whether or not
his disease could have been connected with the water. Hes-
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itatingly she confided that one of her husband's physicians
had termed his disease psychosomatic, which made him ret
icent to discuss his illness with anyone. Reports of his case
from two hospitals and three physicians showed that exten
sive studies had been made but that the disease had not
been diagnosed.

A leading clinic in the East concluded that this man's
bladder trouble was due to a prostate enlargement. The
prostate gland was removed but the symptoms persisted.
The frequently occurring sudden collapse of his legs while
walking had puzzled his physicians. The onset of his per
sonality changes coincided with the beginning of fluorida
tion in Charlottesville. He had lost his ability to concen
trate; his memory began to fail. He became depressed. His
energy diminished. He finally became bedridden. A consul
tant psychiatrist had attributed his mental deterioration
and loss of memory to a progressive organic disease, but
was unable to link it with any known illness.

On examining the patient I found that his illness was
identical with that of the Highland Park case. Like her, he
had suffered from partial palsy in arms and legs. Some ear
marks of the disease persisted, but by now, judging from
the medical reports, they were much less prominent than
previously. Complete recovery ensued.

Within a short time new cases were brought to my at
tention. Some of them I was able to follow up on my own,
on others I obtained data from family physicians. In some,
a follow-up was impossible.

All these observations provided a valuable background
for me. I took a closer look at my own allergic patients,
many of whom were residing in fluoridated cities of Michi
gan and neighboring states.

I began to notice that the teeth of some of my patients,
children and adults, were mottled. Previously when I saw
such teeth, not being aware of their significance, I had
failed to pay attention to them. The case histories indicat-
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ed that most had never resided in an area where the water
contained more than a trace of fluoride (0.1-0.2 ppm).
The mottled enamel could have been caused by fluoride in
food or in air, or by calcium preparations contaminated
with fluoride. I myself had formerly prescribed these prep
arations to asthmatic children before more effective meas
ures were available.*

One of my goals was to work out a plan by which to un
equivocally establish who in a given population could be
expected to suffer ill effect from fluoride in water, food and
air. In this endeavor I encountered many obstacles.

I asked myself how observations could be commv·
nicated to the medical profession once my cases were
properly evaluated and documented. The prejudice of
many of my colleagues, with whom I discussed my experi
ences, was appalling. I had been confronted with attempts
by proponent scientists to prevent a free airing of the sub
ject at medical meetings and in medical journals. I had
noted that all discussions on the subject were confined to
committees and councils which were consistently guided
by representatives of promoting organizations or by scien
tists in the employ of industry.

Although I anticipated that the road ahead would be
arduous, I did not realize that I was to run against a solid
stone wall.

• In rare cases mottling can also be due to such chemicals as
selenium and to certain antibiotics.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

THE LINE UP

In the mythology of ancient Greece, Uranus, the Father
Heaven, and Gaea, the Mother Earth had twelve children,
six sons and six daughters. They and their descendants
were the Titans who ruled the world. They represented
all that is good and all that is evil. They were powerful and
mighty gods. They were worshiped and-feared.

Our present world has its Titans too. They have a grip
on our daily life and they guide our actions. They can
shape our destiny. Most of what they accomplish is good;
some of their deeds are bad like those of their namesakes
in old Greece. Eventually they themselves will vanish but
their achievements will survive.

Who are these Titans?
The gods of our modem age are the Great Authorities

in whom many people trust and whom some fear. They,
too, are powerful and mighty. They have contributed much
to the advance of our civilization. Like all human beings
they are not without faults.

A careful study of the origin of fluoridation and its pro
motion leads directly into the paths of potent industries,
outstanding and respected scientists, influential public offi
cials who have been won for the cause. They seem to war
rant our trust, because of their great accomplishments in
some areas. They are Titans in science and industry. Their
monetary power, their reputation, their political influence,
their grip on the public through the conventional media of
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communication reaches into every comer of the U.S.A.
and indeed of the whole world. They mold public life, its
social, educational, economic and scientific structure.

On July 7, 1951, in Chemical Week, a publication for
the chemical industry, the following news item appeared on
page 14:

"All over the country, slide rules are getting warm as
waterworks engineers figure the cost of adding fluoride to
their municipal supplies."

". . .. only one per cent of the nation's water is now
treated with fluorine. Thus the market potential has fluorine,
makers goggle-eyed."

"Standing to benefit from the boom are chemical com
panies and equipment firms."

Potential beneficiaries named in this article were:
"General Chemical, Harshaw Chemical Co., Blackson

Chemical Co., American Agricultural Chemical Co., Alum
inum Co. of America, Davison Chemical Corp. and Baugh
Chemical Co."

"It adds up," Chemical Week continued, "to a nice piece
of business on all sides and many firms are cheering the

THE PARTHENON

Fig. 16
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U.S.P.H.S. and similar groups on as they plump for in
creasing adoption of this particular application." Chemical
Week obviously failed to realize how many additional indus
tries would eventually gain financially from the unexpect
ed boom.

Overlooking the ancient city of Athens stands the Par
thenon (Fig. 16), the majestic Greek temple, one of the
most magnificent structures in the world. Dedicated to
Athena, Goddess of Wisdom, it is devoted to the worship of
all Greek gods.

One of Pittsburgh's most stately edifices is the Mellon
Institute. Built in 1937, in the style of the Parthenon (Fig.
17), it, too, is a Temple of Wisdom devoted to the ad
vance of knowledge and to gods of our day.

The Mellon Institute is one of the most expensive re
search buildings in the world. Every possible piece of ap
paratus necessary to work on such varying subjects as shav
ing, food, cigaret technology or insecticides is available to
its staff. Its accomplishments are great. Its scientists are
among the world's best.

Andrew W. and Richard B. Mellon, then the owners
of the Aluminum Corporation of America founded the Mel
lon Institute in i 911. Life Magazine, May 9, 1938,
described on page 48 the Mellon Institute as an

"Intellectual holding company and a laboratory for ap
plied science open to the U. S. businessman."

"When a manufacturer is in trouble, for example, finds
the market for his goods is shrinking, he goes to the Insti
tute. For $6,000 or more he gets a fellowship entitling him
to employ a scientist for a year and use laboratory facili
ties," Life stated.

"The scientist's job is either to improve the product or
to find a new use for it."

In the early thirties, Alcoa and other manufacturers of
aluminum were in trouble, serious trouble. They had a waste
product, sodium fluoride, which represented a serious dis-
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THE MELLON INSTITUTE

Fig. 17

posal problem.* It could not be dumped on the ground be
cause it poisoned vegetation, animals and humans. Alcoa's
Vancouver, Washington, plant was fined in 1950 ~or

dumping fluoride into the Columbia River and poisonmg
domestic animals.**

Fluoride was the culprit in other extensive litigation
throughout the country. Fluoride gases and solids escape
from smokestacks and settle on vegetation in the imme
diate surroundings and many miles distant. They poison
vegetation, livestock and humans (Fig. 19, 20). ~lcoa

shared this problem with a number of other corporations.

• When aluminum is dissolved in molten cryolite, some fluoride
escapes into the air as hydrofluoric acid. Sodium fluoride and
alumina remain in the bath, according to Davenport, S. J., and
Morgis, G. G., U. S. Bureau of Mines Circular 7687, U. S.
Dept. of Interior, June, 1954, page 8.

.. Seattle Times 12/16/1952.
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For instance, on August 25, 1961, W. S. and May Mea
der near Pocatello, Idaho, obtained a judgment in the U.S.
Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit, against Food Machinery
and Chemical Corp. for the sum of $57,295.80 and against
J. R. Simplot Co. for $4,246.41. Their factories emitted
fluoride. The Meader trout farm and fish hatchery was se
riously damaged by solid and gaseous fluoride compounds.
The court record shows that "eggs were worthless," they
did not hatch properly; "loss of adult fish was very great
at times"; "young fish died in the hatchery where fish had
never died before"; malformations occurred; "customers
were lost." "During the week after rains the Meaders were
hauling away about a ton of dead fish per day." Fluoride
levels in water samples from the Meader hatchery ranged
between 0.5 and 4.7 parts per million.

Many of such law suits were settled out of court. In
Blount County, Tennessee, prior to Jan. 1, 1953, Alcoa
had made up the loss of income incurred by 141 farmers
and cattle raisers.* A new suit charged that the poison
ous fluoride fumes "damaged farmlands, injured registered
cattle," making them unmarketable, caused premature de
terioration of teeth, stiffness of joints, knots on ribs, loss
of appetite and general retardation of growth.**

Paul M. Martin, rancher, near Troutdale, Oregon, has
obtained three judgments since 1946 against Reynolds Met
als Company, another aluminum manufacturer. He lost sev
enty head of cattle per year due to fluoride fumes. *** A
Federal court jury assessed $38,292.90 in damages. In the
Martin vs. Reynolds Metals suit it was proven, for the first
time, that fumes from an aluminum reduction plant had
damaged human health.****

According to the Portland Oregonian, October 15, 1957,

• Knoxville, Tenn., Journal 517/1958.
•• Knoxville, Tenn., Journal 7/30/55.

• •• Portland, Ore., Reporter 9/12/61.
•••• The Oregonian (Portland) 9/17/55.
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seven other aluminum, metals and chemical com
panies* joined Reynolds Metals to obtain a reversal of
the judgment. Fred Yerke, a Reynolds' attorney, "contend
ed that if allowed to stand, the verdict would become a rul
ing case, making every aluminum and chemical plant liable
to damage claims merely by operating." The verdict
did stand. The U. S. Court of Appeals upheld the decision
against Reynolds 5 to 1.··

Other settlements were made by Reynolds Metals Com
pany's Troutdale Aluminum plant to Fairview Farms for
$3,000,000 plus costs because - as stated in The Oregon
ian on January 12, 1961 - of damage to dairy herd, loss
of forage, loss of milk supply and land depreciation.

Earl Reeder at Sauvies Island received $20,000 from Al
coa's Vancouver factory for damage to his cattle.· ..
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Lampert won their suit against Rey
nolds Metals Co. Troutdale plant for fluoride. burns to
their gladiolus crops as reported in the Lewiston, Idaho,
Morning Tribune, February 6, 1962.

These are but a few of the numerous law suits which
could be cited. If damage to vegetation and livestock was so
costly, for how much more would these companies be liable
in litigation arising from illness to humans residing near
their factories? Research had to be instituted to "prove" that
small amounts of fluoride are harmless to health.

The Mellon Institute was the logical place for compa
nies to seek aid. Other scientific institutions, especially the
Universities of Tennessee, of Cincinnati, and of Wisconsin,
likewise received research grants to assist these corpora
tions in defending their interests.

A flood of scientific articles issued from these universi-

• Aluminum Company of America, Kaiser Aluminum and
Chemical Corp., Harvey Aluminum Corp., Monsanto Chemical
Corp., Olin-Mathieson Chemical Corp., Victor Chemical
Company and Food Machinery and Chemical Company.

•• Cleveland Press 6/6/58
... Portland, Ore., Reporter 6/26/62.
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ties between 1940 and 1960. Most of them acknowledged
financial support to nine* companies for research grants.
All these companies faced similar difficulties.

"When the research is satisfactorily completed," Life
states, "all discoveries are turned over to the manufacturer
exclusively."

Thus, findings incriminating to the companies need not
be reported to the medical and veterinary professions.
.- Much of this research led to significant and valuable con
tributions to our knowledge on fluoride.

For studies on the cause of dental decay, G. J. Cox,
Ph.D., a Pittsburgh chemist, during 1933-1940 received
support from the Henry Buhl, Jr., Foundation at Alcoa's
Mellon Institute, and· from the Sugar Institute Inc. ** In
the 1939 Journal of the American Waterworks Associa
tion, Dr. Cox60 was the first scientist to implement Dr.
Dean's suggestion to add fluoride to water supplies.

Up to this time the majority of the several thousand pub
lications on fluoride had dealt with fluoride's hazard to
health. Health officials had been considering reduction
or "complete removal of fluoride from food and water."60

Heretofore fluoride had been recognized as one of the
most violent poisons. Dr. Cox was first to propagate the
idea that fluoride "may be specifically required for tooth
formation. "109

In his 1939 report60 Dr. Cox's theory that fluoridated
water could protect teeth against decay was based upon
evidence provided by another outstanding exponent of fluo
ridation, Dr. Wallace D. Armstrong, professor of biochem
istry, University of Minnesota. Dr. Armstrong and his col
laborator, P. J. Brekhus, had claimed in 1938 that their
analysis of tooth enamel showed less fluoride in decayed

• Aluminum Co. of America; American Petroleum Inst.; E. 1. du
Pont de Nemours; The Harshaw Chern. Co.; Kaiser Aluminum
and Chem. Corp.; Pa. Salt Mfg. Co.; Reynold~ Metals Co.;
Tennessee Valley Authority; and Universal Oil Products Co.

.. Butler, Pa. Eagle 12/8/59.
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than in healthy teeth.110

In 1948, this conclusion was contradicted by F. J. Mc
Clure, Ph.D., Chief of the National Institute of Dental
Research.111 McClure used Armstrong's method and found
that the differences in fluoride for sound and carious teeth
were not significant.

In 1951, Dr. McClurel12 repeated his work. This time
for • some unaccountable reason his data purported to
strengthen Dr. Armstrong's sagging theory. On the other
hand, several scientists, among them Dr. T. Ockerse of
South Africa in 1943,113 Dr. J. S. Restarski of the U.S. Navy
in the same year,IOB and Dr. Paul Pincus, Melbourne, Aus
tralia, in 1952lH had produced evidence contrary to that of
Armstrong and to McClure's 1951 conclusion. They found
no difference in the fluoride content of sound and carious
teeth.

In 1963, twenty-four years later, Dr. Armstrong him
self took another look at his original research as published
in the Journal of Dental Research in 1938. His reinvesti
gationlHb convinced him that he had misinterpreted his
early data. He realized that "the sound tooth of an older
person demonstrated that its composition had been ade
quate-to resist caries;" and that "fluoride content of enam
el increases as a person grows older." Dr. Armstrong ac
knowledged that "age as a factor in fluoride content was
not then (in 1938) appreciated."

In other words, he now realized that the sound teeth
with a high fluoride content in the 1938 report came from
older persons: the teeth had stored fluoride due to age.

Thus the very study which constituted the sole evi
dence upon which Dr. Cox had based his recommenda
tion that fluoride should be added to drinking water has
now, after twenty-four years, been proven erroneous.*

... In spite of ihis fact, Dr. Armstrong asserted Dec. 13, 1964, in
an interview by Minneapolis Tribune staff writer, Victor
Cohn, page 14B, that "sound teeth contain more fluoride than
decayed teeth."
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In spite of this meager evidence Dr. Cox lost no time in
implementing his theory on the practical level. On Sept. 20,
1939, he advocated fluoridation for the city of Johnstown,
Pa., more than 5 years before the Newburgh and Grand
Rapids experiments were initiated. Ever since, he has been
actively promoting it before chemical and dental groups,
Parent-Teachers' associations and city councils.

In the early 1940's* Dr. Cox became a member of the
Food and Nutrition Board of the National Research Coun
cil. He prepared for them several summaries of the litera
ture on dental caries in which he advocated fluoridation
and thus became one of The Experts.

From 1944 to 1948, Dr. Cox was research chemist for
Com Products Refining Co., Argo, Ill., ** which, like
other sugar processing industries, was a potential advocate
of fluoridation. In 1962, he was appointed to the Pennsyl
vania Drug, Device and Cosmetics Board,*** to "ad
minister a 1961 legislative act in the registration and regu
lation of organizations and persons distributing drugs"
(including fluoride). This placed him in a position to serve
in an advisory capacity to the State Health Department.

Scientists look with awe and pride upon another tem
ple of knowledge: the Kettering Laboratory, Department
of Preventive Medicine, of the University of Cincinnati
(Fig. 18).

... In 1943, Dr. F. A. Arnold, Jr., of the National Institute of
!?ental Research in Bethesda, Md., took up Dr. Cox's sugges
tion. He advocated fluoridation in the Journal of the American
Dental Association, Vol. 30,IHa on the basis of Dr. Cox's ex
periments and the Armstrong-Brekhus fluoride analyses of
too~h enamel. He acknowledged the possibility of cumulative
toXIC effects (p.507) but casually dismissed it as "rather re
mote."

.... Butler, Pa. Eagle 1/28/59.

..... Pittsburgh Post Gazette 4/4/62.
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THE KETTERING LABORATORY

Fig. 18

Founded in 1930, by the Ethyl Gas Company, Frigidaire,
and DuPont de Nemours to study health hazards in indus
try, the Kettering Laboratory has made valuable scientific
contributions. Its chief, Dr. Robert Kehoe, one of the
country's outstanding scientists, has played a key role in
controlling lead poisoning in industry. " .

In recent years a large part of the Laboratory s. faCIli-
ties have been devoted to the study of fluoride. As at the
Mellon Institute, findings are made available to the pro
fessions and to the public only upon approval by the donor
of the grant. Article 8115 of the contract ag:eements
between the corporations and the Laboratory prOVides that
the University "disseminate for the public good any in
formation obtained. However, before the issuance of pub
lic reports or scientific publications, the manuscripts there-
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of will be submitted to the Donor for criticism and sug
gestions. Confidential information obtained from the Do
nor shall not be published without permission of said
Donor." The interpretation of the term "confidential infor
mation" is left to the company.

Kettering scientists, Drs. Wm. Machle and E. J. Largent,
have made extensive studies on fluoride metabolism in ani
mals and humans, H. E. Stokinger, PhD., on its toxicology.
J. Cholak, Ph.D., is an authority on fluoride analysis. An
annotated bibliography by Irene R. Campbell of the Ketter
ing Laboratory116 published in 1958 has provided priceless
information to students of fluoride.

Yet, these scientists are, as much as anyone else, subject
to human limitations: They tend to be emotionally tied
to those who support their work.

Most of the 8,660 scientific articles in the annotated
bibliography116 testify to fluoride's hazards to health. It
is therefore difficult to understand how Dr. Kehoe can state
publicly that "the question of the public safety of fluorida
tion is nonexistent from the viewpoint of medical sci
ence."117

Dr. Largent is now consultant for Reynolds Metals Com
pany. His book entitled Fluorosis is designed, as he indi
cates in the preface, to aid industry in law suits arising
from fluoride damage. ll8

Another center of fluoride research is the University of
Indiana, Bloomington. Its professor of biochemistry, J0

seph C. Muhler, D.D.S., is an outstanding proponent of
fluoridation.

In Charleston, S. C., a vote on fluoridation was scheduled
for June 11, 1963. A few weeks previously Dr. Muhler, at
a scientific session on preventive dentistry, predicted, ac
cording to the Charleston Evening Post, May 22, 1963.

". . . . . .. a revolution in dentistry that will eliminate
cavities and enable dentists to do the type of work they
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prefer and make more money doing it."
Dr. Muhler stated:
"Gallup polls in ten large cities of the United States show

that dentists who engage in such preventive programs (flu
oride application to teeth and fluoridation) make more
money. These surveys show that dentists who are freed
from having to fill cavities, have longer vacations, can af
ford to take trips to Europe, have more children, own big
ger houses and buy their wives fur coats."

Even by the wildest stretch of the imagination it is diffi
cult to follow Dr. Muhler's reasoning and to conceive how
a dentist can make more money by filling less cavities.

Nevertheless, Dr. Muhler's research has led to a signifi
cant expansion of our knowledge on fluoride. It has also
led to the endorsement by the American Dental Associa
tion of "Crest," Procter and Gamble Company's stannous
fluoride toothpaste.·

Procter and Gamble had granted him and his depart
ment $500,000 for fluoride research.··

When the American Dental Association recognized
"Crest," Dr. Muhler was awarded the title of "Research
Professor in Basic Sciences, a new laboratory and freedom
to work on his chosen projects" as noted in the Detroit Free
Press, August 2, 1960.

At the AD.A convention in Los Angeles, October, 1960,
some of its officials were sharply criticized according to
the Los Angeles Times. It was implied that they had prof
ited from the immediate rise in Procter and Gamble stock
following the unprecedented dental approval. According to
the Tampa Tribune of August 2, 1960, Procter and Gam-

• The original endorsement was announced in August, 1960. Sub
sequently, as the result of criticism by dentists and competitive
toothpaste manufacturers, A. D. A. officials insisted that they
had merely given their "approval" and had "recognized"
Crest's value in providing some protection against tooth decay,
as reported in the A. M. A. News of 1/23/ 6l.

.. Evansville, Ind. Courier 12/3/60.
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ble stock rose $8.00 per share following announcement of
the endorsement.
. As the result of AD.A's endorsement, sales of "Crest"
had doubled by the following May, as the Wall Street Jour
nal repo:t~d on May 4, 1961. It moved into second place in
sales gammg 25 per cent as its share of the $235 million
a year retail toothpaste market. Colgate's share, still the
largest, dropped from 31 per cent to 27 per cent..

"Studies show that the individual administration of fluo
ride," Dr. Muhler declared in Charleston, "advanced by
some as preferable to wholesale use of fluoride in public
water supplies is impractical. The effectiveness of a fluoride
pill lasts only about twenty minutes, whereas fluoride in
the water is spread out over the entire day. To achieve the
same benefits with a pill," he added, "you would have to
take a fluoride pill every eight minutes."

Again one needs to stretch his imagination. A fluoride
tablet provides an exact dosage. It can be discontinued at
t?e age of ten after tooth enamel is formed and at any other
tIme should there be ill effect. Why would taking 1 or 2
fluoride tablets per day not be preferable for those who
desire it to drinking fluoridated water which provides
fluoride in unpredictable amounts?

When fluoride toothpaste was first marketed in 1955. ,
a warmng was required that it not be used in areas where
the water supply is fluoridated.••

A later decision stipulated that each tube should carry
the warning note:

"Not to be used by children under six."
Both regulations were instituted because the P.H.S. rec

ognized the obvious danger of an overdose from simultan
eous absorption of fluoride from water and from tooth
paste.

In 1958 both regulations were abandoned, even though

• Wall Street Journal 8/9/61.
•• Chemical Week 7/6/57.
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no adequate research was available to prove beyond doubt
that the overdose hazard no longer existed.* Indeed sub
sequent studies by Dr. W. S. Weisz in the Journal for Den
tistry for Children, October, 1962,119 question the efficacy
and safety of a toothpaste containing fluoride.

By recommending simultaneous use of a fluoride tooth
paste and water fluoridation, Dr. Muhler completely re
versed the original condition for marketing this product.

Significantly, he himself was not too sure of the benefits
of either one, when he stated at the American Dental As
sociation convention in Los Angeles, October, 1960:

"We don't think that fluoride toothpaste alone or fluoride
in drinking water or topically applied alone will prevent
cavities. We say that a combination of these together with
proper diet and toothbrushing will reduce the number of
cavities."

Who can say for sure that the last two mentioned, proper
diet and toothbrushing (using a neutral dentifrice with
out fluoride), will not do the job of reducing the number
of cavities far more safely and efficiently?

A toothpaste without fluoride has proven, under careful
testing, to produce equally as good results as a fluoride
toothpaste.*. Research by Dr. L. S. Fosdick of Chica
go's Northwestern University has shown that regular dental
care with a neutral, nonfluoride dentifrice will reduce tooth
decay by 63 per cent.120

A conflict between the P.R.S. which has staked its repu
tation on fluoridation, and fluoride toothpaste manufactur
ers was apparent. Wide acceptance of fluoride toothpaste
and fluoride-containing tablets might logically constitute
a substitute for, and spell the end of, fluoridation. In order
to offset the competition from fluoride toothpaste and tab
lets, were fluoridation exponents obliged to compromise?

Regardless of what transpired, the A.D.A. approved

• Drug and Allied Industries June 1958.
•• Alameda, Cal. Times Star 3/8/63.
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Crest. Dr. Muhler began to plug for both Crest and fluori
dation. Procter and Gamble staged for the American Den
tal Association an expensive one-hour TV program over
CBS.·

More companies were "looking goggle-eyed" than the
seven named in Chemical Week referred to on page 114.
The toothpaste manufacturers and drug companies could
not have found a ready market for their fluoride products
had it not been for the research designed to promote fluo
ridation of water supplies.

There is a parallel between the promotion of Crest, Proc
ter and Gamble's stannous fluoride toothpaste, and that of
Adeflor, the Upjohn (Kalamazoo, Mich.) Company's
fluoride-containing vitamin drops recommended for decay
prevention.

Upjohn provided research grants to Dr. F. J. Margolis,121
a Kalamazoo, Mich., pediatrician and associates to deter
mine the daily water consumption of young children in
widely separated areas of the U.S.A. These scientists found
that children consume, on the average, less than one pint
of water per day, 'some as little as two ounces. This ob
servation was recently confirmed by Canadian health offi
cials, Dr. G. R. Bonham and co-workers, who surveyed
drinking water patterns in young children in Prince
George, B. C.122

These surveys irrevocably prove that children do not
receive the recommended dose of fluoride through drinking
water upon which the fluoridation hypothesis rests. The one
part per million concentration was established by the Na
tional Institute of Dental Research911 on the premise that
the daily water intake in children averages about 4 glasses
providing 1 mg of fluoride ion per day.

Recognition by the profession that children receive far
less than this recommended amount of fluoride through
drinking water would deal a vital blow to fluoridation. On
* New York Times 8/22/61.
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26. SKELETAL FLUOROSIS
X-ray of portion of breast bone (sternum) of Linsman-Mc
Murray case, showing thickening of bone (2) compared
with nOi;mal bone (1). Courtesy, Dr. Joseph Linsman,
Beverly Hills, Calif.

24. SKELETAL FLUOROSIS
X-ray of knee joint in fluorosis from drinking water. Dark
areas (thickened bone) alternating with light ones (osteopo
rosis or bone softening). Courtesy, Dr. J. F. Raffaele, Buenos
Aires, Argentina..

ILLUSTRATIONS
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29a, 29b. DAMAGE IN RHEINFELDEN
Dying Beech and Chestnut trees due to fluoride from nearby
factory. Note: Regeneration of leaves but absence of sprouts.
Courtesy, Dr. L Gisiger, Bern, Switzerland.

25. SKELETAL FLUOROSIS
Pelvic bones showing irregular outline of the bony surface
(arrow). The dark areas in the bone represent excessive hard
ening. The "feather-like" shadows outside of bone surface
represent calcified ligaments. Courtesy, Dr. Christian de Sepi
bus, Sion, Switzerland.

21. BffiTH DEFECTS FROM FLUORIDE
X-rays of rats whose mothers were fed large doses of sodium
fluoride during pregnancy. Birth defects such as the absence
of forepaws in the second animal have been recorded by Dr.
Charnot of Rabat, Morocco, a pioneer in fluoride research.
The spinal curvature in the two lower animals and the elon
gated, curved upper (incisor) teeth are characteristic of fluo
rosis in rats. Animal on top is normal control.
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the other hand, the P.H.S. realized that it would be too
risky to administer 1 mg of fluoride in Adeflor drops in ad
dition to the daily 1 mg or more already being consumed
by some from drinking water.

On Nov. 14, 1962, the P.H.S. issued a public warning in
Ann Arbor through Dr. Philip Jay. Reporting his Michigan
Annual Pharmacy lecture at Ann Arbor, Drug News Week
ly, Nov. 14, 1963, quoted him under the headline, "Unsu
pervised Use of Fluoride Items Held Hazardous," as fol
lows: "In areas already supplied with fluoridated water use
of added supplements is not only unnecessary but defi
nitely contraindicated."

In August, 1963, the A.M.A. News advised caution and
in September, the Newton, Mass., health director, Dr. H.M.
Greenleaf, likewise warned against use of fluoride supple
ments where water is fluoridated.· Such advice against use
of fluoride pills was bound to hamper the sale of Upjohn's
product just as had the original regulations regarding fluo
ride toothpaste.

A pharmaceutical company cannot afford to antagonize
the powerful P.H.S~ and its Food and Drug Administration.
Upjohn's colored film** promoting fluoridation of water
supplies with Dr. F. J. Stare acting as master of ceremonies
parallels Procter and Gamble's $250,000 one-hour long TV
show celebrating the A.D.A.'s National Children's Dental
Health Week featuring Henry Fonda.*** Both companies
are marketing a product competitive to fluoridation. Both
presentations would appear to have been a goodwill ges
ture to mollify the P.H.S.

In the Upjohn film this appeasement was done rather
awkwardly:

* Newton, Mass., News-Tribune 9/27/63.
** This film was presented by Chester Tossy, D. D. S., of the

Mich. State Health Dept. Oct. 7,1963, at the hearing before the
Mich. State House of Representatives Committee on Fluori
dation at Cadillac Square Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

••• New York Times 8/22/61.
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Obviously children are not receiving through water their
quota of fluoride claimed to produce sound teeth. Yet the
film extols the "beautiful teeth" of children who have been
drinking Kalamazoo's fluoridated water for many years.

One must conclude: The sound teeth in Kalamazoo
are the result of much less fluoride than that considered
"optimal" (most desirable) by the P.H.S. or some factor
other than fluoride-perhaps improved dental hygiene and
a campaign to limit intake of sugar and sugar products.

As awkward as Dr. Margolis' explanation of the cause
of Kalamazoo's "beautiful" teeth is the P.H.S. warning
against Adeflor and other fluoride-containing products:

Dr. Greenleaf emphasized in Newton, Mass., on Sept.
27, 1963: "Although there is a wide margin of safety,
those residents of Newton who have been taking fluoride
pills or drops should now discontinue their use concur
rently with the start of its [sic] delivery in the water."

How can there be a "wide margin of safety" if 1 mg of
fluoride in water is desirable and an additional 1 mg in
pills or drops is hazardous enough to require a special warn
ing by health officials?

Besides drug, toothpaste and chemical interests, other
industrial groups had reason to be "goggle-eyed" in con
templation of fluoridation.

P.H.S. Publication 62123 named fourteen corporations as
suppliers of fluoride feeders for communities throughout
the United States. The cost for such equipment and its po
tential installation in Detroit alone was estimated by Water
Board Manager, G. J. Remus, at $500,000. * Detroit is only,
one of numerous large U.S.A. cities. Installation and future
maintenance throughout the country is bound to involve
sizeable sums of money.

The sugar industry is likely to profit more by fluoridation
than any other industrial group. Their organization, The
Sugar Research Foundation, Inc., consisting of about 130

• G. J. Remus to Detroit Common Council 6/11/62.
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corporations producing and processing sugar and sugar
products had long been interested in finding methods of
preventing tooth decay without curtailing sales of their
products.

The Foundation's 1950 seventh annual report31 ex
pressed its aim in dental research as follows: "To discover
effective means of controlling tooth decay by methods other
than restricting carbohydrate (sugar) intake."

This goal of preventing tooth decay without decreasing
sugar consumption warranted the expenditure of large re
search grants to universities. Mothers who are convinced
that fluoride renders teeth resistant to decay, will not limit
their children's consumption of sweets. Indeed, two of the
institutions most vociferous in fluoridation promotion, the
Dental Schools of Harvard and the University of Rochester,

. have been recipients of the Foundation's grants.
It is difficult to establish why the Western Electric Com

pany issues a pamphlet promoting fluoridation;m why
the Carrier Corporation in Syracuse comes out publicly for
fluoridation, but refuses to present the other side.· Doubt
less they are motivated by public spirit and concern for the
nation's welfare. Members of their medical departments
perhaps have not familiarized themselves adequately with
the facts, particularly the many reports of fluoride's ill ef
fects. Nor do they realize that most, if not all money
available to U. S. scientific institutions for fluoride research
flows from organizations interested in promoting fluoride.
Financial support is rarely, if ever, forthcoming to U. S.
scientists working independently of industry and govern
ment.··

• W. T. Lane, Vice-Pres., Carrier Corp., Syracuse, N. Y., to Dr.
G. L. W. 8/15/60.

.. According to the Pittsburgh Post Gazette, Nov. 21, 1963, Dr.
Charles V. Kidd, Associate Director for Training at N.I.H., be
moans the fact that research grants go to universities with strings
attached and, therefore, "universities cannot maintain their
freedom."
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Interestingly, the corporations which originally spon
sored fluoridation have remained in the background in re
cent years. As early as January, 1950, Alcoa had advertised
fluoride for addition to water supplies in the Journal of the
American Water Works Association, Vol. 42, before ade
quate studies were available claiming to prove either its
efficacy or safety. Once the P.H.S. began to promote fluori
dation they discontinued their advertisements. On May 22,
1957, Alcoa's Chemical Sales Manager H. P. Bonebrake
stated in a letter to C. A Barden of Oberlin, Ohio, that they
were not promoting fluoride for water fluoridation nor sell
ing it "directly to any municipality."

The Sugar Research Foundation, Inc., withdrew its sup
port after providing a total of $57,000 to biochemist J. H.
Shaw, another leader in fluoride promotion, at Harvard's
School of Dental Medicine. Dr. Shawm had shown that all
sugars induce decay. "We should cut down on sugar con
sumption, particularly candy," he stated to Time's reporter
on January 13, 1958.

Corporations no longer need to promote fluoridation.
The U. S. Public Health Service and the American Dental
Association are now carrying the ball:

Officials of the AD.A and P.H.S. were the first to be
come convinced by research carried out at the Kettering
Laboratory, Mellon Institute, Universities of Rochester,
N.Y., and Minnesota, that fluoridation was a safe and effec-

. tive tooth decay preventive.
These two· organizations are the true giants among the

Titans. They represent knowledge, power, organization, fi
nancial strength, political know-how and, what counts
most, authority. Their officials, especially their public rela
tions counsellors, have become The Experts.

The U.S.P.H.S. is a branch of the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare. The powerful Food and Drug Ad
ministration and the National Institutes of Health at Beth
esda, Md., are two of its divisions.
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Tabl. 7

U.S.P.H.S. GRANTS TO COUNTRIES WHERE flUORIDATION 15 BEING PROMOTED
IN DOLLARS

1958. 1960.. 1963•••
CANADAt 8,640 810,621 1,237,365
DENMARK 27,297 101,067 439,704
EIRE 19,078 62,250 78,730
NETHERLANDS 56,945 175,436 289,320
NORWAY 14,875 129,286 258,528
SWEDEN 87,600 507,570 1,509,011
SWITZERLAND 5,259 44,288 892,606
UNITED KINGDOM 232,035 900,048 2,751,326

tAccording to the Globe and Mail, Toronto, April 1, 1965, the total
in research grants awarded to Canada in 1963 by U.s. National
Institutes of Health was $2,300,000.

·Public Health Service Grants and Fellowships, U.S. Dept. of
H.E.W., P.H.S. PubI. No. 621 (1958).

··PubI. Health Service Grants and Awards, P.H.S. Publication No.
777, Part I (1960).

···PubI. Health Service Grants and Awards, P.H.S Publication No.
1079, Part 1(1963). .

The National Institute of Dental Research is the best
equipped and staffed dental research center in the world.
Through distribution of grants to dental schools in the
U.S.A and in many countries abroad (Table 7) its scien
tists are closely linked with scientific dentistry as well as
health ministries throughout the world. Local, state and
county health departments rely on the P.H.S. for research
information and for monetary assistance.

The American Dental Association, intimately associated
with the P.H.S., reaches into every town, large and small,
in the United States. P.H.S. officials hold interlocking mem
berships on boards, committees and councils of the Amer
ican Public Health Association and numerous other scien
tific organizations. P.H.S. representatives maintain close
liaison with Congress, the Army, the Navy and the
Air Force. Their link with industry is the National Research
Council.

The American Medical Association has a permanent
P.H.S. representative at its headquarters in Chicago. P.H.S.
officers are members of all important scientific committees
and councils of the mother organization in Chicago as well
as county and state medical societies. They are represented
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on editorial boards of every important medical and dental
journal in the U.S.A. P.H.S. public relations officials are in
constant contact with press, radio and television, their med
ical writers and commentators. Needless to say, P.H.S·. of
ficers and scientists can easily sway the thinking of leaders
of scientific organizations and mold public opinion by
virtue of the prestige of their position.

The yearly budget for fluoridation promotion is difficult
to estimate. It is safe to say that it runs into millions. Two
giants in Congress, J. A Fogarty, Chairman of the House
Subcommittee on Appropriations, Dept. of H.E.W., and Lis
ter Hill, member of the Senate Appropriations Committee,
were in continuous rapport with the P.H.S. They support
ed this organization in Congress regardless of whatever fi
nancial demands it made. For their yeoman service
championing increased appropriations for dental research,
these two congressional leaders received Lasker Awards
in 1959* upon the recommendation of the Surgeon Gen
eral.

The question arises, what made. the AD.A and
U.S.P.H.S. promote a measure which they themselves lab
elled a "calculated risk" at the beginning of the fluorida
tion drive?

The P.H.S. is traditionally a government agency for pre
vention of disease. Originally the P.H.S. was established to
protect society from the spread of contagious diseases. In '
contrast to medicine, preventive dentistry has made rela
tively little progress in recent decades. For years it has been
searching for measures to combat tooth decay, a serious
health problem.

The P.H.S. was eager to adopt the fluoridation idea be
cause at first glance it seemed to be the answer to
their prayer. In their enthusiasm they initiated its promo
tion without first making adequate studies to learn about
its possible harm.

• Time, 10/19/59.
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Some claim that P.H.S., like every public agency with
unlimited resources, wishes to enlarge its sphere of influ
ence. Indeed in 1953 the P.H.S. Surgeon General, Leonard
Scheele, addressing a conference of state and territorial
health directors, called fluoridation but one example of
"mass application methods for controlling hon-infectious
diseases." He predicted that "such a community-wide at
tack (by the P.H.S.) on 'far more serious diseases than den
tal decay probably will be forthcoming after laboratory
tests have paved the way.' "*

Others blame Oscar Ewing, the former Alcoa attorney,
who as Social Security AdministratOI: gave fluoridation the
green light only four years after the initiation of the ten to
fifteen year experiments in Grand Rapids, Mich., and New
burgh, N. Y. At that time the permanent teeth of children
born under fluoridation had not as yet erupted.

Regardless of what motives were at play, P.H.S. officials
undoubtedly took their premature position on fluoridation
because they were convinced that they were serving the na
tion's welfare. Once vigorous promotion of fluoridation had
been initiated, it was difficult or well nigh impossible for
them to reverse their position in spite of :new research
which established its hazard.

Whom else did the Titans recruit in implementing their
new project? There are three kinds of promoters. Each has
his own area of influence: .

The scientist who has done original work on fluoride.
The professional, scientific and medical n~ws writer who

is impressed by the scientists' work.
The misinformed, who adopts views of others without

making an independent study on his own.

1. The Scientist
As to the first group, the number of scientists endowed

with research grants for fluoride research is legion. They
• Patterson, N.J., Evening News 11/6/53.
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were chosen for this task because of their competence and
•their position of prestige in scientific organizations.
Only a few names can be mentioned here.
The late H. Trendley Dean, D.D.S., called the "Father of

Fluoridation," had related the incidence and severity of mot
tled teeth to the natural fluoride content of drinking water.
According to his classification of mottled enamel126 the
low-level category, "very mild," involves less than one
quarter of the tooth's surface. He disregarded the fact that
even a minimal degree of this imperfection of the tooth's
enamel constitutes a disease process, an external sign of in
ternal distress.

Dr. Dean, through his membership on numerous boards
and committees of scientific organizations, national and in
ternational, obtained single-handed at least a dozen en
dorsements, as noted in Table 8.

Tabl. 8

ENDORSEMENTS DUE TO EFFORTS OF DR. H. T. DEAN

U. S. Public Health Service
The American Dental Association
The American Public Health Association
The Association of Public Health Dentists
The Association of State and Territorial Health Officers
The International Association for Dental Research
American Epidemiological Society
The National Research Council
Federation Dentaire Internationale
The American Association of Dental Editors
The American Medical Association
The Army and Navy Dental Schools

His final accomplishment was his appearance in Ireland
where, according to the Dublin Evening Herald, April 13,
1960, he was honored by the Irish Dental Society. Through
his persuasion, Ireland's Minister of Health introduced
compulsory fluoridation throughout the country, the first
and only country to do so.

Another promoter, who has been active in technical,
chemical and engineering groups, is A. P. Black, Ph.D.,
Prof. of Chemistry at the University of Florida, at Gaines-
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ville. Dr. Black has been personally responsible for the in
troduction of fluoridation in many Florida communities, in
some as early as 1949,· before any data from the fluorida
tion experiments were available.

His son and daughter-in-law, C. A. and L. V. Black
were president and vice-president, respectively, of Black
Laboratories, Inc. They supply plans, specifications and
fluoridation equipment to cities.·· While president of the
American Waterworks Association, Dr. Black, in collabora
tion with H. T. Dean, D.D.S., obtained this organization's
"permissive" resolution at its 1949 convention. In an article
published in the World Health Organizatio.n's Newslet
ter, 127 Dr. Black promoted fluoridation throughout the
world.

Dr. F. J. Stare of Boston, Mass., occupies a unique posi
tion in fluoridation promotion. His Department of Nutri
tion at the Harvard School of Public Health receives ap
proximately $200,000 from the food industry and $400,
000 from various government agencies per year.•••

Through his prolific writings in medical journals, his as
sociation with a great school of medicine and through his
membership on policy-making committees in scientific or
ganizations, he wields a powerful influence among scien
tists, especially the medical profession. Through his
column, syndicated in 40 newspapers, he molds the think
ing of a large segment of the lay public.

When articles unfavorable to fluoridation appear in
scientific journals or in lay magazines, Dr. Stare rarely
fails to reply with the customary promotional claims. Under
the claim of countering quackery in medicine, he appears
before legislative bodies and scientific organizations where,
in his enthusiasm, he has made many assertions unsupport-

• Testimony before the Florida State Board of Health, Jackson
ville, Aug. 20, 1955.

.. Tampa, Fla. Sunday Times 12/16/51.
••• Medical Tribune Nov. 15, 1963, Page 4.
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ed by facts. In the Journal of the A.M.A. of Dec. 2, 1961.
page 926, he called those whose position regarding fluori
dation differs from his own "misinformed, stupid or dishon
est." Few scientists, therefore, dare to challenge the vera
city of Dr. Stare's claims.

"I don't pretend to be an expert on fluoride metabolism,"
Dr. Stare declared before a committee of the Ottawa Legis
lature, Feb. 27, 1964.*

Actually he has not published original research on fluo
ride for more than 25 years nor has he had clinical ex
perience with patients through practicing medicine.

It would serve no useful purpose to enumerate the many
additional scientists or to name the corporations under
whose aegis their research was carried out.

However, one scientist is worthy of mention because he
was one of those who did maintain his full independence
in spite of endowment by industry and the P.H.S., name·
ly Dr. Paul H. Phillips, Agricultural School, University of
Wisconsin, Madison. Next to the Danish scientist, Roholm,
Dr. Phillips has carried out some of the most valuable re
search on fluoride metabolism.

2. The News-Writer
The second group of promoters are professional people

who have not personally been engaged in fluoride research:
Medical news writers, physicians and dentists of 'stature.
Too busy to study the subject themselves, they have taken
a superficial glance at the research presented to them by
exponents of fluoridation. They tend to rely upon conclu
sions, but fail to independently evaluate the intricate and
involved data on their own.

Outstanding among these are two famous pediatricians,
namely Cleveland's Dr. Benj. Spock and the late Dr. H. F.

• Stare, Dr. F. J. Before the Voluntary Committee on Health of the
House of Commons and the Senate, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada,
2/27/64.
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Helinholz of the Mayo Clinic; the late Dr. L. I. Dublin, an
expert on insurance statistics; the renowned heart special
ist, Dr. Paul Dudley White. Even some of the most discrim
inating scientists can be swayed by the constant flow of
propaganda material, as shown by the position of Dr. Wal
ter Alvarez, one of the country's best known medical
writers and editor of a magazine for physicians. When my
book on Contact Dermatitis2 appeared in 1953, Dr. Alvarez
spontaneously wrote to me that he considered my book "a
classic for many years." When I sent him some of my data
on poisoning from fluoride on which I had received favor
able comments from leading scientists here and abroad he
failed to give them any attention. Yet in his column he
persistently promotes fluoridation while he often reiterates
that he himself has made no study of the subject;* that
he must trust "the authorities." At least once he has named
Dr. F. J. Stare as his "authority.""

3. The Misinformed
The third group of promoters carries the ball because of

emotions or for political and, in some instances, for business
reasons.

A former Detroit councilman*** with no medical
background wrote a promotional pamphlet to counter a
carefully documented critical review by F. B. Exner,
M.D., Seattle, Washington, whose fastidious study127a over
many years has pinpointed numerous fallacies in the pro
motional scientific literature. This lay person's pamphlet
has been widely distributed by the American Dental Asso
ciation as though it had scientific value.

A Detroit clubwoman has appeared before many groups
plugging for fluoridation. In a stereotype manner she re-

• Alvarez, Dr. Walter C.: Des Moines Tribune 12/19/64 page 4.
.. St. Louis Globe Democrat 10/10/62. ' ,

... Lincoln, James H.: Fluoridation of Water, Dec. 1956.
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peats the names of organizations which have endorsed it.
She cites former Presidents Eisenhower and Kennedy and
Dr. Spock as endorsers, as though these men were authori
ties on the subject. In July, 1963, she received an award
from the Detroit District Dental Society for her "civic-mind
ed efforts."·

Often promoters are sincere public-spirited citizens who
are convinced that the many scientists to whom they look
for guidance cannot be in error. Mrs. Mary Lasker, for ex
ample, is the Vice-President of a national promotional
group, the Committe to Protect Our Children's Teeth,
Inc., and president of the Lasker Foundation.128 In addition
to Senator Lister Hill and Representative John Fogarty, at
least one medical columnist has received the Lasker award
in recognition of profluoridation efforts. He is Don Dun
ham, the writer of a series of promotional articles for the
Cleveland Press, October, 1950.

A Detroit newspaper editor addressing the Detroit Wom
en's City Club on January 18, 1963, implied that those who
oppose fluoridation are "haters" responsible for inciting
controversy in the community.

Everyone who has followed the fluoridation battles in
U. S. communities is familiar with the local promoter, us
ually a dentist or a physician. He is a shrewd debater, im
maculately dressed, able to call every politician by his first
name, proficient in the art of lobbying. At pubHc debates
he carries with him a book written by two Ann At\lor health
officials.129 It catalogues all possible objections lhich op
ponents are likely to bring up and serves as his g-~ide in re
futing them.

It is virtually impossible for a president or secretary of
a medical or dental society to speak out openly against
fluoridation. Many express their opposition when they dis
cuss the subject privately. Were they to do so openly, it might

• Detroit Dental Bulletin July, 1963.
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constitute the end of their political career in professional
societies as indicated to me in a letter by one of Michi
gan's most outstanding physicians· who was once select
ed as "Physician of the Year".

Another motive for promotion of fluoridation was pre
sented to me by a representative of one of the country's
leading labor unions who visited my office in order to ex-,
amine some of my data on poisoning. He acknowledged to
me that my position was sound. His organization, however,
he confessed, cannot afford to jeopardize good relations
with the U. S. Public Health Service. It, therefore, contin
ues to promote fluoridation.

With this powerful array of groups and organizations led
by the American Dental Association and the U. S. Public
Health Service, supported by industry and by outstanding sci
entists in their employ, with constant coverage by the na
tion's leading newspapers and magazines and with persis
tent support by politicians striving for power, who are the
people on the other side of this unending struggle?

Rarely do newspaper articles on fluoridation fail to des
ignate opponents as falling into certain categories.

In one of the early versions, presented by Dr. G. J.
Cox in the Michigan State Dental Journal of January,
1953,130 there were five categories: "Uninformed"; "Misin
formed"; "Those with Something Else to Sell, Either Ideas
or Goods"; "Crackpots"; "Various Combinations of the
Above." In recent years, new attributes have been de
signed and duly recorded in the Journal of The American
Dental Association, Nov., 1962.131 Opponents are linked
with groups which have been stigmatized as anti-Negro,
anti-semitic, anti-children, anti-everything. Sociologists in
schools of social science have been given grants to write trea
tises in order to convince the public that opponents are
unsavory people with a "sense of deprivation" and "alien
ation from society."132 A Detroit newspaper in an editorial

• J.S.D.,M.D.,toDr.G.L.W. 12/11/57.
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July 26, 1963, referred to opponents as "A small but
noisy band of obstructionists."

Actually, those with whom I have been fortunate enough
to become acquainted are the cream of this nation's citi
zenry. They are self-sacrificing, intelligent, independent in
their thinking, able to distinguish truth from fiction, will
ing to stand up and be counted. They are vitally interested
in the prevention of tooth decay and in the health of their
fellow citizens.

Pamela Haxton of Detroit, an eleven-year old asthmatic
child, had an assignment in school on fluoridation. In
the public library she found ample promotional material,
but scant information unfavorable to fluoridation. Some
how she managed to obtain valid facts on the opponent as
pect. Her report truly presented both sides. The whole class
as well as the teacher and the principal became convinced
that fluoridation was undesirable.

Mrs. Lucy Stevens is the wife of a former Ohio Appeals'
Court judge. In 1955 his court decided in favor of fluorida
tion in the Cleveland case, Krause vs. City of Cleveland.
Subsequently Judge Perry Stevens learned that much per
tinent information had not been presented to the court.·
His wife became an ardent worker disseminating the truth
in her own city, the State of Ohio and throughout the na
tion. Mrs. Stevens spends much of her time and large por
tions of her income for this purpose.

Mrs. Patricia Rodney, a young matron with four chil
dren of Birmingham, Michigan, has thoroughly studied
many phases of the medical and dental aspects of fluorida
tion. When she asked some of Metropolitan Detroit's most
prominent physicians about their views on fluoridation,
most of them acknowledged that they knew little about it.
By furnishing them with scientific data which had hereto
fore not been accessible to them, those who were willing to

• Letter to Akron, Ohio, Beacon Journal 10/ 14/56.
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take the time to examine it became readily convinced of the
validity of the opponent case.

Miss A.M.A., dependent upon Philadelphia's Public
Welfare, suffered ill effect from drinking fluoridated water.
When she appealed to the City Health Commissioner for
medical advice concerning her illness, he bluntly told her
that fluoridation has been proven harmless and that her
trouble must be caused by something other than fluoride.
He did not investigate her case. The family is hard put to
purchase the necessary food because a portion of her wel
fare allowance must be used to obtain fluoride-free water.

..Mr. B.E.A. in Middleboro, Mass., up in his eighties,
has been using a sizeable part of his meagre old age pen
sion to counter the propaganda for fluoridation. Single
handedly, he has been responsible for several rejections of
fluoridation in his area.

Dr. and Mrs. L. of San Antonio, Texas, are opposing
fluoridation. Mrs. L. and her daughter who formerly resi
ded in unfluoridated New York City, habitually spent the
winter months in Miami, Florida, where they had always
enjoyed perfect health. In 1954, shortly after their arrival
in Miami, both became ill with a serious stomach and
bowel disorder. They had to cut their vacation short. Upon
returning to New York City their illness promptly subsi
ded. When in 1955 Mrs. L. and her daughter returned to
Miami the disease recurred, It again cleared up promptly
upon returning to New York.

In 1956, Mrs. L. was about to support the fluoridation
drive in New York City, when she learned for the first time
that even in minute amounts fluoride can cause the kind of
stomach and bowel upsets which had plagued her in Mi
ami. Upon further investigating, Dr. L. proved that the
disease with which they had been afflicted was due to Mi
ami's fluoridated water.

The 90-year old Miss M.M., Evanston, Illinois, suffered
agony from drinking Evanston's fluoridated water. Upon
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changing to distilled water she recovered completely
from her serious illness without any other treatment. She is
so concerned about helping her fellow men and imbued·
by public spirit that she has made arrangements with her
minister and her physician to have a complete study made
of every part of her body after her demise.

In a little town near Oslo, Norway, two ladies, Miss RB.
and Miss S.M., crippled with arthritis, are aware that fluo
ride contributes to calcification of tendons, ligaments and
joints. They have been constantly searching for more and
more facts about fluoridation with which to enlighten their
fellow citizens. As the result they have been subjected to
disparagement even by intimate friends.

The ranks of opponents include people from every walk
of life, of every creed, color, economic and intellectual sta
tus. Outstanding Catholics, Jews, Negroes, Italians, Poles
are among the leaders opposed to fluoridation, who have
actively helped to spread the truth. They range from top
scientists, waterworks engineers, past presidents of the
A.M.A., deans of dental schools, Nobel prize winners to
housewives. They have no organization, no grants from
corporations. When fluoridation raises its head in a com
munity, people band together to alert their fellow citizens
to facts which they have accumulated. These groups are
usually without guidance by scientists, and without funds.
They lack political know-how. They are not familiar with
current promotional methods nor with the art of public re
lations.

Little Pamela Haxton did such a good job convincing
her classmates, her teacher and her school principal of the
truth about fluoridation that one of Detroit's metropolitan
papers was contacted to write a brief story about it. Pamela's
exhibit was to go to Cobo Hall along with another present
ing the proponent view. Her teacher suddenly became hesi
tant. Such a story would place her school in the lime
light. It might even jeopardize her future advancement.
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Therefore, Pamela's exhibit and the interview with the re
porters were termed "too controversial." Plans to invite the
President of Detroit City Council, Mr. Ed. Carey, to view
the exhibit on fluoridation at the school did not materialize.

The principal chose the easier, more comfortable course;
she acquiesced to group thinking. She backed away from
the whole idea.

This story with variations has been the order of the day
in many places in the U.S.A.

Little Pamela against the Titans.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

IN QUEST OF KNOWLEDGE

In order to learn more about the effect of fluoridated
water in humans, I reviewed research in three areas:

1. The effect of fluoride in controlled doses on experi
mental animals.

2. The available reports on fluoride poisoning in domes
tic animals, mostly cattle and· sheep, feeding on fluoride
contaminated forage.

3. Data on acute and chronic fluoride poisoning in hu-
mans.

The classical book by Kaj Roholm82 represents the guide-
post regarding all research on fluoride. Dr. Roholm's .re
search showed that fluoride is a systemic poison. Its action
is not confined to bones and teeth. It is liable to settle iIi
any organ of the body and to cause damage ~ere. L~e

oxalic and citric acid it deprives the body of calCIum, a VItal
element necessary to life. It interferes, at least in the test
tube, with the activity of many enzymes. Some are adverse
ly affected at a concentration as low as 1 part in 15 million
parts of water. Enzymes are protein substances necessary
to the functioning of vital organs.

1. Experimental Animals
Geneva, Switzerland, had been a center of fluoride re

search. Well known scientists such as Professors Askanazy
and Ruitishauser had made extensive studies on this sub
ject.
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A young physician, Dr. F. deSenarclens, reported sig
nificant experimental work in 1941.133 He administered
fluoride in large doses to two goats daily for a period of 235
days. One received a total of 45 grams (1~ ounces) of so
dium fluoride; the other, 72 grams of calcium fluoride, an
other fluoride salt. Both animals developed the bone dis
ease called fluorosis. In other experiments on rabbits, rats
and guinea pigs, he described in detail how fluoride dis
turbs the calcium and phosphorus levels in the blood and
the alkaline phosphatase, an enzyme involved in bone
growth. He presented a classical description of the micro
scopic appearance of the organs damaged by fluoride in
the experimental animals. He observed goiter, chronic in
flammation of the lining of the stomach and changes in the
sex organs. One of the two goats had a spontaneous mis
carriage during the course of the experiment.

It took me more than two years to locate Dr. deSenar
clens and to obtain his dissertation. When I visited him in
Geneva, he arranged a meeting with Dr. Ruitishauser, pro
fessor of pathology, and Dr. A. J. Held, a consultant on
fluoride for Swiss industrial concerns. This conference fur
nished me with valuable information on the subject, es
pecially with respect to my own cases.

During the conversation Prof. Ruitishauser stated that
my data on poisoning would be of interest to the Swiss Acad
emy of Medicine. I was thus afforded an opportunity to ex
plain the manner in which my reputation before this august
body had already been besmirched, and presentation of my
data prevented. During a discussion on fluoridation Oct.
27, 1956, in Neuenburg, Switzerland, scientists had cited
some of my work on fluoride poisoning from drinking
water. Subsequently, a Dr. T. Hiirny of Bern, one of Switzer
land's most vigorous promoters of fluoridation, quoted ex
tensively from the A.D.A. dossier, which alleged that I
had claimed to have discovered "Loeffler's Syndrome."m

Prof. Loeffler, a Swiss clinician, had described an un-
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usual type of allergic pneumonia similar to, but not iden
tical with, the allergic lung disease which I had first reported
in 1934 in the A.M.A.'s J. of Diseases of Children.m At no
time did I so much as imply that I was the discoverer of
Loeffler's Syndrome. This maneuver was evidently intend
ed to prejudice against me not only Prof. Loeffler but also
his many friends and admirers present at the meeting. Sub
sequently I had an opportunity to explain to Prof. Loeffler
that Dr. Hlirny's story was a fabrication.

This experience represents one of the methods employed
in fluoridation promotion to discredit opponent scientists
in the eyes of their colleagues.

From Dr. deSenarclens, I received his entire collection of
microscopic sections of organs and X-rays of his experi
mental animals. With this extraordinary gift, I could study
the disease first hand, at leisure, in my home.

At Bedford College, a venerable girls' school in the heart
of London, I had another fruitful visit. In its stone base
ment was located the laboratory of Dr. Margaret Murray,
a biochemist who has studied fluoride's effect for many
years.

She and two of her collaborators, Drs. J. Y. Bowie and
G. Darlow,136 had observed in cats that sodium fluoride
profoundly inhibits the production of stomach juice. They
reasoned that this discovery might possibly be utilized in
treating stomach ulcer137 which is usually accompanied
by excessive stomach acidity. No such cure for stomach ul
cer, however, materialized. Doses of fluoride which de
pressed the flow of stomach juice induced small hemor
rhages in the lining of the stomach and in the upper bowels
of their animals. My discussion of these experiments with
Dr. Murray and her collaborators furnished an explanation
for the stomach and bowel disturbances which I had fre
quently encountered in my patients afflicted with fluorosis
from drinking water.

At that time I was not aware of other fluoride research·
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under way in London. Two British scientists, Drs. Arnold
Sorsby and Ronald Harding at the Royal Eye Hospital of
London, subsequently reported that fluoride in large doses
damages the eyes. They injected sodium fluoride into the
veins of rabbits and produced degeneration of the retina,
the internal lining of the eye vital to vision.

Their work published in 1960 in the British Journal of
Ophthalmology brought out a feature that runs through the
fluoride literature: The eye disease which they produced
did not occur in every animal so treated.138 Only 17 of their
115 rabbits developed the disease. A protective mechanism
must be present in some animals, lacking in others.

Competent eye specialists had determined that some
patients with fluorosis were afflicted with beginning retini
tis, a degenerative disease of the retina. Interestingly, only
three out of thirty patients exhibited this disease.

Scientists have also focused attention upon how kidneys
are affected in chronic fluorosis. A Danish dentist, Dr. J. J.
Pindborg of Copenhagen139 and Dr. A. L. Ogilvie, a
scientist at the University of California, College of Den
tistry,140 demonstrated that the kidneys can be the site of
extensive damage from fluoride. When fluoride was with
held from Dr. Pindborg's animals, the kidneys began to
improve. Dr. Ogilvie's studies revealed damage likewise to
the parotid gland which produces saliva, and to the pan
creas, the gland involved in the production of insulin.

These experiments demonstrated that many organs are
liable to be adversely affected by fluoride. Since thus far
clinicians engaged in medical practice have not been alert
ed to the possible harm from fluoridated water, a physician
encountering such illnesses would not be likely to link
them with fluoride.

Important fluoride research has issued from a Japanese
medical school, Tokushima University, near the Aso volcan
ic district where the water contains fluoride from 6 to 13
ppm. l4l Here Prof. Tokio Takamori and his co-workers
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studied individuals with mottled teeth and fluoride-induced
bone disease. In children with advanced mottling they
found reduction in growth and development, changes in the
blood and delay in the eruption of teeth.142 They linked
mottled teeth with a trend to heart disease. l4S

In pursuance of these observations, Prof. Takamori's
teams carried out numerous animal experiments: Theyob
served fluoride damage to heart musclel44 especially in an
imals deficient in Vitamins A and D. They showed that
fluoride decreases the energy building glycogen in the mus
cles,1411 and that it adversely affects the function of kidneys
in rabbits. l46

Dr. Mitsugi Hirao, another member of the group, pro
duced anemia and abnormal changes in the bone marrow
by fluoride. 147 He recorded an increase in blood platelets,
an indication of a disturbance in the clotting mechanism
of blood. These experiments correlate with observations
which I bave made on three patients with fluorosis whose
blood platelets ranged from 625,000 to 1,230,000. 
250,000 is considered normal.

All these experiments were executed with Japanese thor
oughness and efficiency. Nevertheless, they are rarely men
tioned in U. S. medical publications.

Another body of fluoride research originated in France.
In 1931 the veterinarian Dr. H. Velu observed mottled
enamel in a large population group due to fluoride in Mo
rocco's phosphate mines. His work stimulated other French
scientists, Drs. A. Charnot, Rene Truhaut, H. Cristiani, and
Dean Rene Fabre of the Faculte de Pharmacie, University
of Paris, to explore the many complexities of fluorosis. Prof.
Truhaut was one of the early students of fluoride in food. l4S

Dr. Charnot observed that sodium fluoride administered to
rats tends to harden the bones whereas calcium fluoride
softens them.149 He also noted deformities in rats born of
mothers who had been fed fluoride in large doses (Fig. 21).

During my visit with Dr. Velu, he presented me with an
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historical document, namely his sole remaining original ar
ticle about the identification of "darmous" (fluorosis) in
North Africa with fluoride. Because of his many personal
annotations and comments this treatise constitutes another
museum piece in my collection of documents on fluoride.

In the U. S. A. the extensive experimentation by Dr. J.
C. Muhler, University of Indiana, and by Dr. Paul H. Phil
lips of the University of Wisconsin has contributed ma
terially to our understanding of the absorption and stor
age of fluoride in the body under various conditions. Re
cently Dr. Muhler has been studying the effect of fluoride
deposition in soft tissue. This research may eventually turn
out to be of major importance in our understanding of fluo
ride's action. It points to damage to many organs which,

d fl 'd 1110heretofore, had not been relate to uon e.
The wide variety of organs liable to damage by fluoride

is further documented by Drs. Wm. Machle1111 and later,
by H. E. Stokingerl112 at the Kettering Laboratory, who
exposed guinea pigs, rats, rabbits and monkeys to fluoride
fumes and produced serious damage to kidneys and liver.
Some contracted ulcers in the mouth, others degenerative
changes in the testicles. Unfortunately, the Kettering sci
entists did not proceed to relate their findings to human
health by adequate follow-up studies on humans. As is so
often the case in fluoride research, thoroughly executed
and valuable animal experimentation could lead to signifi
cant progress in medicine, were the knowledge gleaned
from it correlated with clinical observations on humans.

In addition to these experimental data, involving rela
tively large doses of fluoride, much research is available on
damage in domestic animals from minute doses taken on a
long term basis.

2. Domestic Animals
My first experience with the veterinary problem oc

curred during a visit with Prof. F. Liegeois at the Brussels
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Veterinary School in 1958. Here I saw living examples of
sheep poisoned by fluoride due to air contamination from
nearby factories. Their teeth were brown and black,
chipped off and worn down, their gums were swollen and
ulcerated, their jaws diseased. I was impressed by the pain
ful arthritic joints, by the visible protrusions on their bones
called exostoses, by the declining nutritional state of the
animals which eventually led to their death.

Prof. Liegeois had been studying fluoride's effect on the
calcium metabolism. He showed me his collection of fluo
rosed bones and teeth. We discussed the manner in which
fluoride affects the calcium balance in animals.

Subsequent conferences with Prof. Paul Phillips at the
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Prof. C. F. (Shorty)
Huffman at Michigan State University, Prof. F. Cohrs of
the Veterinary Institute of Hanover, Germany, and Dr. A.
L. Obell at the Veterinary Institute, Stockholm, Sweden,
furnished me the opportunity to expand my knowledge
about the manner in which airborne fluoride damages cat
tle, horses and sheep.

There is a persistent controversy among scientists on
whether or not diarrhea, damage to hooves, reduction in
milk, abortions, stillbirths and lack of fertility in cattle con
stitute a part of the picture of fluorosis.

Opinions and the interpretation of the available research
data vary according to whether the scientist represents the
farmer or industry. Much research on this subject has been
designed expressly for the protection of corporations in
volved in litigation. Few studies have been made to pro
tect the farmers' interests.

In damage suits against air contaminating industries the
following conditions have rendered it difficult to assess cor
rectly the available evidence:

• In exposed areas, there are always days or months
when little or no fluoride is present in the air or on the for
age. Fluoride determinations of hay or air samples taken
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at such times are likely to convince the court that the
amounts of airborne fluoride in the involved area were too
low to have injured the cattle.

• Vegetation and livestock, many miles distant from an
air contaminating factory may, under certain conditions,
suffer as much or more than in areas closer to the
source.87

• 88 Due to climatic and topographic conditions fall
out of fluoride may occur far distant from a given factory,
making it difficult to pinpoint the source of the trouble.

• The elaborate techniques used in studies sponsored by
industry are so impressive to judge and jury that they are
likely to overlook the fact that controls in such studies are
invariably inadequate; that the limited number of experi
mental animals observed cannot reflect conditions through
out a large herd; that the extensive laboratory data quoted
by industry-employed scientists are often meaningless be
cause of the wide inconsistencies in fluoride metabolism,
as noted in Chapter V.

In Scotland,153 in India,154 and at the University of
Tennessee155 experiments have been carried out to deter
mine to what extent protective minerals lessen the threat
of fluoride poisoning in cattle. Vitamin C, calcium, alum
inum salts have been added to the animals' forage. Thus far,
only limited success has been achieved in preventing fluo
rosis.

3. Poisoning in Humans
The background gleaned from animal experimentation

and fluoride poisoning in domestic animals led to the third
approach in my studies, namely the exploration of fluoride
toxicity in man.

Acute poisoning can result from a single large dose of
fluoride either swallowed or inhaled through the lungs. The
bulk of cases reported in medical journals are accidents.
Rodent exterminants, sodium fluoride or sodium silico
fluoride, have been mistaken for an edible substance which
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Sodium silico
fluoride added
to cake instead
of sugar
74% sodium
fluoride added
to pancakes
Sodium fluoride
mistaken for
pancake flour
Roach powder
in scrambled
eggs-1? Ibs.
in 10 gal. of
eggs
"Baking pow
der" in banana
cakes

Table 9

MASS INTOXICATIONS BY FLUORIDE REPORTED IN THE MEDICAL LITERATURE

Authon who re- Where they took fatalities Sources
ported mass place
poisoning
Heydrich 1935 Kiel, Germany 2 out of 14

who became ill

Geiger 1936 San Francisco 3 out of 21

Anonymous Pittsburgh, Pa. 21 out of 40
1940

Lidbeck et al Salem, Oregon 47 out of 263
1943

Black 1961 St.Johns, lout of 40-50
Mich.

roach powder in the belief that it was sodium bicarbonate.
She died within a few hours.

The most severe accident on record occurred in the
Oregon State Hospital at Salem in 1943.157 Two hundred
sixty-three inmates took ill, forty-seven of them fatally, aft
er eating scrambled eggs. An assistant of the cook had
mixed approximately seventeen pounds of a poisonous com
pound with ten gallons of eggs. The identity of the poison,
a roach powder containing 90 per cent sodium fluoride, was
not established until approximately twenty-two hours had
elapsed. This demonstrates how difficult it is to diagnose
the cause of such mishaps. Only a few of the inmates had
rejected the contaminated eggs because of a salty, soapy
taste. Some complained of numbness of the mouth after
swallowing the eggs.

Most fluoride compounds are tasteless and odorless and
for this reason have been used for homicidal purposes.
Through the courtesy of a Kansas City physician, I was
able to study the autopsy material in two such homicides.

On October 14, 1959, a forty-three year old man and his
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they resemble, such as salt, flour, sugar, starch, baking
powder, powdered milk and laxative salts. Occasionally
they have been intentionally used for homicidal or sui
cidal purposes. Two teaspoons of sodium fluoride or one
teaspoon of sodium silicofluoride can cause severe illness
and even death.

Acute poisoning from a single dose manifests itself at
first with violent, bloody vomiting and extremely severe
cramps in stomach and bowels. This stage is rarely attribut
ed by physicians to its cause. It has been erroneously diag
nosed as "ptomaine poisoning" or "intestinal flu." Subse
quently the patient develops numbness and cramps in
arms and legs, convulsions and shock.

When the victims come to autopsy, hemorrhages and ero
sions are found in the lining of the stomach and upper bow
els. Little else can be considered characteristic of this kind
of poisoning. As in other kinds of poisoning, blood and
tissue fluid accumulate in the brain, kidneys, liver and
other internal organs. Fluoride is found in the stomach
and bowel content and in some of the internal organs.
There may be excess fluoride in blood and urine. Also, low
calcium levels in blood have been reported.

In a monograph entitled "Acute Fluoride Intoxication"
published as Supplement 400 to Acta Medica Scandinavica
in 1963, I have reviewed the essential data of this disease.

During the past thirty years, eleven mass poisonings have
been recorded. Data on some appear in Table 9.

I have described one such mass poisoning. Fortunately
it resulted in only one fatality:156

On December 19, 1960, at a Rotary dinner in St. Johns,
Michigan, the cook mistook a can of roach powder which
contained sodium fluoride for baking soda and added it to
the dough of banana cakes. Forty to fifty persons became
ill, mostly with minor stomach upsets. The cook, a sixty
nine year old woman, tried to relieve her own stomach dis
tress by taking a few teaspoonsful of the same batch of
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wife were rushed in a dying state to St. Luke's Hospital in
Kansas City. Their daughter had added a few teaspoons
of sodium fluoride to a grape drink. In the lining of their
stomachs I observed the kind of ulceration which Dr. Mur
ray in London had demonstrated to me in her experimental
rabbits.

Among the unusual cases of poisoning related in the
medical literature is the death of a three and one-half-year
old girl who swallowed a pellet of rat poison which she
thought was candy.158 The amount of sodium fluosilicate
was only about 0.6 grams, less than 1 quarter of a teaspoon
ful. At the other extreme, there is the case of an adolescent
girl who had swallowed 35 grams, more than an ounce of
sodium fluoride, to commit suicide.11l9 Luckily she vomited
most of it and thus survived after a stormy illness. These
two instances illustrate the wide differences in the fatal dose
from person to person. Whether or not poisoning occurs is
influenced by the particular compound, the patient's age,
his individual response, the promptness and amount of re
gurgitation following the accident, and other factors.

In several cases on record the poison did not adversely
affect the stomach: A thirty-nine year old patient, hours
after he had swallowed the poison, suddenly developed
shock and convulsions. He died without any warning.ISO

During their convulsions, these patients retain full con
sciousness. This suggests that the seizures are not epileptic
but so-called tetaniform convulsions due to low calcium
levels in blood of the type previously described in my patient
from Saginaw (page 105) due to persistent intake of minute
amounts of fluoride in water.

In several of the poisoning cases reported in medical
journals the illness was dominated by hives. Fluoride like
the other halogens can produce various kinds of allergic
phenomena.lllS,188a

In contrast to acute fluoride poisoning with large doses,
the medical reports on chronic poisoning from persistent
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intake of minute doses are principally concerned with
teeth and bones.

In industry, only a limited number of cases of poisoning
due to fluoride as an air contaminant have come to light.
For understandable reasons, industrial physicians who en
counter such cases avoid publicity. They rarely report them
in medical journals. If litigation is threatened, the case is
usually settled out of court.

In addition to Roholm's classic description, a few in
stances have been recorded from Scotland,181 Norway/62
and in the U.S.A.I63 Damage to health is minimized in
these reports. Essential details are lacking.

Abnormal bone changes were demonstrable by
X_rayl61 in 56 out of 437 workers in an aluminum plant
near Fort William, Scotland. As in Roholm's cases, some
workers complained of stomach and intestinal disorders
and of cough. However, no attempts were made to carry
out detailed clinical studies concerning these complaints.
Perhaps it was not realized at that time that stomach dis
orders constitute a major part of chronic fluoride poison
ing. Interestingly, school children living near the Fort Wil
liam factory, exposed to fluoride fumes, had mottled teeth.

The first report of fluorosis from drinking water came
in 1935 from Dr. F. Speder, an X-ray specialist of Casa
blanca, French Morocco. He described in detaip64 the
bone changes in seven cases· in the Moroccan phosphate
areas. He attributed the disease to fluoride in food and
water. He also observed extensive calcium deposits in lymph
glands throughout the body.

About the same time (1937), a British health officer,
Dr. H. E. Shortt/Gri discovered an extensive belt of fluo
rosis in southern India. This led to investigations of dental
and skeletal fluorosis by a team of scientists under the lead
ership of Prof. C. G. Pandit. Most wells in the area con
tained less than 3 ppm of fluoride, but some as much as
6.7 ppm.
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Table 11

INCIDENCE OF FLUOROSIS
Country F. Content of

Water Supply
In PPM

not stated
6 to 13

0.6 to 6.7·

Author

Macheroni, Reussi4s Argentina
Hammamoto et al141 Japan
Pandit et aloo India
* Mainly 1 to 3 ppm.

In 1958, Prof. A. Singb,'s attention was drawn to fluoride
when he investigated the cause of palsy in 200 patients,
twenty-one of whom were seriously crippled with spinal
arthritis and paralysis of arms and legs. Their bones were
thickened, ligaments and tendons calcified (Fig. 20-25).
Fluoride concentration in bones ranged from 700 to 7000
ppm (dry weight); in urine from 2.3 to 13.4 ppm and
blood from 0.5 to 6.1 ppm (average 1.5 ppm). Prof. Singh
observed an unusual condition on the teeth of his cases.
Bone-like deposits at the outer surface of the roots tended
to loosen the teeth in their sockets, predisposing them to
gum disease (Fig. 2).167

From a different part of the world, an oasis in the Sa
hara, comes a similar report by Dr. Pinet and co-workers.1S8

Here the water contains between 2.8 and 4 ppm of fluoride
naturally. Because of extreme heat, inhabitants drink more
than average amounts of water. A detailed diagrammatic
description of the bone changes in the spine disclosed a
disease process closely resembling the spinal changes fre
quently encountered in old age, in our country, where it
is attributed to aging.

In other tropical areas such as Saudi Arabia, Dr. H. A.
Azar and co-workers93 were confronted with fluorosis of
bones from drinking water containing as little fluoride as
0.8 to 3.4 ppm.

In Italy's volcanic areas near Mt. Vesuvius and Mt. Et
na, conditions differ from those in the tropics. Here the cli
mate is moderate; people do not drink excessive amounts
of water. Malnourishment which tends to aggravate fluo
rosis is not more frequent than in many areas of the U.S.A.

Table 10

REPORTS OF FLUOROSIS IN NATURAL FLUORIDE AREAS

Number
Author. Country of F-In PPM

Ca... In Water
Speder 1936 Morocco 7
Di Cio et al 1939 Argentina 1
Capizzano et al 1939 Argentina 9
Mascheroni-Reussi 1940 Argentina 3 2, 15, 16
Pandit et al 1940 India 887 0.6 to 6.7·
Silva et al 1940 Argentina 34
Ockerse 1941 S. Mrica 8 11.78
Linsman-McMurray'1943 Texas, 1 1.2 to 5.7

U.S.A.
Raffaele 1944 Argentina 1
Khan-Wig 1945 India 1 ''very high"
Lyth 1946 China 4 2.4 to 13.1
Frada-Mentesana 1953 Sicily 49 3.0 to 5.0
Walters 1954 Arabia 9 2.0 to 8.0
Hamamoto 1954 Japan 25 6.0 to 13.0
Garibaldi 1954 Italy 2 3.0
Murthi 1955 India 1 1.2 to 11
Rao 1955 India 1 7.2
Siddiqui 1955 India 32 5.2 to 11.8
Nalbone-Parlato 1957 Italy 1 5
Werbeloff-Sender 1958 S. Africa 1
Fichardt et al 1958 S. Africa 1 1.2 to 14
Odenthal-Wieneke 1959 Germany 1 7.5
Azar et al 1961 Arabia 2 0.8 to 3.45
Pinet et al 1961 N. Africa 49

(Souf)
Jackson 1962 S. Africa 22 2.6 to 13.0
Singh et al 1963 Panjab, 55 1.2 to 14.2

India
Kumar and Kemp-Harper Arabia 19 6.0(asNaF)

1963
Frada et al 1963 Sicily 63 Up to 5.2
·Mainly I to 3 ppm

For references see Waldbotts•

Subsequently, numerous medical reports of serious crip
pling from fluoride naturally in water have appeared from
India, Italy, South Africa, East Africa, Argentina, Arabia,
China and Japan (Table 10). In India, large segments of
the population are affected. In recent years, Dr. A. H. Sid
diqui166 of Hyderabad first carried out systematic studies.

Seven of his thirty-two cases from the Nalgonda area
showed evidence of hearing disturbances, others of kidney
disease. The concentration of fluoride in water ranged from
5.2 to 11.8 ppm.
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ILLUSTRATIONS

22. SKELETAL FLUOROSIS
X-ray of forearm in skeletal fluorosis from Northern Sicily
where water contains fluoride naturally at 3 to 5 ppm. The
grotesque protrusions from the surface of the bone represent
newly formed bone of poor quality. The marked density of
bone in the center narrows the bone marrow space and
tends to interfere with its activity of forming blood corpus
cles. Courtesy, Dr. G. Nalbone.

23. SKELETAL FLUOROSIS
The ligament between the two bones of the forearm is a fa
vorite seat for new bone formation in fluorosis. Courtesy,
Dr. L. Werbeloff, Groote Schuur Hospital, Cape Town, South
Africa.

27. CALCIFIED ARTERY IN FLUOROSIS
Linear shadow at left of bones represents calcification (hard
ening) of an artery. Similar cases reported in patients at only
twenty-five years of age. Courtesy, Dr. G. Nalbone.

KENHARDT'S DISEASE
.Bone deformities reported from Kenhardt, South Africa, sim
ulate, but are unrelated to, rickets. They were proven to be
caused by fluoride naturally in water.

31a. Initial stage in a two and one half year old colored girl
whose mother had been drinking 2:6 ppm fluoride in water
for several years prior to child's birth. The girl has been drink
ing this water since birth.

31b. Twelve year old boy with the same history as case "31a."

31c. Advanced stage in a four year old girl. For the first three
years after birth she drank water containing 10 ppm fluoride;
subsequently water with 4 ppm of fluoride. Courtesy, Pro
fessor D. G. Steyn, Atomic Energy Board, Pretoria, South
Africa.
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31a

31c

31b

Kenhardt's Disease

Yet in Italy fluorosis is common. In 1961, Prof. G. Fra
da, University of Palermo, afforded me an opportunity to
examine some of his patients. He and members of his staff
escorted me to several villages of northern Sicily where the
water supplies naturally contained fluoride between 3 and
6 ppm. These patients had characteristic arthritis in the
spine and other joints. Many had chronic stomach and
bowel disturbances. Prof. Fradal69 has recently been study
ing premature calcification of arteries in his country as re
ported in Minerva Medica, 1963, a heretofore completely
unexplored area in fluoride research. Like hardening of
ligaments, calcification of arteries prevalent in aging per
sons might conceivably be related to a gradual accumu
lation of fluoride throughout a person's lifetime.

Judging from the many reports, fluorosis assumes a dif
ferent ,picture depending upon where it occurs.

Such variations are not unexpected from area to area.
They can be accounted for by the mode of living in the
respective countries, the general state of nutrition, ingre
dients other than fluoride in water and soil. In India where
malnutrition and unsanitary conditions prevail, palsy of
arms and legs is more prevalent than in other countries.
In southern Italy where people live largely on fish, fruit
and spaghetti, about one-half of the cases are affiicted with
stomach and bowel disorders, whereas palsy is rare. In
North Africa dates and bananas are the staple food. Here
the changes in the skeleton occur early; few, if any, other
disturbances are described. In the Kenhardt area of
Africa, a disease has been described characterized by de
formities in the legs resembling rickets and causing rheu
matic pains.170 (Fig. 31). Scientists have been searching for
some other factor prevailing in that area which they be
lieve potentiates and modifies the effect of fluoride in water.'

In discussing fluorosis from drinking water in the U.S.A.
it is desirable to review the death of the twenty-two year
old soldier, previously mentioned,H who had resided in
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three Texas cities most of his life where fluoride in water
ranged from 1.2 to 5.7 ppm (Table 12).

Tabl. 12

RUORIDE CONCENTRATION IN WATER
IN THE L1NSMAN-McMURRAY fATALITY

(Average
The soldier resided for 7 vrs. 2 yrs. 7 yrs. 2 yrs. 3 yrs. Per year)
where water contained
fluoride at PPM

Misprinted version: 12.0 5.7 4.4 trace 4.4 (6.6)
Corrected version: 1.2 5.7 4.4 trace 4.4 (3.4)

In the Army Hospital in San Antonio, where he was ad-
mitted because of a chalazion (stye), routine X-rays dis
closed extensive calcium deposits in bones, joints and liga
ments, particularly where muscles are attached to the bones.
The soldier eventually succumbed to a kidney ailment. At
autopsy, his bones showed an extraordinary accumulation
of fluoride, as much as 8,000 ppm (Fig. 26).

A lively controversy has arisen regarding the cause of
his death. Proof that fluoride in water was responsible for
the fatal kidney disease would constitute the most potent
indictment of fluoridation. The attending physician, Dr.
Joseph Linsman, stated that he was unable to decide wheth
er or not the kidney disease was due to excess fluoride in
take.

At the age of fifteen the patient had suffered an injury
to one of the kidneys. Had there been permanent kidney
damage the Army would have rejected him for service. Fur
thermore, only one kidney had been injured whereas at au
topsy both kidneys had nearly completely disintegrated. As
a rule, damage to one kidney does not ha:;m the other. Since
research shows that fluoride naturally in water does dam
age kidneys,I66,171 it is logical to conclude that fluoride
caused death. Nevertheless, whether fluoride originated the
kidney disease or whether the weakened kidney, unable to
efficiently eliminate fluoride from the system, led to fluo
ride poisoning is like deciding which comes first
the chicken or the egg.
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There was another bone of contention: The concentra
tion recommended for fluoridation is 1 to 1.2 ppm. Had
this man, with one damaged kidney, died of fluoride poi
soning precipitated by drinking water containing fluoride •
naturally at 1.2 to 5.7 ppm, it would demonstrate that
fluoridation provides no margin of safety.

The P.H.S. literature quoted the concentration of fluo
ride in the town of Spur, Texas, at 12.0 ppm. Dr. Cox, the
originator of fluoridation referred to this case172 in the
Journal 0/ the American Dental Association as one "with a
history of exposure to 12 ppm in water." During my search
of the literature I learned that the original report in the
Journal 0/ RadiologyH contained a printing error. In a
subsequent issue of the same Journal, Vol. 41, page 497,
Drs. Linsman and McMurray had corrected the 12 ppm
concentration to 1.2* ppm (Table 12).

This is a horse -of a different color. 1.2 ppm is the con
centration widely proclaimed by the U.S.P.H.S. as abso
lutely safe. Even after the error was publicly called to
the attention of the P.H.S., their scientists continued to cite
12.0 ppm in their article173 as the correct figure.

The erroneous "12 ppm" served as a powerful propa
ganda weapon in the promotion of fluoridation. Strange
as it may seem, this misprint was utilized, on one occasion,
to raise doubts regarding my intellectual honesty:

I had submitted an article on fluoride's effect to the Mich
igan State Medical Journal in 1955. I mentioned the Lins
man-McMurray case, using the corrected 1.2 ppm concen
tration. The Michigan State Health Department showed the
editor the original article with its misprint of 12.0 ppm,
thereby implying that I was the one who had intentionally
distorted the truth.** The editor failed to personally check

• A later report by the U.S.P.H.S.88 gives 2 figures for the fluoride
concentration in Spur, namely 1.4 to 3.1 ppm. .

•• Dr. Wilfred Haughey, Editor Mich. State Med. Journ. to Dr.
G. L. W. 4/22/55.
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the page in the journal, cited in my bibliography, on
which the correction had appeared - and refrained from
publishing my article.

There was another sidelight to this case. The late Dr.
F. F. Heyroth, P.H.S., and Kettering Laboratory scientist,
after stating in his review article that the Linsman-McMur
ray case occurred from drinking water containing fluoride
at 4.4-12 ppm, mentioned that "a somewhat similar case
had been reported from South America."tH His wording
led the reader to conclude that the fluoride concentration
in the second case was near 12.0 ppm-far above the so-

..called safe concentration-not around 2 ppm as reported
by the Argentinian author.46

In the promotional literature the high concentration im
plie~ a wide margin of safety to the medical and dental pro
fesSIOn and that there could not possibly be any harm
at 1 ppm. Dr. G. F. Lull, Secretary of the AMA, must have
based his opinion on the alleged high natural fluoride con
centration of water in the two cases when he wrote to me
on April 23, 1954.

"It is a well known fact, however, that no untoward ef
fects are shown in individuals taking as high as 10 parts per
million in the water supply."

For years I attempted to obtain the original Argentinian
publication and to communicate with its senior author
Prof. C. Reussi of Buenos Aires. I finally obtained copie~
of his article through the Argentinian Embassy. To my de
light it was accompanied by another carefully documented
case report by Dr. J. F. Raffaele175 of the same city. Both ar
ticles had been written to warn Argentinian citizens against
the hazards of fluoride in water.

By a strange coincidence, within a week after I had re
ceived the two documents, at the International Congress
of Internal Medicine in Philadelphia in 1958, I came face
to face with a gentleman on whose lapel I read the name
"Reussi". He was amazed to find someone in this far away
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land who had been looking for him for so many years.
Stimulating discussions with Dr. Reussi followed about this
and eight other cases of fluoride poisoning which he and
his colleagues had described.

Dr. Reussi's case was a twenty-three year old woman
with an ectopic bladder, a birth defect in which the blad
der was misplaced outside the abdominal wall. It had in
du.ced a kidney disease which caused greater than average
skeletal storage of fluoride. Unfortunately, in the two cases,
those of Linsman-McMurray and of Reussi, organs other
than bones were not analyzed for their fluoride content.
Just how much fluoride had accumulated elsewhere in the
body, particularly in this patient with a lifelong kidney
disease, would have been of extraordinary interest.

In their survey of 117 persons in a natural fluoride area,
Drs. Reussi and Macheroni46 found nine with marked
skeletal changes.

Dr. Raffaele's case was a young man with extensive arth
ritis of the spine associated with severe pains. His higher
than normal blood calcium level indicated a disturbance of
the vital calcium-metabolism which Dr. Raffaele attribut
ed to fluoride.

The data on experimental fluoride poisoning; the personal
observations which I had made on fluorosis in domestic ani
mals; the extensive study of acute poisoning in humans,
especially the nature of stomach and bowel disorders and
the occurrence of hives, an allergic condition; finally, a care
ful review of the many scientific papers on chronic poison
ing, gave me the desired background to interpret what
I had observed clinically. With this background, I proceed
ed with my research. Particularly I sought means to estab
?sh criteria on how to distinguish chronic fluoride poison
mg from the various ailments which simulate it.
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CHAPTER NINE

FACING THE PUBLIC

. O~ce I had acquired some knowledge on fluoride, it was
mevitable that I would be dragged into the political con
trove!sy whethc:r I liked it or not. My first experience in ad
dressmg a public gathering on fluoridation turned out to be
embarrassing.

A lady, obvio~ly cultured and intelligent, phoned me
f:~m Akron, OhIO. Could I address a friendly group of

. CItIZ~ns at her home, she asked. Her name was Mrs. Irene
Hamson. Sh~ ha~ contacted several Akron physicians op
posed to fluondatton but none felt qualified to speak. One of
them had suggested my name to her. He had learned that
I was studying the subject.

I ~aw no~hing wrong with acceding to her request. My
medIcal socIety h~d asked me many times to address lay
~rou~s on the subject of allergy. Scientists in favor of fluo
ndatton were constantly addressing lay groups.

I was somewhat taken aback when she asked what fee I
would expect for speaking. Fluoridation had interested
me. as a sc~entist. I had been looking into it in order to
satIsfy my mtellectual curiosity. I would not expect to be
recompensed for speaking on this subject.

When Mrs.. Waldbott. and I arrived at Akron's airport,
a chauffeur wIth a CadIllac awaited us. He drove us to a
palati.al mansion in the center of Akron. Mrs. Harrison,
he saId, was the daughter of F. A. Seiberling, founder of
~e Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company and the Seiber
lmg Rubber Company.
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The home, baronial Stan Hywet Hall, reminded us of an
English castle. It was set far back from the road, with
stately lawn, majestic trees, formal gardens and statues.
Mrs. Harrison welcomed us and showed us to our room.
The furnishings were replete with antique art pieces, paint
ings and sculptures by old masters, every one a collector's
item.

My wife was so intrigued by what she saw that her mind
wandered far afield from fluoridation. She even failed to
note the way up the spacious stairway, through the corri
dors to the bedroom assigned to us. Later, upon retiring,
she had difficulty in finding her bedroom.

At dinner we met Mrs. Harrison's brother, Mr. Seiber
ling, and other invited guests. The dinner conversation
turned toward antiques and the history of the place. The
Seiberlings had personally selected most of the art treas
ures on their frequent European trips. The mansion, the
park, and the antiques were about to be donated to the
City of Akron. F. A. Seiberling, the father, now in his late
nineties, was confined to bed in a wing of the home, with
nurses in constant attendance.

His son narrated how F. A. Seiberling, after many ups
and downs in business, had bought an old rickety plant in
Akron with $13,500 of borrowed money. Here he built bi
cycle tires by hand. He named his company after the foun
der of the rubber industry, Charles Goodyear, an English
man, who died penniless in 1860. F. A. struggled from day
to day to meet his payrolls and to defray the cost of ma
terials. With the advent of the automobile tire he climbed
to success. Then came the depression years, 1920-21. The
company went into the red to the tune of sixty million dol
lars. An eastern banking house, after long and frustrating
negotiations, provided new working capital. With it went
control of the company. Mr. Seiberling was squeezed out,
soon to found his own rubber company.

While this conversation was going on, people began to
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arrive. They made their way into the mansion's spacious
ballroom where an organ recital was under way.

I had consented to share the rostrum with a Mr. Rollin
Severance from Saginaw, Michigan, whom I had met at
dinner that evening for the first time. He was a successful
tool manufacturer, most fastidious about the accuracy of
his statements. He had rallied a group of Saginaw citi
zens to the cause against fluoridation. This brought upon
him the usual fate of opponent leaders: A violent campaign
by members of the dental profession to disparage him.

As first speaker, I confined my discussion to the scientific
data I had gleaned in my survey of the literature.

Mr. Severance's talk focussed upon an extraordinary doc
ument which he had just secured: The Minutes of the
Fourth Annual Conference of State and Territorial Dental
Health Directors with the P.H.S. and the Children's Bu
reau in Washington, D. C. June 6 to 8, 1951.69

He' had contacted numerous government agencies for a
photostat of these minutes. Finally, he was told Sept. 22,
1953, by L. H. April, Chief, Public Inquiries Branch,
P.H.S., that the minutes "were recorded for administrative
use only, and are not available for distribution." Following'
the initial release, the minutes were designated strictly
"classified." Eventually Mr. Severance did secure a photo
copy from a Seattle citizen whose Congressman, T. M. Pel
ley, had given her the copy assigned to him. This docu
ment revealed facts vital to the understanding of the pro
motion of fluoridation.

At the Conference, J. W. Knutson, D.D.S., Asst. Surgeon
General, Chief, Division of Dental Public Health, presided.
Surgeon General Leonard Scheele made welcoming re
marks. The late Frank Bull, D.D.S., Wisconsin Dental
Health Director, briefed his fellow state dental
health directors on how to put fluoridation across in com
munities. Dr. Bull instructed those at the Conference how
to "build a fire under" the local medical and dental societies,
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how to obtain endorsements, how to win the press, how to
use civic organizations ("The PTA is a honey when it
comes to fluoridation"-page 45 of the Minutes), how to
persuade chemists and engineers (he referred to them as
"astrologers") and how to play one group against another.
He advised the attending health officials to ridicule all op-
position.

In their enthusiasm for anew project this kind of pro
motion would not have been objectionable had the Confer
ees not acknowledged at the same time that they had no
convincing evidence of fluoridation's efficacy in prevention
of tooth decay nor had they proof that it was safe.

''This toxicity question," Dr. Bull acknowledged, "is a
difficult one. I can't give you the answer on it." "When
you get the answer...please write to me at once, because
I would like to know" (page 25).

At the Conference Dr. Bull acknowledged that there was
vigorous opposition to fluoridation by many scientists
(pages 53-55). He told his colleagues concerning the de
fect of tooth enamel known as mottling, the first sign of
chronic systemic poisoning by fluoride: Describe such teeth
due to drinking fluoridated water as "pearly egg shell
white," and as "the most beautiful teeth that anyone ever
had" (page 21).

"We don't say there is no such thing as fluorosis even at
1.2 parts per million which we are recommending (page
24). We have got to have an answer. Maybe you have a bet-
ter one."

Mr. F. J. Maier, senior sanitary engineer, Division of
Public Health, disclosed that a considerable number of chil
dren drinking fluoridated water would have mottled teeth:
"Some 10 to 20 per cent fluorosis in a fluoridated commun
ity would not be objectionable" (page 65), he said. An
even larger percentage of mottling has now been officially
reported in the experimental cities as shown in Table 13,
composed from data gleaned exclusively from dental and
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pubIlc health publications. In Grand Rapids, Michigan, af
ter seventeen years of fluoridation 19.3% of white and
40.2% of Negro children had "fluoride opacities" (mottled
teeth) according to the Journ. of the American Dental
Assoc., Vol. 65, page 610, 1962.

"We never use the term 'artificial fluoridation,' " Dr. Bull
cautioned: "There is something about that term that means
a phoney-we call it 'controlled fluoridation'" (page 24).
Dr. Bull advised his fellow dental directors that, no matter
what developed, fluoridation must always be hailed as a
great success: "Now, why should we do a pre-fluorida
tion survey? Is it to find out if fluoridation works? We have
told the public it works, so we cannot go back on that"
(page 35).

The conferees established a policy of bypassing citi
zens' wishes in the matter. They advocated that fluorida
tion should not be submitted to a vote:

"If you can, I say if you can because five. times we have
not been able to do it, keep fluoridation from going to a
referendum" (page 47), Dr. Bull advised.

All this constituted reason enough for designating the
Minutes of this Conference strictly classified. It is worthy
of note that every one of the directives laid down at this
Conference was subsequently carried out to the letter not
only in the U.S.A. but throughout the world.

In reporting this briefing session to the citizens assem
bled in the ballroom that night, Mr. Severance harshly
criticized health officials who participated at the Confer
ence for disregarding the fate of individual citizens.

The next day, the May 25, 1954, Akron Beacon Journal
repeated the term "quack" used by Mr. Severance to desig
nate one of the health officials. Since I had shared the same
platform, readers of the account were bound to infer that
I too approved of this designation for the official in ques
tion. It implied to the readers of the Beacon that all pro
fessional men promoting fluoridation were included.
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This episode embarrassed me no end. It has caused
some of my Akron colleagues to look upon me with dis
dain even to this day.

A feature deserving special attention in Mr. Severance's
talk was his reference to' the Grand Rapids mortality statis
tics. He had studied the death rates in Grand Rapids, Mich.,
fluoridated since 1945. According to the 1950 U. S. Cen
sus, deaths in Grand Rapids, the most widely publicized
experimental town, had risen sharply after 4 years of fluo
ridation. Deaths from heart disease, cancer, intra-cranial
(brain) disease, diabetes and hardening of the arteries had
increased from 25 to 50 per cent over those in Michigan
as a whole. This information was published in the Grand
Rapids Press on July 28, 1955.

Four separate efforts had been made by the health de
partment to explain the rise in mortality:

1. The data were retabulated under new headings ac
cording to anatomical location of the respective disease.
This. relieved ~he load of deaths in the cancer category.
For mstance, cancer of the stomach and of the brain were
no longer tabulated as cancer but as disease of the stomach
or as "intra-cranial lesions," meaning any disease above
the jaw.176

2. The Health Department claimed that the rise in deaths
was due to an increase in population. However, Dr. A. L.
Miller, U. S. Congressman, formerly Nebraska State Health
Commissioner, pointed out that between the 1940 and
1950 U. S. census the Grand Rapids population had in
creased by only 7.8 per cent,· deaths by 25 to 50 per
cent.177

In order to counter this evidence, the Grand Rapids
Health Department presented revised Michigan population
figures. To provide an increase in population corresponding

• Miller, Dr. A. L., l!..S. Representative from Nebraska, former
Nebr. Health Commissioner to Prothro, Dr. W. B., Director Dept.
of Pub\. Hlth., Grand Rapids, Mich., May 26, 1952.
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with the increase in deaths, five different methods of esti
mating were used between 1940 and 1950. They implied
a general exodus of people from Grand Rapids in the early
40's and a corresponding influx back to the city just prior
to the '50's. However, Mr. Severance checked the school
census records in order to determine whether such a mi
gration had occurred. He proved that no substantial change
in population had taken place during these years, thus
voiding the health department's claim.

3. The health department made another claim: The high
death rate pertained to all of Kent County instead of solely
to Grand Rapids.

Before fluoridation, according to the official U. S. vital
statistics, the death rate in Grand Rapids and in the bal
ance of its Kent County was practically the same as the na
tional average. Had the death rate in Grand Rapids fol
lowed the pattern of the nonfiuoridated portion of Kent
County, there would have been some 600 less deaths in .the
city· by 1950 after four years of fluoridation.

4. Finally the Grand Rapids Health Department claimed
that prior to fluoridation the Grand Rapids death rate had
been higher than the U.S.A. averages.

Again Mr. Severance demonstrated no significant differ
ences in the ratio of city deaths to deaths in the county at
the time of the 1940 census, but a radical difference in
1950. Using official figures, he revealed that in 1950
three out of ten of all city deaths were in excess of the 1939
40 city-county ratio.

• San Francisco (partially fluoridated since August 2, 1952; com
pletely since July, 1955) is another U. S. city where comparisons
with nonfluoridated surrounding areas are possible. According
to the San Francisco News-Call Bulletin, page 23, Dr. Ellis Sox,
City Health Commissioner, reported on July 29, 1964, that San
Francisco continues to have the highest death rate and lowest
birth rate in the state and nation. The nonfluoridated Bay area
death rates, per 1000 population in 1963, were 9.3 in Alameda
County, 6.5 in Marin, 6.6 in San Mateo - against 13.3 in San
Francisco, the Bulletin stated.
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Regardless of what position one takes on this question,
Mr. Severance deserves credit for having brought these facts
into the open and to the attention of the public.

A few months after the Akron meeting I consented to
appear at one of the Toledo radio stations. I, alone, was to
debate fluoridation with two proponents. As I later came
to recognize, this arrangement is routine in fluoridation
promotion-one opponent pitted against two or three pro
ponents. One of the proponents happened to be a friend
of mine, an allergist. He was president of the local medi
cal society. A few years previously he had taken care of my
practice during my absence from Detroit. Here, I felt, was
my opportunity to convince my friend of the project's haz
ards. He had known me for years. He was fully conversant
with the calibre of my research in allergy. His allergic pa
tients as well as mine would be among the first to suffer
damage from fluoride. Yet, to my dismay, I learned that he
was unwilling to listen - his mind was made up. Prior
to my arrival he had already taken such a strong position
in favor of fluoridation that his viewpoint seemed to be
unalterable.

In Dayton, Ohio, several opponent physicians asked me
to speak over the radio. One of them, employed in a hos
pital, soon realized that his position might be jeopardized
by openly opposing the Public Health Service. The other
members, due to protests by local dentists, were summoned
to appear before their medical society. This dampened their
enthusiasm for publicly expressing their convictions.

I was to debate the issue at a radio station with a P.H.S.
official who had initiated the drive for fluoridation shortly
after he had moved to Dayton. The station's policy was
to discuss the format of the broadcast sufficiently in ad
vance to satisfy all participants. I arrived early as instruct
ed..However, neither o! the two commentators showed up
untIl actual broadcast tune. This made it impossible for me
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,) to forestall a rigged setup. Some of the questions posed were
loaded.

Again I asked myself, should I continue to expose my
self to repeated embarrassment in public? The research
in which I was engaged was bound to suffer if I became
politically involved. Moreover, I was not given to politics
nor to the quick repartee needed in the political arena. I
would be continuously exposed to the innuendo of pro
fessional politicians.

Yet, citizens in numerous cities were anxious to obtain
data on fluoridation which were not accessible through the
usual news media. Since practically all research grants orig
inated with proponent organizations or promoting indus
try there were few scientists with research experience to
present the opponent case. True, numerous physicians
were opposed to fluoridation, but they dared not register
their views openly. Some lay persons had accumulated a
wealth of valid data. They were amply qualified to debate
the subject with proponent scientists and to competently
counter their claims. Unfortunately they lacked the titles
and degrees necessary to impress the American public. How
could I refuse these people?

In pondering this question I could not help recalling
an experience which occurred in October, 1954. A. E. Sey
ler, D. D. S., the representative of a Detroit dental society
rang the doorbell of my home. He had learned that I had
encountered cases of poisoning from fluoridated drinking
water. He and his colleagues, he told me, were eager to
learn about my research. Would I honor them by appear
ing at a meeting of the Eastern Dental Club at the Whittier
Hotel, November 1, 1954?

I had reason to be suspicious of his motives. Why would
a dentist, especially the leading promoter in the Grosse
Pointe area, be interested in this purely medical subject?
I had already asked several medical societies for an oppor-
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tunity to present my data to the general membership. They
had not taken any action.

Dr. Seyler assured me that my work was of vital interest
to dentists.

Would I be the only speaker, I inquired?
No, he replied, there would be two discussants, one an

official of the American Dental Association in Chicago, the
other from the Michigan State Health Department, Lansing.
I was confronted with the arrangement, two against one,
customary in fluoridation promotion.

Nevertheless, his proposition intrigued me. I assumed
that the two men would be scientists. I was so sure of my
subject that I would not have hesitated to tackle an Al
bert Einstein.

I volunteered to limit my presentation to twenty min
utes. Dr. Seyler's plan that each of the discussants be given
time equal to that allotted to me did not seem fair, in view
of the fact that the meeting, according to Dr. Seyler, was
scheduled for the purpose of featuring my evidence. Why
should the discussion consume twice as much time as my
presentation? Dr. Seyler pointed out that the two gentlemen
were coming a long way, one from Chicago, the other from
Lansing. Eventually I acceded to his persuasive argu
ments.

I asked for assurance that each speaker be held to his
time limit and that my full qualifications be read as I pre
sented them to him so that the dentists would learn about
my scientific training and background in research.

This Dr. Seyler promised me faithfully.
On my arrival at the Whittier Hotel, J. Roy Doty, Ph.D.,

Secretary of the American Dental Association's Council on·
Dental Therapeutics was briefing the Dental Club's offi
cers on how to conduct the meeting.

The Chairman introduced his Chicago guest with much
oratory about his former positions, accomplishments, back
ground and qualifications. Based on elaborate graphs and
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charts difficult for many to comprehend, Dr. Doty gave a
lengthy discourse on the "great benefits" of fluoridation. He
took considerably more time than the 20 minutes al
lotted to him. The next speaker, Chester Tossy, D.D.S.,
dental health official and promoter of fluoridation for the
Michigan State Health Department, with little or no re
search experience on fluoride, read a speech prepared by
his department. It implied that practically every statement
made by me in my survey of the scientific literature on
fluoride misconstrued or distorted the available evidence.
It was designed to convince the audience that I was not
only incompetent but medically dishonest. By the time the
two speakers had finished, many in the audience had heard
enough and began to leave. Whatever I said fell on deaf
ears.

My qualifications were not read. The Chairman intro
duced me about as follows:

"Our next speaker will be Dr. G. L. Waldbott, a Detroit
physician who has also carried out some research."

After I had finished, the two men who had already used
much more than their allotted time proceeded to down
grade my work further. It was close to midnight when, as
a gesture of fairness, I was given a chance for rebuttal in
a near empty hall. The misinformation about my data had
been so overwhelming and all-encompassing and the
hour was so late that an attempt to reply would have been
futile. With slight variations the pattern of this meeting has
been repeated wherever dentists or scientists have dared to
publicly face proponents.

The meeting had achieved its purpose. Some of my
friends who, prior to the meeting, had studied the scientific
articles from which I had quoted were now so confused
that they felt impelled to re-examine them. They won
dered whether the printed words which they had read in
scientific documents had disappeared from the pages.

To crown the performance, the chairman handed me a
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gallon bottle of whisky, a token of his society's apprecia
tion of my eagerness to be led to the slaughter. I had no
choice but to accept it. To refuse would have been ungra
cious.

The bottle stood untouched for several years in a cup
board of my home as no member of the family cared to
be reminded of that occasion. One morning I noticed that
all but a few drops of the whisky was gone. A maid had
just been dischargecl because of the strong odor of liquor
that had permeated our home too often when she was
around. At least someone had profited from my discourse on
fluoridation before the Eastern Dental Club at the Whittier
Hotel.

The following fall brought another disappointing expe
rience in Oroville, California. I was to appear before the
State Public Utilities Commission Oct. 20 to 22, 1955, as
an expert witness on behalf of the California Water Serv
ice Co. Without prior consent of the water users, this com
pany had refused to carry into effect instructions of city
officials to add fluoride to Oroville and Butte County water
supplies.

I had spent many hours preparing myself for the oc
casion. It was difficult for me to arrange my office routine
so that I could absent myself long enough to make the trip.

The P.H.S. paraded numerous proponent health officials
before the Commission, many of them without research ex
perience on fluoride. Some of these witnesses merely stta 
ed that the organizations they represented had endorse
fluoridation. On the second day the referee announced e
would not be able to complete the hearing; that only pro
ponent witnesses would give testimony at this session and
that the hearing would have to be resumed at a future date.

The long trip to California for which I had paid out of
my own pocket had been in vain. Nevertheless, it did
serve one good purpose. I had learned much about the
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weakness of the case for fluoridation. Dr. F. A. Arnold,
Ir., Director of the National Institute of Dental Research,
U. S. Public Health Service, acknowledged on the witness
stand that he had no proof of the safety of fluoridation, that
he "couldn't possibly have."

Dr. H. Trendley Dean, the "father of fluoridation," un
der cross-examination was forced to acknowledge that the
graphs and charts, upon which he had based his theory
that fluoride makes teeth decay-resistant, were invalid ac
cording to standards which he himself had established.
These standards were: an unchanged water source and con
tinuous exposure of the children under observation.176a

However, the sheer weight of titles and numbers of pub
lic health officials, professors at universities who were re
cipients of P.H.S. grants, political dignitaries of dental
and medical organizations who appeared as so-called ex
pert witnesses inevitably influenced the decision in favor
of fluoridation, a pattern characteristic of future court ac
tions in other U. S. cities and abroad.

Many people in this country look upon anyone who has
risen to the top of his profession as an authority on all mat
ters. Had Claire Booth Luce, the noted writer and diplomat,
George Meany, the President of AFL-CIO, and Richard
I. Daley, Mayor of Chicago, taken the time to avail them
selves of all the facts about fluoridation and had they exam
ined them on their own, they would not have permitted
their names to be used for its promotion. Yet, they endorsed
the project. Similarly, a popular movie star who publicly
expresses his views on a subject with which he is only super
ficially conversant often carries more weight and reaches
more people than the most competent scientist who has
made a time-consuming, painstaking study of an involved
scientific subject.

Views of respected community leaders who have accept
ed the word of friends or colleagues; opinions of judges, un-
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able to differentiate between valid scientific studies and re
search carried cut to prove a predetermined thesis; state
ments by policy-making members of a medical or dental
organization; plus persistent downgrading of scientists who
have produced evidence unfavorable to fluoridation, have
all effectively swayed public opinion in this country. In the
past, abuse and ridicule have been the fate of many who.
have been critical of practices in medicine which eventually
were proven hazardous as documented by the Australian
Professor of Chemistry, John Polya, in his recent book, Are
We Safe?177a

I had not fared too well, thus far, in my endeavor to as
sist those who needed help. I now realized more than ever
that on the political level my efforts could never m~t with
success. Although I was not cut Oijt for politics, I washeacb
ed straight for the public limelight. I again resolved to de
vote all my spare time to research.

Was it possible for me to abide by this decision and to
ignore the urgent pleas of those who had few others to
whom to tum?
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CHAPTER TEN

A MIGHTY WEAPON

In spite of the vast accumulation of data in the scien
tific literature indicting fluoridation, news releases in the
nation's press almost invariably lauded the project. Week
after week new glowing reports about fluoridation issued
from Grand Rapids, Mich., from Washington, D. C., or
from the Chicago American Dental Association head
quarters, persistently extolling the 65 per cent reduction in
tooth decay and emphasizing its absolute safety.

In the fall of 1953 my wife made an effort to comment
on one of these releases in a letter to the Detroit News.

The editor of the News, Mr. Harry Wade, was a friend
of ours. She felt, if anyone, he would know that her state
ment had a solid basis. He would read it with an open mind
and publish it among letters to the editor.

His answer was brief and decisive. He stated that both
sides of the issue had already been thoroughly aired in the
columns of the News.

We took no further action until about a year later when
I telephoned Mr. Wade and pointed out to him that there
has been no opportunity for rebuttal to any of the more
recent promotional releases. His reply sounded reasonable:

"We report news items," he stated, "we are not a cru
sading newspaper. Should there be news events unfavorable
to fluoridation we would publish them. If 100 physicians,
for instance, were to openly oppose fluoridation, this would
be newsworthy."
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I offered to write an article or a letter for the Detroit
News based solely on the research in which I was engaged.

"Aren't new data, with which the public is unfamiliar,
news items", I inquired.

"This," Mr. Wade pointed out, "would place me in the
category of a crusader."

Indeed, I found out later when a newsworthy event did
take place, namely the meeting of the Eastern Dental Club
at the Whittier Hotel, Mr. Allen Schoenfeld, Detroit~
science writer, did report objectively about the meeting in
his paper.*

On the other hand, a few months later, out of 112 De
troit physicians and dentists canvassed, eighty-three signed
a petition requesting Gov. G. M. Williams to halt promo
tion of fluoridation in Michigan. This important news event
was given little, if any, publicity in the Detroit metropolitan
papers.

Nevertheless, I was grateful that Mr. Wade had at least
displayed interest in and understanding of my position.
He gave me some valuable suggestions on newspaper pub
licity and public relations, an area on which I had been com
pletely uninformed. They served me in good stead in later
years.

I shall never forget his advice: "In whatever you write
try to attract your adversary! Don't antagonize him. Don't
make enemies of those who hold him in high regard. Con
centrate on the positive rather than attempt to negate his
arguments."

Nevertheless, his newspaper, like many others in the na
tion, leaned heavily on information emanating from pro
ponent sources. Perhaps this was due to sparsity of news
events unfavorable to fluoridation, perhaps to improper
handling of available material indicting fluoridation. Per
haps there were other reasons.

One thing was obvious: The usual sources of informa-

• Detroit News 11/2/1954.
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tion on scientific data concerning medicine and dentistry
were the Public Health Service, the American Dental As
sociation and the American Medical Association. These or
ganizations happened to be in the proponent camp.

The opposition, on the other hand, was disorganized,
without funds to obtain public relations counsels. Oppo
nents were constantly being disparaged and presented to
news editors as "unscientific," "emotional" people who
lacked public spirit. SInce the iIiception of fluoridation, this
has been a major feature of the promotional campaign
instigated by the American Dental Association.178

The rejection of her letter to the Detroit News empha
sized to my wife the urgent need to obtain and dissemi
nate factual data to counter the constant flow of promotion
al material. Some kind of a permanent news medium de
voted to carefully documented, scientific information on
fluoride would constitute a potent weapon for those op
posing fluoridation in this never ending struggle. It would
show the people in Seattle what was going on in New York
City on the fluoridation front.

Because I was too much involved in my medical prac
tice I could not devote any time to such a venture. Mrs.
Waldbott had some background in scientific writing. She
had assisted me in preparing many of my medical publica
tions ever since we were married. Her main interests
had been science, fine arts, antiques and of course the edu
cation of our two daughters. She had no training in or ex
perience with newspaper work. She was unaware of how to
write copy and compose pages. She had no idea how to
distribute a newspaper nor had she any business experi
ence. There was no money available, no talent that she
could consult, no organization which could have assisted
her. She knew of no one to hire.

In this dilemma she had a lucky break. At a banquet of
the Michigan State Medical Society's annual meeting we
happened to sit next to a news reporter, Russell Clanahan.
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We discussed fluoridation. He decided to attend a staff
meeting at the Grosse Pointe Cottage Hospital where I had
been invited to present my first case of poisoning from
drinking HigWand Park fluoridated water.

He must have been impressed with my presentation. He
was surprised that no information of this kind had reached
his newspaper. He displayed a personal interest in assist
ing us. He even proposed writing the story of fluoridation
for a popular magazine, and ~pent several months exam
ining documents which my wife had thus far accumulated.
I had already approached several nationally circulated mag
azines about publishing an article written by myself and
discovered that all without exception were strongly in
favor of fluoridation; that they would under no circum
stances consider publishing anything unfavorable to it. Mr.
Clanahan.'s article had to be shelved.

Sensing that there was virtually an iron curtain on this
subject, Mr. Clanahan proposed the issuance of a monthly
newspaper on fluoridation as a public service, to deal main
ly with facts not easily accessible through the conventional
channels of communication. Mr. Clanahan had many
thoughts about how to make the paper pay for itself.

While pondering these matters, he told us that he was
about to sever his present connections. He offered his serv
ices as editor of the newspaper. With two extra rooms in
my clinic, one could be used as his office, the other might
be set aside for my wife. His salary demands were modest.
For the first few months my wife decided to underwrite his
salary. He was to introduce her into the secrets of becoming
a co-editor. In case the income did not defray his expenses,
she might eventually have to take over as editor.

There were many unsolved questions. They remained
unsolved throughout the eight years of her editorship:

Without accepting advertisements how could the news
paper ever pay for itself? How would my patients react to
a newspaper office located in rooms of my clinic? Would
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my wife's name as editor prejudice physicians against me?
By this time the word fluoridation had become a red flag
to many physicians as well as to lay persons.

These questions did not concern me too much. My prac
tice was sufficiently secure to survive the loss of a substan
tial portion. I did not anticipate, however, that the identi
fication of the newspaper with my office was to make me
a target of abuse by some of my best friends in the medical
profession.

Mr. Clanahan was helpful, indeed. He selected the name,
National Fluoridation News, and the paper's format. He
arranged for the masthead and other details. After shop
ping around he found an inexpensive printer who turned
out to be most cooperative and loyal to the cause.

The question of the editor's salary constituted a major
problem. It soon became obvious that income from sub
scriptions was insufficient to defray even the printing
costs, much less the editor's salary and the distribution.
Numerous copies of each issue were given free of charge
to interested persons. This was one of the purposes for
which NFN was established.

After two months Mr. Clanahan accepted a better paying
position. It now became incumbent upon my wife single
handed to be editor, writer, composer, proofreader, gath
erer of news, librarian and even distributor of NFN.

The beginning was rough. Not the least of her handi
caps was her lack of journalistic experience. Gradually here
and there she picked up bits of knowledge.

One of my patients, an editor of a neighborhood paper,
was kind enough to give her some hints on how to write an
article:

"The key to the article should be contained in the first
sentence. There should be a brief summary at the end."

At a medical meeting, a reporter whom we met instruct
ed Mrs. Waldbott how to word the headlines and what type
to use. She showed her how to compose a page, to select
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heavy captions for the top, lighter ones toward the bottom.
On a trip to Europe, a young journalism st~dent whom

we met on the ship advised her about what to mclude and
what to omit from an article.

A patient who had just completed a course in journ.al
ism at Cass Technical High School wrote a constructive
three-page critique of one of the issues of NFN. "Don't ab
breviate words in the headlines," she advised. "Include c~

toons for relief from solid type; balance dark type WIth
light type."

An executive in the public relations office of one of the
Detroit automobile manufacturers suggested the use of be~

ter paper and of illustrations. My wife could not follow hIS
suggestions because she was already overextending herself
financially. . .

A friend volunteered to set up a card index whIch made
it possible to locate data from back issues.

Throughout her editorship she was able to support all her
statements with documentary evidence. Nearly every ar
ticle contained the references to original sources. When er
rors were brought to her attention on this compli~ate~ sub- .
ject, they were promptly corrected in t?c: followmg Issue.
Typographical errors were kept to a mmlm~m, a remark
able record in view of the fact that the edItor had to do
all her own proofreading. . . .

The one thing the paper lacked was a dIStn?UtIon s~s

tem. The editor was too busy with her other mamfold dutIes
to give any thought to this aspect of her job or to look for
financial assistance. Every month the newspaper faced a
deficit of several hundred dollars, which she had to defray
from her own pocket.

In addition to current news items NFN published ab
stracts and critiques of research studies regardless of wheth
er or not they favored the cause. To this day they constitute
a reliable source of scientific information.

To give some brief examples:
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NFN reviewed a 1950 U.S.P.H. survey in American Sa
moa by U.S.N. Capt. F. L. Losee, which reported that
healthy teeth occur where there is little or no fluoride in
drinking water.s• NFN summarized animal experiments in
the Journal of Nutrition, 1954, by Drs. J. H. Shaw, bio
chemist at Harvard School of Dental Medicine, and R. F.
Sognnaes, which demonstrated that minerals other than
fluoride "are major factors in determining the difference
between sound and carious teeth" in rats.179

Other items published by NFN: Prof. A. Kantorowicz of
Honef, Germany, surveyed communities in North Rhine
Westphalia. He concluded that the incidence of tooth de
cay is not related to fluoride content of drinking water. liT

Dr. J. C. MUhler, Prof. at University of Indiana, Bloom
ington, found that less fluoride is retained in the body if cal
cium, magnesium, iron and phosphate are added at the
same time as fluoride to drinking water of rats.180 These
four minerals present in water would, therefore, profound
ly affect the action of fluoride.

When in Napier, New Zealand, with little or no fluoride
in water (0.13 ppm) children's teeth had less decay than
in artificially fluoridated Hastings, molybdenum13 was de
termined to be mainly responsible.

Other items in NFN dealt with reports of damage to
plumbing and heating equipment due to fluoridated water:

In Miami, Florida, by February, 1957, a water heater
company had replaced under warranty approximately 5000
water heaters due to leakage since fluoridation started in
1951,· compared to about 100 replacements during the
four years prior to 1951. After establishing that the quality
of the steel was unchanged, and after ruling out other pos
sible causes, the company could not but attribute the corro
sion to fluoride added to drinking water.

A Toronto manufacturer of hot water tanks, in business

• L. H. Phillip, Pres. Miami Water Heater Co. to Dr. Marvin
Smith, Miami, 2/22/57.
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for over 40 years, had routinely given a 20-year guarante.e
with every boiler. Toward the end of 1962 he express.ed his
intention to discontinue sales to Brantford (fluondated
since 1945) because 90 per cent of all corrosion instances
brought to his attention were connected with range boil
ers installed in Brantford and neighboring areas. Previous
ly, boiler failures due to corrosion had always been neg-
ligible from even the hardest water.*. .
- In Riverhead, N. Y., fluoridation started m 1954 accordmg
to a letter Oct. 24, 1964, by J. P. Riesdorph, the Water Dis
trict Superintendent. By 1959, corrosion problems had be
come so severe that it was impossible to wash clothes clean.
Twice, when fluoridation was discontinued, the trouble
disappeared only to return when fluoride was again added
to the water. Every conceivable means was tried to no
avail to correct the trouble while retaining fluoridation. Fluo
ridation was finally terminated in March, 1963.

NFN revealed how the P.H.S. attempted to discredit
other reports of damage to plumbing. They would have
constituted a serious setback to fluoridation promotion
had they been widely publicized.

Other articles disclosed some of the shortcomings in the
current proponent literature:

NFN demonstrated that the St. Louis Medical Society's
Report on "Water Fluoridation,"182 February, ~95~, ha~

ignored important studies unfavorable to fluondatIOn; It
had quoted exclusively from the available literature ~dvo

cating it. Much space in this report was devoted to dispar
agement of leading scientists as well as conscientious pub
lic-spirited lay persons, in order to neutralize the impact
of their evidence.

As no research had been carried out to prove fluorida-

• Letter by H. A. Morton, Coulter Copper and Brass Co., Ltd. to
Mrs. Ann Burton, Toronto, 11/14/62. The damage was attributed
to fluoridated water, not to excessive water pressure as subse
quently claimed- by the company.
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tion safe, the authors of the report relied upon negative
evidence. They quoted health officials as follows: "We have
not observed..."; "There is nothing in our statistics to indi
cate..."; "I am not aware...." They claimed that there
was no need for an investigation of possible harm: To look
"for trouble where none was to be anticipated," is "a lux
ury" (page 127), they maintained.

NFN pointed out that many of the sixty-seven references
in this report's bibliography, consisted of personal com
munications-that is, personal opinions or undocumented
arbitrary statements, mostly by health officials.

For example, NFN attempted to obtain substantiation for
the claim that fluoride provided on an individual basis
through tablets, milk, salt or other means would have pro
found disadvantages peculiar to each mode of administra
tion. After much time, extensive correspondence and per
severance, a memorandum by Dr. R. E. Shankl8s of Wash
ington University, Dept. of Preventive Medicine and Public
Health, was finally unearthed. It merely expressed Dr.
Shank's personal opinion without providing any research
in substantiation of his assertion.

A significant document which would not otherwise have
come to the public's attention was reported in detail by
NFN, May, 1961. It was issued undated by the Pennsyl
vania Dept. of Health. It instructed health officials and oth
er promoters "How to Appeal to the People on Fluori
dation."184 It showed that promotion of fluoridation is not
based on scientific facts, but depends largely upon public
relations experts to mold public opinion. It advocated the
use of every conceivable means which would achieve the
desired ends.

Designated Guide #5, it gave the following advice: Es
tablish your case upon endorsements! Ridicule opponents!
Appeal to bandwagoning, emotion and even to religious
faith! Persuade city fathers and mayors! Prevent the issue
from coming to a vote! Avoid open debate! It implied that
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sound scientific evidence unfavorable to fluoridation should
be disregarded.

These methods, which originated on the national level
at the Fourth Annual Conference69 in Washington, D. C.,
1951, have been carried out to the letter in most towns
and communities throughout the U.S.A. wherever fluorida
tion has become an issue.

Many specific instances of how these devices were im
plemented were presented in NFN:

In Kansas City an ordinance to fluoridate the water was
before City Council.· To avoid publicity-the ordinance
would have required alerting the public before action could
have been taken-the City Council passed a surprise reso
lution on 9/22/61 which they considered "administrative,"
not subject to a vote.

Subsequently more than 18,000 signatures-twice the
number required by law-were submitted requesting a ref
erendum. • • Yet the Council denied the vote. The water
was fluoridated. Kansas City citizens were obliged to take
their case all the way to Missouri's Supreme Court. It held
that fluoridation is "legislative." Because it represents a
new policy, it is subject to a referendum. The court or
dered the city to stop fluoridation or submit the question
to a vote of the people.·.. On 8/4/64 Kansas City citizens
voted 38,826 versus 33,194 to abandon fluoridation after
two years' operation.

P. H. S. reporting the "Status of Fluoridation" in the
U. S. A. 1954-561811 estimated that in only 5 per cent of fluo
ridated cities had the people been permitted to signify their
wishes by public vote.

Chicago's City Council had adopted its controversial flu
oridation ordinance 37 to 8 on 6/17/54. On December 23
they voted 43 to 2 to ask the state's authorization of a pub-

• Kansas City Star 9/23161.
•• Kansas City Star 9/9/63.

••• Kansas City Times 1/ 15164.
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lic vote. The bill to permit a referendum passed both houses
of the state legislature.· However, on July 18, 1955,
Illinois Governor Wm. G. Stratton vetoed it.

In explanation the Governor stated that the question was
"highly controversial" and that men trained in the health
profession are "not in full agreement/'

"A referendum cannot establish or destroy a scientific
fact," he added, according to the Chicago Daily News, July
18, 1955. The Governor's logical answer would have been
to postpone action regarding fluoridation until scientific re
search had either proved it safe or not safe.

According to the Washington, D.C., Daily News, 11/23/
57, the nation's capital was fluoridated in 1952 without leg
islative authority, at the request of former Water Commis
sioner, J. F. Donahue. He had been urged by the Health
Dept. to adopt it. Four little words were tacked onto an
appropriation bill for the Washington Aqueduct, namely
"and fluoridation of water." Nobody caught the "point of
order." This was accomplished in a great hurry a few days
before a well-qualified congressional committee recom
mended "GO SLOW" regarding addition of fluoride to
water supplies because of too many unanswered questions
(see details in Chapter I).

In La Grange, illinois, on July 13, 1959, the village
board voted 5 to 1 to disregard a petition signed by 1203
citizens who requested repe~l of the board's resolution to
fluoridate water supplies.·· The signatures represented
more citizens than had voted in the previous election. When
the vote eventually took place on 4/9/60, city officials spent
$1,000 of tax money for disseminating promotional litera
ture. The resulting vote favored fluoridation.

Shrewsbury, Mass., had been fluoridated for thirteen
years. In an attempt to abandon it a courageous dentist,
Gerald Racine, D.M.D., mailed a letter to each resident call-

• Chicago Daily News 7/18/55 .
•• Suburban Life, LaGrange Park, Ill., 7/16159.
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ing attention to mottled teeth in the town which he had ob
served among his patients. He stood his ground in spite of
numerous abusive phone calls and harassment by his col
leagues who urged him to retract his letter.

One hour after a U.P.I. news release, broadcast over
WBZ, alleged that Dr. Racine had rescinded his letter, he
declared in a taped interview with broadcaster Streeter Stu
art that he had done no such thing. Nevertheless, promoters
employed a telephone campaign and paid radio ads on
Worcester stations asserting that Dr. Racine's letter was a
hoax. The Worcester Telegram also disseminated the false
release. The truth, when subsequently published, came too
late to influence the vote. The opponents lost. Shrewsbury's
water supply remained fluoridated.

In Atlantic City, N. J., citizens had already rejected
fluoridation 2 to 1 by public vote in 1954. Through the
efforts of local dentists, City Commissioners were per
suaded to disregard the people's mandate. On 12/7/56 they
passed an ordinance to introduce fluoridation without a
vote and without adequate advance notice. "Commissioner
R. S. Jackson said that fluoridation had been started with
out public announcement to head off unfounded com
plaints," the Philadelphia Inquirer reported on April 1,
1958, under the headline "Fluorine Sneaked into Water."

Until 1964 San Francisco was the only large U. S. fluori
dated city where citizens had had a chance to vote on this
issue. In 1952, 114,000 voted for fluoridation, 87,000
against it. However, due to the ambiguous wording of the
ballot most citizens did not know what the vote was about.
The ballot read:

"Shall the CitY and County of San Francisco add chemi
cals to prevent or arrest dental decay to the water fur
nished the people of San Francisco by the San Fran
cisco Water Department?"186

Neither the word fluoride nor fluoridation was used.
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NFN reported how in Binghamton, N. Y., Cincinnati,
O. and Vancouver, B.C., physicians' names were included
in newspaper advertisements as advocating fluoridation,
some of whom were deceased, some had moved away, some
had told their patients that they did not favor fluoridation.
Subsequently several physicians protested publicly that they
had never given permission for their names to be so used.

Dover Foxcroft, Maine, has established a remarkable
record. Between 1954 and 1962 fluoridation has been de
feated six times; five times by secret ballot, once by show
of hands at a Town Meeting.*

In numerous U.S. cities such as Ottawa, ill.a, Mason City,
Ia.a, Fort Walton Beach, Fla.b, Riverside, Calif.c

, Fort
Worthd, Houstone and Dallasf , Texas, fluoridation has been
promoted by dentists where the water already contained
the recommended amount of fluoride. Dr. L. G. Matthews,
the promoting dentist in Chester, Va., announced that
"Tooth decay among Chester children is about as bad as
anywhere else." Subsequently he found out, to his embar
rassment, that the well water contained 2 ppm fluoride nat
urallyll.

Although Fort Worth city water already contained 0.1
to 1.8 ppm according to the P. H. S. publication Natural
Fluoride Waters,89 its Council had voted for fluoridation
in August, 1953. Later they reversed their position. Dallas
and Houston have both, in the past, been subjected to fluori
dation promotion. Houston has been cited187 as one of the
big cities adding fluoride to drinking water supplies. Now
all three, Fort Worth, Dallas and Houston, are named in a

.. Piscataquis Observer, Dover-Foxcroft, Maine, 3/5/62.
a. Highland Park News, Des Moines, la. 8/11/55 - b. Play
ground News, Fort Walton, Fla. 1/10/52 and 10/7/54 - c. Los
Angeles Times 8131/ 53 - d. Fort Worth Star Telegram ~/ 3/54 
e. Springfield (Mass.) Union 4/1/54 - f. Dallas Mornmg News
2/12/59 and 2/13/59 - g. Syracuse, N. Y. Herald Journal
5/15/52.
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nationwide P.H.S. release of June, 1963,* as cities which
have "natural fluoridation." Nevertheless, in Fort Worth,
dentists again started promoting fluoridation in Sept.,
1964.**

In Mason City, Iowa, the promotion suddenly subsided
when Dr. Chas. Henshaw, State Dental Health Director, re
ported in the Des Moines Register, on 2/19/54, that mottled
teeth were already apparent among school children. The
water contained 0.5 to 0.6 ppm fluoride; some wells which
came into use during the summer showed as much as 3.5
ppm.

Mt. Pleasant, Michigan, was cited in the Saginaw News
July 3, 1959, by the Michigan Dept. of Health as one of fifty
Michigan cities whose water supply contained "enough nat
ural fluoride" "to prevent tooth decay." Yet, artificial
fluoridation had already been put into operation in 1957.

Confirmation of such experiences by health officials is
found on page 65 of the minutes of the Fourth Annual Con
ference. 69 F. J. Maier, Senior Sanitary Engineer, Division
of Public Health stated: "There have been several instances
where groups have promoted fluoridation of the local wa
ter supply only to find that the supply already contained
the optimum amount." Obviously in none of these cities
was there any indication that the natural fluoride content of
the water had made children's teeth sounder than where it
was lacking in water.

In New Kensington, Pa., the water contained 0.9 ppm.
Health officials insisted upon adding 0.1 ppm to bring the
fluoride level to 1 ppm,*** as though the exact concentra
tion could be maintained at all times within 0.1 ppm.

The practice of introducing fluoridation without citizens'
knowledge originated with the director of the Newburgh
experiment, Dr. Ast, who advised in the 1943 Journal of the

• Kenosha (Wise.) News 6/3/64
•• Fort Worth Star Telegram 9/20/64

••• New Kensington, Pa. Daily Dispatch 9/23/57.
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American Water Works Association, Vol. 35, page 1196,
avoidance of public discussion before the plan had been
"sold to key citizens." Whenever fluoridation is freely dis
cussed, citizens are likely to learn both sides of the question
and reject it.

According to the Royal Oak Tribune, Jan. 21, 1959, Dr.
Fred Wertheimer, Michigan State Dental Health Director,
boasted that seven communities had initiated fluoridation
during the past year. He said the names of these communi
ties are "top secret" as far as the department is concerned.
Council President James A. Otto of Springfield, Minn. called
fluoridation of Redwood Falls' water supply "Council's
best kept secret." "Not even wives of council members
knew. At least mine didn't," he commented for the local
Advance Press, July 3, 1959.

A widely used promotional story has been circulated
about Akron, 0.; San Francisco, Calif.; Newburgh and El
mira, N. Y.; Charlotte, N. C.; E. Lansing, Mich.; Brantford,
Ont., and many other places. It goes like this: Citizens
swamped city hall with complaints of illness due to drink
ing fluoridated water when, to everyone's dismay, it was
discovered that somehow fluoridation had not, as yet, been
put into operation.

Since the same events are alleged to have occurred in
many cities and since, according to the story, after intro
duction of fluoridation in the' above-named cities no fur
ther complaints were registered, the veracity of the story is
doubtful.

NFN has written to numerous municipalities, to news
papers and radio stations for the name and address of at
least one person who had so complained. No substantia
tion has ever been forthcoming. Therefore, it appears that
the story was fabricated for the express purpose of dis
crediting, in advance, illness likely to occur in some citi
zens from drinking fluoridated water.

NFN has reported instances of air and river contamina-
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tion by fluoride. Waste affiuents from superphosphate plants
in Florida's Peace River basin caused the fluoride content
of the river water to rise to 46 ppm during 1957 through
1961, thus seriously endangering Arcadia's drinking water
supply.·

In The Dalles, Oregon, fruit crops and orchards have
been damaged by fluoride fumes from a neighboring alu
minum factory.188 Nevertheless, citizens of The Dalles, who
were already inhaling excess fluoride from contaminated
air, are likewise obliged to drink fluoridated water. Tampa
citizens, who are constantly exposed to fluoride fumes from
nearby phosphate fertilizer factories, have been repeatedly
subjected to fluoridation promotion since 1951.•• On
11/6/62 they rejected fluoridation overwhelmingly by ref
erendum.

Among early subscribers to the NFN were the Ameri
can Dental Association and public health agencies in Switz
erland and Sweden. At first the editor was pleased that
these organizations were apparently interested in learning
from NFN facts with which they were not familiar. She
dared to hope that this paper would make a dent in their
promotional efforts. It did not take long for her to learn
their purpose in subscribing. They aimed to counter the
facts which NFN was disseminating.

Changing Times is outstanding among nationally cin:u
lated magazines which have indulged in attacks against
NFN. In November, 1961, it published a vitriolic article
without permitting an opportunity for clarification of the is
sues involved.

It is not my purpose to reflect unfavorably on the edi
torship of any magazine. Their sources of information on
dental health are the A.D.A. and the P.H.S., the two most

• Tampa Tribune 9/ 15/61.
.. Tampa Tribune 1/5/56; 10/19/62, Tampa Times 3/7/56;

9/27/61.
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reliable organizations on dental or medical subjects other
than fluoridation. Magazine editors publish what they be
lieve is the truth.

Unwarranted abuse was heaped upon NFN by Sweden's
key promoting scientist, Dr. Ingve Ericcson, Professor at the
University of Stockholm's School of Dentistry. He is recipi
ent of large P.H.S. research grants. He became an exponent
of fluoridation while working at the University of Minneso
ta in the laboratory of Dr. W. D. Armstrong, one of the most
vigorous U. S. promoters of fluoridation.

At a medical meeting on Nov. 4, 1958, Prof. Ericcson
made the following statement which was published Novem
ber 26, 1958, in Nordisk Medicine, the official journal of the
Swedish Medical Society:

"This paper NFN is in fact non-profit and idealistic to
such an extent that it pays one cent a word for anti-fluori
dation articles."

The background of this statement is worth recalUng: A
newspaper writer had answered an advertisement to write
articles for NFN during the interim between Mr. Clanahan's
and my wife's editorship. Given some material, she was
asked to compose, on a trial basis, a few short articles each
two to three inches long. Should she fail to qualify, a fee
totaling $20 to $25 was stipulated. Because her writing was
unsatisfactory, she was not hired. Subsequently my wife, to
her consternation, received her bill amounting to several
hundred dollars. Lacking a written agreement, in order to
dismiss this unpleasant experience from her mind as
promptly as possible, she had no choice but to pay it.

Now, three years later, in 1958, Prof. Ericcson's remind
er in Nordisk Medicine added insult to injury by implying
that my wife could afford to pay thousands of dollars for
just one issue of NFN. It is noteworthy that such an inci
dent was considered of interest to a medical society in a
far distant land.
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By 1962 the expense had depleted much of her personal
savings and had become so burdensome that she was no
longer able to carry on. On Jan. 1, 1963, she turned over the
subscription list and the running of the paper to Ethel Fa
bian, the new editor and publisher, and to the N.Y. City
Committee for Protection of Our Water Supply.

Ironically, the last issue that she edited dealt with the De
troit City Council's vote to fluoridate the metropolitan wa
ter supplies. It showed how several new City Councilmen
were elected with the support of fluoridation promoters;
how an Asst. Surgeon General of the P.H.S.* and other
top advocates came to Detroit from Washington, D.C., to
sell city officials on the idea of fluoridation without per
mitting any opportunity for the opponent view to be heard;
how, subsequently, representatives of all news media, press,
radio and TV, were invited by the local dental society to
an elaborate luncheon** where, again, only the pro side
was presented, instead of both sides on an equal basis.
A lay person with no scientific background was asked to
present the case against fluoridation. He was highly emo
tional. Through his incoherent statements, he became the
laughing-stock of all present. He was widely quoted by
the local press and televised on major networks as though
he were a true representative of the opposition. This kind
of a public image of the opposition is created by the pro
ponents for promotional purposes. Its pattern prevails
throughout the country.

In many U.S. cities, NFN, furnished free of charge, was
the principal weapon by means of which fluoridation was
defeated. My wife's files contain numerous letters of grati
tude from every comer of the globe for her assistance in this
great struggle. Included are commendations by dentists,
physicians, scientists, editors. Her most cherished letters
were written by persons who had suffered illness from drink-

• Detroit News 3/6/62.
•• Detroit Free Press 6/28/62.
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ing fluoridated water and were grateful for her help in get
ting fluoridation discontinued in their cities.

Has Mrs. Waldbott accomplished what she had set out
to do? Was the weapon powerful enough to make a per
manent dent in this never ending struggle?

This much is true: NFN has unearthed a vast array of
facts which otherwise would never have come to light. It
has provided the answer to many unsolved questions. The
facts, disclosed by this paper, have become a part of the per
manent collection of several libraries. They constitute
an enduring record of events from 1955 through 1962. Only
the future will tell if and to what extent Mrs. Waldbott was
successful in disseminating the truth.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

PROGRESS AND ROADBLOCKS

On July 9, 1954, Dr. Austin Smith, then editor of the
Journal of the American Medical Association, wrote to me
that original data were needed more than anything else in
fluoride research. He could have further qualified this state
ment: It is clinical research that is sorely needed, observa
tions on an individual's response to fluoride, both in health
and disease. How does a patient with diabetes, with arthritis,
with" kidney disease or with allergy react to fluoride, one of
the most active chemicals in existence?

I heeded Dr. Smith's advice. Shortly after he made this
suggestion to me I began to accumulate carefully docu
mented original data. Some have been published3~.82; some
are being processed for publication; some, as is so often the
case in clinical research, could not be completed.

An opportunity for studies offered itself on September 11,
1962, when the city of Windsor across the river from De
troit began fluoridation without the knowledge of citizens.
Two weeks later the press announced the event to the pub
lic.

Mrs. M. H., age fifty-seven, a nurse, and Mrs. E. K.,
age thirty-eight, had been in a habit of drinking one to two
glasses of water before breakfast. For some unknown rea
son, they suddenly experienced abdominal cramps and
vomiting immediately after their customary morning drink.
During the course of the day, they developed headaches,
pains in the lower spine, numbness and pains in arms and
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legs. Formerly they had never had such discomfort. At the
time they were not aware that Windsor's water was being
fluoridated.

Mrs. H.'s physician, Dr. F. S., at first suspected a stom
ach ailnient. His treatment was of no avail. After several
weeks of careful observation he advised her to discontinue
drinking fluoridated water. He considered it the source of
her trouble, yet he requested her not to disclose his diag
nosis to anyone lest it jeopardize his position in the eyes
of some of his colleagues, especially Windsor's Medical Of
ficer of Health. Mrs. K. related the illness to the water on
her own.

Both patients recovered promptly upon eliIrilnating fluo
ridated water.

Mr. D. H., age fifty-nine, and Mrs. I. C. W., age fifty
seven, presented a similar story. In addition to the stomach
and intestinal disorders, they noted a slowly progressive de
terioration of their mental acuity: They stated that they be
came forgetful and lost their power to concentrate.

A few observations of this kind would be of little sig
nificance. It can rightly be said that more data are needed
to establish the relationship of such an illness with fluoride.
However, these observations become highly significant when
numerous patients from many fluoridated cities have essen
tially the same exPerience and when this disease correlates
with the symptoms of experimental fluoride intoxication.

The following are cold facts:
The patients had no idea what had caused their illness.

They did not even know that fluoride had been added to
their town's drinking water. However, the onset of their ill
ness, as determined later, coincided with the addition
of fluoride to their water supply. The symptoms were,
with minor variations, a combination of gastrointestinal,
bladder and neuromuscular disturbances simulating a dis
ease called hyperparathyroidism. The latter is due to a dis
turbed calcium-phosphorus metabolism. Some experienced
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arthritic pains, some ulcers in the mouth and a tendency
to hemorrhages. The symptoms gradually disappeared
when the patients eliminated fluoridated water for drinking
and cooking. In some individuals, recovery took place
when tbey were away from home for extended periods,
visiting in non-fluoridated cities. In other words, this other
wise chronic progressive disease cleared up without medi
cation when, unbeknown to the patients, fluoridated water
was avoided.

Nowadays when biochemical and laboratory tests are
often being overemphasized by physicians, scientists re
quire controlled data to prove the relationship of a new ill
ness to its cause.

Several approaches were possible:
1. Extensive consultation with specialists to rule out oth

er diseases.
2. Biochemical and laboratory data on patients in order

to determine features characteristic of chronic fluoride poi
soning.

3. AD.alysis of body tissue for fluoride.
4. Test doses of fluoride under controlled conditions us

ing fluoride-free water for comparison.
5. The double blind test to remove all doubt that the ill

ness could have been caused by any substance other than
fluoride. Its technique was outlined to me, as follows, by
the editor of the AMA Journal in a letter dated April 2,
1958:

"One very obvious method for testing the validity of
the diagnosis would be to place the patient on a
fluoride-free water supply until the symptoms have
subsided. Then, unbeknown to the patient (and to the
physician), add 2.2 parts per million of sodium fluo
ride to the water."

2.2 ppm of sodium fluoride in water is equal to 1 ppm of
fluoride, the concentration recommended for fluoridation,
or about 1 to 1.5 mg a day.
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In order to eliminate any chance of personal bias, I at
tempted to have Windsor physicians proceed with tests on
the patients whom I had examined on December 17, 1962.
Eight members of the Essex (Windsor) County Medical
Society met at the home of one of their colleagues at which
time I presented a review of my research on fluoride. I par
ticularly emphasized the available diagnostic approach. In
spite of intense interest in the subject and in my research,
they hesitated to carry out some of the tests which I had
recommended.

Because of the position taken by their Medical Officer of
Health and because of strong feelings among some of their
colleagues they wished to avoid conflict and the resultant
publicity.

One of them did, however, arrange to carry out a dou
ble blind test on one of the nine cases:

The patient was a thirteen year old schoolgirl (C.D.) who
developed increasingly severe migraine-like headaches start
ing in mid-September. Simultaneously, she had pains and
numbness in arms and legs, and a distinct deterioration in
her mental alertness. She became too ill to attend school.
Because of her headaches, her eyes were checked by a spe
cialist. A consultant neurologist ruled out the possibility of
a brain tumor. A series of tests to determine whether the
headaches were due to allergy were inconclusive.

On the advice of another patient who had been similarly
afflicted, the child stopped drinking Windsor water. Her
condition began to improve immediately. After ten days
her symptoms had completely subsided. However, on Mon
days and Thursdays the headaches recurred when she in
advertently quenched her thirst with Windsor tap water
after gym classes. The recurrences were avoided when she
carried her own drinking water to school. As a final proof
that fluoride caused the illness, the disease was subsequent
ly reproduced by a double-blind procedure performed un
der the guidance of the Windsor physician.
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Everyone who has carried out research has experienced
repeated disappointments and frustrations before achiev
ing success. Close to his goal, roadblocks may appear
which prevent him from carrying his work to its final con
clusion.

The major obstacles to my work have been lack of 'Co
operation by physicians and patients:

Most physicians are eager to assist. However, physicians
arc. sharply divided in their views regarding fluoridation.
Some of them are as emotional on this issue as lay per
sons. Contracting enemies among those who disagree, thus
impairing their standing among some of their colleagues,
could lead to curtailment of their practice, particularly if it
depended upon work referred to them by other physicians.

Lack of cooperation by patients was the other great ob
stacle in my work.

Once a patient is cured of his disease, only an exception
ally idealistic person will willingly undergo the time-con
suming and sometimes painful tests involved in reproduc
ing the illness by the double-blind method for experimental
purposes.

The following experiences illustrate such difficulties:
Mrs. C. A. B., age sixty-nine, another Windsor case, had

a severe skin eruption on hands and face since mid-Septem
ber. Like other halogens such as bromide and iodide,
some fluoride is eliminated through the sweat glands of the
skin. Under 'certain conditions, halogens induce skin erup
tions, particularly allergic skin disease. Fluoride has recent
ly been identified with erythema multiforme,188a a trouble
some skin disease, in workers who inhaled fumes from fluo
ride-containing welding fluxes. •

Mrs. B.'s skin lesions disappeared when she eliminated
Windsor's fluoridated water. They promptly recurred when

• One brand of welding flux analyzed recently contains 300,000
ppm or 30% of fluoride.
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she resumed it two weeks later. When I examined her in
Dec., 1962, she still had several residual areas on face and
hands. Judging from the size of the remaining eruption,
the patient must have suffered considerably. This time I
planned a different approach. I hoped to secure a tiny speci
men of the skin for a biopsy. Excess fluoride in this area
of the skin would indicate that it was responsible for the
lesion. I had already obtained specimens from several oth
er patients which were to serve as ,"controls." The patient
agreed to the plan: She was to resume drinking Windsor
water. The moment the eruption re-appeared she was to
see a surgeon for removal of the tiny specimen and of anoth
er piece of healthy skin as an additional control.

Just prior to the date decided upon she phoned to tell
me that she could not go through with the plan. She did
not mind the biopsy, but she had suffered so much during
her illness that she could not face the ordeal of deliberate
ly bringing about a recurrence.

Other patients had been so thoroughly convinced by
their dentists of the absolute safety of fluoridation that they
vigorously rejected even the suggestion that it could cause
harm.

Miss M. L., for instance, who had been under my care
for some time for an allergic disease, developed a progres
sive, generalized arthritis soon after fluoridation was insti
tuted in Windsor. The disease caused much pain and dis
ability to this young, attractive woman.

Miss L. ignored my suggestion that she eliminate fluori
dated water temporarily, on a trial basis. Instead, her in
ternist administered large doses of a cortisone drug, the
conventional treatment for arthritis. This drug caused her
to gain weight due to water retention in her system. She
developed the characteristic "moon face." The joint dis
ease, however, failed to respond. In despair she heeded my
advice. The arthritis began to improve and gradually sub-
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sided. When I requested her to undergo substantiating tests
by resuming fluoridated water, she feared a recurrence of
her painful ordeal. She refused.

Frustrating, too, was my experience with a nineteen year
old Ann Arbor student who suffered from retinitis, a serious
eye disease. The eye specialist called me in consultation to
determine whether or not allergy was involved. My exami
nation and tests ruled out this possibility. The condition
had started shortly after the young man began drinking
Ann Arbor, Mich., fluoridated water. Two British scien
tists, Drs. Sorsby and Harding,138 had produced retinitis ex
perimentally in rabbits by sodium ~uoride. I had e~co~n

tered retinitis in three well substantIated cases of pOlsomng
from fluoridated water.* This stimulated my interest in the
case.

I recommended urinary and blood determinations for
fluoride as an initial test. The patient had read so many
news releases claiming fluoride to be a harmless "nutrient"
that he brushed aside my suggestion for a follow-up along
these lines.

These were but a few of the many obstacles in gathering
data on individual patients. Nevertheless, evidence was
eventually obtained which unequivocally established seri
ous harm from drinking fluoridated water.

Among the numerous patients encountered with poison
ing from fluoridated water, at least fifteen were thoroughly
studied.

A most striking case is that of Mrs. W. E. A., age sixty
two, residing in a non-fluoridated town. She developed the
disease repeatedly on trips to fluoridated Washington, D.C.,
and Richmond, Va. At the time she had never heard of
fluoridation. Always, within a few days after her return

* In the British Medical Journal of Aug. 8, 1964, the same disease
has been attributed' to fluoride by two British scientists, Drs.
Geall and Beilin. A 55-year old man who was given 20 mg of
sodium fluoride three times a day for 6 weeks in treatment of
osteoporosis became permanently blind in one eye.
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home, her illness began to clear up. This made her suspect
that something in the water might be the source of her
trouble. Upon inquiry, she learned that both cities were
adding fluoride to the water supplies.

After she had completely recovered, the illness recurred
upon using fluoridated toothpaste. Another time, a tran
quilizer, trifluoroperazine, prescribed by her physician, pre
cipitated the same disease. It soon became obvious to her
physician that fluoride in the tranquilizer was responsible.

She had not been aware that the toothpaste, the tran
quilizer, or the water in Washington, D. C., and Richmond,
Va., contained fluoride. Therefore, her illness could not
have been imaginary.

After she had regained her health, she received an in
tradermal (into the skin) injection of fluoride equivalent
to the daily amount recommended for children's teeth. She
was not informed, in advance, of the nature of the test.
Within one-half hour she developed excruciating pains in
the abdomen, diarrhea, and allergic nasal congestion, the
same group of symptoms from which she had suffered on
previous occasions from fluoridated water, fluoride tooth
paste and the fluoride-containing tranquilizer. SUbseq~e?tly

double-blind tests were carried out by her own physIcIan,
Dr. C. D. M. of Memphis, Tenn., who again confirmed that
fluoride was responsible for the disease. During one of these
procedures, following use of the fluoride-containing tran
quilizer, she became so severely ill that Dr. M. decided to
refrain from further testing.

A former professor at the University of Florida, in Gaines
ville, Mr. F.L.P., age sixty-one, consulted me upon return
ing from a visit to Florida about a disease which had baffled
his physicians. He had excruciating pains in the head and
arthritis in the lower spine, and certain visual disturbances.
He had recently become suspicious that something harmful
in drinking water might be responsible. After he had moved
from Gainesville, Florida, to Detroit, he had gradually re-
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covered without treatment. Five years later, in 1956, when
he returned to Gainesville for a brief visit, the disease
promptly recurred. More than ever convinced that some
thing in the Florida city's water was the culprit, he learned
upon inquiry that Gainesville water had been fluoridated,
whereas Detroit's water supply contained only 0.1 ppm of
fluoride naturally. He underwent extensive clinical tests
and blind studi~. Consultant physicians ruled out other
diseases. They felt that fluoridated water had, indeed,
caused the illness.

After complete recovery he moved back to Gainesville.
He remained in good health as long as he used distilled
water for drinking and cooking. Within two days of attach
ing to his faucet a filter which was reputed to remove fluo
ride from tap water, his illness recurred. Its severity grad
ually increased. Analysis of the filtered water for fluoride
showed that it contained 1.8 ppm on one day, 1.2 on
another.

Once I had become acquainted with this disease, I en
countered additional cases presenting a combination of gas
tric and intestinal disorders with characteristic neuromus
cular and arthritic manifestations, often associated with
lower urinary tract disturbances and skin eruptions.

Whereas these symptoms occur individually in many
other diseases, their combination is not frequently seen.
Nevertheless, additional criteria to identify this disease were
needed, especially laboratory and biochemical data.

In 1956, I reported in Acta Medica Scandinavica189 a
thoroughly documented case of beginning rheumatoid ar
thritis in a 43 year old man, Mr. R R, from Bloomfield
Hills, a Detroit suburb, where fluoride occurred naturally
in water at a concentration of 0.8 ppm.· He eliminated
about ten times as much fluoride in his urine as is con
sidered normal. Simultaneously, he lost through his urine

• More recently, Dr. Rich and co-workers of the University of
Washington noted arthritis due to small doses of fluoride,lllo
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an excess of calcium, a vital mineral necessary for life.
His water source, a private well, contained fluoride nat
urally at 0.8 ppm. When he stopped consuming this wa
ter, the calcium loss and the arthritis ceased gradually in
proportion to the decline of fluoride in his urinary speci
men. After he completely recovered, the disease was re
produced by a double blind method:

He received three identical bottles of water labeled #1,
#2 and #3. To one of the bottles enough fluoride had been
added to provide 1 mg in one teaspoonful. This is the daily
dose recommended for dental decay prevention. Only the
druggist, neither the patient nor I, knew which one of the
three bottles contained the fluoride. He took one teaspoon
ful daily from bottle # 1 with a glass of distilled water the first
week, from bottle #2 the second week and from bottle #3
the third week. Although fluoride is colorless, tasteless and
odorless, he promptly discerned which bottle contained the
fluoride because his arthritic pains recurred.

This test, called double blind because neither the pa
tient nor the physician knows which bottle contains fluoride,
was utilized in dealing with all subsequent patients. It
unequivocally proved that fluoride and no other substance
caused the illness and that it was not imaginary.

Another approach to the study of fluoride's effect on
the human body was the analysis of vital organs for their
fluoride content. An organ which contains excessive
amounts of fluoride is likely to be harmed by it. Here, too,
my preliminary experiences were laborious, costly and
disappointing. With persistence, however, I eventually ob
tained significant results.

My first experience of this kind concerned Mr. RA.H.,
a thirty-five year-old engineer. He had been exposed to in
halation of beryllium in his work with fluorescent lamps.
In January, 1944, he was transferred to Fort Wayne, Ind.,
where fluoridation was initiated on July 31, 1951.

He expired on June 10, 1953, from a wasting disease
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with lung and gastric disorders, weight loss and visual dis
turbances.

Subsequently the family consulted me in order to learn
whether contact with beryllium combined with imbibing
fluoridated water could have caused his illness. Beryllium
fluoride, an extremely poisonous substance, might have
formed in the system and produced a progressive disease.
Beryllium poisoning may not become manifest for weeks
and months after exposure to the poison has ceased.

After studying the autopsy record at Fort Wayne and
following conferences with the examining physicians, I sub
mitted some of the lung sections to a nationally known
expert on beryllium, Dr. G. W. Schepers, then at Saranac
Lake, N. Y., Laboratory, for his opinion. He found a lung
tumor identical with those which he had produced in rab
bits with beryllium fluoride.181

The family decided to have the body exhumed so
that some of the organs could be analyzed for fluoride and
beryllium. Because neither one was found in excess, I con
cluded that neither fluoride nor beryllium had accounted
for this patient's death. Not until 1963 did I learn that the
absence of beryllium in tissue of organs does not exclude
the possibility of poisoning.182 With increasing knowledge
on the subject, I now realize that I should not have disre
garded the diagnosis of chronic beryllium fluoride poison
ing merely because his organs no longer contained fluo
ride or beryllium. Indeed, it is most likely that poisoning
by beryllium fluoride was the cause of death because of the
characteristic tumor in the lungs.

On October 11, 1956, I was consulted by a lady from
Racine, Wisconsin. Her husband (C.E.B.), age thirty-five,
was dying in the Milwaukee Veterans' Hospital from a mys
terious disease which had baffied physicians in this and
two other hospitals where studies had been previously
made. The disease involved many organs, particularly
the stomach, the bowels and the neuromuscular system. It
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resembled in many respects the disease in the study of which
I had been engaged. I received transcripts of the complete
~ecor~s f~om the three hospitals, with the results of every
mvestIgatlOn that had been carried out. I also obtained,
thro~gh the ho~pital's cooperation, a urinary specimen for
fluonde analySIS. The patient expired a few weeks later,
onJanuary 22, 1957.

The autopsy disclosed amyloidosis, a rare disease, char
acterized by deposition in many organs of a chemical,
called amyloid. The pathologist found several other ab
normalities, namely, a malignant lung tumor, diseased
parathyroid glands, a kidney disease and a terminal
pneumonia.

After reviewing all available data with the pathologist"
and with clinicians at the Veterans' Hospital, I was satis
fied that fluoridated water (l ppm) which the patient had
~een con~uming for six years was not primarily respon
~lble for hIS death. However, it had a definite bearing on his
Illness for the following reasons:

1. There was considerable storage of fluoride in his sys
tem. By measuring the daily fluid consumption, it was
shown that through water alone the patient had consumed
about 3 m~ligrams of fluoride a day. Since his urine speci
men contamed only 1/10 of 1 mg, the major portion of
the fluoride consumed must have been retained in the sys
tem.

2. The patient lost an unusually large amount of calcium
in his daily urinary specimen, on one occasion as much as
1335 mg (up to 250 mg is normal).

3. The tumor in the lungs, probably the primary source
of this patient's disease, contained 29.0 ppm of fluoride
(29 mg per 1000 grams of tissue). This was far more than
the fluoride levels usually encountered in lungs, which is
less than 1 ppm. His bones contained only four times the
amount of fluoride present in the tumor. Normally, bones
store ,300 and more times fluoride than other organs.
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The excessive retention of fluoride in the system, its ac
cumulation in the lungs and the disruption of the cal
cium balance pointed to fluoride as a contributing cause
of death.

The high fluoride level in the lung cancer brought up a
question which I was eager to explore:

Does cancer tissue contain more fluoride than healthy
tissue? Should the answer be positive, it would be of inter
est to scientists who are trying to conquer cancer.

I discussed this problem with Dr. E. P. Pender
grass, the President of the American Cancer Society whom
I met at a medical convention. At his suggestion I made
an application to the Society for research funds. My project
was clearly defined: I planned to obtain specimens of lung
cancer from a local hospital.

As in other large hospitals, there were no facilities to
carry out fluoride analyses. In the city of Detroit, where City
Councilmen have voted to fluoridate the water supplies,
only two laboratories are known to me which carry out fluo
ride determinations on whose accuracy I could rely. How
ever, both are closeiy linked with· a fluoride-promoting in
dustry and the P.H.S. Most of my analyses had been car
ried out by George Kosel, an exceptionally well-qualified
chemist of the Passaic, New Jersey, General Hospital. It
was hoped that an initial pilot study on ten cancer patients
and ten control cases without cancer would disclose wheth
er or not this research warranted further studies on a larger
scale. I estimated the cost for tissue analyses at about $10.00
each, and the total expense for the study at approximate
ly $2,000. The American Cancer Society indicated to me
that the money would be forthcoming. The pathologist of
the hospital considered the project worthwhile and was
eager to furnish the cancerous lungs.

However, there was a fly in the ointment: Several mem
bers of the hospital's medical executive staff committee
were diehard proponents of fluoridation. They had already
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committed themselves publicly to the thesis that fluoridation
is absolutely safe.

At the committee's request, the hospital administrator
informed me that my research did not meet with their ap
proval because it would be partially carried out in a New
Jersey hospital. Whether their decision was prompted by a
belief that my project would not lead to tangible results
or that the hospital might somehow be dragged into the
fluoridation controversy or that my research might produce
evidence in conflict with their own position, I never learned.
I had solely requested the hospital to furnish ten specimens
of cancerous lung tissue and ten non-cancerous specimens .
for comparative analysis.

The upshot of this incident was that I had to continue
to defray all expenses for my research out of my own
pocket.

I was able, however, to examine tissue from other or
gans in a series of cases through the cooperation of some of
my colleagues. Some of these data have been published in
my monograph, Fluoride in Clinical Medicine.84 In speci
mens taken from diseased areas of the skin, fluoride levels
ranged up to 300 ppm, whereas adjoining normal skin ana
lyzed as a control contained very little fluoride, usually less
than 1 ppm.

Moreover, biopsy specimens of ulcers of the mouth of
unknown origin from five persons were analyzed for their
fluoride content. In ulcer tissue from one of them, a weld
er, 6.08 ppm fluoride was found whereas in four other
persons specimens of the lining of the mouth were fluoride
free. The welder's urinary fluoride level was high, namely
4.2 ppm (normal 0.1 to 0.3). Considerable fluoride was
being eliminated for as long as three weeks after he had
ceased to be exposed.·

Another project in which I was engaged was the exam-

• The fluoride content of fluxes, according to analysis of eight dif
ferent brands, ranges from 0 to 300,000 ppm (30%).
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ination of eye lenses for fluoride. They had been removed
surgically because of cataracts. The lens tissue in 14 was
free of fluoride, but in two specimens extraordinarily high
fluoride levels were found, namely, 77.3 ppm and 176.0
ppm. Such unusually high values raise the question whether
or not some cataracts are related to fluoride.

My interest in cataracts had been aroused by the study
of a French scientist, Dr. R. Weekers,193 who demonstrat

, ed in 1941 that in cattle and rabbits sodium fluoride in
terferes with the normal composition of the lens, especially
its carbohydrate (sugar) metabolism.

In addition to having fluoride determinations made on
cataract lenses, specimens of skin and lining of the mouth,
I carried out a program of analyzing for fluoride, the maj
or soft tissue organs in ten individuals. One of them, a pa
tient from Highland Park, Michigan, Mr. W. B. D., forty
five years old, had died under mysterious circumstances
in 1962. He had been under my observation from Feb. 19.
1959. to Oct., 1959. The diagnosis of poisoning from drin~

ing fluoridated Highland Park water was unequivocally
confirmed by a series of urinary fluoride determinations.
by other laboratory studies, by consultation with leading
Detroit specialists and. finally. by repeated double blind
tests.

On Oct. 2, 1962. Mr. W. B. D. was found dead in
bed. He had been free of symptoms since 1959 when. ac
cording to my advice, he began to use distilled fluoride
free water for drinking and cooking. However several
weeks beforehis death he had started to use a filter which,
he assumed, eliminated fluoride from his tap water. A
check on this filter after his death, by a Detroit water engi
neer, revealed that the filter was ineffective. It had not re
moved all the fluoride. The question arose whether some of
the fluoride removed by the filter from the water could have
accidentally recontaminated the water and poisoned him.
Since the patient had been proven to be unusually intolerant
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to the drug, a relatively small amount could have caused
his death.

I received specimens of his organs for fluoride analy'sis.
The coroner found none of the poisons whicl;1 are usually
responsible for sudden death on the body, namely, alcohol,
barbiturates, carbon monoxide and cyanide.* His report
recorded no test for fluoride. Before giving his final ver
dict, the medical examiner told me that he noted a large
amount of blood in the stomach. He stated that the heart
was normal. In the official autopsy protocol, however,
death was attributed to heart disease, although no evidence
of a coronary or other preexisting heart abnormality was
recorded.

Fluoride determinations of twelve organs done for me
by Mr. Kosel were unrevealing. This is not unusual in acute
poisoning. Two Philadelphia physicians, Drs. Gettler and
Ellerbrook19' who studied five cases of sudden poisoning
due to single doses of fluoride. reported very small amounts
of fluoride in liver, kidney. heart. brain, namely 0.2 to 0.8
ppm. Other tests which I had done on the body disclosed
an extremely low calcium level of the blood, namely 4.4
mg per 100 cc (normal 9-11). This finding is similar
to that reported by others in acute (sudden) fluoride poi
soning as shown in Chapter VIII.

The low calcium level in the blood, as well as the presence
of blood in the stomach, constituted strong evidence that
the patient did die of acute fluoride poisoning. Yet, one
missing link was needed without which it was impossible to
complete the diagnosis: This corpus delicti was the stom
ach content. The medical examiner was unable to provide
it for fluoride analysis because of the excessive disintegra
tion of the stomach following the death.

This case demonstrates the great difficulties with which
physicians are constantly confronted in establishing a

• Zawadzki, E. S., M; D., Wayne County Medical Examiner, to
G.L.W. 1/ 10/63.
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, diagnosis and relating cause to effec~. For this re~n.1 c~n
tinued to search for new criteria which would assISt m pm-
pointing the diagnosis. '

Excess fluoride in urine and blood have been used by
biochemists as ali indicator of fluoride intake into the
body. However, because of wide variations in a person's
tolerance to the drug due to age, state of nutrition, dietary
habits, occupation, etc., it is not possible to set up iron-clad
reliable standards for what are normal, and what abnor
mal, levels of fluoride in urine, blood, bones and other
organs.

Dr. H. C. Hodge, of the University of Rochester, an ar-
dent exponent of fluoridation, has claimed that no harm
can occur unless at least 5 mg per liter (5 ppm) of fluo
ride is present in the urine.1111i This. concept, alt~ou~
widely publicized in medical journals, IS based on thIS SCI

entist's arbitrary view; it is not supported by factual d~ta.

In pursuance of this idea, I had more than 200 urme
samples analyzed for fluoride. The daily fluoride elimina
tion in allergic persons, particularly in those intolerant to
fluoride, was compared with that of individuals who had
suffered no ill effect from drinking fluoridated water and
of individuals residing in non-fluoridated areas. At no time
was there any correlation of their symptoms with the level
of fluoride in their urine. In other words, the amount of
fluoride present in a person's urine does not indicate how
susceptible he is to damage from fluoride. In fact, those
who eliminate little or no fluoride in their urine might, un
der certain conditions, accumulate relatively large amounts
in vital organs, as did patient C.E.B. of Racine, Wisconsin

(page 210). .., .
Thus, my intention to use unnary 6uonde as a cntenon

came to naught.
Another approach was pursued. According to Dr. Ro

holm 82 fluoride tends to withdraw calcium from the sys
tem. Simultaneous determinations of calcium and fluoride in
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the daily urine specimens, I reasoned, should indicate to
what extent fluoride disturbs the system's calcium balance.
This procedure, I hoped, might turn out to be the desired
tool for establishing whether or not a given person is sus
ceptible to harm from fluoride.

Forty-eight persons suspected of fluoride poisoning and
fourteen normal individuals cooperated in this study. They
were placed for three days prior to the test on a carefully
measured controlled diet; some c;liets contained 2000 mg
calcium (high calcium diet), the others 137 mg (low cal
cium diet). Each was given 15 mg of sodium fluoride in
water, by mouth. This is equivalent to 6.8 mg of fluoride,
an amount small enough to be relatively harmless in a sin
gle dose, yet large enough to be detected in the urine 24
to 48 hours later. The amount of calcium was determined
in the same specimens.

In carrying out new, untried research, one idea often
leads to another: For example, when given by mouth, the
total dose of fluoride does not enter the bloodstream. An
unknown quantity leaves the system through the bowels
and does not reach the blood. In order to obviate this pos
sibility and to by-pass the stomach, sodium fluoride was
injected directly into the bloodstream in thirty-four pa
tients.

The results were most enlightening.
Five patients had slight side effects, three suffered more

severe reactions, mostly nausea, vomiting, migraine-like
headache and visual disturbances from this minute dose
of fluoride. However, the severity of these symptoms could
not be attributed to increased calcium elimination through
the urine. Contrary to my expectations, calcium in the uri
nary specimens did not parallel the amount of fluoride as
it had in the arthritis patient R. R. from Bloomfield Hills,
described on page 208.

Interestingly, several persons eliminated an unusually
large amount of urine, as much as 6 liters, after the test
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dose compared to their customary daily elimination of one
to two liters. Excessive thirst (polydipsia) and excessive
urinary production have been reported in fluoride poison
ing from much larger doses.

Since this method did not provide conclusive findings,
another method was devised to determine whether or not
a person can tolerate fluoride in minute doses. Calcium and
phosphorus levels were determined in the blood following
an intravenous dose of 15 mg of sodium fluoride.

Again, the results were erratic. In several persons there
was a significant fall in blood calcium and blood phos
phorus, in others a marked rise after the intravenous test
dose of fluoride. At first these results were disappointing to
me because they lacked consistency. However, as I learned
more about how fluoride affects the human organism, I re
alized that nothing other than inconsistent results should

.be anticipated. The wide variations from one person to
another in fluoride's absorPtion, storage and elimination re
lated to many variables, especially age, sex, state of health
and nutrition, previous exposure to, or intake of fluoride
-all make for inconsistent results.

The basic lesson from any work on fluoride is the fact
that no two persons respond alike.

My studies on fluoride and calcium elimination had an
aftermath:

Drs. Muhler and Wagner, University of Indiana, Bloom
ington, followed my procedure using six normal persons for
their tests. They obtained similar results: Excretion of fluo
ride and calcium after a given test dose was inconsistent.

Their article, published in the Journal of Dental Re
search, Vol. 38, page 1078, 1959,66 revealed a much more
significant result than that which they set out to find. Yet,
they and other exponents of fluoridation have paid little
attention to what this research really disclosed:

Their six "experimental persons" eliminated only about
one-third of the fluoride given to them in the test. This is a
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far cry from the usual claims made by the P.H.S. based
on work by Drs. E. J. Largent196 and F. J. McClure65
~ho r~port~d that only 10% to 25 % of ingested fluoride
IS retamed m the system.

I set up additional projects designed to enlighten me
further about fluoride's action on the human body.
. For instance, I skin-tested more than 2000 allergic pa

tIents in my Clinic with a 1% solution of sodium fluoride.
One per cent solutions of sodium bromide and sodium
iodide, injected simultaneously as a skin test, served as
controls.

In most cases fluoride reacted much more strongly than
the two companion halogens. The usual response to the
injected fluoride solution is an irritated area on the skin.
In four patients, however, I noted a strong so-called
"wheal" reaction, the same kind as that seen in hay fever
patients sensitive to ragweed. The significance of these re
actions with respect to the patient's tolerance is difficult to
assess.

A number of food items, drugs and volatile household
products were analyzed for their fluorine content. These
studies have furnished interesting results, but have not yet
been processed for presentation in medical journals.

Having been alerted to the effect of fluoride, I observed
in some of my patients that fluorine-containing drugs may
induce side reactions closely simulating fluoride intoxica
tion. This is contrary to the view currently accepted by the
medical profession. It is generally believed that the fluorine
and carbon atoms in these drugs are so closely tied together
that fluoride ions do not dissociate from the molecules. Thus
it is assumed that chemically-bound fluorine remains innoc
uous because it is eliminated through the kidneys in the
same combination as consumed.

However, at a chemical laboratory in Cambridge, Eng
land, I was shown the fluoride analyses of a patient's urine
who had been taking a tranquilizer containing 16 per cent
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of fluorine. This drug, taken three times daily for three
months provided a total daily intake of 2.4 mg of fluoride,
The patient was suspected of ill effect from fluoride while
using the drug. Analyses for "free" fluoride (not bound to
other atoms) in the daily urine samples obtained Septem..;
ber 13 to 15, 1962, ranged from 1.86 to 2.76 mg. These
amounts represented 76 and 90% respectively of the total
fluorine (bound and as fluoride ion) present in the urine
on the above mentioned dates. Since other major sources of
fluoride intake were ruled out in this patient it must be con
cluded that fluoride did split off from the drug's molecule
and thus caused damage.

Another experience indicated to me that fluorine iIi a
drug may lead to fluoride storage in the system. One of my
own patients, Mrs. I. T., age forty-two, residing in low
fluoride (0.1 ppm) Detroit had been taking a fluorine-con
taining corticosteroid drug (one of the active principles of
adrenal glands) for 8 years when she first consulted me for
asthma on August 20, 1963. Six weeks after discontinuing
the drug she was still excreting 1.46 fig per day (0 to 0.3
mg is normal). It was not until three months later that the
urine became free of fluoride. The persistent elimination
of fluoride after she had discontinued the drug constitutes
evidence that over the years considerable fluoride may
have been released from the drug and stored in the system.

On August 24, 1962, the chief surgeon of one of the
leading hospitals in the South consulted me about a nine-year
year old boy, W. B. B., Ir. Severe hemorrhages from the
stomach necessitated removal of a large part of the child's
stomach. After recovery and return home, the boy prompt
ly suffered another hemorrhage so severe that a part of the
upper bowel had to be removed. Careful questioning revealed
that he had taken a fluoride tablet for prevention of tooth
decay, several hours prior to the second hemorrhage. Could
the hemorrhages have been due to the tablet which
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.contained about 1/2 (0.4823) mg of fluoride, the surgeon
mquired?

Fluoride ion reacts with hydrochloric acid in the stom
ach and forms hydrofluoric acid, the corrosive agent which
causes ulceration and hemorrhages in the stomach and
upper bowel in acute poisoning. The ulcer formation, as
stated before, does not take place immediately upon con
tact of hydrofluoric acid with body tissue, but first begins
to form beneath the area of contact.197 This explains why
several hours may elapse before the hemorrhages start.

Upon examination of the microscopic sections of the
boy's stomach and upper bowel, I found an unusual con
dition beneath the lining of the stomach, called teleangiec
tasis (widening of small blood vessels). The investigation
concluded that the fluoride tablets precipitated the hemor
rhages in this otherwise harmless condition.

This case demonstrates how a poisonous substance,
harmless to many, can cause serious damage to some.

Recently, death due to liver damage has been reported in
the medical literature in ten cases from a new, widely em
ployed anesthetic containing 28 % fluorine. 19B There is
a controvsery as to whether these deaths were caused by
the anesthetic or occurred coincidentally. In an effort to
?etermine whether ~r not the three fluorine atoms present
In the molecule mIght have been responsible, I obtained
liver tissue in four of the ten cases for fluoride analysis.

In a sixteen year old girl who died within thirteen days
after surgery, there was as much fluoride in the liver (3.98
ppm) as has been noted in acute fluoride poisoning by Drs.
Gettler and Ellerbrook.194 In the other three cases the fluo
~ide levels in the liver were within normal range. The long
Interval between the surgery and their deaths could have
provided the system a chance to rid itself of the fluoride
after doing its damage to the liver tissue.

These studies which I have carried out indicate that
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fluoride's role in poisoning from drugs requires much more
investigation. Currently it is a virgin field.

Because of the many handicaps and roadblocks, espe
cially because of limited funds, I was only able to scratch
the surface of some of the problems in which I was inter
ested. Nevertheless, it has given me an appreciation of the
importance of fluoride in many disease processes and it
has contributed, in a small way, to our knowledge of fluo
ride's effects. It has already stimulated others to search for
facts to which little or no attention had been paid in the
past.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

COUNTERATTACKS

In 1959, I discussed my data on chronic fluoride poi
soning from drinking water at the Pasteur Institute, Paris,
with one of France's greatest authorities on calcium-phos
phorus metabolism, Dr. G. Milhaux. He showed much in
terest in my work, but warned:

"You are swimming against the stream. Are you pre
pared to face the consequences?"

The research in which I was engaged constituted the
most powerful evidence against fluoridation. It incontro
vertibly proved that fluoridation is hazardous to health.

My research constituted an indictment of those who
had initiated the fluoridation program without first secur
ing proof of its safety. It also indicted the multitudes who
had permitted themselves to be carried along by the cur
rent-who had blindly accepted the word of "authorities"
or so-called fluoridation study.committees without making
their own independent investigation.

In recent years only a few scientists in the U. S. A.
had produced research indicative of harm from fluoride,
notably Dr. Alfred Taylor, University of Texas; Dr. L Rap
aport, formerly of the Psychiatric Institute, University of
Wisconsin; Dr. Clive McCay, Cornell University College of
Agriculture, Dept. of Animal Husbandry; Father Sullivan
of Boston University; Dr. Reuben Feltman of Passaic Gen
eral Hospital, Passaic, New Jersey. Their work could be
"eliminated" more easily than mine. They were linked
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with institutions dependent on the P.H.S. and the U.S.
Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare.

My position was different. I was independent.
Moreover, I had publicly challenged the practices pre

vailing in fluoridation promotion. I had openly dared to
question the validity of research sponsored by the most
powerful medical organization in the world, the U.S.P.H.S.

In 1955 I had submitted an article on fluoridation
to the editor of the Ladies Home Journal. At first he
was inclined to publish it. Sensing the fury of the contro
versy, he compromised by publishing a letter in the May,
1955, issue, page 6, accompanied by one written by the
U.S.P.H.S. Surgeon General, Leonard Scheele, now the
head of a pharmaceutical company.

Referring to the poisoning which I had encountered,
I challenged the P.H.S.:

"The Public Health Service is moving heaven and earth
to deny the existence of these cases instead of investigating
them."

Such an affront to this mighty organization demanded
immediate measures. The Public Health Service, trusted
throughout the U.S.A by every citizen, by Congress and
the President, had many big guns and heavy ammuni
tion at its disposal to neutralize the impact of my evidence.
These guns were set up on both the political and the scien-
tific front: .

The editor of the Ladies Home Journal received a tongue
lashing by Dr. G. J. Cox, of Pittsburgh, the originator of the
fluoridation idea. In a mimeographed brochure199 distributed
by the AD.A. entitled "Is There a Case Against Fluorida
tion?", Dr. Cox stated:

"They (The Ladies Home Journal) could have pre
vented the loss of millions of teeth by referring these let
ters to competent critics."

Dr. Cox's philosophy is characteristic of the entire
fluoridation campaign: The people should not be given
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both sides of this issue. "Competent critics," i.e. public reo
lations counsels of the AD.A and the P.H.S., the two
promoting agencies, must shield them from facts unfav
orable to fluoridation.

I will mention just a few examples of other efforts by
promoting agencies to scuttle my work because the story
of this struggle would be incomplete without recording
some of these experiences.

On the political front health officials in fluoridated ~om

munities denied that fluoridated water could cause pOison
ing. The strongest denial came from Dr. G. C. Weidner,
health commissioner of Saginaw, who at the time of my con
ference with him in Saginaw had not been aware of the
many reports available in the medical literature of harm
from fluoride in water naturally. Nor had he realized that
Saginaw citizens had become ill from artificially fluoridat
ed water. Nevertheless, in the Pontiac Press of April 1 and
2, 1955, Dr. Weidner categorically stated that Saginaw's
fluoridated water had never caused illness to anyone. His
successor, Dr. Richard S. Ryan, acting health officer, fol
lowed up Dr. Weidner's statement in a widely publicized
letter. to Dr. Gordon Bates, Canada's chief promoter of
fluoridation.

"There has been no epidemic of fluorine poisoning in
Saginaw. For emphasis, I repeat, there has been no epi-
demic."

I checked with some of the Saginaw individuals whose
illness I had studied. I learned that the local health depart
ment had made no inquiries at any time concerning their
illness.

On the other hand, in Highland Park, Michigan, the
health commissioner Dr. James Nunn did do some in
vestigating. He had learned through relatives of my pa
tient, Mrs. M.E.J.,-the first case of poisoning from arti
ficially fluoridated water reported in the literature-
• HEALTH, Toronto, Ont., March issue, 1958.
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that she was emotional when speaking about fluoridation.
From this description the health commissioner deduced
that her disease had a psychosomatic or imaginary basis.
Obviously, he was not aware that she exhibited such clear
cut physical manifestations as internal hemorrhages and
retinitis. Who would not become emotional upon learning
that fluoride which had been added to her drinking water
without her consent was the sole cause of a serious, near
fatal illness? To maintain her health she must secure distilled
water which she can ill afford to buy. To remain unemo
tional after such an experience would be abnormal indeed.

Another salvo on the political front was fired by the
Michigan State Health Commissioner, Dr. Albert E. Heus
tis. In a letter dated Iune 6, 1955, publicized widely by the
U.S.P.H.S., he accused me of shirking my duty as a public
spirited physician beca:use I had refused to tum my patients
over to his department for examination. Actually in my re
ply to him on Iune 7, 1955, I had stated:

'1 shall be more than pleased to present my material
to an unbiased group of my colleagues at any time."

Since Dr. Heustis is the key promoter of fluoridation
in the State of Michigan, since neither he nor anyon~

else in his Department have had any research experience
with fluoride's systemic effect and since he holds a political
office, I felt that examination of my patients by Michigan
health officials could only serve to confuse the issue.

I had made a trip to Lansing during the summer of·
1955 to request Michigan's Governor G. Mennon Wil
liams to establish a commit~e of scientists independent
of political affiliations for the purpose of objectively ap
praising my data.· I had already reported my observa
tions of fluoride poisoning from drinking water in two
medical journals.· Moreover, I had repeatedly requested
an opportunity to present my data to the membership of

• Letter by Dr. G. L. W. to Mr. Lawrence Farrell, Secy. to the
Governor, State Capitol, Lansing, dated 9/20155.
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local and national medical societies and to hospital staffs,
the conventional way to introduce new scientific findings
to the medical profession. These requests were denied.

New efforts were made to counter the effect of my
work. According to a standard pattern a letter had to
be obtained from someone whom the uninformed citizen
would look upon as an authority. A statement by the As
sistant Executive Secretary, Mr. A. H. Luthmers of the
American Academy of Allergy, not a physician, ap
peared in the Manchester, Conn., Herald of April 2nd,
1959:

"To my knowledge there are no reports of allergic or tox
ic reactions to fluoride other than the reactions of harden
ing of tooth enamel."

The officers of the organization had not authorized him
to speak for them nor had they knowledge of how the state
ment originated. When the president of the Academy, Dr.
F. C. Lowell of Boston, became aware of it, he wrote.me on
April 23, 1959:

"So far as we are aware there has never been any for
mal expression of opinion by the American Academy of
Allergy concerning toxicity of fluorine in drinking water."

Investigation revealed that Mr. Luthmers had expressed
a personal opinion in a letter dated May, 1956, to a Stam
ford, Conn., physician. Mr. Luthmers himself stated that
the letter was not written for publication.·

There was reason to believe that the request for the
Luthmers' statement did not originate on the local (Con
necticut) level, but was obtained according to a definite
pattern through directives from top promoters, either from
Washington, D. C., or Chicago.

At the hearing before the S1. Louis, Missouri, County
Council at Webster Groves on October 11, 1957, for
instance, Dr. Willard Bartlett, the local promoter, like
wise announced that S1. Louis allergists had "not seen

• Luthmers, A. H. to G. L. W. 5/12/59.
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any allergy to fluoride." Actually none of them had ever
considered the possibility that fluoride might cause allergic
reactions.

Had they been asked twenty years ago whether or not
they had seen a case of emphysema from smoking they
would also have replied in the negative. Today their reply
would be different.

In not a single instance did these efforts to neutralize
tbe-- impact of my research constitute a bona fide criticism
of my data. Instead proponents attempted to cast doubt
upon my scientific competence.

Since I held no office or job within the reach of P.H.S.
influence I could not be threatened with dismissal. Such
practices, incredible as they may seem, are not uncommon
in fluoridation promotion.

V. O. Hurme, D.M.D., director, for many years, of
Boston's Forsythe Dental Infirmary for Children resigned
his position because "restriction of his academic freedom
on the question of fluoridation was repugnant" to him.·

Dr. Jonathan Forman of Columbus,- Ohio, editor of
the Journal of the Ohio State Med. Assoc. for more
than twenty-five years was abruptly dropped, according
to the Columbus Citizen, November 13, 1958, because of
his open stand against fluoridation.

Early in 1954, a scientist of New York City who
wishes to remain anonymous had opposed fluoridation
over the radio. The following day the Dean of the Den
tal School, New York University, with which he was
connected, informed him that his services were no longer
needed. When the professor threatened to publicize the
reason for the dismissal, the university promptly dropped
the matter."

The disparagement by the Milwaukee Health Director,
Dr. E. R. Krumbiegel, in the Milwaukee Journal of No-

• Hurme, V.O.,D.M.D. to G.L.W. 8/9/59.
•• Personal communication W. W., M. D.
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vember 8, 1955, which has been propagated in the A.D.A.
dossier, had failed to silence me. Indeed, I had paid little
attention to the abusive statements about me which had
become increasingly numerous. Therefore, more effective
measures to eliminate me from the fluoridation scene had
to be devised. Bigger guns had to be trained at me and my
evidence.

It began with a visit by Dr. Heinrich Hornung, a health
official of Marburg, Germany. None other than a Torch
supported Detroit welfare agency had made arrangements
for his trip to Detroit.

Dr. Hornung, one of Europe's most fanatical promoters,
was sponsored in the United States by the American Council
on Education· for the purpose of "studying" fluoridation.
His itinerary included the key battle areas in the fluoridation
struggle: Bethesda, Md., Bartlett, Tex., Grand Rapids,
Mich., Newburgh, N. Y., and-my clinic in Detroit.

Dr. Hornung arrived carrying a bouquet of red roses
for my wife. With pleasure he accepted the hospitality of
my home. Knowing that Germans enjoy the out-of-doors,
I took him to my farm near Pontiac where I- showed him
deer tracks, foxholes and modern milking equipment. I also
showed him, at my clinic, some of the data which I had
accumulated in connection with the 52 cases of poison
ing from fluoridated water, a report of which was about
to appear in a leading European medical journal, Acta
Medica Scandinavica. 189

Some individuals had written letters to me describing
their illness. Before embarking upon a study of their cases,
I had mailed them a questionnaire for the purpose of
determining which to eliminate and which to carefully in
vestigate. The questionnaire served solely for screening
purposes. From their answers I decided whether or not
it was warranted to contact the family physician and the

• Cassidy, Florence G., Secy. Committee for Foreign Visitors,
United Community Services to Dr. G. L. W. Oct. 18, 1955.
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hospitals, where they had been under observation, for
further substantiation of the diagnosis. I personally ex
amined most of the fifty~o persons. Some were hos
pitalized in Detroit for thorough observation and consul
tation.

On March 24, 1956, Dr. Hornung sent me the copy
of a letter -which he had directed to Frederick S. McKay,
Colorado Springs dentist. This letter was subsequently pub
lished in the Journal of the American Dental Association.201

Dr. Hornung described what he claimed to have seen
in my office:

"Dr. Waldbott," he stated, "is an excellent ('ausge
zeichneter') scientist in the field of allergy, but on the
question of fluoridation his scientific reasoning is tarnished
constantly by an emotional bias."

''Dr. Waldbott distributed a questionnaire in which
'leading' questions were listed, and whenever a single one
of these questions was answered positively by one of the
recipients of the questionaire, mostly elderly ladies, this was
recorded as proof (I) of poisoning by fluoridation," Dr.
Hornung continued.

"During a luncheon in Bartlett, Texas, where the drink-
. ing water contains 8 ppm of fluoride, I requested that the
mayor of Bartlett read the symptoms listed in Waldbott's
questionnaire. I wanted to ascertain whether such symp
toms occur in a town with a comparatively high fluoride
content in its water supply. The response was hilarious. A
participant in the discussion declared laughingly: 'Now I
know why my bulldogs can't catch the ball.' "

There was every reason to expect a hilarious response
not only from the Bartlett citizens but from every den
tist in the U.S.A. who read Dr. Hornung's version of my
questionaire in the Journal of the A.D.A. I could hard
ly believe my eyes when I read the nonsense which he
attributed to me and which he had interpolated into my
questionnaire:
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"Numbness in thumb, little finger or end phalanx of
forefinger; small black moving spots in the field of vision;
chronic skin erosion (!); hypersensitivity of mucosa and
burning sensation in both eyes; eczema between fingers and
toes; itching, dryness in the oral cavity; brittle nails; hives;
gastritis and atrophy of the liver (!), especially during
summer (!); dull headaches in forehead; pains in the cra
nial region; backache; falling out of hair; pains in arms and
ankle joints; frequent disturbance of the faculty of thinking,
and improvement immediately after change of domicile."

Dr. Hornung must have lifted out of context and at
tributed to me some of the patients' own descriptions in
their replies to my questionnaire.

"Dr. Waldbotfs questionnaires," Dr. Hornung contin
ued, "were distributed (by Dr. H.) in Marburg, Germany,
a city where drinking water contains hardly any fluoride
(0.2 ppm), but where it has been chlorinated for years."

In his questionnaire Dr. Hornung substituted the words
"chlorine" and "chlorination" for "fluorine" and "fluorida
tion." He implied that on the basis of answers received (had
he followed my method of diagnosis) one half of Marburg's
population would have been poisoned from chlorinated
water.

I first learned that this letter had appeared in the Sept.,
1956, issue of the Journal of the American Dental As
sociation from a Detroit Free Press reporter. It was the sub
ject of a nationwide news release on August 31, 1956.

Did I have anything to add, the reporter inquired?
This distortion of facts and the manner in which it was

propagated caught me completely by surprise. Any off
hand remarks would only have further damaged my po
sition.

The next day the Detroit Free Press featured my "so
called" research on fluoride poisoning and my "emotional"
approach to the subject of fluoridation.

To this day I am still amazed at my complete unaware-
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ness concerning the real purpose of Dr. Hornung's visit.
I considered this man a scientist. Due to my German up
bringing and education the thought would never have
crossed my mind that a health official's motives could be
political rather than scientific. His gift of roses to my wife
had convinced me that he was a gentleman. It was per
haps my German background which made me assume
that a scientist, a German, and a gentleman could only
be interested in science and truth.

The American Dental Association and the P.H.S. uti
lized this letter for all that it was worth. The Hornung
story was duly propagated wherever fluoridation raised

. its head (Table 14). Whenever my name was mentioned
in connection with fluoridation, the local promoting den
tist or health official handed the story to the newspaper or
the local fluoridation committee.

The letter was reprinted from C.onnecticut to Califor
nia-from Maine to Florida. It appeared at public hear
ings, in the press, over the radio, in Australia, New Zealand,
Holland, Germany, England, Sweden, Switzerland, in medi
cal and dental journals.

The editor of the New Canaan, Conn., Advertiser pub
lished editorials on April 3rd and 17th, 1958, on "Wald
bott's Cases" under the paradoxical caption of "Public In
formation Service."

Whenever the U. S. Public Health Service received
inquiries from citizens, scientists or scientific organizations
concerning Dr. Waldbott's research, V. L. Diefenbach,
D.D.S., acting Chief, Education and Information Serv
ices, Division of Dental Public Health, responded with
standard enclosures featuring the Hornung letter in con
nection with other material equally misleading. It resulted
in labelling anything I said as "unconvincing" and "un
scientific" regardless of the fact that Dr. Hornung in his
letter had designated me an "excelfent scientist" in my
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own specialty. Needless to say each editor gave the story
his own slant.

Indeed, this device accomplished its purpose: It com
pletely neutralized the powerful evidence which I had
produced.

Curiously enough, in spite of his flagrant abuse of my
hospitality, Dr. Hornung continued to woo my "friend
ship." Months after he had written his lette~, I rec~ived

a greeting from him written during one of his va~atIons:

"As true scientists," he stated, "we may differ in opin
ions, but we may still remain good friends." On one oc
casion he sent me a postal card from my home town, Spey
er, Germany. I often wondered whether or not he went
there on an official mission to research my background from
the cradle to obtain more material for another letter to
some of his American friends.

Only once did I see Dr. Hornung again. I was invit~d to
speak to a group of physicians at the behest of the Heal~h

Department of the City of Frankfurt, Germany. He had lIt
tle to say at the conference. After the meeting, however, I
saw him gesticulating to several physicians who had heard
my talk. Was he explaining to them why ,bulldogs couldn't
catch balls in Bartlett? Was he trying to convince his listen
ers of the competence of Bartlett's mayor to assess the ill
nesses of his townsmen?

On the advice of my attorney I initiated steps for a libel
suit against the Journal of the American Dental Assoc.
Its editor promptly offered me space in the Journal of
Dec., 1957, page 873, for a reply to the Hornung letter.l8l

At that time I :had had very little experience with legal
matters. Instead of answering Dr. Hornung's slander
ous implicationS I thought it preferable to give the den
tists positive information about my recent research. This
gentle approach, how~.er;---proved to be ineffective. Even
after a second clarification had appeared, this time in
the A.M.A.'s Archives of, Environmental Health, Vol.
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4, page 459, April, 1962, the P.H.S. spokesman persisted
in propagating the Hornung fabrication.

The device of visiting a scientist for the purpose of dis
covering a means by which to downgrade him publicly and
thus neutralize the impact of his research is frequently em
ployed in fluoridation promotion:

During the course of a series of experiments on can
cer, Alfred Taylor, Ph.D., at the Biochemical Institute, Uni
versity of Texas, one of the. nation's most respected cancer
researchers, observed that water fluoridated at 0.44 ppm
shortened the life span of cancer-prone mice. Al
though Dr. Taylor emphasized that his conclusions were
tentative, two P.H.S. officials called on him in his labora
tory, Drs. H. T. Dean and H. Andervont. Subsequently the
P.H.S. pronounced Dr. Taylor's experiments invalid be
cause, in addition to water, the pellets fed the mice also
contained fluoride.202

In subsequent experiments,208 Dr. Taylor eliminated the
basis for the P.H.S. criticism and confirmed his previous
observations. This time the feed contained only minute
amounts of fluoride. In a series of 12 experiments, involv
ing 645 mice, 1 ppm fluoride in water reduced the life
span by 9%.208

In spite of the statistically significant evidence ob
tained from this unusually large number of animals, pro
ponent scientists continue to quote the ear~er ~1.951)

preliminary tentative experiments and theIr cnttques.
They keep disregarding the final (1954) results.

In order to further neutralize the impact of Dr. Tay
lor's work, research by Drs. J. J. Bittner and W. D. Arm
strong of University of Minnesota204was given wide pUbli~

ity. Because too few mice were involved, the results of therr
experiments were not conclusive.

Numerous other methods have been devised to forestall
an objective appraisal of, and to eliminate, valid research
unfavorable to fluoridation:
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A mimeographed release by the University of New
Mexico through Roland Dickey, Director of the Univer
sity of New Mexico Press, Albuquerque,· designated as in
valid research carried out by members of its own staff,
Drs. J. D. Clark and E. W. Mann.

In 1938, the two scientists had published the first state
wide survey of water sources in which fluoride occurs nat
urally using a grant from the State's Department of
Health ~th federal assistance. Of 157 communities,
thirty-five had shown that fluoride in their water supplies
was "above the danger point of 0.9 ppm, averaging from
1.1 to well above 12.0 ppm of fluoride." The authors set
up a "dividing line of the toxic and nontoxic levels" at
a concentration between 0.8 and 1.0 part per million.

After fluoridation in Newburgh, N. Y., was initiated
in 1945 with a concentration of 1.2 ppm of fluoride, a
danger point of 0.9 ppm would have impeded its pro
motion. Hence, the University of New Mexico's release
declared the scholarly work of the two men "hopelessly
out of date." The University's spokesman, Mr. Roland
Dickey, maintained that it "should be accepted by no
one as authoritative on the subject of the addition of fluo
rides to water supplies."

Similarly, the Vice-President of the University of Tex
as, Dr. Chauncey D. Leake·· issued a statement Oct. 1,
1951, denying responsibility for Dr. Alfred Taylor's val
uable research carried out at his own university. Such ac
tion is unprecedented in medical research.

Again there are indications that this action did not
originate with the respective universities but with a few
top scientists in the Dental Branch of the P.H.S. which,
through its ability to withhold research grants, can control

• Dickey, R. to Mr. G. E. Radcliffe, Kingston, Ont. Enclosure
dated 3/7/52.

•• Leake, Chauncey D. to Dr. Edward Taylor, State Dental Director
Austin, Texas, 10/1/51. '
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their lifeline.
In January, 1964, a sociology student at a midwestern

university who wishes to remain unidentified canvassed,
as part of her college thesis, 400 members of the local med
ical society regarding fluoridation. Of 267 replies, 49 per
cent were for fluoridation, 34 per cent against and 17 per
cent undecided. If this information had become public
property, it would have seriously hampered fluoridation
promotion in the area. The assistant dean, prompted by the
fluoridation chairman, wrote a letter berating the student
for allegedly abusing the good name of her school. As is
customary, a copy of this letter was sent to the local fluori
dation promoter.

Through prompt and decisive action, by threatening a
libel suit, the student obtained a complete retraction of the
letter's false and libelous accusations. Had she failed to
take immediate steps, the letter would have served to dis
credit the results of her poll and to cast aspersions upon
her personal integrity. Nevertheless, the maneuver accom
plished its aim. The student, a physician's wife, has thus
far refrained from publishing her data.

On several occasions new research projects have been
designed and given wide publicity for the sole purpose of
countering research unfavorable to fluoridation:

When Dr. J. R. Herman, a New York City urologist
found 1795 ppm of fluoride in a kidney stone20ll he was
promptly provided with a P.H.S. grant and P.H.S. scien
tists as collaborators. His second study purported to prove
that fluoride has no bearing on the formation of kidney
stones (see page 290).

Drs. W. F. Ramseyer, C.A.H. Smith and C.M. McCay,
Cornell University, had demonstrated in long-term experi
ments206 that rats, fed throughout their life water containing
1 ppm of fluoride, eventually developed periodontoclasia
(gum disease) and kidney disturbances. Before the article
was published, Dr. John W. Knutson, Asst. Surgeon Gener-
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al, U.S.P.H.S. Dental Division, alleged that the results must
have been associated with twenty to thirty times the fluoride
concentration recommended for fluoridation. * A new team,
established with P.H.S. assistance,207 reproduced the same
abnormal changes but the authors attributed them to "old
age." No fluoride determinations of tissues were made to
rule out the possibility that the changes were due to fluoride
rather than to "old age."

Dr. Reuben Feltman of Passaic, N. J.,208 had adminis
tered fluoride tablets to children and to pregnant women.
When he reported that about 1 per cent of his subjects
could not tolerate the drug, the P.H.S. discontinued sup
port for his research.**

The experience of Dr. Ionel Rapaport, a perceptive scien
tist, formerly of the Psychiatric Institute, University of Wis
consin, further elucidates how important research is being
eliminated. On the basis of official P.H.S. statistics from
Wisconsin, Illinois, North and South Dakota, Dr. Rapaport
in collaboration with local health officials showed that mon
golism, a birth defect characterized by mental and physical
retardation, occurs in significantly larger numbers in nat
ural 'fluoride areas than where there is little or no fluoride
in water.209 Dr. Chas. Curry, senior dental surgeon at
Middlefield Hospital, Knowle, England, and part time den
tal officer in Liverpool, Surrey, Hampshire, Warwickshire
and Worchestershire, has supplemented this evidence by
demonstrating an unusually high incidence of mottled teeth
affecting 25 to. 50 per cent of the tooth's surface210 among
mongoloid babies. Dr. Rapaport's basic discovery was
bound to seriously threaten the promotion of fluoridation.

Shortly after Dr. Rapaport's first article appeared in
1956 in the Bulletin of France's National Academy of Med-

• Knutson, J. W., D.D,S., to Rorty, James, Flatbrookville, N. J.
8/9/56.

•• According to F. F. Heyroth's testimony at Santa Fe, N. M., Hear
ing 11/16/55.
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icine, Dr. W.T.C. Berry, a ~ritish health official and lead
ing British fluoridation promoter, carried out a survey of
mongolism in England.211 Like Dr. Rapaport, he com
pared the number of mongoloid births in British cities
where fluoride occurs naturally in water with the number
in cities where water contains little or none. In tea drinking
Great Britain, such a comparison is fallacious, since most
British mothers consume as much or more fluoride through
tea alone than the average daily dose imbibed with drink
ing water. For adequate controls Dr. Berry should have
selected births from mothers who drink little or no tea.
Moreover, thirteen of Dr. Berry's sixty-four cases of mongo
lism were encountered in cities where the water's natural
fluoride content was neither high nor low; thus they did
not fall into either category.

, In spite of this faulty design which fails to meet scientific
criteria, the Berry data have been widely publicized for
the purpose of discrediting Dr. Rapaport's research.

Like Dr. Taylor, Dr. Rapaport repeated his studies on a
much larger scale and eliminated the basis for criticism.
For his statistics he used the mothers' permanent residence
rather than the place of their confinement.

In one of the letters critical of Rapaport's work addressed
for promotional purposes to the late Dr. F. A. Bull, Wis
consin State Dental Director, dated November 25, 1957,
A. L. Russell, D.D.S., Chief of Epidemiology and Biome
try, National Institute of Dental Research, a P. H. S. trouble
shooter, favored the state of Illinois for further studies. He
explained that the state furnished a large sample with vir
tually complete fluoride histories, largely the work of his
associate Dr. Elvove. Like Dr. Herman, Dr. Rapaport was
provided with P.H.S. counsel during the progress of his sec
ond study, namely five Illinois state health officials under
the leadership of Dr. Russell. However, unlike in Herman's
case, Rapaport's conclusions remained unaltered.

The second (1959) study established incontrovertibly
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that fluoride increases the incidence of mongoloid idiocy.
There is less than 1 possibility in 1,000 that these statistical
results of the 1959 study occurred by chance.

It covered five and a half million people, 335,000 births
and 148 cases of mongolism. Presented in the Bulletin of
France's National Academy of Medicine, May 12, 1959,212
it confirmed the 1956 results.

The tabulation of Rapaport's findings (Table 13) shows
a rate of 34.15 cases of mongolism per 100,000 births in
cities where water contained 0.2 ppm or less. Twice as
many cases (71.59) occurred in areas where water con
tains between 1.0 and 2.6 ppm fluoride.

Table 15

FREQUENCY OF MONGOLISM IN ILLINOIS TOWNS OF 10,000 TO 100,000
(JANUARY 1, 1950 TO DECEMBER 31, 1956)

Total Number of Fluorine In Water Number per Cases of
Births PPM 100 000 Mongolism

196,186 0.0 - 0.2 34:15 67
70,111 0.3 - 0.7 47.07 33
67,053 1.0 - 2.6 71.59 48

The validity of Dr. Rapaport's 1959 survey like that of
Dr. Taylor'S second (1954) experiments is beyond ques
tion. As in Dr. Taylor's case, the preliminary research is
constantly being quoted by promoters of fluoridation where
as the confirmatory data are disregarded as though they did
not exist.

Recent correspondence with Dr. A. L. Russell of the
National Institute of Dental Research has provided new
evidence on the method used to withhold from the medical
profession valid research unfavorable to fluoridation.

There is a twofold approach: 1. A special investigating
committee is formed to create a sounding board for public
repudiation of the scientist and his research. 2. A letter
written by a top P.H.S. official, usually A. L. Russell,
D.D.S., downgrading the research, is placed before the
committee.

The "Rapaport Committee" headed by W. D. Stovall,
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M.D., consisted of scientists with no research experience
on the relation of mongolism to fluoride. Dr. Stovall wrote
on May 10, 1960 to Dr. J. Z. Bowers, Dean of the Univer
sity of Wisconsin Medical School, and to four other digni
taries that his committee relied largely "on the correspond
ence of Dr. A. L. Russell and others who have offered
criticism and suggestions of re-study or corrections."

Dr. Russell, in turn, establishes his case upon the opinion
of the committee. In his letter to me dated March 9, 1965
he stated: "As you are probably aware, these data by
Rapaport were examined by ourselves at the Institute and
by a committee at the University of Wisconsin. Both groups
agreed independently that the Rapaport data were so full
of errors as to be worthless, and that his conclusions are
not supported by evidence." When asked to outline specific
errors, in another letter dated March 30, 1965, Dr. Russell
merely repeated his accusations and cited several articles
which had little or no bearing on Rapaport's research.

Thus, the inquirer, whether physician, dentist, scientist,
medical editor, official of a medical society or member of
congress, is bound to infer erroneously that there is general
consensus among scientists that the research under discus
sion is invalid.

Dr. Russell's approach preempts presentation of the re
search through the conventional channels, namely before
medical societies and·· in .medical journals where an
unbiased appraisal could be obtained. In this way the sub
ject of fluoridation is rendered "non-controversial" and
"undebatable" to physicians and dentists.

The main objection to Dr: Rapaport's research pertains
to whether or not his survey covered every mongoloid birth
in the population. Because his conclusions are based upon
carefully controlled samples, not upon the total incidence
of mongolism, his final results are valid regardless of
whether or not all cases in a certain population were dis
covered.
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Recent careful studies on the patterns of occurrence of
mongolism by Dr. Alan Stoller et al.* of Victoria, Austra
lia, and by Dr. E. H. Heinrichs et al.** of Watertown,
S. D., have clearly confirmed that an "environmental
factor (is) operative in a high proportion of these congeni
tal anomalies."

Students of fluoridation are rarely aware that it is almost
impossible to publish valid research unfavorable to fluori
dation such as that by Taylor and Rapaport in most U. S.
scientific journals.

When, in 1950, a P.H.S. survey of inhabitants of Amer
ican Samoa revealed sound teeth where water contains lit
tle or no fluoride the findings were not published in any
of the official P.H.S. journals.212a

At the University of Oregon, Dr. H. L. Richardson
through a series of experiments determined the cause of
abortions, stillbirths and infertility which had gradually
wiped out a herd of chinchillas. He proved that the fluo
ride content of food pellets in the animals' daily ration was
responsible. Some of this research is described in detail in a
book by a lay person, Mr. W. R. COX,218 the owner of the
chinchilla ranch. It was never presented to the scientific
community. In reply to my inquiry for details regarding
his work Dr. Richardson indicated that his fluoride research
had been abandoned. He was apparently reluctant to be
come involved politically as stated in a letter dated
3/18/57.

In Evanston, Illinois, extensive P.H.S. studies on fluo
ridation have been carried out under the direction of Dr.
J.R. Blayney, a well known exponent of fluoridation. At the
meeting of the International Association for Dental Re
search, in 1954, he reported experiments which showed
that persons with kidney disease eliminate only 60% as much
fluoride as normal persons when both are drinking

• Med. Journ. of Australia 1:1-4, (Jan. 2, 1965).
.. The Lancet 2:468, (Aug. 31, 1963).
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water fluoridated at 1 ppm. When both groups consumed
water with only a trace of fluoride (0.1 ppm) no difference
in fluoride elimination was noted. This important research,
although abstracted in the Journal of Dental Research,214
was never published in full, according to Dr. Blayney's let
ter· of February 15, 1963. Had this observation been
widely disseminated it would have drawn attention of sci
entists to the constantly accumulating evidence that fluo
ridated water is particularly harmful to persons with kid
ney disease.

Another equally important study by a team of P.H.S.
scientists which deals with the fluoride content of organs
from an air contaminated area of Utah was not presented
in any medical journal (see page 251).

It would serve no useful purpose to present additional
documents from my files which explain why scientific data
unfavorable to fluoridation rarely, if ever, reach the practic
ing physician in the U. S. A. Only one more example will
be cited here. It involves the country's foremost medical
journal, the Journal of the American Medical Association.
In its letter box, a physician inquired whether fluoridated
water could cause dermatitis and allergic reactions.216 Two
dentists, Drs. J. L. Bernier and D. J. Galagan, served as
consultants to the editor on this purely medical question.
Dr. Bernier stated that there was no documented evidence
that fluoridated water will produce an allergic response.

In subsequent correspondence I learned that Dr. Ber
nier, the editor's consultant, was neither familiar with the
pertinent literature on dermatitis nor on allergy; that he
relied solely upon information received from the P.H.S.;
that he, himself, had carried out no research on fluoride, on
allergy or on dermatitis.** His 82 publications were solely
concerned with dental surgery, none with any of the three
subjects on which he had submitted his reply to this im-

• Blayney, J. R., D.D.S., to Lampman, H.H.,. M.D. 21 15/63.
.. Bernier, J. L., D.D.S., to G.L.W. 10/25/61.
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portant medical question. Nevertheless, he was selected by
the editor as consultant on allergy to flupride.

I asked the editor for his opinion as to how my cases of
allergy2lT and dermatitis218 due to fluoride, published in
·two leading specialty journals, could be further document
ed. In his reply on Oct. 12, 1961, Dr. W.G.B., Asst. Edi
tor, acknowledged that he knew of no other methods for
determining the cause of a dermatitis than those routinely
utilized by me and listed in my letter to him, namely, the
taking of a case history, the evaluation of the pattern of
the skin eruption, the patch test, and the double blind pro
cedure.

Another dentist's opinion had previously been published
in answer to the question as to what effect fluoride tablets
administered to a mother would have on her unborn child.
B. G. Bibby, D.M.D., not a physician, assured physicians
on June 3, 1961, that the unborn child is protected from
adverse effects by fluoride. I cited research to the editor
with which Dr. Bibby was apparently unfamiliar and sug
gested that it be made available to the profession in view
of its major importance to the nation's health.

The.editor, J.H.T., replied on August 8, 1961:
"I do not propose to publish another view in opposition

to that taken by the House of Delegates and the Council
on Foods and Nutrition of the A.M.A."

The House of Delegates is the A.M.A.'s political body.
The two Councils had arrived at their position under the
guidance of three exponents of fluoridation whose approach
has been presented in detail on page 261. One of the three,
a retired P.H.S. officer, wrote the report on which the House
depended.

When, on a third occasion, I commented, October 10,
1963, upon an editorial of October 5, 1963, which categori
cally denied all proven harm from fluoridated water, the
editor frankly replied:·
• T H.T. to a.L.w. 10/21/63.
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"I am not a toxicologist and do not profess competence
in either formulating a program in the field (fluoride re
search) or evaluating results of others.

"On the acceptance of manuscripts for publication, on
the other hand, I am ready to stand firm on my decisions.
They are based in part upon the advice and opinion of'
those whose judgments I value and the deliberation of coun
cils and committees duly authorized by the A.M.A."

He candidly added, "Furthermore, I was on the fluori
dation committee for Buffalo when I was teaching in the
medical school and did everything I could in support of
this vital program."

This sentence explains his unalterable position. As a
member of one of the many fluoridation committees set up
by the A.D.A. for the sponsorship of fluoridation on the
local level, he had received one-sided promotional data,
much of which was designed to arouse his emotions. Scien
tific data unfavorable to the project which such commit
tees receive are always accompanied by the usual propo
nent critiques. Hence, he was bound to be reluctant to lend
his ear to an objective appraisal of valid research indicting
his position, much less to permit its publication.

Interference with free exchange of scientific data on fluo
ridation in medical journals has its counterpart in the pro
hibition of its free discussion in medical societies.

On three occasions members of medical societies had
notified me that an invitation to address their society on
how fluoride affects the human organism was in the off
ing. In all three cases action was taken to prevent my ap
pearance.· The third and most recent instance brought
forth a full explanation:

On July 24, 1963, R.W.P., M.D., the secretary of a dis
trict medical society of a northwestern state, officially in;,

• McC. D., M.D., Memphis, Tenn., to a.L.w. 21l0/59-Miller,
R. J., M.D., formerly of Evansville, Ind., to G.L.W. 5/6/58.
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vited me to report about my research on fluoride on which
1 had just published a monograph~8' The date had been set
and all arrangements were completed. I intended to limit
myself solely to scientific data without touching on the sub
ject of fluoridation.

On Oct. 18, 1963, the secretary of the society wrote again
as follows:

"The Executive Committee which comprises Dr.
M.A.K.L., Dr. O.V.L. and myself (Dr. R.W.P.) have been
vetoed by the•..District Medical Society comprising all the
doctors in this area. Because of the controversial subject
on fluoride, the...District Medical Society has asked me to
tell you that we have cancelled and recalled your invitation
to speak to us."

"I am sorry for this as I felt that this would be an inter
esting subject. Because of the suggestion of another mem
ber of our Society, and with the approval of the Executive
Committee, I went ahead and invited you."

A subsequent letter from a leading physician from that
area casts additional light on the subject. The town had been
fluoridated through the efforts of the local health officer,
Dr. P. O. Many members of the District Medical Society
are practicing in small nearby towns where the water con
tains fluoride naturally. When Dr. P. O. heard that I was
to speak he approached the members, present at one of
the Society's meetings, and persuaded them that I intended
to stir up sentiment against fluoridation. Physicians have
little or no knowledge on what damage fluoride may cause
to human health. Undoubtedly my talk would have alerted
them, making it possible for them to recognize chronic
fluoride poisoning with which they are bound to be fre
quently confronted. It would also have reflected on the
health officer for promoting fluoridation and for being re
sponsible for. the illness of citizens whose health it is his
duty to guard. Hence, he had ample reason to campaign
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against my appearance before the Society.
On January 29, 1957, I received an invitation of a dif

ferent s~rt. Th~ Academy of Medicine of New Jersey
th~ough Its Public Health Committee Chairman, Dr. E. C.
Hillman, asked me to participate in a panel discussion on
~uo~dation.. I ~as to be the sole speaker opposed to fluo
ndatIon. This time, I was confronted with three proponents
not two as previously. '

My experience with the Eastern Dental Club at the Whit
tier Hotel, Detroit, impelled me to take the precaution of
requesting. equal time and an equal number of participants
on bot~ ~Ides. Moreover, since this was to be a meeting
of phySICIans, I asked that all discussion be confined to
the scientific aspect. I submitted a choice of several titles
for my talk. Upon receipt of my letter the invitation was
promptly rescinded. The purpose of the meeting turned out
to be promotion of fluoridation.

I rejected a similar invitation to appear befo~ the Brit
ish Nutrition Society October 6, 1962, in London.· This
meeting was to be the opening gun for initiation of an all
out campaign for fluoridation in Great Britain. Only two
of seven participants were to present data unfavorable to
fluo~dation. One of the so-called "scientific" papers by Dr.
DalZIel-Ward, Central Council for Health Education was en
titled "The Social Aspects of a Policy of Fluorid~tion of
W~te~ Supplies." It was designed to downgrade opponent
SCIentists.

Several other experiences are indicative of efforts by pro
ponents of fluoridation to impede circulation of important
data proving fluoridation hazardous.

Dr. H. Velu of Paris, France, one of the pioneers in fluo
ride research, had written an excellent review article on

• Hollingsworth, D. P., Seey., The Nutrition Society London to
G.L.W. 1/12/62. ' ,
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fluoride in Revue Pathologie Generale, February, 1956/'11

When I requested a reprint of his article he referred me to
the late Dr. H. Trendley Dean, one of the originators of
fluoridation, at the time a member of the A.D.A. execu
tive staff. Dr. Dean informed me on January 2, 1957, that
he had no reprints of this article. I never learned to my
satisfaction how it came to pass that Dr. Velu had sent all
his reprints I to Dr. Dean.

Similarly, reprints of another important article indicting
fluoridation were not obtainable at its source. Dr. Paul Pin
cus, Professor of Dentistry, University of Melbourne, Aus
tralia, was puzzled when shortly after his article appeared
in the Australian Journal of Dentistry, 1952, numerous
U. S. dentists requested reprints at the rate of six at a
time.· This, he stated, quickly exhausted his supply.

Dr. Hans Borei of Copenhagen, Denmark, had published
a classic book entitled Inhibition of Cellular Oxidation
by Fluoride.220 It demonstrates how fluoride interferes with
the oxidation (breathing) of body cells. Dr. Borei, the
world's expert on this subject, was offered a position at the
U. of Pennsylvania where he is now occupied with work
along entirely different lines. He has abandoned his valu
able fluoride research. When asked by an interested citi
zen, Mrs. G. C. Dreyer, of Mountainside, N. Y., for a list
of his publications,he failed to include his important mono
graph. In this same connection it is interesting that the of
ficial London distributor listed on the book cover, H. K.
Lewis Co., Ltd., no longer has any record of ever having
handled this monograph, according to a letter dated Aug.
3,1956, addressed to Mrs. W. M. S., Huddersfield;England.

Heretofore, odd experiences such as these were rarely, if
ever, encountered in science. They suggest that efforts are
being made to interfere with the free flow of scientific

• Pincus, P.,D.D.S.toG.L.W. 10/10/63.
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data, to neutralize research unfavorable to fluoridation and
to prevent physicians and dentists from learning all the
facts about this dubious health measure.

There is another explanation for the sparsity, in U. S.
scientific journals, of research disclosing harm from fluo
ride. Ever since fluoride in water naturally was first proven
damaging to health in the thirties and early forties, numer
ous grants have been made by corporations and the P.H.S.
for research designed to prove fluoridation safe. Little or
or no money has been available to those in a position to
produce data revealing fluoride's hazard. Indeed, like Dr.
Borei, other pioneers, the true U.S. experts in fluoride re
search, among them Dr. F. DeEds of San Francisco, Callfor
nia, and Drs. M. C. and H. V. Smith of the Univenity of
Arizona abandoned further studies on fluoride.

The question arises whether they voluntarily relinquished
their fluoride research or whether the P.H.S. denied them
continued support of their work. Or is it due to intimidation
that a scientist abandons his fluoride research?

In October, 1963, two Oxford, England, scientists, Drs.
R. 1. Berry and Wilfred Trillwood, reported in the British
Medical Journal, ItO. page 1064, that the rate of growth of
cancer cells, grown outside of the body, is significantly 1"0

tarded by sodium fluoride in a concentration as loW as
1/10 part in 1 million parts of water (0.1 ppm).

Like Dr. Rapaport and myself, Dr. Berry has been sub
jected to much unfounded criticism and-as I learned on
a recent visit to Oxford from his close associates-to veiled
threats. He decided to abandon all future work on fluoride.
As a means of downgrading his important research, the
British Ministry of Health propagated a letter, November
22, 1963, written by Prof. Nei11enkins of Newcastle, who
has had no research experience on fluoride's effect on cell
metabolism. However, like the widely circulated letters crit
ical of other opponent scientists, Dr. 1enkins' views carry
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weIght because of his position of prestige as dean of a den
tal school. *

The A.D.A. now advises its members to call early re
search "outdated." Actually the classic descriptions of harm
from fluoride by the pioneers, Roholm, the Smiths, DeEds,
Velu and Borei are now of greater value than when they
were written. They constitute unbiased research, the results
of which have not been influenced by support from vested
interests.

The guns set up by the promotional forces to counter
attack have been hitting their marks on the scientific front
as they already had on the political level. Even the most dis
criminating scientists have become prejudiced by such in
geniously conceived and widely disseminated promotional
material as W.T.C. Berry's paper on mongolism, the cri
tiques of Taylor's research and the Hornung letter. Concern
ing myself, the farfetched rumors have been spread from
coast to coast and from country to country:

When I was a witness at a court hearing on fluoridation in
St. Louis on March 17, 1960, I was obliged to produce
my Michigan State Board Registration Certificate. Rumor
had it that I was not licensed to practice medicine in Mich
igan.

A British health official, Dr. C. L. Sharp, Medical Offi
cer of Health for Bedford, and the Royal Society for the Pro
motion of Health were forced in open court221 to retract
a statement about me made at a meeting of the Society
June 16, 1960, and previously published and circulated.

*Dr. W. D. Armstrong and associates published experiments in the
British Medical Journal, February 20, 1965, p. 486, which indi
cated that up to 10 ppm fluoride added to the cell culture had no
effect on their growth. This, Dr. Armstrong implied, invalidated
the Berry-Trillwood experiments.
In the March 20th issue of the same journal on page 793, Dr.
Berry pointed out that Dr. Armstrong's cells failed to show sig
nificant growth without which inhibition of cell growth would be
impossible to demonstrate. ,;
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They had claimed that I was opposing fluoridation for fi
nancial gain.

A U.S. journal on dietetics which had libelled me was
obliged to publish a retraction in its April 1962 issue.

Fortunately, I have remained unperturbed by personal
slights of this kind. The conviction that I have already made
important contributions to a most confused subject has en
abled me to face these onslaughts calmly.

Yet, one cannot help but ask why those promoting fluo
ridation so eagerly shield the medical profession from val
id adverse information. Every new approach in medicine
has been subjected to critical examination of its merits and
demerits alike. Why do exponents of fluoridation prevent
free discussion of this important subject? True scientists
invite criticism.

In one of its pamphlets the American Dental Association
advises its members: "At no time should the dentist be
placed in a position to defend himself."To This alone should
make people realize that there is much about fluoridation
which does not meet the eye.

Addendum: Call and associates published their data in Public
Health Reports, Vol. 80, pages 529-538, June 1965, five years
after completion of the study. Their grants were not renewed,
according to Dr. Call's letter to the author, June 22, 1964.
Therefore, the study of ill-effect of airborne fluoride on kidney
disease which their research had disclosed was abandoned.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

UNDER FIRE

By 1957, I had enough data accumulated to be certain
that fluoridation was harmful.

Little by little the thought crystallized in my mind that,
as a physician, my only chance to combat fluoridation was
to procure additional valid scientific data and to present
them to the American Medical Association "sine ira et
studio"-without anger and partiality. To try to reach the
top echelon of the A.D.A. and the P.H.S. was a useless un
dertaking. Their efforts at downgrading my work had al
ready begun to bear fruit. In Detroit, a whispering campaign
had been started among dentists to discredit my scientific
competence and my intellectual honesty.

When the A.M.A. endorsed fluoridation in 1951, they
did so for only one reason: They felt it would benefit
children's teeth. They stand for progress in anything per
taining to medicine. If fluoridation prevented tooth decay
and if it was-as they believed-absolutely safe, they were
duty-bound to advocate it.

If, on the other hand, they could be convinced that fluo
ridation is hazardous, this, I was sure, would spell the end
of their approval.

Very few of the leaders in the Association were aware
that the 1951 endorsement had been accomplished against
the backdrop of "No Knowledge" on the medical aspect of
fluoridation. It could never have been obtained had there
not been a complete lack of data on how fluoride affects
humans.
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Four of the six Michigan members of the A.M.A.'s
House of Delegates had either written or told me that they
were opposed to fluoridation. They were obliged to i:'e dis
creet about this hot political issue. As one of them so aptly
expressed it December 11, 1957: To openly oppose fluo
ridation "is political suicide."

The existing paucity of available information was
brought out in a letter which I received from Dr. Charles
Farrell of Providence, R. 1., a member of the A.M.A.
House of Delegates dated Oct. 16, 1954.

Dr. Farrell was chairman of the A.M.A.'s Public Health
Committee. In his letter he described in detail how, at the
A.M.A. convention in Los Angeles, two state health com
missioners, one from Connecticut, the other from Wiscon
sin, submitted resolutions to the committee. These resolu
tions "would have made the A.M.A. strongly support, com
pletely endorse and go on record as extolling the virtues
and benefits of fluoridation," Dr. Farrell explained.

"I fully recognized," he stated, "that in the House of
Delegates there would be no opposition-at least no or
ganized opposition-and no one well-informed or thor
ougWy enough informed to stand up on the floor and lead
the fight against the adoption of fluoridation proposals."

As the lesser of two evils, Dr. Farrell proposed a mild
ly worded substitute to endorse fluoridation "in principle."
"It did not commit the A.M.A. to full endorsement," Dr.
Farrell wrote.

Because fluoride research was a virgin field in medicine
at that time, the A.M.A.'s Council on Foods and Nutrition
could find no physician to present clinical evidence on the
subject. Instead, a biochemist, Dr. F. I. McClure of the Na
tional Institute of Health and an exponent of fluoridation,
appeared to advise them when they were studying fluori
dation.

As early as 1933, Dr. McClure had carried out studies
at the National Institute of Dental Research which showed
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that fluoride interferes with the action of certain body en
zymes.222 Late in 1946, he wrote that "anti-enzymatic ef
fects of trace quantities of fluoride cannot be disregar
ded."223 Yet in 1951, Dr. McClure assured the AM.A
Councils on Pharmacy and Chemistry and on Foods and
Nutrition that fluoridation was safe.

The Councils in their report stated that they were "un
aware of any evidence" that fluoridation was hazardous.
Yet they warned that "use of products which are naturally
high in fluoride content, such as bone meal tablets, or of
lozenges, dentrifrices, or chewing gum to which fluoride
has been added, should be avoided where the drinking
water has been fluoridated."224

Once fluoridation was endorsed "in principle," staff of
ficials, particularly Dr. George F. Lull, the AM.A's execu
tive secretary, and Dr. W. W. Bauer, editor of Today's
Health, felt obligated to actively support the project.

My corresondence with these two AM.A officials
showed me that they were uninformed on the subject. They
habitually referred medical inquiries about fluoridation to
the American Dental Association for an answer as indicat
ed by AM.A president Dr. Elmer Hess' letter quoted on
page 35.

Another president, Dr. Walter B. Martin, had taken a
strong stand, evidently on the basis of incomplete evidence.

When I asked for an opportunity to present my data on
poisoning to the general AM.A membership, he stated
on June 27, 1955:

"I am entirely out of sympathy with the campaign that
is being carried on to discredit the use of fluorine in proper
concentration in drinking water as a preventive of dental
decay."

On April 23, 1954, Dr. Lull had assured me that the
American Medical Association, in spite of their endorse
ment, did not "press any particular action on the part of the
state and county medical societies."
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The following year, in June, 1955,28 however, he pub
lished a scathing editorial in Today's Health, which was re
printed and disseminated throughout the world as a part
of the AD.A's kit of promotional material. Curiously
enough the Lull editorial, which was based upon the in
formation obtained from the AD.A, was now in turn
utilized by the AD.A. to support their own position.

Froin Dr. Lull's letter to me, April, 1954, it is apparent
that he was not properly informed concerning the available
literature. For instance, he stated unequivocally that "no
untoward effects are shown in individuals taking as high as
10 parts per million (fluoride) in the water supply" and
that 1 part per million will not cause significant mottling.

Ample evidence in scientific journals testifies to the con
trary.

Dr. W. W. Bauer, the editor of Today's Health, support
ed Dr. Lull's editorial in a 10-page letter August 23, 1955,
to a Detroit physician.· The physician had requested docu
mentation for Dr. Lull's assertions. Dr. Bauer failed to pro
vide such data, but quoted instead views and opinions of
individual scientists, health officials, editors, most of whom
had never carried out research on fluoride. Indeed these
scientists had relied on the same source for their informa
tion as Dr. Bauer himself, namely the A.D.A. Dr. Bauer
dwelled at length on the opinions of the members of the
special committee of the National Research Council who
were asked to study the subject.

Two of the six members of this committee had been ac
tively engaged in promoting fluoridation, namely Drs.
H: T. Dean and F. F. Heyroth. At least two of them, Dr.
B. G. Bibby and Dr. Heyroth, had received research grants
from industry with a stake in fluoridation promotion.

Curiously enough, at that time, the stationery of Today's
Health carried at its left-hand border a statement designed
as a motto for the U.S. physician:
• Bauer, W. W., M.D., to Lampman, H.H., M.D., Detroit.
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"No two living things are alike-physicians do not treat
symptoms or disease-they treat patients ... There is
no standard dosage for drugs applicable to all patients un
der all circumstances."

A.M.A. officials must have realized that fluoridation
seriously infringed upon the most basic principle in ther
apeutics, namely that "no standard dosage" is applicable
"to all patients under all circumstances": Fluoride was to
be administered to persons beyond age eight who admit
tedly have less benefit from it, some of whom might be
harmed. Administering fluoride through the water supply
was even worse than furnishing a "standard dosage." One
part in one million parts of water represents a concen
tration of fluoride. The actual amount of fluoride consumed
from drinking fluoridated water was bound to be much
less exact than a standard dosage, depending, as it does,
on the amount of water consumed. Individual tolerance
or susceptibility to fluoride poisoning was disregarded.

Within a year or two, subsequent to the initiation of our
correspondence, the statement vanished from the station
ery of Today's Health. With its disappearance the prin
ciple which this motto expressed seemed to have van-
ished from the realm of U. S. medicine as well. .

I had made repeated requests to program committees of
A.M.A., state and local medical societies for an opportun
ity to present some of my data on fluoride poisoning be
fore their general membership. Many times in the past I
had addressed meetings on the subject of allergy on local,
state and national levels.

Now, all answers to my requests were uniform. The so
ciety had already taken a stand. The subject of fluorida
tion was "too controversial." On one occasion my applica
tion to present a paper at the A.M.A. was mislaid and did
not come to light until after the yearly meeting.

I now reluctantly decided to follow Dr. Lull's advice
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and approach the matter on the political level. I asked
some of the A.M.A. delegates to request examination of
lI!y data.

In mid-July of 1957, I received a phone call from
American Medical Association headquarters. A hearing of
their Councils on Pharmacy and Chemistry and, on Foods
and Nutrition was scheduled for August 7th. The scien
tists on these Councils, I was told would like to hear my evi
dence on harm from fluoridated water.

It was in the midst of the hay fever season when I am
always unusually busy in my clinic. In the evenings, I was
exhausted and had to retire early. I had only a few weeks
to prepare for presentation of the research data which I
had acquired in recent months and which had not yet been
processed. Nevertheless, I was delighted with this oppor
tunity to have my data critically examined.

My enthusiasm, however, soon received a jolt. Upon en
tering into correspondence with Dr. R. T. Stormont, the
Council's secretary, I learned about the proposed setup
of the hearing. I asked myself why I had not been permitted
to present my data to the A.M.A. membership at one of
their sectional meetings as is customary with original re
search of this kind. This would have given me a chance
to profit by a free discussion among physicians who, like
myself, were in daily contact with patients. Most Council
members were solely engaged in·experimental work, not in
clinical medicine.

I inquired whether or not the proponent evidence was
to be likewise critically examined. No clear-cut answer
was forthcoming. I was merely told that there were to be
two opponent speakers, Dr. Frederick B. Exner of Seattle
and myself, and two proponent speakers, Dr. H. Trendley
Dean, the "father of fluoridation," and Dr. W. D. Arm
strong, the biochemist of the University of Minnesota in
Minneapolis.
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The correspondence led me to believe that there was
another purpose for this meeting than an objective exami
nation of my data.

The previous year I had submitted some of my ma
terial to a Special Committee on fluoridation of the Wayne
County Medical Society. This hearing, I later found out, "
had been initiated at the behest of the Detroit District Den-
tal Society, a branch of the AD.A It had been designed to
emasculate my evidence; as one dentist (Dr. F. S.) ex
pressed it, "to put Dr. Waldbott on the carpet."-

Fortunately, the majority of the Wayne County Commit
tee members had been open-minded. The investigation had
turned out to be objective. According to the Detroit Medical
News July 16, 1956, the Committee had recommended
that the Society's governing board adopt a neutral stand.
However, subsequently the Society was persuaded by local
dentists to abide by their former position as indicated by
The Detroit Medical News Sept. 17, 1956. The Society con
tinued its 1951 endorsement.

I began to' wonder whether this AM.A. investigation
was likewise sponsored by the AD.A for the same pur
pose, namely to neutralize my evidence and that of Dr.
Exner. I was told in confidence by a high official of the Mich
igan State Medical Society that he had already received word
that the endorsement would be confirmed regardless of the
outcome of the Hearing.

I had sent some of my reprints to the members of the two
AM.A. Councils with a request for critiques; I particularly
wanted their evaluation of the detailed case reports prior
to my appearance. This would have been most constructive'
since it would have assisted me in elucidating my cases at
the Hearing. Any points not clearly established in my pub
lished articles could have been clarified.

The chairman of the Hearing, Dr. Torvald Sollmann,
the well known pharmacologist at Cleveland's Western Re
serve University, had replied to my request for a critique
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of my case reports February 18, 1956, as follows:-
"I must concentrate on revision of my manual (his text

book) and on other commitments which I have already
made, so that I could not now go thoroughly into the sub
ject. Better none than half-cooked!"

He was in the process of revising his widely read text
book on pharmacology, a chapter of which was devoted to
fluoride. Had he taken the time to review my data at this
time, he would undoubtedly have treated this subject dif
ferently in his book.

When it appeared that the Hearing would be aninvesti
gation of both sides, I requested that additional opponent
scientists be invited to present data unfavorable to fluori
dation. I particularly had in mind George Calingaert,
Ph.D., professor of physical chemistry at Hobart College,
one of the nation's prominent chemists, and Mr. K. K.
Paluev, an outstanding statistician who had carried out a
painstaking analysis of the official statistics from the New
burgh, N. Y., and Grand Rapids, Mich., fluoridation exper
iments. I knew that I was not as well qualified as a statis
tician to present this important phase to the Councils. My
request was denied.

Another matter was troubling me: Who were the mem
bers of the two committees who were to evaluate my ·re
search? I was sufficiently conversant with the literature on
fluoride to realize that only two of the members, a bio
chemist, Dr. C. A Elvehjem, and a pharmacologist, Dr.
M. H. Seevers, had carried out research on fluoride. Neither
had had the clinical experience needed to properly assess
a purely clinical presentation. All other members had to
rely on the literature available to them. Had they had ac
cess, I wondered, to some of the reports of harm from fluo
ride in water naturally? These reports were difficult to pro
cure. Some were written in foreign languages.

• Sollmann, Torvald, Chr. Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry,
A.M.A. to G.L.W. 2/18/56.
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Some of the Council members were leading scientists in
their own fields. They included one of the best known
dermatologists whose strong letter promoting fluoridation
had previously appeared in a Grosse Pointe, Mich., news
paper. Several other members were officers in the P.H.S.,
the agency promoting fluoridation.

Even those not connected with the P.H.S. or with a
fluoride promoting industry had to be more or less cau
tious about their position since all scientists connected with
universities are dependent upon the P.H.S. for their sal
aries and research grants.

My attorney, with whom I reviewed my correspondence
with the AM.A, was convinced that this would not be a
bona fide unbiased hearing. He assured me that its pur
pose was to discredit Dr. Exner and me. He advised me not
to go to Chicago.

I considered several alternatives: Should I ask the Amer
ican Medical Association to establish a really neutral com
mittee? Should I register, in advance, my doubts as to the
objectivity of this hearing? Could I now refrain from at
tending after I had already signified that I would come?
Whichever way I decided I knew I would be in trouble.

On August 7, 1957, at 9:00, I appeared at AM.A head
quarters in Chicago with mixed feelings. The meeting last
ed practically the whole day.

I was impressed at first by the cordiality of the meinbers
and the Chairman's effort to conduct the meeting imparti
ally.

During lunch I sat next to Dr. Lull. I was in pain due to
an U9-UI)' to my sacroiliac joint. Ironically, Dr. Lull rec
ommenaed a drug to me which had given him consider
able relief from the same ailment. As it happened, a year
or so later, the drug had to be withdrawn from the market
because of serious side effects which were not known at the
time. Neither he nor anyone of the learned members of the
Council on Drugs were aware at the time that the drug was
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dangerous. They had approved it for general use. Can one
blame them for not recognizing side effects caused by fluo
ride in water, which is consumed day in and day out
without interruption?

At the outset, Dr. Exner and I enjoyed the freedom of
the floor with relatively little interruption. Since Mr. K. K.
Paluev, who had made a fastidious study of the dental sta
tistics was not present, I pointed out that there was serious
disagreement among competent statisticians concerning the
interpretation of the Newburgh and Grand Rapids statistics.
I was unable to present this data as clearly as Mr. Paluev,
for whom I spoke, could have done it. I did not review
data on poisoning from fluoridated water because my pub
lished articles had already been made available to mem
bers.

Instead, I concentrated on more recent research which
I was carrying out on the effect of fluoride on the calcium
and phosphorus metabolism.

I later realized that it was unwise to discuss research
which had not as yet been carefully processed. Indeed, sub
sequent analysis disclosed that these and other data which
I had accumulated could not be used for the purpose in
tended, namely to pinpoint illness due to fluoride.

I showed Kodachromes of mottled teeth of patients who
had always resided in Detroit. This mottling occurred in
spite of the fact that Detroit water is practically free of
fluoride (0.1 part per million). I now know that not only
dental fluorosis but also systemic chronic fluoride poison
ing can occur from sources other than water in areas where
water contains little or no fluoride. Dr. Dean, "the father
of fluoridation," who was sitting at my left, and who was
to testify later, confirmed that my Kodachromes portrayed
true mottling due to fluoride. He indicated that fluoride
present in such drugs as calcium preparations which the
patient may have taken early in life or in baby food, for
merly made with bone meal, could be responsible. If such
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mottling occurs at 0.1 ppm, I pointed out, how can anyone
maintain that 1.0 ppm causes no mottling?

Dr. Frederick Exner, a Seattle radiologist, who had been
studying fluoride's effect for years, gave a scholarly discus
sion in which he analyzed some of the P.H.S. studies and
pinpointed their fallacies.

One of the two proponent scientists, Dr. Armstrong, can
didly admitted that he did not anticipate speaking at this
meeting. Thus he inadvertently disclosed that the purpose
of the hearing was not to examine both sides. He gave an
impromptu description of his new analytical method which
he had developed to determine fluoride levels in blood.
Whereas this was a valuable contribution to biochemistry
it had no bearing on clinical medicine.

Dr. H. T. Dean, who had retired from the P.ll.S. and
held a position with the A.D.A., outlined his experiences in
U. S. cities with mottling which he was one of the first
to describe.

I questioned Dr. Dean's conclusions that fluoride in wa
ter naturally was solely responsible for decay prevention.
He. had failed to demonstrate to what extent such impor
tant tooth builders as calcium, phosphorus and magnesium,
which almost invariably accompany fluoride in natural flu
oride areas, had affected his statistics. He answered briefly:
The figures are available. Anyone who wants to do so can
plot them. He gave no reason why he himself had not done
so.

Before long I could detect a hostile atmosphere. There
were constant interruptions by three scientists. One of
them, before the meeting, had been pointing out to his
colleagues a minor inadequacy in one of my publications.
I overheard him repeatedly remark that this proved my
data "unscientific."

The three dominated the questioning. At one time one of
them, Dr. Perrin Long, became so emotional in his interro
gation that I had to protest to the chairman.
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One implied by his questions that I had omitted certain
tests which had, in fact, been carried out as a routine mat
ter but had not been mentioned in my published case re
ports because they seemed to be irrelevant. In this way, he
suggested to the other members that my work was not
thorough.

Much was made of the fact that Dr. Exner and I believed
that the pivotal Linsman and McMurray case44 had died
of poisoning from fluoride in water naturally. The diag
nosis on record No. 86050 of the Wm. Beaumont General
Hospital, EI Paso, Texas, was "Chronic Fluoride Poison
ing." The authors entitled their report Fluoride Osteoscler
osis (bone hardening) from Drinking Water. It did not
appear likely to me that a minor injury to one of the patient's
kidneys sustained many years earlier could have caused
the destruction of both kidneys.

This honest difference of opinion on a point on which no
one has the final answer was utilized by one of the three
scientists to imply that Dr. Exner and I were "misrepre
sentiIig" the case. .

Another curious attempt was made to downgrade my
research.

In my studies I had distinguished between allergy and
intolerance to fluoride. No one with experience in allergic
diseases would question that these are two distinct phenom
ena. A person intolerant to whisky can become intoxicat
ed by a small amount. Others can drink many times that
amount without becoming intoxicated or temporarily poi
soned. On the other hand, a person who is allergic to whisky
will start sneezing, coughing, wheezing or break out in
hives even after the first swallow. This is not intoxication.
It is allergy.

Clinicians dealing with allergic patients are thoroughly
familiar with this phenomenon of lowered tolerance to
drugs in distinction to drug allergy. When a few years later
the editor of the Journal of Allergy reviewed one of my ar-
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ticles in which I emphasized this distinction he advised me
to omit this passage.' Every physician treating allergic pa
tients, he explained, is conversant with this phenomenon.

One of the three scientists asked a fellow Council mem
ber, a pharmacologist, whether or not a distinction between
allergy and intolerance to fluoride was justified. As thQugh
he had been anticipating this question, he promptly termed
my explanation a "matter of semantics." This gave the oth
er Council members, none of whom had specialized in al-.
lergy, the impression that I was trying to mislead the
Council members.

The foregoing are but a {ew.'highlights.of this meeting.
My main evidence, namely my cases of poisonmg on which
I had expected to arouse a lively discuSsion, was hardly
considered.

Significantly, in the Report of the Counci1s2211 to the
House of Delegates, page 14, only one sentence dealt with
my testimQny: "Dr. Waldbott'$ reports (of chronic fluoride
~ois~ning) .fail t? demohstrate eJ).ough' 'consistency tD jus
tify llDpartlal acceptance as showing a symptom· complex
due to fluoridated water.". Since inCQ~sistency is the most
characteristic feature of ~hronic .fluOride poisoning" this
COmment actualty tends to confiimmy bbservatiohs. Sub
sequently I reproduced the disease at will by administer
ing minute doses of fluoride on a double blind bas,is. Thus
the Council's only objection has been eliminated.

The Report was submitted to the House of Delegates. At
the meeting of their Reference Committee a formidable
~~y of top h~th.officials·appeared personally to testify
m favor of fluondatlon. I cOll$idered it Useless. to take part
in this political battle. A stormy debate took place in the
House of Delegates. About one-third of the delegates n>
gistered their disapproval by voice vote.· As far as the
general public was concerned, the A.M.A had confirmed

• AIesen, L.A., M.D., California Delegate to A.M.A. to G L W
1/1/58. . .' .
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its position advocating Juoridation. However, anyone who
takes the time to examine the 20-page Report carefully will
discover that it contains as much or more evidence indicting
fluoridation than in favor of it. Yet, on the basis of a
one page news release of the AM.A.'s action, an increas
ingly vigorous promotional campaign was now being
initiated.

Numerous investigations have since been made, some be
fore city councils, some at state levels.

The pattern is always identical. A so-called "Investigat
ing Committee" is established at the behest of the AD.A.
Its members are uninformed concerning fluoridation and
must therefore be guided by one or more staunch expo
nents. Carefully briefed how to proceed, the proponents
put fluoridation across by downgrading opposing views
and by constantly quoting endorsements which have been
secured on the political level.

Since few research grants are available to scientists from
sources other than the P.H.S. and fluoride promoting indus
try, expert witnesses in opposition to fluoridation are not
readily available.

Physicians are reluctant to publicly oppose anything
which the officials of their medical society favor. Should
they counter a project which has been widely lauded as
a great boon for children, their fellow citizens might con
clude that they lack public spirit. They don't have the
time to carefully scrutinize the involved and confusing scien
tific literature.

One of the most important hearings in recent years took
place in Toronto, May, 1960.

An investigation had been authorized by Ontario's
Prime Minister Leslie Frost and the Ontario Parliament.
Previously, fluoridation of Ontario cities not already fluo
ridated had been outlawed. Minister of Health, Dr. M. B.
Dymond, and Mr. Allan Grossman, Minister without Port
folio, had opposed fluoridation. The special commission
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was appointed March 17, 1959, with full investigating pow
er and unlimited funds.

W. G. Brown, M.D., D.P.H., of the Ontario Depart
ment of Health, an ardent proponent, was in charge of
initial arrangements for this investigation.·

In the spring of 1959, at a meeting of the Health League
of Canada, at the Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Dr. Gordon
Bates, the League's director and Canada's major fluorida
tion promoter, boasted that he was instrumental in having
the fluoridation question submitted to another study. This
was his means to counter Prime Minister Frost's policy
which had blocked general fluoridation in the Province.

The three member commission consisted of two lay per
sons, Mr. Justice Kenneth Gibson Morden, Chairman, and
Mrs. Cameron McKenzie and was guided by Dr. G. E.
Hall, President of University of Western Ontario. Dr. Hall,
the only scientist and a physician, was looked upon by the
others as the expert.

A public hearing was announced for Monday, May 2,
1960. Prior to this date, however, the committee had al
ready propagated to the press and throughout Ontario the
findings of six leading Toronto scientists, all of whom were
known proponents of fluoridation. Some of them were re
cipients of U.S.P.H.S. research grants. My offer to balance
this unfairly weighted procedure by obtaining competent
opponent scientists as advisers to the Committee was re
jected.

In a letter to Justice Morden dated August 3, 1960, I
requested that Dr. Hall disqualify himself as biased: Ac
cording to Health, March, 1956, page 34, he had been
serving as Honorary Advisory Director to the Health League,
Canada's major fluoridation promoting agency. He was
president of a university which had received research grants
from the Public Health Service,228 the major U.S.A. promot-

• Brown, Dr. W. G., Deputy Minister of Health, Onto Dept. of
Health, Toronto, to Dr. G.L.W. 3/18/59.
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ing agency; his daughter was employed by Alcan Africa,
Ltd., Montreal, a subsidiary of Alcoa, the major indus
try promoting fluoridation as was publicized in Alumni
Gazette Nov., 1961, page 3, of his university. Justice Mor
den ignored my request.

It was obvious that the so-called experts selected by the
Committee to act in an advisory capacity had merely read
promotional material. They incorporated in their report in
correct data gleaned from proponent literature and thus
showed that they had failed to examine original sources.

There were other conditions which prevented this hear
ing from being objective: As set up originally, the sched
ule provided no opportunity for presentation of scientific
data unfavorable to fluoridation. Proponent evidence was
not subjected to thorough critical examination. The Com
mission's final Report was based principally upon "Classi
fication and Appraisal of Objections to Fluoridation" as
sembled by Drs. K. R. Elwell and K. A Easlick, Univer
sity of Michigan health officials.129

Hearings had been open to the public and the press.
However, when I presented the most powerful evidence
against fluoridation, namely poisoning from drinking fluo
ridated water, Dr. Hall's Committee decided that it should
be heard behind closed doors.
_ The questions asked of me at this hearing, reminiscent
of those asked at AM.A headquarters, were designed to
embarrass me. I was asked, for instance: "Don't you respect
the leaders of scientific organizations?" "Aren't health offi
cials competent and honest?" Whatever my answer to such
a question, it was bound to be held against me. To my
amazement, Dr. Hall, an M.D., asked: "Isn't water a poi
son, too, when taken in large amounts?" Dr: Hall's implica
tion that fluoride is no more poisonous than water disre
gards the fact that the poisonous action of a biological agent
is determined by the latitude between its harmless and its
toxic dose. For instance, the margin of safety for salt is wide;
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for fluoride, it is extremely narrow or, for some people,
almost nonexistent.

Other investigations, such as that of the New Zealand
Commission. and of the World Health Organization, were
conducted in a similar fashion. At least five of W.H.O.'s
seven-member special Committee were known to be ardent
promoters of fluoridation in their respective countries.227

These are the investigations upon which the case for fluo
ridation hinges.

Regardless of the incontrovertible facts presented while
under fire, I realized that, on this explosive subject, it was
almost always futile to try to change the attitude of any
one who had already committed himself in favor of fluo
ridation.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

A SLOW CLIMB

Early in my medical career a well known clinician told
me: "To be successful, it is not enough to acquire knowl
edge. You must make others realize that you possess this
knowledge."

In medicine there are two means of communication, the
medical journal and the medical meeting. By the time I
was ready to present some of my research on fluoride to
the medical profession, the subject had already become so
controversial that medical editors and leaders in medical
societies shied away from anyone who even mentioned the
word fluoride without plugging for fluoridation.

Nevertheless, as I accumulated new data, interest in my
work began to develop. My articles on the subject ap
peared in several European scientific publications including
the important Scandinavian Acta Medica.

An item in the weekly Deutsche Medizinische Wochen
schrift, by Dr. L. H. Tholuck of Frankfurt/M.-Praunheim,
proclaimed the absolute safety of fluoridation. When the edi
tor learned of my research, he invited me to submit an
article on poisoning from fluoridated water. This article228

alerted many European physicians to the potential hazard
of fluoridation.

A fortunate circumstance resulted in the publication
of my first artiole in the U.S.A. The February, 1961,
issue of the Archives of Environmental Health, an Amer
ican Medical Association publication, contained a sympo-
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SlUm by leading fluoridation exponents in this country en
titled "The Physiologic and Hygienic Aspects of the Ab
sorption of Inorganic Fluorides."229 The names of the con
tributing scientists read like a Who's Who in fluoridation
promotion. Dr. Robert Kehoe, Director of the Kettering
Laboratory, Cincinnati, presented the opening discussion.
There was a glowing account of the success of fluoridation
in Grand Rapids. The so-called overwhelming evidence of
fluoridation's safety was based principally upon the contro
versial P.H.S. survey of Bartlett, Texas.

Previous correspondence with the Journal of the Amer
ican Medical Association led me to believe that not even
a letter critical of proponent research would be published.

I therefore proceeded cautiously. I asked the Archives'
editor whether or not a letter commenting upon some of the
statements made in the Symposium would be acceptable.
His response was encouraging. To condense into a letter the
vast amount of original data which I had accumulated con
stituted a formidable problem. After some correspondence,
the editor agreed to publish my article, "Physiologic and
Hygienic Aspects of the Absorption of Inorganic Fluorides,
Comments on the Symposium."62

In this article I established three basic reasons for the
many discrepancies in fluoride research:

( 1) The amount of fluoride taken into the system, its
storage in vital organs and elimination from the body varies
widely from person to person.

(2) The biochemical and statistical data presented in
The Symposium were not correlated with clinical find
ings. Even the most thorough analyses of fluoride in the
blood or in body tissues are worthless unless we know how
the patient reacted to fluoride.

(3) At the present stage of our knowledge it is impos
sible to evaluate to what extent fluoride, accumulating in
vital organs other than bones and teeth, interferes with the
function of these organs. Hence, statistical data presented
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at the Symposium do not apply to every person. There are
wide differences in an individual's response to fluoride de
pending upon his state of health.

On the basis of tables and charts, I demons.trated erratic
variations in fluoride content of food. Dietary habits, espe
cially excessive consumption of tea and seafood affect the
amount of fluoride taken into the system. In air-contam
inated areas, vegetables, especially leafy ones, and fruit
contain many times more fluoride than average. Some
drugs and vitamins contain fluoride. In view of so many
sources of fluoride intake, not epidemiological statistics
but careful review of histories of individual cases, espe
cially their food and drug habits and the individual drink
ing patterns, is of paramount importance.

I demonstrated the fallacy of the claim that only 10 per
cent of ingested fluoride is stored in the system and pointed
to wide fluctuations in urinary fluoride elimination from
day to day. Statistics based on one or a few urinary fluoride
determinations, therefore, do not reflect how much fluo
ride a person has taken into and stored in his system.

I discussed the many reports of poisoning from fluoride
naturally present in water. I pointed to the wide variety of
symptoms in fluoride poisoning which was first demon
strated experimentally in 1940 by two Kettering Labora
tory Scientists, MachIe and Evans.23o They attributed the
wide spectrum of its manifestations to the peculiarity of
the fluoride compound involved, to the dose administered,
the method by which fluoride enters the system, the diet
and many other variables.

I emphasized that scientists had given little attention in
the past to fluoride storage in organs other than bones and
teeth. Accumulation of sizeable amounts of fluoride in vi
tal organs (Table 14) in persons with kidney stones was
reported from nonfluoridated (0.1 ppm) New York
City.53 This is proof that the bulk of fluoride stored in the
system is not necessarily derived from water.
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Like Dr. Herman, the Utah scientists Call and Green
Wood,2111 who had confirmed excessive fluoride storage in
soft tissue organs, disregarded this most significant obser
vation.

From Drs. Nalbone and Parlato of Palermo,231 I re
ceived the X-ray of calcified blood vessels in a forty-nine
year old man with advanced skeletal fluorosis (Fig. 27).
That fluoride does accumulate in the walls of blood ves
sels has recently been confirmed by other students of the dis
ease. Why would it not harden blood vessels just as it
hardens teeth and bones in which it is stored?

I received many communications from scientists com
mending me on this research. Only one unfavorable cri
tique has come to my attention. It was published by the key
promoter of fl~oridation, Dr. Frederick J. Stare, in his
Sept., 1961, Nutrition Reviews, Vol. 19, page 259. Dr.
Stare is one of the most vociferous defenders of the food
industry against those who warn about hazards of chemical
additives to food. Dr. Stare's Nutrition Reviews, the publi
cation of the Nutrition Foundation, Inc., names forty-nine

. companies as its sponsors. Several of its supporting indus
tries including Procter and Gamble, Reynolds Metals and
Swift & Company have a stake in fluoride promotion. Swift
sells fluoride to the city of Chicago for water fluoridation.·

Dr. Stare criticized several minor shortcomings in my ar
ticle. My method of fluoride analysis should have been out
lined in detail, a point well taken. I failed to state in my
article that Mr. George Kosel of Passaic General Hospital,
Passaic, New Jersey, uses the standard method of analysis
recommended by the Official Methods of Analysis of the
Association of Official Agricultural Chemists, Eighth Edi
tion, 1955, and Standard Methods for the Examination of
Water, Sewage and Industrial Wastes, Tenth Edition, 1955,
published by the American Public Health Association. By

• Chicago Daily Tribune 11/22/57.
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resurrecting the Hornung hearsay, Dr. Stare subtly cast as
persions on my scientific competence, in order to discredit
my work.

Dental Abstracts of June, 1962, page 362, an A.D.A.
publication, quoted the Stare critique. Ingeniously they
failed to mention the name of the journal in which my· ar
ticle had appeared. Thus, a dentist, reading the Stare ac
count, would have been obliged to devote much time and
energy searching for my original article. Evidently the
A.D.A. was aware that a dentist who personally examined
this article would have gained considerable knowledge
about the weakness of the case for fluoridation.

My article in the Archives 0/ Environmental Health rep
resented a critique of data reported by others. It was there
fore a negative approach. There was need for a positive
presentation of my own findings.

The material which I had presented to the Ontario Fluo
ridation Investigating Committee contained a wealth of in
formation. To be suitable for the medical profession, how
ever, it had to be put together into a concise article. A
monograph of 60 pages with 227 references entitled, Fluo
ride in Clinical Medicine was published in 1962 in Inter
national Archives 0/ Allergy and Applied Immunology."
In it I presented documented data on fluoride metabolism,
on acute poisoning as well as seven detailed case reports of
chronic fluoride poisoning from artificially fluoridated wa
ter. Brief mention was made of a woman in the habit of
drinking 15 to 20 cups of tea daily for many years. She
showed characteristic features of fluorosis, including calci
fication of ligaments in the spine. Her urinary excretion of
fluoride ranged from 1.7 to 6.3 mg (6 determinations).

With this article I was about to break into the United
States medical literature for the second time. This time I
did not succeed.

The editor of a major American medical journal had dis-
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played much interest in the monograph and desired to pub
lish it. As is customary, he sent it to his editorial advisors
for an appraisal. They rejected it mainly because I had
failed to recommend the "great health measure": fluorida
tion of public water supplies. Purposely I had confined
my presentation strictly to scientific data. I had not men
tioned fluoridation because of its political overtones.

The wording of the rejection had a familiar sound. It was
nearly identical with the rejection which the editor of
another journal had received from his advisors.* P.H.S. offi
cials serve on editorial committees of most U. S. medical
journals. Editors not familiar with available literature on
fluoride know of no one else to whom to turn for advice.
They therefore consult dentists and health officials, whom
they assume to be experts on fluoride. They are not aware
that the P.H.S., regardless of its high scientific accomplish
ments in most areas of medicine, is the type of organiza
tion in which subordinates must adhere to the policy of top
brass, i.e., promote fluoridation.

Other editorial advisors, outside the sphere of P.H.S.
influence, who carefully scrutinized my article, considered
it an important contribution to the subject.

There was another means of communication, the medi
cal meeting. On my 1959 European trip, I noted that scien
tists who had worked on fluoride poisoning at the Univer
sity of Palermo, Italy, were not familiar with the research
done at the Eastman Dental Institute at Rome, a short dis
tance away. Scientists in Paris had no knowledge of the
work done by either of these institutions. There was no
exchange of ideas and no co-ordination in fluoride research
among those who had produced evidence unfavorable to

.The same journal recently rejected a scholarly review on fluorida
tion by D. H. Fogel, M.D., of Stamford, Conn., using approximate
ly the same wording:
"To publish this paper would add further fuel to the fire of heat
and emotion ..."
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fluoridation. This was in striking contrast to the efficient
organization of those propagating research favorable to the
subject.

I proposed to Dean Rene Fabre of the Faculte de Phar
macie at the University of Paris, France, that he and some
of the Italian scientists arrange a conference on fluoride re
search.

Dr. Fabre was responsible for banning fluoridation in
France. A personal experience convinced him early in life
that fluoride can cause serious trouble: as a young man he
had developed arthritis. He reasoned that small doses of so
dium fluoride should ameliorate the osteoporosis (bone soft
ening) often associated with arthritis. Upon taking a few
doses of sodium fluoride (up to 100 mgm) he learned
otherWise. They produced neuromuscular pains and severe
stomach and bowel upsets of the kind which I had ob
served in my patients. Moreoever, the fluoride had aggra
vated the arthritis. The cure turned out to be worse than the
disease.

Another outstanding scientist, Prof. Andrea Benagiano,
the head of the University of Rome's Eastman Dental
School, displayed interest in the conference. He had always
been aware of the dangers of fluoride. Fluoride ejected
from volcanoes in the region north of Rome contaminates
water supplies. The concentration ranges between 2 and
6 parts per million. He, and several of his collaborators,
especially Prof. Sergio Fiorentini, had made studies of fluo
ride's ill effect to the human system,232 particularly to the
gums. Like other research unfavorable to fluoridation, the
findings of these noted scientists is rarely mentioned in the
U.S.A.

Another scientist interested in the proposed meeting was
Prof. G. Bredemann of Hamburg (Fig. 28). He had just
completed his classic book with 1200 references.Til I was
fortunate to confer with this great scientist at his home
in 1959 shortly before he suffered a fatal stroke. He was
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PROFESSOR GUSTAV
BREDEMAN
1879-1960

Former head of the State Institute for
Applied Botany, Hamburg, Germany.

Fig. 28

nearly blind at that time. The strain of his extensive and
constant studies might well have hastened his death.

His collaborator, Dr. K. Garber, was eager to assist in
my project. Two professors of Hanover's Veterinary Insti
tute where some of the early observations on fluorosis in
cattle had been made, Drs. E. Hupka and G. Rosenberger,
likewise showed a keen interest in the conference.

Rome was chosen for the meeting. The date was to be
March 19 to 22, 1961. On May 2, 1960, Prof. Andrea
Benagiano informed me that the Italian government had
decided to underwrite its expense. I was charged with pre
paring the program.

Meantime, an uninvited scientist, a top official of the Ca
nadian Government displayed much interest. He was anx
ious to serve on a committee and to assist in making ar
rangements. I welcomed his participation, but was some-
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what at a loss to explain how he found out about the pro
posed conference. I had only one clue. His correspondence
with me began shortly after I had referred to the proposed
Rome conference before the Ontario Fluoridation Investi
gation Committee in Toronto, in June, 1960.

T~ree weeks before the conference was to take place, I
receIved a cable from Rome in which I was told that finan
cial support had been withdrawn. The conference had to
be cancelled.

Correspondence with the Italian scientists indicated that
they, themselves, were much dismayed by this sudden tum
of events. They were anxious to have me proceed with
plans to hold the meeting elsewhere.

The Eastman Dental Institute in Rome was founded by
George Eastman of Rochester, New York. Italian scientists
were recipients of $73,845 in research grants from the U.S.
Public Health Services in 1960; $495,564 in 1961; $500,
335 in 1962. Whether Rochester, Washington, D. C., or
Ottawa was instrumental in achieving the about-face of
the Italian Ministry of Health, I shall never learn.

In retrospect, I cannot help but recall a letter written by
the Chairman of the Fluoridation Committee of a dental so
ciety in a Pennsylvania town, dated October 6, 1961, to
Mrs. W. S., Ketchikan, Alaska. It stated:

"We now have spies in most of the established national
organizations opposed to fluoridation and can anticipate the
moves they are making, and we can really hit hard now.
Of course, this is not for publication."

In Paris, Prof. R. Truhaut, Dean Fabre's successor, was
interested in holding the conference in Paris. I hesitated to
go along with his plan, since he intended to have the World
Health Organization sponsor it. W.H.O. had announced its
position in favor of fluoridation and was responsible for its
promotion in several countries under the leadership of
U.S.P.H.S. officials.

While my correspondence with Prof. Truhaut was in
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progress, an allergist from Holland visited me in Detroit.
He is widely known in European medical circles and well
acquainted with high Dutch officials. I told him. ab?ut my
woes. He generously volunteered to host the meetIng In Hol
land.

The program had been set up. The ~ci~ntists who .had
planned to convene in Rome had been InvIted. My fnend
was to make local arrangements.

However, a new hitch developed. During my correspon
dence with him I learned that he had invited some of the
Dutch public health officials to collaborate in running the
meeting. At the time, Dutch health authorities were about
to introduce fluoridation in the key cites of Rotterdam and
Amsterdam.

My aim was to confine the meeting to scientists who had
carried out original research on fluoride. The most com
petent ones were to preside at the scientific sessions. My
friend on the other hand, wanted to honor pis Dutch, ..
friends, our hosts, by appointing them chairmen. ThIS IS
a customary procedure and ordinarily would have been a
reasonable request. I knew that a single promoting scien
tist, by chairing a session of the meeting, could permit the
discussion to diverge from the scientific to the political level.
This I was determined to avoid by all means at my disposal.

The final blow came when my friend suggested, undoubt
edly at the request of his Dutch advisors, that one evening
of the meeting be set aside for a visit to Tiel, the Dutch
town fluoridated on an experimental basis, the Grand Rap
ids of Holland.

When proponents wish to convince scientists and lay
persons of the efficacy of fluoridation, or when an industrial
concern wants to prove that poisonous air contaminants
emanating from their factory smokestacks are harmless to
vegetation, livestock and humans, they invite their pros
pects to the fluoridated town or to the respective factory
to witness at first-hand the so-called scientific evidence in
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support of their stand. Free transportation and hospitality
are provided by the corporation.

In the early 1950's such an excursion to an air-contami
nating factory in Scotland took place. A scientist in Swiss
government employ told me that he was offered free trans
portation from Switzerland to Scotland. His superiors, no
doubt aware of the purpose of the visit, refused to give him
a leave of absence.

In the U.S.A., scientists opposed to or lukewarm on flu
oridation have been invited to Newburgh where they were
shown a selected group of children,· Le., only those likely
to impress them favorably. Similarly, a Detroit city council
man·· given the official tour of Grand Rapids returned
with glowing reports of fluoridation's great accomplish
ments.

My Dutch allergist friend had already mailed the printed
invitations to participating scientists and had made ar
rangements to house them in a delightful Dutch hotel when
-because of the ominous changes in the set-up-I was
obliged to cancel the conference.

I was faced with a difficult decision. By revoking ar
rangements for the conference a second time I could have
become the laughing stock of all those who had thus far
co-operated with me. Fortunately this did not happen. My
abrupt turnabout, however, marred a long friendship with
my Dutch friend and his charming family, a friendship
which I had highly valued. He had every reason to take of
fense at what seemed to be my lack of courtesy. Neither he
nor anyone else could be expected to understand the true
motives for my decision without having personally experi
enced some of the many adversities to which I had been
subjected over the years. He may never know how much

• Smith, H.V., U. of Arizona, to Munch, R.I., Greenwich, Conn.
9/17/54. '

•• Lincoln, I.H., Detroit Councilman. "FluoridatioJl of Water,"
. Dec.; 1956.
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I had really appreciated his efforts in my behalf.
I immediately contacted other scientists in Germany and

Switzerland to make a third try for a satisfactory meeting
place. Only two weeks remained for me to set up the n~w
plan. One of the three scientists Prof. T. Gordonoff, ChaIr
man of the Department of Pharmacology, University of
Bern made arrangements at the Gurten-Kulm Hotel, locat-, . .
ed on a mountain overlooking this beautiful umversIty
town, the capital of Switzerland.

With fear and trepidation he and I held a preliminary
meeting in a Basel hotel. The previous program which
had been so carefully planned for Rome and Holland had
to be scrapped. Now, two days before the meeting, we didn't
know who would attend. I was prepared to spend three
days at the hotel as the sole participant of the conference. I
planned to utilize the time mountain climbing.

On Sunday, October 14, 1962, I sat in the lobby of the
Gurten-Kulm Hotel opposite the clerk wondering if any-of
the scientists would show up. I rejoiced when one after
another trickled in. In fact, every one scheduled to be in
Holland was present Monday morning at roll call. When a
beturbaned, bearded Indian patriarch passed through the
hotel entrance I was delighted. It was Prof. Amarjit Singh,
University of Patiala, India, a man of profound wisdom
and his country's foremost student of fluorosis. He turned
out to be the soul of the conference and became one of my
intimate friends.

Several scientists had requested an invitation to the con
ference through Bern University officials. They represented
aluminum companies in Switzerland and France.

One of the Swiss scientists, Dr. E. W. Alther, the high
caliber of whose work is recognized, had carried out ex
tensive research on cattle;288 another is internationally
known for his research in plant physiology. I considered it
fortunate to have these men in out' midst. Through their ex
perience and background in fluoride research, I anticipated
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stimulation of our discussions.
However, this did not materialize. One of the aluminum

company representatives was constantly making notes. He
must have taken down every spoken sentence from the
beginning to the end of the conference. At 110 tim,e did he
make a single remark.

Near the close of the conference 1 confronted him: Why,
with his extensiyeknowledge of the subject, I asked, had
he failed to partic~pate in the discussion.. He was obviously
embarrassed. He assured me that under no circumstances
could he have taken part.

"Did your company give you orders to remain silent?"
I bluntly inquired.

For want of a reply he became increasingly uncomfort
,.ble. Finally he seemed to have found the right answer for
me. He insisted that he could not have carried his point
among the scientists assembled there. He must have been
aware that the industry's position would not withstand crit
ical examination by scientists who were conversant with
the genuine facts.

The spokesman for the French company acted differently.
He repeatedly challenged the essayists. His reasoning was
reminiscent of statements encountered in U.S.A. political
fluoridation campaigns.

For instance, I showed a picture of an enlarged rabbit's
heart experimentally poisoned by fluoride, side by side with
a nonpoisoned control specimen. It was sent to me for pres
entation. to the conference by the Japanese scientist, T. Ta
kamori, of the University of Gifu.2U The representative of
an aluminum corporation reasoned as follows:

"These changes in the rabbit's heart can't be due to fluo
ride. Our people mVichy have been drinking water with
a fluoride concentration as high as 8 parts per miJlion for
years.. At no tittle have we seen enlarged hearts." .

Although the heart of an experimental animal is bound
to behave differently from that of a Vichy citizen, no studies
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have been made to determine whether or not continous
cons~mption of high fluoride Vichy water has caused: an. in
creased trend to heart disease. Furthermore, for drinkmg,
inhabitants of .the town of Vichy have access to water
other than that from the high fluoride Vichy Springs.

Another group of participants had received invitations
through. the University of Bern at their request. They rep
resented Swiss citizens who had suffered damage from fluo
ride fumes. They symbolized the powerful struggle of the
common people in Switzerland against their Titans of in-

dustry.
Parts of northern Switzerland along the Rhine and the

Frick valley, near the towns of Rhinefelden and Mohlin,
are contaminated by fluoride. The vegetation has been par
tially destroyed by fluoride fumes emanatin~ fr?m a
nearby German aluminum factory on the OpposIte SIde of
the Rhine River (Fig. 29a, b). For years constant litigation
by local citizens against the company has been underway.

Many improvemeilts have been introduced in the factory
to reduce the hazard. However, the population is still con
fronted with the fluoride threat. Citiz~ns have been an
tagonized by the company's scientists who attempt to .min
imize fluoride's harm. I was told that most vetermary
physicians and scientists in the area have been engaged to
carry out research and examinations for the company.
Few scientists dare to speak against the powerful corpora
tion for fear of being S,ubjected to disparagement and eco
nomic pressure. It all had a familiar ring. Correspondence
in my files shows that American farmers whose cattle have
suffered fluoride damage are also hard put to find veteri
nary physicians to take care of their animals.·

The Gurten conference was most instructive and pro
ceeded according to plan. It was confined toscientific evi-

• Cox, W. R., Portland, Ore., to Mrs. G.L.W. 3/7/57.-Mrs. E.J.P.,
Golden, Colorado, to G.L.W. 12/9/63.
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dence on fluoride's effect. All references to fluoridation were
avoided.

The program opened with a review of the pharmacolog
ical action of various fluoride compounds by one of the
most brilliant scientists in this area of research, Prof. N. P.
Buu-Hoi231i of the National Research Center in Paris. Prof.
Buu-Hoi received the Cross of the Legion of Honor,
France's highest award, in 1962, for outstanding research.
He explained that there are two kinds of poisonous action
in fluoride compounds: One is determined by the fluoride
ion and the other by the remaining portion of the molecule.
Accordingly, fluoride poisoning can exhibit a wide variety
of manifestations depending upon the ions of the other min
erals present in the fluoride compound.

The balance of the first morning was devoted to methods
of fluoride analysis. Two outstanding German scientists with
extensive experience, Profs. W. Wohlbier and W. Oel
schlager of Stuttgart-Hohenheim pinpointed the many pit
falls involved in carrying out accurate fluoride analyses.

In the afternoon, Profs. E. Hupka and G. Rosenberger
of the Hanover Veterinary School related their experience
with fluorosis in domestic animals. They showed a film of
fluorosed cattle from a fluoride contaminated area in Ger
many. The pitiful appearance of these animals, their ex
treme emaciation, painful stance and movements due to
joint swelling and palsy of their hind legs were clearly
evident.

A scientist from Holland, Dr. F. Spierings, Institute voor
Plantenziektenkundig Onderzoek, Wageningen, showed
that one of Holland's major industries, cultivation of tulips
and gladiolas, has been adversely affected by fluoride in
the air. Dr. L. Gisiger of the Swiss Government Agricultural
Station at Liebefeld near Bern, and Prof. K. Garber, Staats
institut fur Angewandte Botanik, Hamburg, Germany, like
wise presented data on fluoride damage to plants.
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The following day a symposium on how fluoride affects
the calcium-phosphorus metabolism featured Prof. E.
Uehlinger, the head of the Department of Pathology, Uni
versity of Zurich, one of the world's outstanding experts in
this area of research. He outlined the mechanism of fluo
ride's effect on the calcium-phosphorus balance and its ac
tion on bones and teeth.

Another symposium was concerned with mottled teeth.
It was led by Dr. Ch. Leimgruber of Bern, a dental research
scientist. My own contribution to this symposium was a re
view of the many abnormal conditions of the teeth with
which mottling might be confused. Through the courtesy
of B. G. Anderson, D.D.S., of New Haven, Conn., a pio
neer in diagnosis of mottling,236 I showed pl,1.otographs of
teeth which had been published in the A.M.A.'s American
Journal 0/ Diseases 0/ Children in 1942. They demonstrat
ed how to differentiate true mottling from other enamel de
fects. Prof. T. Takamori of Gifu University, Japan, who
was unable to appear personally, had sent an account with
pertinent illustrations of his ingenious classification of mot
tling. By taking into consideration the extent of the
mottling, the appearance of the tooth's surface and its de
gree of discoloration, Takamori's classification provides an
immediate clear appraisal of fluoride damage to a tooth.

Profs. T. Gordonoff and W. Minder presented their basic
research on fluoride's interference with the function of the
thyroid gland. Other detailed clinical reports of poisoning
from water naturally containing fluoride were presented
by Dr. G. Nalbone, of the U. of Palermo, Italy, and by Dr.
W.P.U. Jackson, Pretoria, S. Africa. The highlight of the
meeting was the lecture by Prof. Amarjit Singh, head of the
Department of Medicine, University of Patiala, India. He
illustrated his remarks with a motion picture on fluorosis in
humans from natural fluoride areas. He presented ':a wealth
of infOrmation, some of which was subsequently published
in the May 1963 issue of Medicine.16T
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The Transactions of the Gurten Conference were about
to be published in July, 19(i3, by a Swiss medical publisher
under the editorship of Prof. Gordonoff of Bern. I had al
ready seen the proof sheets. In September, Prof. Gordonoff
notified me that the publishers had been obliged to aban
don their work on the nearly completed book. Expendi
tures had already amounted to several thousand dollars.

Who defrayed this substantial cost already incurred by
the publisber for printing the material, is not known. Ac
cording to a Swiss spokesman, the company had been threat
ened with boycott. Swiss cities were in the midst of a fluo
ridation struggle reminiscent of U. S. battles. The Transac
tions gathered together a wealth of scientific data· which
are otherwise difficult of access and would take years for an
individual to acquire. The data presented would have inter
fered with promotional efforts in Switzerland. The book
was subsequently published by the German medical pub
lisherBenno Schwabe of Stuttgart.286a

My interest in this Conference had been inspired by my
awareness of lack of communication between scientists re
garding fluoride research and by my eagerness to explore
new areas of this complicated and confused subject.

I learned at the Conference that my research had al
ready provided much stimulation to other scientists. More
over, the research which proponents had set up for the ex
press purpose of countering my findings had brought forth
new and significant facts.

I realized that a tedious and laborious uphill climb lay
ahead.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN

SCIENCE AND SCIENTISM

An editorial entitled ~'Scientism, A New Blight" ap
peared in the April 14, 1962, issue of the Journal of the
American Medical Association. ,

The editor defined "scientism" as "A parody or defeat
of true science" "Grant-Getting by wisdom of application
-A combination of pseudo-scientific pecuniary pedantry
and integrated cooperative research, based all too often
on irrelevant or misinterpreted data, compounded by mass
computer techniques."

"Huge sums of money are spent," the editor asserts, "on
doubtful, artificially blown-up, occasionally ridiculous pro
jects." This "pseudo-science," he suggests, should be re
placed with research by "clinical staffs and personnel who
represent that sometimes forgotten man, the patient."

Had the editor referred to fluoridation research he could
not have found a more glaring illustration of this "new
blight."

Numerous meticulously executed statistical studies and
epidemiological surveys published in scientific journals pre
sent a multitude of impertinent data. A host of articles
dwell on how to promote fluoridation. Psychiatrists, social
workers and nutritionists have written "scholarly" treatises
analyzing the psychology of fluoridation opponents182 and
how to neutralize their arguments: Yet, no studies are avail
able dealing with individuals to prove fluoridation safe. He,
the person suffering poisoning from fluoridated water, is
indeed "The Forgotten Man."
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It is easy to distinguish between objective publications
on fluoridation and those written for promotional purposes.
The latter exhibit certain earmarks readily spotted by the
observer. They invariably begin, or end, with a plug for
fluoridation. For instance, a learned article by Dr. A. L.
Russell, head of the Statistical and Biometric Branch of
the National Institute of Dental Research begins with the
following sentence:

"It is now generally conceded that children, twelve to
fourteen years of age, who have been exposed to fluoride
bearing communal waters during their entire lifetimes, have
a more favorable dental caries experience than individuals
of the same age who have always lived in areas where the
community water is fluoride-free. "237 This was in 1949,
only four years after the experiments in Grand Rapids,
Mich. and Newburgh, N. Y. were initiated.

Promotional research disregards whatever findings do
not support the fluoridation thesis. It labels all data unfav
orable to fluoridation "unconvincing" or "unscientific."

This kind of "science" should not be confused with the
so-called science which is based upon arbitrary statements
made at public hearings or appearing in newspapers for
lay consumption. The following are typical examples:

Fluoridation is safe because millions are drinking flu
oridated water-
Physicians in Grand Rapids have not reported illness
due to fluoride in water. (This is held up to the public
as "proof" that fluoridation causes no ill effect.)
Vitamin A and table salt are poisonous too in large
amounts*-
"To produce even the mildest symptoms of fluoride
poisoning would demand that the victim swallow two

• The degree of toxicity of a substance depends upon the latitude
between a harmless and a toxic dose. With fluoride the margin of
safety is extremely narrow or nonexistent.
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and a half bathtubsful of properly fluoridated water,
suring a single day!'28h

Such slogans originate with public relations counsellors,
not with scientists. Nevertheless, through constant repeti
tion, they have found their way into scientific journals
where they have influenced a segment of the dental and
medical profession.

"Scientism," as indicated in the A.M.A. editorial is dif
ferent. It pertains specifically to elaborately and well execu
ted research by scientists of the highest caliber, presented
in leading scientific journals, supported by vast grants
from the federal government and from industry. This re
search appears thoroughly convincing on the surface.
Careful scrutiny and a solid research background on the
subject are required to detect its shortcomings:

1. In some publications one or two sentences contain the
key fallacies.

2. In others the design of the study is defective.
3. In some, data on individuals are either lacking 01

disregarded.
4. In others the author's conclusions ignore important

data contained in the text.
5. Scientists make statements which contradict their

own research findin~.

1. The Crucial Sentence
In the American Journal of Roentgenology of 1951,

three fluoridation proponents, Drs. E. J.. Largent, P. S.
Bovard and F. F. Heyroth,2U reported X-ray evidence of
fluoride poisoning in five out of sixteen factory workers

• This refen to immediate acute poisoning from a single dose which
is not pertinent to fluoridation. The hazard of repeated persistent
in~e of minute amounts of fluoride for months and yean is at
issue.
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I exposed to nuoride. Except for the changes in bones, they
asserted that these people had not been harmed. This re
search is often quoted as evidence that bone changes, of
the kind encountered in high fluoride areas and in indus
try, are never associated with harm elsewhere in the human
organism and therefore have no significance.

Careful examination of this article reveals a single sen
tence which tells the story:

"Detailed clinical examination of the workmen in these
plants could not be carried out and therefore no other data
are available for consideration."

Actually, without thorough clinical investigation these
scientists had no basis for their arbitrary statement that the
5 workers suffered no ill effect other than that noted in X
tays.

In another study, one sentence made the difference be
tween a valid and a misleading piece of research. It was
carried out by a P.H.S. team led by Dr. E.F. Geever, now
of Philadelphia, published in Public Health Reports,240

1958.
These scientists investigated the microscopic appearance

of bones from thirty-seven persons who had lived in areas
where the water naturally contains 1 to 4 ppm of fluoride.
They compared these bones with bones of persons from
communities with less than 0.5 ppm of fluoride in water
and found "no significant differences" in the two groups.
They concluded that fluoride naturally occurring in drink
ing water does not damage bones.

On page 722 one finds the following pivotal sentence:
"Those (persons) with chronic illness and diseases

known to affect bone structures were excluded." Among the
diseases excluded, the authors specifically named two
which are frequently associated with chronic fluoride poi
soning, namely parathyroid and kidney diseases.

Thus the cases which warranted special attention and
which were most likely to have suffered ill effect from fluoride
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Gautier and Clausmann242 (1913)
Gettler and Ellerbrook194 (1939)
Roholm32 (1937)
Herman53 (1958)

were omitted from the study. Had they been included the
authors would not have arrived at the conclusion that fluo
ride naturally in water causes no harm.

Another widely propagated promotional study which
omitted the very cases which were most likely to have suf
fered ill effect from drinking fluoridated water is a survey
in the pilot city of Newburgh, N. Y. (fluoridated in 1945),
published in the Journal of the A.M.A. in 1956. It was de
signed to "prove" that fluoridation is not harmful to kid
neys. A team of public health officials led by Dr. E. R.
Schlesinger241 of the New York State Dept. of Health ex
amined urine specimens of 900 children for blood cells,
albumin and casts, which are evidence of kidney disease.

The key sentence in this study on page 21 is as follows:
"No specimens were taken if there was any history of

clinical illness, no matter how mild, during the previous
two weeks."

Acute episodes of bowel disorders, bladder and lower
kidney tract disease (pyelitis) are not uncommon in the be
ginning stage of chronic fluoride poisoning. Otherwise it
is a nonspectacular progressive illness. Many reasons ac
count for such sudden acute flare-ups.

For instance, on a hot day, a person may consume fluo
ride in excess because he drinks many times his usual daily
amount of water. On such a day an acute episode of illness
is liable to occur whereas damage to kidneys may not be
detectable on other days. By eliminating all children who
had suffered an acute illness within two weeks prior to the
examination, the authors defeated the purpose of their
study, namely to detect early kidney damage from fluori
dated water in children.

Another deficiency often encountered in promotional re
search is illustrated by the P.R.S. study of Drs. J. R. Rer
man, Brian Mason and Igo Light in the Journal of Uro
logy,53 Oct., 1958. It categorically concluded that the "fluo
rine content of the (kidney) stones is not related to sys-
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temic fluorosis as determined by the fluorine content of
the tissues." This implies that the general health of persons
whose kidney stones contained an unusually high concen
tration of fluoride-as much as 1800 ppm-was not ad
versely affected by fluoride. Page 266 in the article con
tains the key to the fallacy of the authors' conclusi~n:

"None of the tissues (of vital organs) revealed fluonne
contents elevated significantly above the normal established
in the literature."

For "normal fluoride levels established in the literature"
Dr. Herman and associates refer the reader to three publi
cations, one by Drs. A. Gautier and P. Clausmann of Par
is,242 France (1913), one by Drs. A. P. Gettler and L.
Ellerbrook of Philadelphia194 (1939) and the book by Ro
holms2 (1937).

Upon checking the fluoride content of the organs covered
in these three studies, one finds exactly the reverse of what
Dr. Herman and co-workers reported. As shown in Table 16
normal fluoride levels in kidney tissue proved to be far
lower than those encountered by the Herman group.

Table 16

NORMAL FLUORIDE LEVELS IN KIDNEY TISSUE WITH WHICH
DR. HERMAN COMPARED HIS DATA

PPM
2.6 (dry)
0,56 - 0.78 (wet)

11.0 (dry)
181.0

Herman's 181.0 ppm fluoride value in kidney tissue is
extraordinarily high and in marked contrast with those
found by the three authors whom he quoted. In his article
in 1956,205 on page 190 in the Journal of Experimental M~d
icine, 0.78 ppm had been given as the "normal" fluonde
level for kidneys, 11.6 ppm for kidneys acutely poisoned.
The high value of 181 ppm should have stimulated a follow
up investigation by himself and his P.R.S. collaborators to
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determine whether rhe high fluoride ,totage had adverse~
affected the function of the kidneys and the patients' general
health.

These examples point up the need for painstaking ex
amination of all details contained in reports by exponents
of fluoridation before accepting their conclusions on this
confused subject. "

2. Faulty Design of the Study
The most striking deficiency in proponent studies is the

inadequacy of controls. "Controls" are normal individuals
furnishing data under normal conditions used as a standard
of comparison for the new findings.

It has already been shown that the erratic action of fluo
ride itself renders it extremely difficult to obtain controls
in the true sense of the term: It is virtually impossible to
determine how much fluoride has entered a person's sys
tem on a long term basis either through drinking water or
through other sources; how much is being stored; in which
organs it is being deposited and through which channels it
is being eliminated. Even in animal experiments for which
controls are easier to obtain than for humans, scientists
have struggled in vain to secure reliable controlled data.

In the proponent research it is customary to compare
data from a high fluoride with those from a low fluoride
area. The latter are considered "controls." Again it is nec
essary to refer to Dr. Herman's data from nonfluoridated
New York City (0.1 ppm).

Table 17

FLUORIDE IN TISSUES AND ORGANS ACCORDING TO
DR. HERMAN AND ASSOCIATES

Skin
Prostate
Bladder
Kidney
Nails
Fat
Hair
Kidney Stone
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PPM
10 - 290
0- 86
0- 185
0- 181

10 - 186
0- 145

13 - 171
5 - 1575

Table 17 demonstrates that in some persons organs are
free or practically free of fluoride, whereas in others there
is substantial accumulation. This is true whether one re
sides in a nonfluoridated city like New York or in a fluo
ridated one. Fluoride determinations of tissue from au
topsies in nonfluoridated Detroit (0.1 ppm) confirm H~r
man's observations. Therefore data from a commumty
where water is practically "fluoride-free" does not consti
tute a genuine "control" for data from fluoridated c?m
munities. At the present state of our knowledge, SCIen
tists are not yet aware why and under what circumstances
high accumulations of fluoride occur in organs other than
bones and teeth.

With this in mind, the widely publicized statistical study
by the P.H.S. team, T. L. Hagan, M. Pasternack and O. C.
Scholz, in Public Health Reports, Vol. 69,243 is of relatively

little value.
These P.H.S. scientists compared mortality rates for can-

cer, kidney, liver, intracranial lesions and heart dise~se in
natural fluoride towns with those obtained from thirty-two
"nonfluoride control" cities. They found "no statistically
significant differences" for the five diseases.in the two groups
of cities. They disregarded intake of fluonde through food,
drugs and air contamination.

The design of this survey is further confused because
some of the so-called nonfluoride "control" cities had con
siderable fluoride in their water supplies, even more than
the "natural fluoride" cities with which they were compared.
Therefore, the authors' conclusion that fluoridation is safe
because there were "no significant differences" in mortality
rates in the two groups of cities is fallacious. Nevertheless
this study constitutes a bulwark of fluoridation ?~omo.tion.

The matter of faulty controls is even more VlVldly Illus
trated by a study by one of the country's mo.st o~tstanding

pharmacologists, Dr. H. C. Hodge of the Umverslty of Ro
chester, N.Y., and co-workers.244 Its purpose was to com-
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pare urinary fluoride elimination in persons with normal
kidneys with that from persons known to be aftlicted with
kidney disease, before and after fluoridation was initiat
ed in Rochester, N. Y. Data in kidney patients were com
pared with data from so-called "normal" individuals who
served as "controls." In this report published in Archives of
Industrial Health, Vol. 11, page 9, 1955, the individuals
designated as "normal" ranged in age from seventy-four to
ninety-seven years. There is a consensus among physicians
that at this advanced age kidneys are rarely, if ever, normal
because of the arteriosclerotic and other senile changes. It
is, therefore, not surprising that Dr. Hodge found no signifi
cant differences in the two groups.

Yet, promoters of fluoridation utilize this particular
study to support their claim that fluoride does not interfere
with kidney function. Had Dr. Hodge and associates select

. ed young persons with normal kidneys, they would have
found significant differences in elimination of fluoride by
normal and diseased kidneys.21<'

A study by Dr. O. M. Derryberry, health director of the
Tennessee Valley Authority project, and co-workers2ie

furnishes another demonstration of the difficulties encount
ered in setting up adequate controls in fluoride research.
It was published in Archives of Environmental Health
April, 1963.

Workers in the TVA phosphate areas are constantly ex
posed to inhalation of fluoride fumes and dusts, a con
stituent of phosphate rock. Dr. Derryberry's group com
pared the health of seventy-four workers "exposed" to fluo
ride with that of sixty-seven individuals who presumably
were "unexposed." The latter served as so-called "nor
mal" controls. The principal criterion for the exposed group
was a "consistently high urinary fluoride excretion (elimi
nation)" during their employment. This study was carried
out most meticulously with the best tools of modem sci
ence: Each worker had a complete physical examination,
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numerous laboratory tests and X-rays.
In the seventy-four "exposed" workers the average

daily fluoride elimination through the urine was 4.6 ppm;
dl " d"in the sixty-seven "control" suppose y nonexpose

workers elimination averaged 1.15 ppm. From the latter
figure one must conclude that those presumed to b~ un
exposed were also exposed to fluoride, although to shghtly
less than those under study.

On examining the detailed data we find that each work
er had numerous urinary fluoride determinations, one of
them as many as seventy-four. A worker in the "expo~ed"

group, for instance, as indicated on page 514 of the article,
eliminated on one day as little as 0.2 ppm, on another as
much as 7.9 ppm. For the group of "unexposed" workers
the authors presented no breakdown for each individual.
Only the averages of all determinations of fluoride in urine
of all sixty-seven so-called "unexposed" workers w~re. re
ported.. It was therefore impossible to compare ehmma
tion of fluoride in "exposed" and "unexposed" individuals.

These and other details in this research demonstrate that
there was considerable overlapping in the composition of
the two groups. Here again a thoroughly executed and
elaborate study is of little significance because of an over
all faulty design.

The same basic fallacy underlies the mainstay of the re
search designed to prove fluoridation safe, the survey of
Bartlett and Cameron, Texas,247 where water contained
fluoride naturally at 8 ppm and 0.4 ppm, respectively.

The health of one hundred sixteen persons who had re
sided in Bartlett for more than ten years was compared with
that of 113 in Cameron. All individuals underwent elabo
rate examinations similar to those in the Derryberry studies.

.• Averaging of averages constitute~ an.o~~er fault. frequen~ly en
countered in fluoride research. Tlus cntlclsm ap{'lies especlall.y t~
statistics which constitute the basis for the claim that the mCI
dence of tooth decay in fluoridated cities has been reduced by 65
per cent.
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Cameron is close to Bartlett. No information is available
regarding the extent to which persons in Cameron the
control city, were exposed to fluoride from sources ~ther
than water, such as food grown in the area and contaminated
air. Western Texas, whe,re both cities are located is known
as a high fluoride area. '

The survey reported no significant differences in the exam
ination and laboratory findings in the two groups. Never
theless, in both cities there was an unusually high incidence
of cataracts, bone changes, arthritis and hearing disturb
ances. However, no comparison of these diseases was made
with their overall incidence in the U.S.A.

Crippling arthritis and partial deafness have been
li~ed w~th :hronic fluoride poisoning in a survey by the
IndIan SCIentIst, A H. Siddiqui, in the British Medical Jour-
nal,166 Dec. 10, 1955, page 1408. '

Examination of the data presented in the Bartlett-Cam
eron report shows that the mortality in Bartlett was 265
p~r cent higher than in Cameron. This important fact was
gIven no attention in the authors' conclusion.

T~e Bartlett survey demonstrates yet another fallacy in
fluonde research: Data on only one hundred sixteen per
s?ns are use? as the basis for the assertion that fifty mil
hon people III the U.S.A drinking fluoridated water need
not anticipate harm.

If 1 in 117 were to suffer ill effect from fluoride in water
the nU~.ber of those so afflicted among the fifty mi1lio~
U.S. CItIzens would be 427,350 - a sizable incidence.
Thus the sampling in the Bartlett survey was far too small
to assure the safety of millions of persons drinking fluo
ridated water.

3. No Studies on Individuals
Referring again to the AM.A editorial on "Scientism"

and the absence of studies on individuals whom the edi
tor so aptly characterizes as "the forgotten man," a case in
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point is worker #54 mentioned in the Derryberry study pre
viously discussed. This worker with skeletal fluorosis elim
inated during one day as much as 44.0 ppm of fluoride in
the urinary specimen, on another only 4.0 ppm. In this case
the available data clearly point to serious damage from fluo
ride. Examination and laboratory findings carried out on the
day of his high fluoride elimination would, undoubtedly,
have been revealing.

There are many "forgotten men" in fluoridation research:
P.H.S. scientists I. Zipkin173 and associates reported in

Public Health Reports of Aug. 1958, page 732, the chemi
cal composition of bones of sixty-nine persons from com
munities with fluoride in water ranging from 0.1 to 4 ppm.
They observed an increase of fluoride in bones proportion
al to that in drinking water.

Yet, in one of their cases from a low fluoride town (0.4
ppm) they detected in the breast bone (sternum) an unus
uallyhigh fluoride content, namely 2290 ppm. Fluoride in
breast bones of the other cases in that town ranged from
400 to 1010 ppm.

Such an exceptional case in a low fluoride area should have
been subjected to a special investigation which might have
provided significant data. Instead, this case was eliminat
ed from the study.

4. Unwarranted, Conclusions
Two studies have come to my attention which were car

ried out on individual patients at the National Institute of
Dental Research in Bethesda, Md. They demonstrated how
partial information can be misinterpreted and lead to
faulty conclusions.

In Public Health Reports,US Vol. 73, page 741, 1958,
Drs. F. J. McClure, H. G. McCann and N. C. Leone com
pared the skeletal fluoride content of two women who died
under similar circumstances. One, seventy-four years old,
had resided in Washington, D. C. (0.2 ppm fluoride in wa-
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ter); the other, aged seventy-eight, in Bartlett, Texas, (8
ppm).

The Washington, D. c., person died of a heart attack,
the one from Bartlett of a cerebro-vascular accident
(stroke). The bones of the Bartlett woman contained about
6000 parts per million of fluoride; those of the Washing
ton, D. C., woman about 1/8 of that figure or around 750
ppm. The former showed more calcium and other minerals
in bones than the latter.

The study concluded that "no unusual findings of im
pairment of health or well being or malformation of skele
tal tissue or malfunction generally" were noted in the Bart
lett case although her bones contained eight times more
fluuride than those of the one from Washington, D. C.

Here, too, a conclusion was drawn without adequate labo
ratory tests or clinical investigation during the lifetime of
the patient to determine whether and to what extent fluo
ride had interfered with her general health. There is no rec
ord of repeated blood and urinary tests for fluoride nor
of double blind studies with fluoride-containing and fluo
ride-free water prior to her death. Without such data it is
impossible to ascertain whether or not this patient suffered
ill effect from fluoride in Bartlett while she was alive.

To rely upon the fluoride content of the person's bones
as a criterion of a person's physical health and well being
is misleading. Prof. A. Singh249 reported in ten cases of
advanced crippling fluorosis an average of 2720 ppm fluo
ride content of bones, which is far below the 6000 ppm
which the P.H.S. team found in the Bartlett woman.

The other case at N.I.H., Bethesda, Md., of which I
learned was not "forgotten." A fifty-six year cld housewife
was throughly studied by the National Institute of Dental
Health. I obtained her record through the courtesy of the
patient's family physician who wishes to remain anonymous.

She developed severe abdominal cramps and diarrhea, an
early sign of fluoride poisoning, within two days after fluo-
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ridation was initiated in Washington, D.C., in 1952. This
condition persisted with periodic aggravation and tempo
rary improvement up to April, 1959, when the woman was
admitted as an out-patient to the Institute. In addition to
the abdominal pain she experienced increasing eye disturb
ances and occasional blurring of vision during the course
of her illness.

Four eye specialists had been unable to give her an ade
quate explanation of her symptoms nor were they able to
relieve her condition. One of her eye physicians suggested
that she might be allergic to chemicals. As the disease pro
gressed, she developed arthritis which started in the finger
joints.

Her symptoms became distinctly aggravated when she
drank water unaccompanied by food. Thus, for the first
time her attention was drawn to fluoridated water. She and
her husband, a physician, soon related aggravation of her
disease to drinking fluoridated water and eating vegetables
cooked with Washington, D. C., fluoridated water.

Objectively the patient had shown evidence of a progres
sive loss of vision and of beginning arthritis. These are
some of the early symptoms which I described as charac
teristic of the beginning stage of fluoride poisoning.

Blind studies at the Institute were initiated by providing
the patient during the first week, without her knowledge,
with fluoride-free water. At this time her daily urinary fluo
ride level ranged from 0.4 to 0.7 mg with a mean of 0.54.
During the second week, again unbeknown to her, fluoride
was added to her drinking water in a quantity sufficient to
make the urinary fluoride rise as high as 6.7 mg (with a
mean of 3.82). She noted no difference in the severity'of her
symptoms.

On the basis of these procedures, the patient was in
formed by the Institute that her symptoms were not re
lated to fluoride.

This case again illustrates how difficult it is to establish
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proper controls in studies of this kind and how the sole de
pendence on a laboratory procedure, the urinary elimin
ation of fluoride, can lead to a faulty conclusion:

During the first week, while the patient was eliminating
relatively little fluoride, * she continued to be ill from the
previous intake of fluoride. During the second week, while
unbeknown to herself she was drinking fluoridated water,
she eliminated larger amounts of fluoride in the urine- but
the change in her symptoms was not impressive.

In my experience, weeks and months are ordinarily
required for stored fluoride to be sufficiently eliminated
from the system to enable patients to regain their health.
Had the test been initiated after she had completely re
covered from her illness and after her system had ade
quately disposed of excess accumulated fluoride, the result
of the test would undoubtedly have been different. In other
words, a proper baseline had not been established in this
patient, a prerequisite for controlled studies on individuals.

The same fallacy characterizes a study by a Stanford
University dermatologist, Dr. Ervin Epstein, which is being
widely publicized by the P.H.S.129

Fluoride, like the other halogens bromide and iodide,
has been identified with the causation of acne by a German
clinician.250 Presumably in order to disprove this, Dr. Ep
stein gave twenty patients with acne 1 mg of fluoride per
day for one to eleven weeks, as reported in the Stanford
Medical Bulletin,251 Vol. 9, p. 243,1951.

Dr. Epstein did not wait until the acne had subsided in
his patients before starting his experimental administra
tion of fluoride tablets. In other words, he failed to estab
lish a baseline. Because the drug did not aggravate the
existing acne eruptions, he incorrectly concluded that fluo
ride does not cause acne. Moreoever, while administering

• During the last three days of the first week, at which time she was
not using fluoridated water, the daily urinary fluoride values were
higher than during the first four days, namely, 0.53, 0.67 and 0.7.
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fluoride, he simultaneously treated the acne with a special
diet, "local treatment," acne toxoid (vaccine) and ultra
violet light. Had fluoride aggravated the condition, the oth
er measures would have acted as antidotes.

Interestingly, one of Dr. Epstein's twenty patients devel
oped a severe generalized allergic eruption on face, hands
and neck, which necessitated discontinuance of the tablets.
This is the kind of allergic reaction which Dr. Reuben Felt
man of Passaic, N.J., described in the Journal of Dental
Medicine,252 Vol. 16,1961, in 1 per cent of pregnant women
and young children to whom he administered fluoride tab
lets and which I recorded, in 1958,218 in my own patients
who had been drinking fluoridated water.

Another shortcoming in the promotional research on flu
ordination is the downgrading of some of the most signifi
cant contributions to the fluoride literature:

In a comprehensive article in the Journal of Occupation
al Medicine,253 February, 1960, page 92, the late Ketter
ing Laboratory scientist, Frank Princi referred to .the re
search by Prof. Tokio Takamori and his co-workers at the
University of Gifu, carried out in a high fluoride area
of Japan. Dr. Princi casually dismissed this work (page 95)
on the basis that "none of these observations has ever been
confirmed by any other investigator." He must have been
aware that often years pass before new data in medicine are
confirmed.

Dr. Princi disregarded another valuable clinical report
by Dr. A. H. Siddiqui in the British Medical Journal166 of
1955 on thirty-nine cases with advanced crippling fluorosis
from drinking water in India by stating:

"In the study of these cases no attempt was made to
exclude other diseases and the author admits that all those
under study were in the poorest state of nutrition and prob
ably suffered from severe avitaminosis (vitamin defi
ciency) ."

Dr. Princi's reflection on Dr. Siddqui's competence as a
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diagnostician sharply contrasts with his high praise for the
work of his own colleagues at the Kettering Laboratory.
Without questioning, he accepted Dr. Largent's assurance
that the five factory workers with skeletal fluorosis, pre
viously mentioned,239 suffered no systemic damage by fluo
ride, although Dr. Largent himself frankly acknowledged
that the workers had not undergone a detailed examination.

In order to support his case for fluoridation, Dr. Princi
resurrected a highly dubious piece of work by Drs. M. H.
Black and I. S. Kleiner which appeared in the New York
State Journal of Medicine254 in 1949. These clinicians ad
ministered sodium fluoride to seventy patients suffering
from malignancies in order to determine whether fluoride
would retard the development of these diseases. This
study convinced Dr. Princi that doses of fluoride up to 320
mg daily are safe for adults.

However, an examination of the Black-Kleiner report dis
closes that some of their patients-the number is not stat
ed-suffered stomach and bowel disturbances which are
early signs of acute fluoride poisoning. It was necessary to
administer an aluminum salt as an antidote simultaneous
ly with fluoride to buffer fluoride's poisonous action. This
precluded the recognition of other ill effects from fluoride.

Dr. Princi's promotion of fluoridation likewise relied
upon a survey by Drs. C. A. Stevenson and A. R. Watson
in the American Journal of Roentgenology,21S1l Vol. 78,
page 13, 1957. Their review of 170,000 X-ray films,
principally from high fluoride southwestern states, revealed
only twenty-three cases with skeletal fluorosis. Because of
tbis low incidence, the authors reasoned that fluoridation
must be safe.

As already pointed out, of 237 individuals in the Bartlett
Cameron, Texas, survey with 8 ppm and 0.4 ppm fluoride
in water, respectively, twenty-one cases of bone changes
(fluorosis) were identified. In other words, approximately
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the same number of cases were recognized among the
237 persons of the Bartlett-Cameron survey as Dr. Steven
son reported upon examining 170,000 from the same and
nearby areas.

This extraordinary discrepancy may be due to the fact
that minor abnormalities were tabulated in the Stevenson
study as "normal." Scientists, who encounter. i?c?nspic~
ous abnormalities frequently, are inclined to mlmmlze their
importance. They fail to realize that frequency of occur
rence does not render an abnormal condition normal.

Neglect of inconspicuous findings is. ch~ract~ristic of
other phases of fluoride research. Fluonde IS bemg stored
in everybody's body. With advancing age~ greater a~ou~ts
accumulate not only in bones, but also m connective tiS
sue, in ligaments, joints and in blood vessels.2M Such hard
ening or calcification has become so widespread that
many physicians fail to recognize it as a. disease. process.

Little is known today about the part which fluonde plays
in what the medical profession and the public accept as
the "normal" process of aging. . .,

Drs. H. C. Hodge and F. A. Smith at the Umvemty of
Rochester, N. Y., found unusually high fluoride levels in

256 d' thaortas, the main artery of the heart, as reporte m e
A.M.A.'s Archives of Industrial Health, Vol. 31, 1960. The
increase was roughly proportionate to the person's age.

Drs. G. K. Stookey and j. C. Muhler in the Proceed
ings of the Society for Experimental Biology a~d Med~
cine/50 Vol. 113, 1963, showed that under ce~tam.con?l
tions fluoride enhances the deposition of calCium m kid
neys, livers and hearts. Calcium deposits are bound to dam-
age these organs.

In my own series of analyses of twenty-two aortas for
fluoride, I have observed high levels incalcified (hardened)
arteries.

Fluoride hardens teeth and bones. Whether or not it con-
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''POKER SPINE"

X-ray in spinal fluorosis. In addition to excess
calcification of the bones (darkened areas),
the ligaments connecting the spinal bones
are calcified (arrow) , causing stiffening of
the spine. In the areas marked 0 (openings
between spinal bones) the passageways of
nerves, new bone formation encroaches upon
nerves causing pain and palsy in arms and
legs.

Fig. 30

tributes to hardening of arteries rendering them more brit
tle and breakable is a question which requires further
studies.

Similarly, calcifications in ligaments and in the vicinity
of joints lead to arthritis as the result of persistent fluoride
intake. This has been demonstrated frequently in natural
fluoride areas. Like hardening of arteries, calcifications in
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ligaments are often looked upon as diseases of old age.
To what extent fluoride enters into this kind of aging
process is an important question.

5. Contradict Own Findings
Noteworthy in the promotional scientific literature are

statements made by scientists which contradict the results
of their own research:

After Dr. Armstrong had published a reinvestigation of
his original data which unequivocally proved that enamel
of sound and carious teeth do not differ in their fluoride
content, he stated according to the Minneapolis Tribune
oil Dec. 13, 1964, that "Sound teeth contain more fluoride
than decayed teeth."

Drs. J. H. Shaw and R. F. Sognnaes179 of the Harvard
School of Dental Medicine noted that, in rats during tooth
development, 6 ppm of fluoride added to the diet did not
prevent tooth decay; 25 ppm only partially prevented it.
Yet, the authors dismissed these important findings by
categorically declaring that their results do not apply to
humans.

Drs. R. L. Maurer and H. G. Day, biochemists at the
University of Indiana, established250a that fluoride is not a
dietary essential and that "fluorine may not have any value
in nutrition or even in the maintenance of dental health."
Later in their article they reversed their stand with respect
to fluoride's effect on teeth: "Its (fluorine's) value in the
body," they maintained, "is apparently limited to the pro
motion of resistance to dental caries" (italics mine).

In a typewritten report February 23, 1959, to the Atomic
Energy Commission Dr. F. W. Lengemann, Division of
Chemistry, School of Biological Sciences, University of
Tennessee, Memphis, stated: "Fluoride ... increased the
strontium to calcium ratio (in growing bones)." In other
words, in the presence of fluoride more radioactive stron
tium - the potentially dangerous air pollutant - is stored
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than without it. Yet, his published report whichsubse
quently appeared in the Journal of Biological Chemistry265
dealing with the same experimental data concluded: "Fluo
ride had no effect on the strontium to calcium ratio."

In 1963 Dr. Lengemann carried out new experiments
from which he concluded that 1 ppm of fluoride in water
had no effect upon retention of radioactive strontium and
calcium in the skeleton of young rats, but acknowledged
that these studies "are still not ideal for predicting the effect
of fluoridated drinking water upon the retention of Stron
tium 90 in bones of young children."265a

One wonders how much the objectivity of researchers
has been tarnished by unrelenting promotional efforts.

In the November, 1964, issue of the Massachusetts Phy
sician,256bthe official publication of the Norfolk District Med
ical Society, an editorial entitled "Civil Liberties" stated
that fluoridation involves the individual's right to take or
refuse medication. Yet, in January, 1965, an editor's note
following a promotional letter by Dr. F. J. Stare said: "It
(fluoridation) is not a civil liberties issue."

News releases are constantly being issued for the pur
pose of convincing the public and the professions of fluori
dation's efficacy and safety. Although they create the im
pression that proof is available, the assertions are not sup-
ported by facts. •

For instance, on Nov. I, 1963, the Hartford Courant
reported the statement by Dr. Paul Rosahn, New Britain
pathologist, that fluoridation may be a "factor in prolong
ing life." When asked for substantiation, D. W. Coston,
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Legislative Services, Dept.
of HEW, stated on Jan. 16, 1964, that Dr. Rosahn's re
marks were "based on subjective impressions, not on ob
jective data."

In the Des Moines, Iowa, Register of January 2, 1962,
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Dr. L. D. Samuels of the U. S. P.H.S. was quoted as saying
that fluoride reduces the amount of radioactive strontium
absorbed by teeth and bones. Therefore, fluoride provides
protection against radioactive fallout, the release claimed.
When asked where his research had been published, Dr.
Samuels stated on January 8,1963: "I don't expect to have
any significant data until later this year. Newspaper stories
of the study have not unexpectedly exaggerated the prog
ress which has been made." On May 10, 1965, Dr. Samuels
stated again that he has not, as yet, analyzed strontium up
take.

J. M. Dunning, D.D.S., in the respected New England
Journal of Medicine, January 7, 1965, which reaches a large
segment of the medical profession, referred to "studies"
by A L. Russell, D.D.S., which contradict Dr. Rapaport's
observations that the incidence of mongolism is related to
the fluoride content of drinking water. When Dr. Russell
was asked for details about the research he had carried out
on this question, he acknowledged February 3, 1965, that
he was merely expressing his opinion and referred to views
of other scientists who have done no research on the sub
ject.

I have outlined here but a few of the many glaring in
adequacies contained in scientific publications which are
constantly cited as the "overwhelming mass of evidence"
proving fluoridation absolutely safe:

Lack of proper controls; neglect of the individual; dis
regard of proven facts and/or omission of important data;
acceptance as normal or inevitable that which actually con
stitutes ill effect from fluoride; lack of objectivity; failure
to seek free and open critiques; premature publicity on
flimsy, unconfirmed evidence; reliance on views and opin
ions-these are the fallacies which characterize the current
state of fluoride research and constitute serious roadblocks
to progress.

When the AM.A Journal's editor defined "Scientism"
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he omitted .one. of its principal characteristics, namely, the
fact that thIS kmd of "Science" is undebatable and incon
testible. Proponent scientists and the A.D.A. issue the state
ment that no controversy exists· on this obviously contro
versial issue.

'Yh.e~ expo.nents of fluoridation, university professors,
statisticIans, bIOchemists and clinicians consider "the mass
of scientific evidence" so "overwhelming" that a subject is
no longer debatable, Scientism takes over where Science
should reign.

• Patton, C.H., president of the Amer. Dent. Assoc. in his address
at t.he. 91st annual sc.ientific meeting of the California Dental As
soclatlO.n, San FrancIsco (Examiner April 17, 1961.)
A7cordmg to the Los Angeles Times of May 11, 1965, Dr. Harold
Hillenbran~, S~cy. of the American Dental Association, again
called fluondatlon no longer "scientifically debatable".
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN

IN COURT

One of the most venerable buildings in Europe is the old
courthouse in Dublin, Ireland, called "The Four Courts"
(Fig. 32). It is a majestic stone structure built late in the
18th century in Renaissance style. From the far distance
its massive central colonnaded dome attracts the visitor's
eye. Wings enclose two courtyards which open to the river.
Some of the columns show battle scars from the Irish lib
eration war of 1921 to 1922.

On my return from Bern, Switzerland, I had a conference
in this building with four attorneys. They were represent
ing Mrs. Gladys Ryan, Dublin housewife, in a law suit
against the Irish Minister of Health and The Attorney Gen
eral of the Irish Free State.

In 1960, the oireachtas, the Irish national parliament,
had passed an Act making the addition of fluoride to all
public drinking water supplies mandatory. Mrs. Ryan was
challenging the constitutionality of this Act. She retained
Mr. Richard Ryan (no relation) as solicitor. Mr. Ryan is
a member of the Dublin Corporation (city council) and of
the Irish Dail (pronounced Doyle), the lower House of Par
liament.

After Dublin Corporation voted against fluoridation, the
Minister of Health threatened to abolish the Corporation
unless its members complied with the Fluoridation Act.
Not wishing to be thrust out of office they voted again, this
time 25 to 15 in favor of fluoridation.
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THE FOUR COURTS, DUBLIN

Fig. 32

In Ireland there are two classes of lawyers. The client em
ploys a solicitor who works up the case and rounds up the
evidence bt;lt does not take part in court proceedings. At
the trial the case for plaintiff or defendant is conducted by
barristers and senior counsellors. A barrister may, at his
option, become a senior counsellor after years of practice
and after an examination. In a trial, the barrister is in
tructed by the solicitors. Barristers and senior counsellors
are employed as "free lance" individuals, not as partners
or members of a firm.

Mr. Richard Ryan was able to secure the finest legal tal
ent in Ireland to represent the plaintiff, Mrs. Ryan: Mr.
Sean (pronounced Shawn) MacBride, S. C., Mr. Tom Con
nolly, S. C., Mr. McGilligan, S. C. and Mr. Ben O'Quigley,
B. L. The defense attorneys were the Attorney General,
Mr. O'Keeffe, S. C., assisted by Mr. McGonigal, S. C., Mr.
W. D. Finlay, S. C., and Mr. Sean Butler, S. C. They were
instructed by the Chief State Solicitor.
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The trial was scheduled for March 14, 1963, before the
high court with Mr. Justice Kenny, the sole judge. At the
outset, it was clear that the decision would be appealed to
the supreme court of fifteen members. In our Supreme Court
a printed brief is submitted. Only a very short oral presen
tation and argument is permitted. In Ireland, the entire
record of the testimony is read in court and the exhibits ex
amined, after which the case is argued by counsel for each
party. This process requires several weeks.

Our Conference took place in the library room of "The
Four Courts" building. Senior attorney, Mr. MacBride, pre
sided. At issue was a provision of the Irish constitution
which maintains that parents are solely responsible for
the health of their children. This is in contrast to the edu
cation of a child which is the state's obligation. The five at
torneys discussed with me all details of the proposed suit.
My function was to advise them whom to invite as expert
witnesses and to furnish scientific references which would
enable them to become informed on this vast and compli
cated subject.

I pointed out the difficulties of their undertaking. In
U. S. court actions, in Chicago, in Evansville, and in St.
Louis, the primary question was always the same: wheth
er or not fluoridation is safe. The same difficulties would
probably prevail in Dublin. In the U. S. suits, expert wit
nesses on the opponent side are hard to come by for the fol
lowing reasons:

1. The vast preponderance of research on fluoride is
sponsored by corporations and the P.H.S. In fact, few
American scientists have like myself carried out research
independent of such sponsors.

2. Those who have produced research with results un
favorable to fluoridation, hesitate to appear as witnesses be
cause of threat of reprisals, especially if they are connect
ed with a university. It would have been impossible to get
such American scientists with research experience as
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H. V. and M. C. Smith, F. deEds, V. O. Hurme and Al
fred Taylor on the witness stand. Some of them had already
been subjected to disparagement. They could scarcely be
expected to further jeopardize their position which in the
last analysis depended upon grants from the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare. This dearth of oppo
nent scientific testimony was the major reason for the un
favorable decisions in U. S. courts.

3. In our own country very little money was available
to opponents for a court action. I myself had defrayed my
personal traveling expenses whenever I appeared in court
since no funds were forthcoming for this purpose. At no
time did I ever receive any remuneration for my testimony.
Conversely the proponents could muster numerous scien
tists to give expert testimony. Almost unlimited corporation
money and federal funds were available to them.

4. Moreover P.H.S. officials have means of showing
their appreciation other than through financial remunera
tion. The P.H.s. is the most powerful medical agency in
the world in terms of scientific talent and political know
how. Its officials can make or break a scientist. After all,
any law suit on fluoridation, whether in the United' States or
elsewhere in the world, is directed against the U.S.P.H.S.,
which sponsored fluoridation prematurely before research
had been carried out to prove its safety.

5. In all U. S. trials, proponent witnesses could remain
on hand as long as they were needed, continuously advis
ing their attorneys on scientific questions pertaining to the
suit. This is a part of their P.H.S. duty, a function of their
employment. Opponents, on the other hand, must earn
their livelihood otherwise. They can ill afford to remain at a
trial longer than a few days at the most.

In my own case, as a practicing physician, whenever I
gave testimony, my obligations to my patients required my
prompt return to work. In Evansville, Chicago and St. Louis,
after my departure proponents brought in witnesses to
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counter my testimony. Scientists representing opponents
were not available to assist attorneys in refuting proponent
claims and in cross-examinations.

6. In some of the U. S. suits, proponent newspapers
may have exerted an influence on the judge. For instance,
after the St. Louis county case had been decided against
fluoridation by the lower court, the local newspapers* clam
ored for a reversal of the Circuit Court decision.

All these drawbacks respecting the plaintiff's case were
discussed with the attorneys at the Four Courts meeting. I
also alerted them to two publications expressly designed to
counter valid criticism of fluoridation namely, the compre
hensive Kettering Laboratory catalog of the world's med
icalliterature on fluoride116 with annotations and comments
to assist proponents in law suits and the University of Mich
igan's Classification and Appraisal of Obje~tio.ns to Fluo
ridation, designed to counter any and all obJectIons to fluo-
ridation.

Court procedures in Ireland differ from those. in th.e
U.S.A. There is no rebuttal testimony. Evidence to dIscredIt
a witness or his testimony must be admitted during cross
examination. Arguing with a witness is encouraged rather
than forbidden.

Having just attended the Bern conference, I was acquaint-
ed with a number of outstanding scientists opposed to fluo
ridation. The attorneys reviewed with me the qualifications
of those who might be asked to appear as witnesses.
Unfortunately, several professors whom I suggested could
not leave their university at the appointed time even for a
few days. To others, funds for traveling expenses were
not available.

Eventually the following testified concerning their re-
search: Dr. T. Anton Gordonoff, Professor of Toxicology
and Pharmacology, Bern University; Prof. Andrea Benagi-

• St. Louis Post Dispatch 7/7/ 60\and St. Louis Globe-Democrat
7/7/60.
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ano, one of Italy's most outstanding dentists, Director of the
Eastman Dental Research Institute, University of Rome;
Prof. Sergio Fiorentini, a leader of dental research at the
same institute; Dr. Fauzi Rozeik, Assistant Professor, at
the dental school of the University of Mainz, Germany;
Pro~. Douw Steyn, head of the Dept. of Pharmacology and
ToxIcology, University of Pretoria, South Africa; Dr. H.
McDonald Sinclair, an outstanding nutritionist and Fellow
of ~agdalen College, Oxford University; Charles Curry,
S~mor Dental Surgeon, Middlefield Hospital, Knowle; Chas.
Dillon, D.D.S., Inverness-Shire, Scotland, a dentist who had
resided in Fort William, a fluoride-contaminated area. For
years he had been studying fluoride's effect on teeth.

The calib~e of the~e scientists differed appreciably from
that of the wItnesses m most U.S.A. court hearings on fluo-
ridation who are usually lay persons. .

On May 5, 1963, I returned to Dublin to testify. I was
met by my host, Mr. Richard Ryan, accompanied by Prof.
Do~w Steyn of South Africa, who had just completed his
te~t~ony. Mr. Ryan, a hard working, level-headed, clear
thI.nkmg g.entleman in his early thirties, impressed me as
bemg destmed to go far in his career.

The traffic in Dublin like in other European cities was
bound to frighten an American. There were numerous bi
cycles, horse-drawn vehicles and trucks. Cars were double
parked on the narrow streets. No one seemed to be inhibit
e.d ~! speed limits - and all this happened on the "wrong
sIde of the street.

Nevertheless, during my entire visit, I didn't see a single
wrecked car in Dublin. The heavy traffic is taking much
less of a toll there than in Detroit.

The. city itself is clean. Most of its streets are wide and
attractIve. Some of the buildings are a thousand or more
years old, others are modern structures of recent vintage.
There are no skyscrapers.

Only a few dwellings in the city have thatched roofs.
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Old time thatchers are dying off like the skilled stone mas
ons in our country. All other roofs are made of tile; none
of wooden shingles. Most of the buildings are constructed
of brick or stone. Many houses are built wall-to-wall cover
ing entire blocks. In the outlying districts there are many
villas with beautifully kept gardens. Fruit trees and orna
mental shrubs were at the height of their bloom.

The city was in the midst of a bus strike. At the close
of school hours, hundreds of children were begging for
rides home. The Irish Army had come to the rescue with a
fleet of trucks in which people were packed like sardines.

In the evening, Mr. Ryan, Prof. Steyn and two other at
torneys visited Mr. Sean MacBride at his Roebuck Place
home. From this venerable old landmark, Mr. MacBride's
father had directed revolutionary activities against the Brit
ish, which finally led to Irish independence and to his death.
The elder MacBride was apprehended by the British and
executed by a firing squad. His wife, Maude, carried on
in her husband's stead, playing a major part in Ireland's
liberation.

Mr. Sean MacBride is a brilliant attorney, one of Ireland's
best. Astute and clearheaded, he has his feet on the ground.
Like his parents, he is a lover of freedom and a friend of the
people. By working late into night he had already acquired
a remarkable knowledge of the subject. Later I learned
that until a few years ago he had been Ireland's foreign
minister. With a man of his caliber holding this position I
felt that the affairs of the Irish Republic could not have
been better served.

We discussed some of the questions liable to come up
during tomorrow's testimony. Just previously in Detroit I
had made a deposition regarding my experience with fluori
dation in the suit of the New Haven Water Company versus
the city of New Haven. The p~ff's attorney had offered
me some sound advice on how to conduct myself in court:
Don't say any more than is asked of you; reply briefly, a
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very difficult assignment at times.
I was prepared to confine my testimony largely to the

numerous cases of poisoning from drinking fluoridated
water, which I had personally encountered, one following
another. Mr. MacBride considered this inadvisable. It
would have invoked a lengthy and unpleasant cross-ex
amination on each case. The defense would have tried to
find loopholes in my presentation to fatigue and embarrass
me whenever possible.

Mr. MacBride had warned me not to speak of my "of
lice." "In Ireland offices are commercial institutions," he
said. Physicians in Ireland practice medicine in clinics. I
was reminded of the days shortly after I had immigrated
into the United States in 1923. Some members of my noble
profession shocked me by their greeting in the hospital
cloak rooms: "How is business today?"

I anticipated that the same U.S.P.H.S. representatives
from Washington, D. C., who had appeared in St. Louis,
Chicago and Evansville, would cross-examine me in Dub
lin through the intermediary of different attorneys. I, there
fore, presented to Mr. MacBride all questions which had
been asked of me during former trials in cross-examina
tion, as well as my proposed answers. As it turned out, my
suspicions were justified. Indeed, several U.S.P.H.S. sci
entists, including Dr. N. C. Leone of Bethesda, Md., sup
ported by British dental health officials, and Prof. Ingve
Ericcson of Stockholm, had already been at hand. They had
been sitting behind the defense attorneys advising them
constantly, handing them written suggestions on slips of
paper regarding examination of plaintiff witnesses. This, I
feared, was an ominous sign. No matter how thoroughly
informed the plaintiff's attorneys were on the subject, they
could not acquire enough knowledge to match the constant
onslaught of statements, most of which originated with the
P.H.S. in Washington, D. C., and the AD.A in Chica
go. The plaintiff, on the other hand, had no funds avail-
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able to hire a battery of scientists to be present throughout
the hearing.

I later learned that the plaintiff's witnesses had done

w~. .
Prof. T. Gordonoff had presented his research showmg

that fluoride interferes with the proper functioning of the
thyroid gland, a subject on which he h~d carried out ani
mal experiments and other careful studles. Prof. A Bena
giano had reported his extensive studies on flu~ride's ef
fect on the thyroid as well as on teeth, both on ammals and
on humans residing in a volcanic area north of Rome.
The defense attorney attempted to eliminate his te.stim?~y
by arguing that not he but his collaborators a~ hls clmlc
had carried out the research. This impelled hlffi to send
for Prof. Sergio Fiorentini. The latter appeared a f~w days
later and demonstrated that animals developed penodontal
(gum) disease from fluoride at concen~r~tions in drinking
water slightly higher than 1 part per ml1hon.

In 1947, Prof. Fiorentini, a physician as. well as a de?
tist had examined 687 persons representmg all ages m
Ca~pagnano, north of Rome, whe~e water contains about
2.1 ppm fluoride. In age groups siX to ten years, 44 per
cent had normal gums; in the group between eleven to
fifteen years,· only 6.9 per cent; between ages sixteen to
twenty, 4.9 per cent; after age forty-one, none of the per-
sons examined had normal gums. . .

Another witness, Prof. Douw G. Steyn of the Umverslty
of Pretoria, Union of South Africa, at his governmen~'s re
quest had investigated in 1938 an unusual bon~ dlsease
widely prevalent in the northwester~ Cape ~ro:mce. He
demonstrated that it was due to flu?n~n d~nkmg water.
He followed up his research wlth expenmental work
on sheep, cattle and rats. .

At first he added a large dose, namely 0.7 gm of fluonde
as calcium fluoride, to the daily basal ratio~ of a gr?up of
heifers. The teeth of those which had received fluonde for
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After 12 months: 20% in grou B F d H .
the thyroid gland by i 13 In d's , CanG showed an tncrease of
to 3 times normal" roups, and I the glands were 2sIZe.

fifteen to eighteen months were soft, stained, almost worn
down to the gums.

In ~ 942 he observed diarrhea, kidney and bladder
ston~s ill a group of 30 you.ng sheep kept on artificially
~uondated water. Water which naturally contained fluo
nde proved to be less harmful.

F:om .1949 to 1950, he studied individuals in an en
demIc gOItre area. The water was not deficient in iodine the
usual cause of goitre.2G60 '

.To determine whether or not fluoride was responsible for
gOItre, Prof. Steyn administered fluoride and iodide to nine
groups of .twenty rats each. Groups A, Band C were given
only fluonde, 0.3, 5 and 15 ppm, respectively, in water
groups D. and E only iodide, 0.25 and 1 ppm. Groups F
to .1 ~eCeIVe? water containing both iodide and fluoride,
as illdlcated ill Table 18. When the rats were sacrificed after
twelve. mo.nths, the thyroid gland had increased in size by
one-.thlrd ill 20 per cent of groups B, F and H which had
rec~Ived 5 ppm of fluoride. Rats in groups C, G and I
whIch had received 15 ppm, the largest fluoride supple
~ent, had thyroid glands two to three times their normal
SIZe.

Thus, Professor Steyn clearly confirmed what others, es

Table 18

PROF. DOUW ST~N'S EXPERIMENTS IN NINE GROUPS OF RATS
ReceIVIng !odlde and Auorlde supplements

In their dally ration.

pecially Dr. Goldemberg of Argentina, had observed many
years previously: fluoride interferes with the normal meta
bolism of iodide and the function of the thyroid gland.

Charles Curry, L.D.S., R.C.S., senior dental surgeon of
Middlefield Hospital, Knowle, another witness for the
plaintiff, had become interested in the fluoride problem
when he was studying teeth of mongoloid babies. They
were relatively free of tooth decay, yet from twenty-five to
fifty per cent of their tooth's surfaces were mottled. Dr.
Curry apparently had no knowledge of Dr. Rapaport's re
search that showed a higher incidence of mongoloid births
in natural fluoride areas compared to areas with little or
no fluoride in water.

The witness who had testified just before my arrival was
Professor H. M. Sinclair, of Magdalen College, Oxford,
England, an outstanding student of nutrition, especially in
its relation to heart disease. His surveys on decay-free teeth
of Eskimos and Canadian Indians showed that the pres
ence or absence of fluoride in food or water had very little
bearing on tooth decay. Sugars and sugar products, he as
sured the court, were mainly responsible for tooth decay.
This phase of the caries problem, he urged, should be
given foremost attention.

The next morning court started at 11 :00 o'clock. In a
large center hall of the beautiful "Four Courts" building
adorned with heavy columns,' small groups of bewigged
and begowned attorneys were conferring with their clients,
a picturesque sight. Even the clerks wore wigs and gowns.

Court procedure was most impressive. Inste~ of calling
the judge "your honor," one addressed him a~ "your lord
ship" or "my lord." Anyone entering the courtroom or ap
proaching the judge must bow his head like a vassal in the
Middle Ages.

The defense had apparently not been told of my appear
ance. It seemed to come to them as a surprise.

Two extra stenographers, employees of the Ministry of
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Health, were taking notes. This made it possible for the Irish
Health Minist!,?, to obtain a transcript of the day's hearing
the same evemng and prepare for cross-examination the
following day while the witness was still on the stand. It
al~o facilitated daily consultation by trans-Atlantic phone
wIth the U. S. Public Health Service, which had a major
stake in this hearing.

The defense attorney had successfully persuaded the
court th~t scien~fic data from the literature could be quot
e.d only if the wItness could qualify as an expert on the par
tIcUI~r phase of the subject on which he wanted to quote
the literature. Thus I was permitted to quote data of others
only if they pertained to fluoride poisoning.

The ~efense objected to admission of laboratory data on
my patIents on the grounds that I did not personally carry
out. the laboratory tests. This would have caused my whole
testImony to collapse. However, Judge Kenny ruled in favor
of admitting my laboratory findings.

Curiously enough, the same objection was made in Chi
cago where I testified in the court case of Schuringa et al.
versus The City of Chicago. There, the Master in Chancery,
~~. Mayer Goldberg, allowed the objection to stand. Phy
~I~Ians rarely.do their own laboratory work. Nevertheless,
It IS customarily admitted as evidence in court. Had I car
ried out my own fluoride determinations, the defense un
doubtedly would have objected to their admission as evi
~ence on t~e .grounds-and rightly so-that I was not qual
Ified by traImng to carry out such complicated laboratory
procedures.

My testimony dealt largely with the poisoning which I
had observed from drinking fluoridated water. At first I
bri:fi.y reviewed some of the data on fluoride and its
tOXICIty. Fortunately I had just completed my second mono
graph on "~cute Fluoride Intoxication" which subsequent
ly appeared III Acta Medica Scandinavica, June, 1963, as a
supplement.
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I demonstrated that consumption of fluoride is impos
sible to control because unpredictable quantities are present
in food, air and drugs. I showed that a person may be
come seriously poisoned by fluoride from minute amounts
present in toothpaste and in tea even when drinking water
is not fluoridated. .

The fluoride analyses of soft tissues which I had carried
out demonstrated that fluoride is stored not solely in bones
and teeth but, under certain thus far unknown conditions,
in soft tissues as well, especially in the aorta. I concluded
with a detailed description of one of my cases of poison
ing from fluoridated water. I explained why a single drug
such as fluoride can produce a wide variety of symptoms:
since fluoride is carried by the blood to all organs of the
body, its action is not unlike that of other poisons taken into
the system in minute amounts over long periods of time.

The cross-examination was remarkably similar to that
which had taken place at previous court hearings in the
U.S.A. Indeed, all questions which I had anticipated in ad
vance were asked by the defense.

Everything went smoothly at the outset. In order to up
set my equanimity, Mr. Butler, the defense attorney, in
quired why as a respected physician I had taken no legal
steps to counter the disparaging statements disseminated
by Mr. Robert McNeil in his book on fluoridation.128

I had not even read the item in question. However, had I
read Mr. M.::Neil's book, it would not have disturbed me.
I believed that my reputation in the community among
my colleagues and my patients was so firmly established
that unwarranted abuse would be of no conse,\u~nce.

However, I told the court that I decided to ~ake action
when efforts to disparage and discredit me persisted. For
Mr. Butler's information I produced a photocopy of the
retraction which had appeared in the London Times,
November 24, 1961, after I had successfully sued a British
health official and the Royal Society for the Promotion of
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Health for asserting that I opposed fluoridation for mone
~ry gain. In this suit I merely asked for and obtained a pub
lic apology and retraction.

The defense attorney then quoted passages from the Re
port of the New Zealand Commission, the Ontario Fhiori
~ation Investigating Committee and the AMA Report claim
mg that these fine bodies of scientists did not accept my
data as valid.

"The New Zealand Committee," I explained, "consisted
of three lay persons, a judge, a merchant and a biochemist.
Not one of them was a scientist in a position to evaluate
~edical data on his own. They had to be briefed by ad
VISers, the so-called "authorities" who were known prp
moters of fluoridation."

I presented the details of how the AM.A. came to' en
dorse fluoridation as described in Chapter XIll.

The heckling continued. The defense attorneys attempted
to upset my testimony by reproaching me for permitting
my wife to publish a newspaper as though the work of edit
ing this informative paper. had been a mortal crime. They
then attempted to counter my reports of poisoning.

"Weren't Mrs. J's symptoms psychosomatic?" Mr. Butler
queried. I pointed to the double blind test which incon
!rovertibl~ rules out the possibility that the disease is imag
mary. BeSIdes, I responded, doesn't clinical experience with
more than 24,000 patients qualify me to recognize what is
and what is not psychosomatic? Could such Clear-cut or
ganic findings as retinitis and objective neurological mani
festations be due to psychosomatic causes? I asked.

"Did you inquire into her full history? What happened
to her relatives, her father and mother, aunts and cousins?"
Mr. Butler asked. This question previously posed at the
AM.A Hearing in August, 1957, was an obvious attempt\
to prove to the court that I had neglected to thoroughly
study all ramifications of this case and that my examination
was superficial.
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I had carefully delved into every phase of this patient's
case, I replied, but had not considered it necessary to re-
cord irrelevant details.

"How could such a chronic disease as you described clear

up within a few days?" . .
Of course it does not clear up altogether WIthin such a

brief time. The gastrointestinal symptoms and headaches
disappear first, the arthritic changes in the spi~e and pel~ric
bones usually persist for several weeks. There IS no defimte
pattern with respect to onset and i~provement. No t""o
persons react alike. In some, the dIsease clears up more
promptly than in others. .

"How did it happen that the Journal of the AmeTlcan
Medical Association, the Annals of Internal Medicine, the
Journal of Gerontology, and Annals of Allergy turned
down your articles on fluoride poisoning?" Mr. Butler

asked.
The enumeration of every single journal that had ever

rejected an article of mine could have become the .basis of
exposing a genuine scandal had I been aware of It at the
time: Mr. Butler'S question betrayed the fact that P.H.S.
officials, in their capacity as editorial co~sultants to. the
above-mentioned journals, must have adVIsed the edItors
of each of these journals to turn down my articles, a fact
which I had suspected but had, heretofore, been unable to
prove. In no other way could Mr. Butler have learne~ ~at
these four particular journals and no .others h~d reJec\ed
my articles. It is not customary for edItors to dISCUSS WIth
anyone on the outside which articles th:y h.ave turned down
and which they have accepted for publication.

As though he himself had grasped the significance of his
own question and was desirous to divert my attention, Mr.
Butler suddenly burst forth:

"So you believe that there is a conspirac~ behind the

fluoridation movement?"
I had been asked this loaded question in a previous
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court session. Had I said "Yes," the next day the Irish
newspapers would have headlined: "U. S. Expert Believes
That Fluoridation Is a Conspiracy But Fails To Prove It!"

This time, however, the question had real significance
coming, as it did, immediately after the previous one. Ac
tually, somehow, there must have been collective action to
keep my articles out of American medical journals. How
would the Attorney General of Ireland, otherwise, have
learned the name of every medical journal which had re
jected an article of mine?

I was reminded of the law suit, Martin vs. Reynolds Met
als Company, wherein the attorneys of seven corporations
which were not involved in the suit joined Fred Yerke of
Portland, Reynolds' attorney, in his unsuccessful attempt
to obtain a reversal of the judgment against Reynolds.*

It also recalled reports in metropolitan newspapers indi
cating price fixing by corporations which supply fluoride to
communities for fluoridation (Table 19, page 336).

As though embarrassed by his own question and anxious
to change the subject in a hurry Mr. Butler, the defense at
torney, suddenly asked:

"Do you feel that you are being persecuted?"
I was about to break out in laughter when I quickly re

called the dignity of the court, the attorneys' wigs and
gowns, the bowing before His Lordship. I caught myself
in time and dismissed the question as ridiculous.

After my departure, Dr. Charles Dillon of Fort William,
Scotland, presented his observations on mottled teeth from
the fluoride contaminated area where he had practiced den
tistry for many years and where he has carried out re
search on the adverse effect of airborne fluoride from Scot
tish factories upon tooth structures in both children and
adults.

Subsequently the Government called an even longer list

• The Oregonian Portland, Ore. 10/15/57.
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of expert witnesses, mainly from the U. S. A., including an
Assistant Surgeon General and four other members of the
P.H.S. They related at length the technical details of v~ri
ous experiments on rats or human beings, from which
they drew the conclusion that fluoridation was effective
against caries and completely harmless for everyone. Most
defense witnesses admitted to active personal involvement
in promoting fluoridation. They also made full use ?f the
opportunity afforded to the defense to a~tack the eVlden~e
of the plaintiff's witnesses, and to belittle them as SCI

entists. Only one (Prof. Fiorentini) was allowed to return to
Court to rebut the charges made against him, which he did
in spirited fashion. Not being conversant wit~ the English
language, he had the disadvantage of havmg to speak
through an interpreter.

An important Government witness was Dr. John Frem-
lin lecturer in physics at Birmingham University. He
cl;imed that from 80 to 98 per cent of the fluoride in fluo
ridated water could be removed by running it through car
bonized crushed bones. His conclusions were based upon
experience with only 60 liters of water. This rather flim
sy evidence was greatly overrated by the dl:i,fense to s~p

port their contention that there would be n@ compulslOn
upon the plaintiff or her family to consume th~ added fluo-
ride. They could buy crushed bones and a ~ettle. .

In his concluding address Mr. MacBnde, the leadmg
counsel for the plaintiff, argued that rights guaranteed
by the Constitution could not be less than pri~at~ ri~hts.
A man who pollutes his neighbor's water or aIr IS lIable
to be restrained from doing so. It is no answer for the
wrongdoer to say "no wrong will be done to you if you fit
and use a gadget at your own expense which will purify
the water or air."

Neither the judge nor Counsel on either side had any
training in medicine, dentistry, biology, chemistry, statis
tics or any of the technicalities with which the evidence was
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concerned. Even the simplest scientific terms had to be
spelled out and explained in simple language to the Court.

Aft~r about sixty da.ys of near-interminable lecturing by
the wItnesses, amountmg to some two million words of
tr~nsc~ipts, with th.e Court literally surrounded by heaps of
sCIentIfic and medIcal literature, the case came to an end.
~r. J~stice Kenny rejected the plea that either the bodily
mtegrIty or the parental or personal rights of the plaintiff
or her family had been in any way violated by the Act. He
held that fluoridation involved no risk. In any case, he
claimed, the plaintiff was not obliged to drink the water
and could "by the expenditure of a few pounds, remove
almost all the fluoride from the water."

The court left open the question, whether or not it is
right to oblige a citizen, who is already paying taxes for
drinking water, to go to the extra expense and trouble of
buying bones to filter his water. Nor did the court anti
c~pate that partie.les of the fluoride-containing bone preci
pItate could aCCIdentally reach the drinking water and,
when swallowed, cause sudden poisoning.

This important decision concerning the constitutional
rights of the Irish citizen in the matter of his children's
health depended entirely upon the expert evidence, and
upon the ruling of one man, learned in the law but not in
sci.ence. Yet, th~ decision hinged upon scientific, not legal,
eVIdence. The Judge decided that one set of experts was
totally right, even to the point of proving a negative, i.e.,
that fluoridation carries no possibility of harm to any mem
ber of a lar~e population and that the other set of experts,
equa.lly emment and well-qualified, was totally mistak~n

a.n~ .mcorrect to the point of failing to establish even a pos
SIbIlIty of harm. He failed to take into account that medi
cine is not an absolute science like mathematics or physics.

Indeed, Justice Kenny's decision contrasts with that of
Sweden's Supreme Administrative Court. In December
1961, it unanimously agreed that "the possibility canno~
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be precluded that fluoridation will involve certain risks or
disadvantages to the health of those who are constrained
to make use of this water."

Decisions based upon the Court's understanding of the
evidence and the Court's impression of the expert witnesses
are in accord with the operation of the Law; they are not in
accord with the operation of Science. Yet health officials and
dentists quote this part of the Irish judgment, as they have
quoted the "findings" of various Commissions and endors
ing agencies, as though they constituted scientific author
ity. In science, however, facts are established by observa
tion and experiment, not by advocacy or by voting.

177a

In contrast to court sessions on fluoridation in the United
States, the plaintiff's case in Dublin was prepared by. some
of Ireland's most outstanding attorneys. Expert testmlOny
for the plaintiff was presented by competent scientists,
in contrast to what had happened in some of the U.S.A.
law suits. Why then did Dublin's Mr. Justiee Kenny rule

against the plaintiff? . .
His decision can be explained on the followmg basIs:

The defendant's attorneys were continuously guideq by two
or three seasoned proponent scientists, who wereJfamiliar
with every phase of the fluoridation campaign. Through
out the trial they were advising their attorneys how to rebut
evidence submitted by the plaintiff. No such assistance was
available to Mrs. Ryan's attorneys.

Furthermore, the Attorney General's legal staff with two
stenographers constantly at work had access to the full daily
transcript of the hearing. Thus, they could confer day by
day with Washington, D. c., public health officials and
their public relations advisers about whatever difficulties
had arisen on this involved subject. U.S.P.H.S. public re
lations counsellors could make allegations based on the
highly controversial literature at their disposal, weaknesses
of which are difficult to pinpoint without extensive and
painstaking studies. To obtain the documents necessary
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for refuting such claims immediately was impossible for
Mrs. Ryan's attorneys.

There was, however, a more significant reason for the
collapse o.f the plaintiff's case. No matter how well quali
fied her WItnesses and how learned their testimony, no mat
ter how impressive their animal experiments I was the
only witness who could report about actual ob;ervations of
humans poisoned from drinking artificially fluoridated wa
ter. On this pivotal point that water fluoridated at 1 ppm
can and has ~oisoned people, the one and only fact which
wOl~ld uneqUIvocally defeat fluoridation, I stood alone
agamst the numerous voices assuring the court that fluori
dated water wa~ absolutely safe for humans and that my
data were unrelIable. Other physicians who have observed
ill-effect from fluoridated water (see pp. 105, 207) were
not available to testify.

During the course of the trial, damage was reported
fr?m flu~ride naturally in water at concentrations only
slIghtly hIgher than 1 ppm. That the same damage is bound
to occu~ at 1 ppm in susceptible individuals is a foregone
conclUSIOn to every physician with clinical experience but
is not readily understood by a lay person, not even by a
learned judge.

. It wa~ impossible to bring to the surface during the
tnal the Inner workings of this Struggle With Titans, name
ly, h.ow valid re~earch is being prevented from reaching the
~edIcal profeSSIOn; how proponents create an unfavorable
Image of opponent scientists; how industry, using vast re
search grants, originated the fluoridation idea and influ
enced the thinking of the scientific community. Since not
any of these facts were presented to Justice Kenny's court
his decision is understandable. '
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

NEW HORIZONS

In June, 1931, at Philadelphia, I presented research
to the Association for the Study of Allergy, the forerunner
of the present Academy of Allergy, in support of the cur
rent theory that fatal anaphylactic shock can occur in
humans. At the time anaphylaxis was generally looked upon
as an experimental curiosity confined to animals. A person
can be so sensitive to an otherwise harmless agent, that he
can die suddenly from it. Cases of anaphylactic shock and
death, gathered from hospitals and from other physicians,
were reported by me in several issues of the A.M.A;t;;urnal,
from 1933 to 1935. This disease occurred following in
jections of pollen,257 serums and from eating certain food
substances.258 I pinpointed for the first time cases of human
anaphylactic shock from ether and from a novocain (local
anesthetic) injection.258

When I linked this condition, now called "crib deaths,"
with-of all things-the thymus gland, a fierce debate de
veloped among my allergist friends.

This gland in the neck behind the breast bone had been
subject to so much controversy that no one dared mention
the gland lest he be ridiculed. In studying autopsies of
children who died suddenly without apparent cause at
various hospitals, I observed an enlarged thymus gland.
There was a simultaneous enlargement of other lymphoid
glands which belong to the same system as the thymus. In
nearly all patients the adrenal glands were unusually small,
in some they were paper thin.
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On the basis of the facts gleaned from my clinical studies,
I propounded a theory: Human anaphylaxis is linked with
a lack of adrenal substance which in tum leads to enlarge
ment of the thymus gland and of other lymphoid tissue.
The autopsy findings of anaphylaxis differ greatly from
asthma. Nevertheless, the anaphylactic state represents the
earliest indication of an asthmatic condition, during which
the child has not yet acquired the necessary protective anti
bodies to enable him to cope with, and eliminate, the harm
ful agents to which he so violently reacts.

Now, more than thirty years later, this theory is being
resurrected. We now know that insufficient production of
cortisone by the crippled adrenal gland leads to enlarge
ment of the thymus and of other lymphoid glands. It is also
associated with a heightened susceptibility to severe re
actions.

The reticence of my colleagues at that meeting to ac
cept and follow up the data which I then presented, based
on careful autopsy studies and clinical observations, gave
me an insight regarding the medical profession's reluc
tance to accept new ideas.

However, the opposition then encountered cannot be
compared with the abuse and disparagement to which I
have been subjected because of my research on fluoride,
not only from lay persons with no knowledge of medicine,
but from members of the dental and medical profession ~
well.

In the early days of allergy, only a few would believe
that an otherwise harmless, non-protein substance such as
an aspirin tablet, could be responsible for death. Similarly,
today some of the country's most outstanding scientists
are reluctant to believe that fluoride can be harmful in
small amounts. They cannot conceive that "The Experts"
upon whom they rely might be in error.

Had the officials of the American Dental Association and
the P.H.S. known the full story about fluoride and its ef-
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fect on humans at the time that Dr. Cox originated the flu
oridation idea, they would not have initiated this unend
ing campaign. Now that they have committed themselves,
it is difficult for them to retreat.

Who is winning the "Struggle with Titans?" How will it
end? Will it be decided next year, in ten years, or in 100
years?

Today many still accept the unproven promotional dic
tum widely disseminated by Dr. F. J. Stare that fluoride is
a nutrient essential for health. Parents of young children
are grasping for what they assume to be an easy panacea:
65 per cent reduction of tooth decay from drinking fluori
dated water. The P.H.S. has assured the public that there
cannot be any harm unless one daily drinks bathtubsful of
fluoridated water.

Constant repetition of the standard. phrase "the:~as n~t

been a single proven case of harm smce controlled fluon
dation started in 1945"· has had a profound impact upon
the American public. . .

In Detroit, Judge George Bowles failed to examme the
evidence on both sides on the premise that the safety of
fluoridation has been established.** Before the case was
assigned to his court he had publicly advocated**~ fluorida
tion on the basis of one-sided information obtamed from
the University of Michigan.

A Kalamazoo physician who has promoted fluoridation
in Michigan and in the U.S.A. has received the Wayne State
University's "Distinguished Service Award" for his "concern
about fluoridation." Curiously his sole research on the sub
ject sponsored by a drug company actually indicated that
young children drink very little water. Therefore, they

• Post and Times Star, Cincinnati, Ohio, 12/25/64.
.. Detroit News 7/24/63.

••• Governor's Study Comm. on Prepaid Hospital and Medical
Care Plans, July, 1962, Wayne County Circuit Ju~ge George
E. Bowles, Chairman.
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do not receive enough fluoride through drinking water to
warrant fluoridation.

Mr. Justice Kenny, in Ireland, decided that fluoridation
does not interfere with the parents' constitutional right to
make decisions on such personal, individual matters as
their own children's health.

In the U.S.A., fluoridation has been instituted in many
large cities. In little Ireland, fluoridation is now compulsory
throughout the country. In several of Holland's largest cit
ies, fluoride is being added to water supplies. The outcome
of the battles in Great Britain, New Zealand, Switzerland
and Australia hangs in the balance. Italy, France, West Ger
many,* Denmark, Norway and Sweden are thus far holding
the fort.

On the political front, in the Struggle with Titans, the bat
tle lines are yielding to the unremitting waves of promo
tional releases. Not so on the scientific front:

Dr. Armstrong has reversed his early claim that sound
teeth contain more fluoride than decayed teeth.1l4b

Endemic dental fluorosis has been recorded in Israel
from drinking water naturally containing as little as 0.35
to 0.95 ppm fluoride. The authors of this survey, K. A.
Rosenzweig, D.M.D., and I. Abkewitz, D.M.D.,259 con
cluded that the widespread mottling caused by the fluoride
was too high a price to pay for the slight reduction in tooth
decay in that area. In Bindapur, India, where fluoride in
water naturally ranges from 0.5 to 2.18 ppm, Dr. D. Anand
and co-workers245 reported a substantial incidence of den
tal decay associated with mottled teeth. This contradicts
the widespread belief that mottled teeth do not decay.

Prof. Singh's research is now appearing in U. S. medical
journals. My monograph, Fluoride in Clinical Medicine,34
has received a favorable reception in Europe. Prof. Frada
is exploring fluoride's relationship to hardening of arteries.
* In West Germany only half of one city (Kassel) is fluoridated.
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In the British Journal of Radiologyl7l of July, 1963,
page 497, Drs. Kumar and Kemp Harper reported new
evidence of calcified arteries in young persons with skeletal
fluorosis from relatively low concentrations - less than
6ppm of sodium fluoride or 2.7 ppm of fluoride - in
water naturally.

Through the courtesy of two Iowa physicians I have had
an opportunity to study the organs of a newborn baby who
expired a. few hours after birth with extensive calcium
deposits in the aorta, heart and other organs.260 Fluoride
levels in the aorta were as high as 59.32 ppm. This finding
casts doubt upon the theory p~ated eagerly by
some, that nature protects the unborn child from fluoride
damage by preventing excess fluoride from entering its
system.

In a Czechoslovakian medical journal, Dr. G. Kau
zaP6l has observed hemorrhages in the duodenum (upper
bowel) of five newborn infants whose mothers had been
working in an industry where they were exposed to air
contaminated by fluoride. The ulcers were of the kind ex
perimentally produced by large doses of fluoride.

Dr. F. J. Stare's persistent recommendation of fluoride
for osteoporosis is backfiring. At least one case of perma
nent blindness (macular retinitis) of one eye has been at
tributed to this treatment by Drs. Geall and Beilin262 of
London, England. I have encountered the early stage of this
eye disease in three patients poisoned by fluoridated water.
Others263 have noted spinal arthritis and stomach disorders
due to this treatment as well as increased joint pains.l90

J. R. Marier and associates, scientists of the Canadian
National Research Council, in the AMA's Archives of
Environmental Health264 and Dyson Rose and Marier in
Chemistry in Canada264a have further pinpointed factors
which are inconsonant with fluoridation. A U. S. medical
journal, Annals of Internal Medicine, has reported cases of
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skeletal fluorosis in Arabia from fluoride which naturally
occurs in drinking water at the unusually low range of 0.8
to 3.45 ppm.9S

Most significantly, Dr. Muhler himself, a staunch pro
moter of fluoridation, has shown that fluoride accumu
lates in soft tissues where it can produce calcium deposits
under certain conditions.15o

More telling than the most elaborate statistics and a~

mal experiments is a statement by Dr. A. L. Russell of
the U. S. National Institute of Dental Research, Bethesda,
Md., made at the meeting of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science, Montreal, December 26,
1964. He referred to the deplorable condition of teeth in
Baltimore which he considers "reasonably representative of
the U.S.A. as a whole." The decay rate among white peo
ple in Baltimore is about 60 per cent worse than that of
Ethiopians who, he stated, have "the fewest decayed mo
lars and other teeth (of any group reported)." After twelve
years of fluoridation in Baltimore, one would expect that
the proverbial 60 to 65 per cent improvement in the decay
rate should somehow be perceptible.·

During the past two years I have encountered additional
cases of chronic poisoning from fluoridated water. Some
patients have been hospitalized for thorough investigation
whereas in others I had no opportunity to carry out exten
sive studies. In all cases the disease has been cured without
treatment other than the elimination of fluoridated water.
Since I am not practicing in a fluoridated city it is difficult
for me to assess the incidence of the disease. It is likely to
vary from one city to another because water supplies vary
in their content of calcium, phosphorus and other protec
tive minerals. The appalling lack of knowledge concerning
the manifestations of this disease among physicians and the
unrelenting propaganda claiming fluoridation is absolutely
safe account for the fact that fluoride poisoning continues
• Tampa Times Dec. 26, 1964.
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to be generally unrecognized throughout the country.
From the foregoing it appears that the pieces of the flu

oridation puzzle are falling into place. They reveal a gi
gantic picture of the fluoridation struggle. The following
are some of the pieces:

Scientists at U. S. universities whose research has estab
lished evidence unfavorable to fluoridation issue statements
that their work is being misinterpreted or that they, them
selves, are of an opinion diametricJly opposite to the facts
which their research disclosed (ppT122, 304).

A scientist at a New York state institution, Dr. J. A. Forst,
was obliged through intervention of a P.H.S. official, Dr.
D. B. A., to declare his own research invalid, as disclosed
at a New York State Legislative Hearing in Albany on
February 29, 1956.

Several important P.H.S. studies which turned out to be
unfavorable to fluoridation were not published in official
health journals (pp. 242,243).

The P.H.S. has initiated many scientific studies on air
contamination, yet fluoride, one of the most poisonous air
contaminants, is rarely if ever mentioned.

Whereas millions are drinking fluoridated water, there
is scarcely a hospital in the U. S. A. whose laboratories
are equipped to perform fluoride analyses.

On several occasions, scientists who proved fluoridation
harmfu1205,206 were provided with research grants and P.H.S.
advisers for the purpose of setting up new research de
signed expressly to arrive at conclusions opposite to their
original findings (p. 237). .

P.H.S. officials, acting as consultants, have advised edi
tors of leading U. S. medical journals to refrain from
publishing scientific findings of unquestionable validity
and of utmost importance to the nation's health merely be
cause they did not conform to fluoridation promotion
(pp. 163,322).

Free discussions, which are customary in medical socie-
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Table 19

NEWSPAPER REPORTS OF IDENTICAL 8105

One of the country's highly reputed scientific institutions,
the Kettering Laboratory, Cincinnati, published a "Select
ed Bibliography" on fluoridation for distribution to scien-

Remarks
Of four bids, 2 identical: $6.60
per 100 pounds of sodium
silicofluoride
International Minerals and
Chemical Corp. Skokie;
-Davison Chemical Co., Balti
more; -Swift and Co., Chi
cago: $54 per ton.
Identical bids from Harshaw
Chem Co.; Henry Sundheimer
Co., New York; Amer. Agric.
Chem. Co., New York: $.0687
per pound on 900 tons of
sodium silicofluoride.
Equal bids $53.80 per ton to
supply 800,000 Ibs. of hydro
fluosilicic acid by Commercial
Chemicals and Davison Chemi
cal Co.
3 identical bids: $46,800 for
600,000 Ibs. of sodium silico
fluoride by Blockson Chemical
Co., Joliet, Ill.; Hydrite Chemi
cal Co., Milwaukee, Wisc.;
and McKesson Robbins, New
York.

Daily Tribune
6/8/60

Plain Dealer
7/18/60

Source of Information
Journal Every Evening

11/25/59

Milwaukee, Chemical Week
Wisconsin 3123/57

Niagara Falls, Niagara Falls Gazette
New York 12122159 .

Cleveland,
Ohio

Chicago,
Illinois

Town
Wilmington,
Delaware.

1963. Made possible "through the generosity of three
firms of toothpaste manufacturers who will remain anony
mous," "advertisements in the press and in magazines,
circularizatio~ o~ let.ters and parnphlyts t~ all l?cal c?~n

cillors and dlstnbutIon of posters;for dIsplay m waltmg
rooms, clinics, out-patient departments, factory notice
boards, canteens and interviewing rooms in factories," will
be utilized, according to the announcement.

Newspapers in five cities reported identical bids by two
and more corporations in the sale of fluoride for addition
to municipal water supplies (Table 19), thus raising the
question of price fixing, a federal offense.

ties regarding other new measures, have been repeatedly
barred on the subject of fluoridation (pp. 24, 255).

Scientists who have carried out valid research unfavorable
to fluoridation have been harassed to such an extent that
they have decided to discontinue their research on fluoride
(pp. 235, 242, 249).

An international conference on fluoride of outstanding
scientists, underwritten by the Italian government to con
vene at the Dental School of the University of Rome, Sep
tember, 1961, was abruptly cancelled within a few weeks
before it was to take place (page 276).

After the same group of scientists had conferred in Bern,
Switzerland, Oct. 21 to 23, 1962, publication of the trans
actions already in print containing research on fluoride oth
erwise difficult of access was suddenly abandoned by the
original publisher (page 284).

When the Science Editor of a nationally circulated maga
zine was attempting to explore all aspects of the fluoridation
question he was designated "an anachronism who should be
removed from his editorial chair."·

According to the Journal of the North Carolina Dental
Society of August, 1955, Vol. 38, page 144, dentists R. P.
and D.H.E. of Greensboro, N. c., were temporarily sus
pended from membership in the society because they open
ly opposed fluoridation. According to the Boston Daily Rec
ord Sept. 28, 1961, Dr. Max Ginns was "dropped" from the
Massachusetts Dental Society for the same reason.

Seven large corporations, through their attorneys, joined
Reynolds Metals Company to obtain a reversal of a court de
cision against Reynolds. Fluoride from its smokestacks had
contaminated the air and poisoned three humans (p. 119).

Vested commercial interests are sponsoring the British
Dental Association's drive in favor of fluoridation. A pub
licity campaign to obtain fluoridation was announced in
the Supplement to the British Dental Journal of September,
• John Lear, Saturday Review Jan. 2, 1965, page 91.
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tists. Sponsored by nine corporations and supported by
P.H.S. grants, all research unfavorable to fluoridation is
omitted, including some of the most valuable scientific
material on the subject.266 Thus a scientific institution of
high repute has allowed itself to become something akin
to a propaganda agency. .

The following event illustrates the difficulties encount
ered by physicians in becoming aware of data unfavorable
to fluoridation:

In the February, 1965, AM.A Archives of Internal
Medicine, Dr. D. R. Taves, and collaborators, of Rochester,
N. Y, reported substantial accumulation of fluoride in the
blood of a 41 year old nurse from the use of fluoridated
water in hemodialysis, a treatment for kidney disease.267

Hemodialysis is the process of clearing the blood of
damaging metabolic waste products by withdrawing blood
from the body and then returning it after its passage
through an "artificial kidney." In this procedure, circulat
ing blood passes through flowing water, separated from
it by a semipermeable membrane.

In repeated treatments extending over eight months, the
authors observed that fluoride entered from the water into
the blood stream and settled in the bones instead of the toxic
waste products leaving the blood. After the patient's death
destructive changes in bones which were associated with an
unusually high (5500 ppm) accumulation of fluoride were
revealed at autopsy. The authors failed to realize that oth
ers, especially Dr. Amarjit Singh167 of Patiala, India, had ob
served advanced crippling fluorosis in patients whose bones
contained only 1500 ppm of fluoride. They determined that
most of the fluoride stored in this woman's bones had ac
cumulated prior to the treatment.

I wondered why the authors had failed to report signifi
cant clinical details in their presentation of this case, especi
ally the patient's symptoms and autopsy data. Data on the
extent to which fluoride had accumulated in organs other
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than bones, especially in the diseased kidneys, would per
mit an evaluation of its possible damage to these organs. It
also would indicate whether or not fluoride had contrib
uted to, or caused, the woman's death.

When I asked one of the authors for further clinical de
tails, to my surprise he referred me to another article deal
ing with the same case. Written by an entirely different team,
Drs. L. H. Kretchmar, W. M. Greene, C. W. Waterhouse
and W. L. Parry, it was published in 1963 in the I.A.M.A.
Vol. 184, page 1030.268 My correspondent stated that he had
forgotten to mention this article in his paper. He also en
closed another forgotten reference about which I had in
quired, namely that of an article by Drs. J. R. Blayney,
R. C. Bowers and M. Zimmerman.2611 A number for this ref
erence was shown in the text, but the reference was miss
ing in the bibliography. This article showed that, in pa
tients with kidney disease, excess accumulation of fluo
ride takes place in the iliac bone.

According to the I.A .M.A. article the patient had four
teen treatments with the artificial kidney. At first all went
well and she improved. Later when each treatment was pro
longed from 4 to 6 hours she developed headaches, con
fusion, nausea and, on one occasion, a convulsion. Not
aware at the time of the effect of fluoridated water, the
authors attributed these symptoms to the kidney disease.
Intravenous medication brought relief for only 15 minute
periods but the symptoms persisted for 24 hours after each
treatment. Paradoxically, the patient's output of urine was
diminished for two days after each treatment, a sign of
further impairment of her kidney function.

The AM.A.'s authors described "a bizarre neuromus
cular irritability" with twitching of the right arm and occa
sional convulsions. During one of the convulsions, one
hour after treatment, the patient expired. The authors had
no explanation for this unusual phenomenon. I could not
help but recall my cases of fluoride poisoning in which I
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have frequently observed muscular fibrillation (twitching),
especially in the case with tetaniform convulsions described
on page 106. The authors warned that the otherwise well
established method of hemodialysis should not be em
ployed too vigorously as it might induce further deteriora
tion of the disease which it was to alleviate.

Whereas convulsions occur occasionally in advanced kid
ney disease, a member of the team must have suspected
that some other factor, perhaps a contaminant in the Ro
chester tap water, had poisoned the patient. An investiga
tion followed in which top P.H.S. scientists were consulted,
including Prof. Armstrong, of the University of Minne
sota, whose services the P.H.S. had employed previously to
counter the research of Dr. Alfred Taylor and that by Drs.
Berry and Trillwood. Another consultant was Prof. H. C.
Hodge of Rochester, a well-known exponent of fluoridation,
some of whose research was discussed on page 293.

The P.H.S. must have found itself in another dilemma.
If hemodialysis with fluoridated water as practiced on
a large scale in the U.S.A. were to continue, this otherwise
useful procedure would in all likelihood turn out to be dis
astrous to many people. On the other hand, if the case were
to be properly presented to the medical profession, it might
kill fluoridation. The P.H.S. scientists could not risk keep
ing the data gleaned from this case to themselves. They had
to warn the medical profession against the use of fluori
dated water in an artificial kidney. This was accomplished
in a most inconspicuous way by the publication of a
second article which did not refer to the original case report.

From the evidence presented here and in previous chap
ters there cannot be any question but what this case consti
tutes the second fatality from fluoride in water reported in
the U. S. medical literature, the first one from artificially
fluoridated water. How many others have already shared the
nurse's fate no one will ever learn. Nor is it possible to fore
tell how many additional unforseen dangers to human life
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due to fluoride will eventually come to light.
More significantly, this case demonstrates how the med

ical profession is being deprived of straightforward infor
mation about poisoning from fluoridated water.

It should be stated emphatically that the authors of the
two articles cannot be held responsible for concealing the
truth. Nor should anyone blame the editor of the A.M.A.
Archives of Internal Medicine who inadvertently failed to
ask for complete clinical details before he accepted the ar
ticle for publication. The finger of guilt points to those who
insist, categorically, that there has never been the slightest
harm from fluoridation; that cases of poisoning have not
been "documented" or have not been "brought to our at
tention" and who, in scientific journals, portray those not in
accord with their views in the following manner: "The ca
pacity of the human mind to deceive itself knows no limits."

Again, the question arises, why have no other physi
cians in the U.S.A. reported damage to health from fluori
dated water.

Two recent experiences provide the answer. They dis
close an approach quite similar to that described previously
in "eliminating" experimental research unfavorable to fluo
ridation:

At first the patient is visited by a representative of the
U.S.P.H.S. or of the local dental society. The latter seeks to
learn whatever he can that might be embarrassing to the pa
tient or to his physician. The physician is then persuaded
to make his record available to a special committee which,
unbeknown to the patient or physician, is established for
the purpose of "proving" that the diagnosis of fluoride poi
soning is fallacious. The physician is subsequently obliged
to declare his diagnosis unwarranted. Should he insist upon
maintaining his position or communicate his experience to
his colleagues, he will be subjected promptly to public abuse
and embarrassment.

On March 24, 1965, two prominent fluoridation promo:
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ters representing themselves as a newspaper editor and a
member of ''The Antigo Freedom from Fluoridation Com
mittee" gained the confidence of Mrs. J. W. P. of W., Wis
consin, whose .physician had recognized that she was
poisoned by fluoridated water and advised her to eliminate
it for cooking and drinking. Having convinced her that they
were genuinely interested in assisting her in proving her
case valid, she divulged her physician's name and granted
them permission to contact him for the details. Subsequently
the physician, Dr. . .. S, was visited by five fluoridation
promoters. After their visit he had no choice but to re
main silent. The following day, the profluoridation com
mittee, "Antigo Citizens for Better Health," declared in the
local Antigo Daily Journal while this so-called "legal and
medical investigation" was" in the process" (sic) that the
case of Mrs. P. was "a flagrant abuse of truth, in fact a
hoax."

On March 31, 1965, Dr. T., a health department official,
visited the home of E. F., age 51, another victim of the
same disease, in Hamden, Conn. This patient had under
gone extensive tests under my supervision in a Detroit hos
pital by means of which diseases other than fluoride poison
ing were eliminated.

At a hearing before a Conn. Committee on Public
Health and Safety, following the examination of the patient
by a special committee in a New Haven hospital, the Con
necticut State Health Commissioner, Dr. F. Foote, publicly
attempted to downgrade my competence, that of the chem
ist in Passaic, N. J., who had made the fluoride determina
tions on this patient, and that of the dentist in charge of the
research unit who had upheld the chemist's reputation. The
New Jersey State Health Department had requested the
chemist's dismissal from his position at his hospital at the
behest of the Connecticut State Health Department.

A New Haven physician who had concurred with my di
agnosis was invited to appear before the local medical so-
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ciety where a program was set up for April 7th to feature
the State Health Commissioner, Dr. Franklin Foote, and his
special committee. In a letter to the program chairman, dat
ed March 23, 1965, I requested equal time in order to pre
sent my evidence on this case at this meeting. This request
was denied.

In January, 1965, several Detroit dentists told a news
paper editor, in whose paper facts unfavorable to fluori
dation had been revealed, that $27,000 was available for
advertising to win the vote for fluoridation in Detroit ,the
following November, and that some of this money could
be used to buy space in his newspaper should he wish to
cooperate. .

May 13, 1965, every member of the Detroit District
Dental Society was notified of a $20.00 assessment for the
campaign to win the local vote for fluoridation in Nov.,
1965. Members failing to comply within·4 months were
threatened with loss of membership in the local and na
tional dental societies as stipulated in the portion of the
by-laws which was attached.

To what does all this add up? On the basis of available
information the question whether fluoridation is safe and

. effective is no longer at issue. It is evident that

• fluoridation was originally promoted by industry;
• a handful of outstanding .scientists were given grants

to carry out research in order to prove a predeter
mined thesis;

• these scientists, utilizing this research and their high
standing in scientific groups, were able to attract offi
cials in medical and dental organizations;

• the dental branch of the U. S. Public Health Service
embraced the new "health measure" at a time when
relatively little progress in preventive dentistry was on
record compared with its sister branches in the medi
cal field;
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• new industries including some of the toothpaste and
drug industries fell into line;

• the same scientists, now aided by the U.S.P.H.S., be
gan a vigorous campaign among lay organizations
with the backing of some of their colleagues whom
they had, by now, convinced that fluoridation is safe;

• these men won the news media, especially medical
news writers, for their cause and thus prevented data
unfavorable to the project from reaching the profes
sion and the public;

• supported by the P.H.S., by industry, by professional
organizations, lay groups and trusting individual civic
leaders, they created an unfavorable public image of
all who disagreed, lay persons and scientists alike. .

It may well be that the P.H.S. was not in on the ground
floor when the fluoridation idea was initiated. However,
having committed themselves prematurely to promotion of
fluoridation, now that serious damage to health of citizens
in many fluoridated cities has been established, they can
not retreat wi~out jeopardizing their position and lay
ing themselves open to prosecution.

As one of the participants at the Fourth Annual Confer
ence60 of State Dental Directors with the Public Health Serv
ice and the Children's Bureau, June 6-8, 1951, stated:
"We have told the public it (fluoridation) works, so we
can't go back on that."·

The struggle against the modem day Titans will eventu
ally end. With its termination will emerge a vast expansion
of scientific knowledge. The suffering of a Merrilies, a
Jones, a Dunn, and an Ayres" will not have been in vain.

The mighty gods called Titans, who once ruled the
world, have faded away. They exist only in memory. Yet
their impact upon civilization-good and bad-is undeni·
able. The same fate awaits the Titans of today. Their con-

• Page 35 of the Minutes of the Fourth Annual Conference.a8

•• Names of patients poisoned by fluoridated water.
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tributions to our modem way of life will remain.
Evidence is already available that fluoride, one of the

most reactive chemical agents, liable to be present in every
human organism and in many body organs, provides the
key to the explanation of several illnesses. Among them
some forms of migraine, arthritis, colitis and gastric disor
ders rank prominently. These diseases are due to many dif
ferent causes. Fluoride will be recognized as one of them.

Fluoride's effect on calcification of arteries and liga
ments, conditions which we now attribute to "normal" ag
ing will eventually be clarified. Research respecting fluo
ride's bearing on the thyroid gland, on the glucose (sugar)
and on the calcium-phosphorus metabolism is bound to
open up new frontiers in medicine.

I am completing the last lines of A Struggle With Titans
at my farm retreat, about thirty miles north of Detroit. In
this dream house of mine, nestled in the hills, I have per
sonally set rock upon rock to build its solid walls. Through
the huge glass partitions I glance at the waves of ripening
wheat. I can see cows grazing on the hills suckling their
calves. A flock of starlings pursue a hawk in its graceful
flight. I hear the rustling of corn. The atmosphere, calm and
serene, contrasts with the turmoil of a stormy council
meeting, a radio debate, the penetrating barbs of a Stock
holm professor of dentistry or of a former Kettering scien
tist now employed by an aluminum corporation.

I turn on the radio and hear the voice of WJR's Director
of Fine Arts, Karl Haas. Listening to this brilliant music
commentator and pianist affords me genuine satisfaction
especially since, some thirty years ago, I rescued him from
the Nazi gas chambers by bringing him to Detroit.

Today, his program featured the German poet Goethe.
One of his poems, "Wanderer's Night Song," set to music
by Franz Schubert, struck a familiar chord. It put into
words the peaceful atmosphere surrounding me: .
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"Uber allen Wipfeln is Ruh
In allen Gipfeln spiirest Du
Kaum einen Hauch
Die Vogel Schlafen im Walde
Warte nur balde
Ruhest du auch.
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Above all summits there
is peace,

Above all tree tops one
Senses scarcely a breath.
The birds are silent in

the woods;
Wait, oh wait-you, too,

will soon be at rest.
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GLOSSARY

AAAS American Association for the Advancement of Sci
ence.

Acne An affection of the skin with eruption of papules or pus
tules.

Acute Illness Illness of short duration as contrasted to chronic
illness.

A.D.A. American Dental Association.
Adrenal gland Gland of internal secretion located above the

kidney.
A.M.A. American Medical Association.
Amyloidosis Replacement of tissue by a substance resembling

starch.
Anaphylaxis A severe state of sensitivity leading to shock and

death.
Aorta Great artery through which fresh blood is pumped from

left ventricle of heart throughout the organism.
Arteriosclerosis Hardening of the arterial walls.
Biopsy Microscopic examination of tissue removed from the

living organism.
Calcification Deposition of calcium salts.
Calcium Fluoride (CaF2 ) a mineral containing 51.33% cal

cium and 48.67% fluorine.-Molecular weight 78.08 (cal
cium ion = 40.08, 2 fluoride ions = 38.00).

Cataract opacity of the lens of the eye.
Chalazion Inflammatory distention of one of the Meibomian

glands which are located at the margin of the eyelids.
Cortisone A steroid component of the adrenal cortex.
D.D.S. Doctor of Dental Surgery.
D.M.D. Doctor of Dental Medicine.
Ectopic Displaced outside abdominal wall.
Emphysema Overdistention of lungs:
Enzyme An organic compound, frequently a protein, which ac

celerates or produces a biochemical process by catalytic ac
tion.
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Erythema Multiforme Skin eruption characterized by round,
centrally indented lesions mainly on arms and legs.

F.D.A. Food and Drug Administration (Dept. of HEW). I
Fluorine an element of the halogen group, atomic weight of

19. Exists as F2 molecules.
Fluorosis Chronic fluoride poisoning.
Gingival Pertaining to the gums.
Halogens A nonmetallic element of the seventh group of the

periodic system: chlorine, iodine, bromine or fluorine.
Heifers Young cows that have not had a calf.
H.E.W. U.S. Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare.
Hydrofluoric Acid or Hydrogen Fluoride (HF) molecular

weight, 20 (hydrogen ion = 1, fluoride ion = 19).
Hydrofluorosis Chronic fluoride poisoning from drinking wa

ter.
Hyperparathyroidism Disease due to excess activity of the

parathyroid glands.
Ingest To take substance into the body by way of the alimen

tary canal.
Intradermal injection Injection between the two layers of the

skin.
Ion An atom or group of atoms carrying an electric charge.
I.A.M.A. Journal of the American Medical Association.
I.A.D.A. Journal of the American Dental Association.
Lymphoid glands Structures about the size of a pea distributed

throughout the body serving as a disposal plant for foreign
substances.

Metabolism The sum of physical and chemical processes by
which simpler compounds are converted into living, organized
substances.

Monograph A treatise on a single subject.
N.F.N. National Fluoridation News.
Neuromuscular Pertaining to nerves and muscles.
N.I.H. National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Md.
Osteoporosis Abnormal porosity or rarefaction of bone.
Osteosclerosis Excessive hardening or abnormal denseness of

bone.
Parathyroid gland One of the four· small glands on the lateral

lobes of the thyroid which regulate the calcium-phosphorus
metabolism.

Parotid gland A saliva producing gland located in both cheeks
in front of the ears.
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Periodontal disease Disease around a tooth.
Pharynx Area situated in back of palate and mouth, above the

voice box.
P.H.S. Public Health Service.
Polydipsia Excessive thirst.
PPM (fluoride in water) Parts per million, i.e., 1 milligram

(mg) per liter or 1 milligram (mg) in 1000 g of solid material.
Per cent (%) 1% is equivalent to 10,000 ppm. 
Retinitis Inflammation of the retina, often leading to degene

ration of the inner eye and to blindness.
S. C. Senior Counsellor, a title earned by Irish attorneys after

special training and experience. J

ISodium Fluoride (NaP) contains 54.75%sodium and 45.25%
fluorine. Molecular weight 42 (sodium ion = 23, fluoride ion
= 19). •

Sodium Fluosilicate (Na2SiFe) contains 24.46% sodium, 14.92%
silicon, and 60.62% fluorine; molecular weight, 188.05
(2 sodium ions = 46, silicon = 28.05, 6 fluoride ions = 114).

Soft tissue organs Organs other than bones, teeth, hair and
nails. .

Syndrome A group of concurrent symptoms characterizing a
disease.

Teleangiectasis An area of tissue composed of dilated capillary
blood vessels or minute arteries.

Thymus A ductless gland in the chest cavity, just above the
heart.

TVA Tennessee Valley Authority.
Vertebra One of the bones which constitutes a segment of the

spinal column.
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Acne, 300
Air Pollution by Fluoride, 62,

·64, 81, 83, 86, 116, 335
damage suits, 62, 117, 153
duodenal hemorrhages, due

to, 333
effect, on

bees, 64, ca&le 117, 118,
fish 117, fruit trees 116,
196, gladioluses 118, 283,
humans 62, 117, leaves 64,
trees 128, tulips 283

factors determining, 83, 153
in Baltimore 82, Donora 81,

Meuse 81, Rheinfelden
128, 282, Tampa 83, 196,
Tennessee Valley Authority
295, The Dallas 196,
Troutdale 118, Vancouver
117

Allergy to Fluoride, 24, 98,
207, 244, 263, 301
testing for, 219
vs. intolerance 24, 263

Alther, E. W., 280
Aluminum Industry 280, 281

Alcoa, 5, 11, 41, 116, 118,
132,135,267

Ewing, Oscar, 17, 41, 135
litigation, 118
promoting flouride, 132
Reynolds Metals Co., 62, 118,

123, 336
scientists representing, 11,

280
Alvarez, W. c., 139
American Cancer Society, 212

American Dental Association
(ADA), 133, 183
commitment to fluoridation,

330
Crest endorsed, 124
dossier about Dr. Waldbott,

58,65
expulsion from membership,

336
fluoridation not debatable, 66,

97,251,308
intimidation, 42, 43
Journal of, 13, 29, 43, 141,

230,234
liaison with PHS, 133
propaganda, 232
research "outdated", 250

American Medical Association
(AMA),133
consultants to, 243, 244
correspondence with, 33
Councils on Foods and on

Drugs, 54, 244, 254, 257,
264

Farrell substitute resolution,
253

hearing (1957), 256
Journal of, 18, 52, 243, 339
presidents' statements, 35, 254
Public Health Committee, 253
report on fluoridation 1957,

264
research grants, 133
statement by officials, 33, 164,

253,254
stationery, 255, 256

Amies, Sir AB.P., 16
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Amyloidosis, Fluoride Storage
in, 211

Anand, D. G., 332
Anaphylaxis, 329, 330
Anderson, B. Go, 284
Antidote to fluoride, 153
Apatite, 74, 93
Archives of Environmental

Health, comments on sympo
sium, 269, 270

Armstrong, W. D., 92, 119, 120,
235, 249, 257, 262, 305, 332,
340

Arnold, F. A., Ir., 42, 121, 179
Ast, D. B., 17, 194
Authorities, 4, 138, 140, 179
Azar, H. A., 159

Badger, D. Co, 16
Bartlett, Texas,

bone changes, 296, 302
cataracts, arthritis, partial

deafness,296
mortality, 295

Bartlett, Willard, 227
Bates, Gordon, 225, 266
Bauer, W. W., 33, 254
Benagiano, A., 275, 276, 317
Bernier, 1. L., 243
Berry, R. I., 249
Berry, W.T.C., 239
Beryllium,210
Bibby, B. G., 37,244,255
Birth Defects, 128, 150
Bittner, I. J., 235
Black, A. Po, 137
Black M. H., 302·
Blayney, J. R., 242, 243, 339
Bonham, G. H., 127
Borei, H., 248
Bowie, J. Y., 148
Bowles, George, 331
Boyd, J. Co, 49
Brandl, J., 91
Bredemann, G., 276
Brekhus, P. J., 119

British Nutrition Society, 247
Brown, W. G., 266
Bull, F. A., 65, 168, 169, 239
Butler, S., 310, 321, 324
Buu-Hoi, N. P., 283

Calcification
of aorta, 333
of arteries, 161,272, 303, 333
in ligaments, 159, 303, 304,

345
in lymphoid glands, 157

Calcium
depositions in vital organs,

303
deposits on teeth, 159
in Newburgh's water, 15
in pulp chamber, 13, 32
related to urinary fluoride,

217
tablets contaminated by fluo

ride 90
in urine, 208, 211, 217

Calcium Fluoride vs. Sodium
Fluoride, 61

Calingaert, G., 259
Call, Ro A., 243, 251, 272
Campagnano, gum disease in,

317
Campbell, Irene R., 123, 337
Canadian Medical Association,

18
Cancer, 235
Changing Times, 196
Charnot, A. G., 128, 150
Chemical Week, 114, 127
Chinchillas, 242
Cholak, J., 123
Churchill, H. V., 11
Clanahan, Russell, 184
Clark, J. D., 236
Cohrs, F., 32, 152
Colorado Springs, 63
Commission on Chronic Illness

Newsletter, 35, 36, 40
reply to, 41

Conflict of Interests, 5, 266
Corrosion by Fluoride

Riverhead, N. Y., 188
water heaters, plumbing, 188

Court Hearings on Fluoridation,
311,312
decisions, 312, 326-8
laboratory tests at, 320

Cox, G. J., 59, 61, 119, 121,
141,224

Cox, W. R., 242
Cryolite, 64, 74
Curry, C., 238, 314, 319

Dalziel-Ward, 247
Darlow, G., 148
Dean, H. Trendley, 13, 37, 136,

179, 248, 255, 257, 261, 262
DeEds, F., 249
Denials of Poisoning, 225

by Bartlett, W., 227, Heustis,
A E., 226, Ryan, R. S.,
225, Weidner, G. C., 225

Dermatitis Due to Fluoride, 301
Derryberry, O. M., 294
DeSenarclens, F., 147
De Sepibus, c., 128
DeStefano, T. M., 55
Detroit District Dental Society,

43, 140, 258
assessment of members, 343

Detroit Eastern Dental Club, 176
Detroit News, 141, 181, 182
Dillon, Charles, 13, 314, 324
Disparagement, 140, 141, 183,

197, 228, 321
Donora, Pa., Disaster, 82
Doty, J. R., 29, 176
Double-blind Test, 202, 209
Drinking Habits, 90, 91, 127,

200
Drugs,

allergy vs. intolerance, 24
penicillin death, 3, 4
tests for allergy, 98

Dublin, Ireland, 309, 314

Dunning, J. M., 307

Easlick, K. A and Elwell, K.
R., 267, 313

Elvehjem, C. A, 259
Epstein, E., 300
Ericcson, I., 197, 316
Ewing, Oscar, 17,41, 135
Exner, F. B., 69, 139, 257,

261,262,263
Experts, 4, 29, 139, 260, 311,
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Fabian, Ethel, 198
Fabre, R., 150, 275
Farrell, C. L., 253
Fatalities in Fluorosis, 49, 78,
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Feltman, R., 90, 223, 238, 301
Fiorentini, S., 275, 314, 317,
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Fluoridated Water

top allowable limit, 89
toxicity, 80

Fluoridation
allowable concentration, 89
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concentration at faucets, 31
concentration vs. dose, 48
corrosion due to, 187, 188
cost, 130
definition, 1
·effect of other minerals in,
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. effect on plumbing, 188

effect on water heaters, 188
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among scientists, 278, 279
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infiltrating opponent

groups, 277
intimidation, 42, 43, 342,

343
invented stories, 195
P.H.S.,169
scientists engaged in,
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secrecy, 50, 194, 195
slander, 65, 140, 141,
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